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Chapitre 1
Synthe`se des activite´s de recherche
et d’encadrement
Ce document pre´sente une synthe`se de mes activite´s de recherche depuis la soutenance
de ma the`se en 1999. L’activite´ rapporte´e ici est celle d’un inge´nieur de recherche, et donc
s’est de´roule´e en paralle`le d’une activite´ “technique”comprenant des taches d’instrumentation
en laboratoire, d’instrumentation de plateformes en montagne, de raids scientifiques sur les
calottes polaires, d’e´laboration de projets scientifiques, d’organisation d’e´quipes ou d’ordre
administratif. Je suis Inge´nieur de recherche CNRS depuis 2004 affecte´ au laboratoire Gipsa-
lab, une unite´ mixte de recherche du CNRS, de Grenoble-INP, de l’universite´ Joseph Fourier
et de l’universite´ Stendhal. Ce laboratoire (d’environ 400 personnes), conventionne´ avec l’IN-
RIA, l’Observatoire de Grenoble et l’universite´ Pierre Mende`s France, est pluridisciplinaire et
de´veloppe des recherches fondamentales et finalise´es sur les signaux et les syste`mes complexes.
Lors de la pre´paration de ma the`se (mi-temps 1995-99) au LGGE, je me suis inte´resse´
au traitement des images de microstructures de la neige, du ne´ve´ et de la glace. C’est assez
naturellement que j’ai rejoint le laboratoire LIS devenu Gipsa-lab pour y de´velopper des
activite´s de traitement des images Radar a` Synthe`se d’Ouverture (RSO) applique´ aux milieux
naturels neige, glace et glaciers. Etant le premier a` ge´ne´rer un interfe´rogramme diffe´rentiel
des glaciers des Alpes, j’ai continue´ a` travailler sur la phase interfe´rome´trique pour extraire
des informations de de´placement et valider ces me´thodes sur le glacier d’Argentie`re (massif
du Mont-Blanc) qui pre´sente l’e´norme avantage de se de´placer de quelques centime`tres par
jour. Ces activite´s m’ont amene´ a` de´velopper, en collaboration avec les laboratoires LISTIC,
LTCI et IETR, des me´thodes plus ge´ne´rales pour extraire des informations dans les images
RSO.
Ma formation initiale en e´lectronique, puis de doctorat en physique m’ont amene´ a`
mettre a` profit mes connaissances en traitement d’images et des signaux, en e´lectromagne´-
tisme, en calcul nume´rique, en informatique et en physique de la neige et de la glace pour
e´tudier les proble`mes de traitement des images RSO applique´s a` la glace, aux glaciers et a` la
neige.
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et de de´velopper un proce´de´ d’assimilation de donne´es RSO, pour contraindre un
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1.1 Activite´s et collaborations nationales
1.1.1 Encadrements
Encadrement de the`ses
2003-2007 Gabriel Vasile. Imagerie radar a` synthe`se d’ouverture interfe´rome´trique et
polarime´trique. Application au suivi des glaciers alpins. Soutenue le 20 juillet 2007 a`
Annecy. Ecole doctorale : SISEO. Directeurs : Pr. P. Bolon (30%, LISTIC), Pr. V.
Buzuloiu (30%, Univ. Bucarest), E. Trouve´ (30%, LISTIC), M. Gay (10%, LIS).
2005-2008 Lionel Bombrun. De´veloppement d’outils et de me´thodes de te´le´de´tection
spatiale optique et radar ne´cessaire a` la haute re´solution spatiale. Soutenue le 18 no-
vembre 2008 a` Grenoble. Ecole doctorale : EEATS. Directeurs : Pr. J. Mars (10%,
LIS), M. Gay (90%, LIS).
2009-2012 Olivier Harant. Me´thodes statistiques en te´le´de´tection RSO polarime´trique
haute re´solution pour la mode´lisation et le suivi temporel des glaciers. Soutenue le
20 juillet 2012 a` 2012 a` Grenoble. Ecole doctorale : MATISSE. Directeurs : Pr. L.
Ferro-Famil (70%, IETR), M. Gay (30%, GIPSA).
2010-2013 Fanny Ponton. Correction des effets atmosphe´riques en interfe´rome´trie ra-
dar par fusion de donne´es. Soutenue le 22 Novembre 2013 a` L’Universite´ Joseph Fou-
rier, Grenoble I. Ecole doctorale : TUE. Directeurs : Ph. A. Walpersdorf (35%, IsTerre),
Pr. E. Trouve´ (30%, LISTIC), M. Gay (35%, GIPSA).
2010-2014 Xuan Vu Phan. Te´le´de´tection RSO polarime´trique et interfe´rome´trique pour
la caracte´risation de la neige et de son e´volution temporelle. Soutenue le 21 mars 2014
a` Grenoble. Ecole doctorale : MATISSE. Directeurs : Pr. L. Ferro-Famil (10%, IETR,
Rennes), M. Dumont (10%, CEN Grenoble), M. Gay (80%, GIPSA).
2010-2014 Thomas Echelard. De´tection et quantification des mouvements de surface
du perge´lisol par imagerie ae´rienne et sateliitaire. Soutenue le 4 avril 2014 a` Grenoble.
Ecole doctorale : TUE. Directeurs : Pr. P. Schoneich (50%, IGA), M. Gay (50%,
GIPSA)
Encadrement de Post-doc
2009-2010 Lionel Bombrun. Processus stochastiques pour l’e´tude de la re´trodiffusion
polarime´trique radar. En collaboration avec G. Vasile´ (GIPSA) et J.P. Ovarlez (SON-
DRA / ONERA).
2009-2010 Felix Totir. Estimation parame´trique et segmentation optimale du fouillis
radar non gaussien dans les images RSO multi-varie´es a` haute re´solution spatiale. En
collaboration avec G. Vasile´ (GIPSA).
Encadrement de master
2002 Agne`s Ferrie´. Potentiel de l’nterfe´rome´trie RSO pour l’e´tablissement des champs
de vitesse et de taux de de´formation en surface des glaciers alpins. DEA de l’Universite´
Joseph Fourier-Grenoble I.
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2003 Laurent Bousquet. Etude de la dynamique des glaciers par te´le´de´tection spatiale.
DEA de l’Universite´ Pierre et Marie Curie - Paris 6.
2005 Mathieu Desbazeille. Repre´sentations temps-fre´quence applique´es a` des signaux
de bilan de masse de glaciers. Master Recherche EEATS Grenoble I.
2005 Guillaume Gelabert . Etude du mouvement des glaciers a` l’aide d’une chaˆıne
interfe´rome´trique RSO. Master Signal, Te´le´communication et Image ENST de Bre-
tagne.
2005 Tarek Habib. Segmentation of high resolution satellite images : Application to the
Alpine lake detection. Master Signal, Te´le´communication et Image ENST de Bretagne.
2007 Loic Moreau. Calculs de projections des vitesses 3D a` partir d’images interfe´ro-
me´triques RSO satellitaires. Master Recherche EEATS-SIPT Grenoble I.
2008 Bertrand Coppa. Remote sensing techniques for the retrieval of snow parameters.
Master Recherche EEATS-SIPT Grenoble I.
2008 Olivier Harant. Me´thodes polarime´triques et corre´lation sur des images radar
ENVISAT. Master Recherche ETI-CPE Lyon I.
2009 Quentin Barthe´lemy. Traitements des signaux RSO multidimensionnels pour
l’estimation de l’e´quivalence en eau du manteau neigeux par te´le´de´tection radar. Master
Recherche EEATS-SIPT Grenoble I.
2010 Xuan-Vu Phan. Change Detection in Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar Ima-
gery. Master Recherche SIC-ENSEA Cergy Pontoise.
1.1.2 Rayonnement scientifique, prix et re´compenses
1993 : Sapiteur pour une expertise d’une usine de « canon » a` neige a` Val Thorens.
2004 : Membre du comite´ d’expert du CNES dans le groupe GT4 Ge´ologie pour le
programme ORFEO Ple´iade, Cosmo- Skymed.
2004 : Membre du GDR-ISIS, membre de la socie´te´ IEEE.
2010 : Repre´sentant au sein de l’OSUG (Observatoire des Sciences de l’Univers de Gre-
noble) pour l’e´quipe Sigmaphy.
2014 : Confe´rence aux journe´es ”Les fondamentales du CNRS” organise´es en partenariat
avec ”Le Monde”.
Prix et re´compenses :
1992 : 2nd prix collaboration Laboratoire-Entreprise de´livre´ par la Banque Populaire de
la Re´gion Dauphinoise.
2012 : Attribution du Cristal 2012 (INS2I) du CNRS.
1.1.3 Activite´s administratives et responsabilite´s collectives
2006-2010 Membre e´lu ITA au conseil de laboratoire du LIS.
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2010, 2014 Membre du groupe national d’experts de la BAP E dans le cadre des cam-
pagnes d’avancement ITA/CNRS.
2011-2015 Membre e´lu (supple´ant) ITA au Conseil De Laboratoire de GIPSA-lab.
1.1.4 Collaborations nationales
Organisation d’une confe´rence nationale
2010 Co-organisateur des ”Journe´es ateliers Aussois” : e´changes scientifiques sur les aspects
me´thodologiques et applicatifs du projet ANR EFIDIR : Extraction et Fusion d’Informations
pour la mesure de De´placement par Imagerie Radar (50 participants).
Depuis 1999, j’ai initie´ et/ou participe´ aux collaborations scientifiques suivantes :
PRANE : Ouvrages de Protection soumis a` l’Action de la Neige.
Pe´riode : 2002-2004
Qualite´ : Scientifique CEMAGREF.
ACI : MEGATOR, Mesure de l’Evolution des Glaciers Alpins par Te´le´de´tection Optique et
Radar.
Partenaires : LISTIC, LIS, LTCI, MAP-PAGE.
Pe´riode : 2004-2007
Qualite´ : Scientifique LIS.
Poˆle Grenoblois sur les Risques Naturels : De´veloppements me´thodologiques pour la sur-
veillance des glaciers par imagerie radar ae´roporte´e et satellitaire et par GPR (Ground
Penetrating Radar).
Partenaires : GIPSA, IsTerre.
Pe´riode : 2006-2007
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
Fondation MAIF : Analyse des risques lie´s au permafrost.
Partenaires : GIPSA, IGA.
Pe´riode : 2007-2010
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
ANR-MDCO : Extraction, Fusion of Information for ground displacement measurements
with Radar Imagery.
Partenaires : LISTIC, LTCI, IETR, GIPSA, LGIT, LG-ENS Paris.
Pe´riode : 2008-2012
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
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Re´gion Rhoˆne-Alpes (CIBLE) : De´veloppement de mesures combine´es GPS-radar satellitaire
pour la correction des artefacts atmosphe´riques dans des images satellitaires haute re´solution.
Partenaires : LGIT, LISTIC, GIPSA.
Pe´riode : 2010-2013
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
OSUG@2020 : Analyse de la de´formation par Ge´ode´sie spatiale nouvelle ge´ne´ration.
Partenaires : IsTerre, GIPSA.
Pe´riode : 2012-2013
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
OSUG@2020 : Localisation des chutes de se´racs et des e´coulements sous-glaciaires par ondes
sismiques.
Partenaires : GIPSA, IsTerre.
Pe´riode : 2012-2013
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
PEPS : Estimateurs Non Line´aires et Localisation de Sources en Aveugle : caracte´risation
d’un milieu dispersif (la glace) a` partir de l’e´coute passive du glacier d’Argentie`re.
Partenaires : GIPSA, IETR, University of Tromso, Dpt. Physics, Norway.
Pe´riode : 2013-2014
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
TOSCA : Caracte´risation et Evolution Spatio-Temporelle d’Environnements Neigeux et de
Glaciers.
Partenaires : IETR, GIPSA, LISTIC, IPGS, University of Tromso, Dpt. Physics, Norway.
Pe´riode : 2013-2016
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
1.2 Activite´s et collaborations internationales
1.2.1 Activite´s au sein de revues ou manifestations scientifiques
Je suis relecteur d’articles pour la revue Socie´te´ Franc¸aise de Photogramme´trie et de Te´le´de´-
tection et la revue IEEE-JSTARS.
Organisation d’une confe´rence internationale
2011 : Co-organisateur, avec E.Trouve´ Professeur de l’Universite´ de Savoie, et V. Pinel, cher-
cheur IRD, de l’Ecole de Physique des Houches. The`me : ”Extraction and Fusion of Informa-
tion for Displacement measurement from RSO Imagery” (80 participants).
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1.2.2 Collaborations scientifiques
INTERREG II : Ame´lioration des techniques paravalanches dans les re´gions alpines.
Partenaires : CEMAGREF, CEN, Suisse
Pe´riode : 1998-2000, Financement : 438 kEuros
Qualite´ : Scientifique CEMAGREF.
Glaciorisk : Surveillance et pre´vention des risques glaciologiques extreˆme dans les montagnes
europe´ennes.
http ://glaciorisk.grenoble.cemagref.fr/contacten.htm
Partenaires : CEMAGREF, ONF-RTM, LGGE-CNRS
”
CNR-IRPI, University of OSLO,
Norwegian Water Ressources and Energy Directorate, University of Iceland, University of
Salzburg, VAW-ETHZ, SFP-Valais.
Pe´riode : 2001-2003, Financement : 900 kEuros
Qualite´ : Leader CEMAGREF.
INTERREG : PermaNET, Permafrost monitoring NETwork.
http ://www.permanet-alpinespace.eu
Partenaires : 13
Pe´riode : 2008-2011, Financement : 3.3 MEuros
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
INTERREG : GlaRiskALp, Glacial Risks in the Alps.
http ://www.fondazionemontagnasicura.org/fr/archives-projets/le-projet-glariskalp
Partenaires : Fondation Montagne, CNR-IRPI, Universite´ de Savoie (Laboratoire LISTIC) et
CNRS France (Laboratoires LGGE, GIPSA, EDYTEM).
Pe´riode : 2010-2013, Financement : 1.8 MEuros
Qualite´ : Scientifique GIPSA.
1.3 Production scientifique depuis 1998
1.3.1 Synthe`se
— 30 publications dans des revues internationales avec comite´ de lecture.
— 63 communications internationales avec actes et comite´ de lecture.
— 19 communications nationales sans actes.
— 21 rapports techniques.
— 6 interventions dans les me´dias.
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1.3.2 De´tails
Journaux a` comite´ de lecture :
[30] X.V. Phan, L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay, Y. Durand, S. Allain, and G. D’Urso,
1D-Var multilayer assimilation of X-band SAR data into a detailed snowpack model.
Cryopsphere, 8, p.1975-1987, 2014.
[29] F. Ponton, E. Trouve´, M. Gay, A. Walpersdorf, R. Fallourd, J.M. Ni-
colas, F. Vernier, J.L. Mugnier, Observation of the Argentie`re Glacier Flow,
Variability from 2009 to 2011 by TerraSAR-X and GPS Displacement Meausrements.
IEEE-JSTARS vo. 7, N◦8, 2014.
[28] M. Gay, M. De Angelis, J.L. Lacoume, Dating a tropical ice core by time-
frequency analysis of ion concentration depth profiles Climate of the Past, 2014, n◦10,
p.1-15.
[27] T. Echelard, J.M. Krysiecki, M. Gay, P. Schoeneich, Rockglacier movements
dy Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar D-INSAR in French Alps
using ERS archive data. Ge´omophologie : relief, processus, environnement, 2013, n◦3,
p. 231-242. In review.
[26] E. Trouve´, J.M. Nicolas, L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay, V. Pinel, M.P. Doin,
N. Meger, C. Laserre, G. Mauris, F. Vernier, R. Fallourd, Y. Yan, O.
Harant, R. Jolivet, Extraction et Fusion d’Informations pour la mesure de De´pla-
cements par Imagerie Radar. Traitement du Signal , 2011.N◦3-4, pp. 375-416.
[25] R. Fallourd, O. Harant, E. Trouve´ , J.-M. Nicolas, F. Tupin, M. Gay, G.
Vasile, L. Bombrun, A. Walpersdorf, J. Serafini, N. Cotte, L. Moreau et
P. Bolon, Monitoring Temperate Glaciers by Multi-Temporal TerraSAR-X Images
and Continuous GPS Measurements. IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Pro-
cessing, Vol.4, N◦2 (2011) 372-386.
[24] O. Harant, L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, L. Ferro-Famil et M. Gay, Displace-
ment Estimation by Maximum Likelihood Texture Tracking. IEEE Journal of Selected
Topics in Signal Processing, Vol.5, N◦3 (2011) 398-407.
[23] L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay et F. Totir, Hierarchical Segmentation of
Polarimetric SAR Images using Heterogeneous Clutter Models. IEEE Transactions
on Geoscience and Remote Sensing 49, 2 (2011) 726-737.
[22] IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sen-
sing, June 2011, VOL.4, N◦2, pp. 372-386.G. Vasile, F. Pascal, J.-P. Ovarlez,
P. Formont, M. Gay, Optimal Parameter Estimation in Heterogeneous Clutter
for High Resolution Polarimetric SAR Data. IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Letters, 2011, Vol. 8, N0.6, November 2011, pp. 1046-1050.
[21] Petillot, E. Trouve´, P. Bolon, A. Julea, Y. Yan, M. Gay, J.M. Vanpe´,
Radar-Coding and Geocoding Look Up Tables for the Fusion of GIS Data and SAR
images in Mountain Areas. I. IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters, 7, 2,
2010, pp. 309-313.
[20] F.C. Totir, G. Vasile, M. Gay, L. Anton, G. Ilie, Advanced ICA-Based Me-
thods for PolSAR Processing. MTA Review, Romanian Military Technical Academy
Publishing House, Vol. 20, No. 3, 2010, pp. 151-162.
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[19] M. Koehl, L. Bombrun, M. Gay, E. Trouve´, P. Bolon, JM Nicolas, G.
Vasile, I. Petillot, T. Landes, P. Grussenmeyer, Interfe´rome´trie radar satelli-
taire et mesures GPS a` la surface du glacier d’Argentie`re : comparaisons et validations.
Traitement du Signal, 2009, Vol. 26, N◦2 pp. 109-126.
[18] L. Bombrun, M. Gay, E. Trouve´, G. Vasile, J. Mars, DEM error retrieval
by analyzing time series of differential interferograms. IEEE Geoscience and Remote
Sensing Letters 6, 4 (2009) 830-834.
[17] G. Vasile, E. Trouve´, I. Petillot, P. Bolon, J.M. Nicolas, M. Gay, J. Cha-
nussot, T. Landes, P. Grussenmeyer, V. Buzuloiu, I. Hajnsek, C. Andres,
M. Keller and R. Horn, High resolution SAR interferometry : estimation of local
frequencies in the context of Alpine glaciers. IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Remote Sensing 46, 4 (2008) 1079-1090.
[16] E. Trouve´, G. Vasile, M. Gay, L. Bombrun, P. Grussenmeyer, T. Landes,
J.M. Nicolas, P. Bolon, I. Petillot, A. Julea, L. Valet, J. Chanussot and
M. Koehl, Combining airborne photographs ans spaceborne SAR data to monitor
temperate glaciers. Potentials and limits. IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remo
te Sensing, Vol. 45, N◦4, April 2007.
[15] J.M. Nicolas, M. Gay, E. Trouve´, F. Tupin, G. Vasile, Processing in the
temporal domain : application to direct interferogram generation and mountain gla-
cier monitoring. Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing (2006) ASAR 2005, special
collection.
[14] M. Frezzotti, M. Pourchet, O. Flora, S. Gandolfi, M. Gay, S. Urbini,
C. Vincent, S. Bacagli, R. Gragnani, M. Proposito, M. Severi, R. Tra-
versi, R. Udisti, M. Fily, Spatial and temporal variability of snow accumulation
in east Antarctica from traverse data. Journal of Glaciology, Volume 51, Number 172,
January 2005. pp. 113-124(12).
[13] M. Frezzotti, M. Pourchet, O. Flora, S. Gandolfi, M. Gay, S. Urbini, C.
Vincent, S. Bacagli, R. Gragnani, M. Proposito, M. Severi, R. Traversi,
R. Udisti, M. Fily, New estimations of precipitation and surface sublimation in East
Antarctica from snow accumulation measurements. Climate Dynamics 23 (2004) 803-
813.
[12] J. Weiss, J. Vidot, M. Gay, L. Arnaud, P. Duval, and J.R. Petit J.R.,
Dome Concordia ice microstructure : impurities effect on grain growth. Annals of
Glaciology, 2002, N◦35, p.552-558.
[11] Nicot F., Gay M., Modelling of interaction between a snow mantel and a flexible
structure using discrete element method. Natural Hazards and Earth System Science
(2002) 2, 3-4 pp.163-167.
[10] M. Gay, M. Fily, C. Genthon, M. Frezzotti, H. Oerter And Jan-Gunnar
Winther, Snow grain size measurements in Antarctica. Journal of Glaciology, 2002,
Vol. 48 N◦16.
[9] F. Nicot, M. Gay and J. M. Tacnet, Interaction between a snow mantel and a
flexible structure : a new method to design avalanche nets. Cold Regions Science and
Technology. Volume 34, Issue 2, April 2002, Pages 67-84.
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[8] Nicot, F., Gay, M., Tacnet, J.M., 2001, Interaction entre un manteau neigeux
et une structure souple : Une nouvelle me´thode de dimensionnement des filets para-
valanches. Revue franc¸aise de ge´nie civil, Vol.5, No.5, 2001, pp.587-612.
[7] L. Arnaud, J. Weiss, M. Gay and P. Duval, Shallow ice microstructure at Dome
Concordia, Antarctica. Annals of Glaciology, Vol. 30, p.8-12 2000
[6] M. Gay and J. Weiss, Automatic reconstruction of polycrystalline ice microstruc-
ture from image analysis : application to the EPICA ice core at Dome Concordia
Antarctica. Journal of Glaciology, 1999, Vol. 45, N◦151, p.547-554.
[5] L. Arnaud, M. Gay, J.M. Barnola, and P. Duval, Imaging of firn and bubbly
ice in coaxial reflected light : a new technique for the characterization of these porous
media. Journal of Glaciology, 1998, Vol. , N◦ 147, p.326-332.
[4] J. Weiss, M. Gay, Fracturing of ice under compression creep as revealed by a mul-
tifractal analysis. Journal of Geophysical Research, 1998,Vol. 103, N◦B10, p. 24005-
24016.
[3] L. Arnaud, V. Lipenkov, J.M. Barnola, M. Gay, and P. Duval, Modelling of
the densification of polar firn ; characterization of the snow-firn transition Annals of
Glaciology, 1998 N◦ 26, p.39-44.
[2] I. Sherjal, M. Fily, O. Grosjean, J. Lemorton, B. Lesaffre, Y. Page, and
M. Gay, Microwave Remote Sensing of Snow from a Cable Car Chamonix in the
French Alps. IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 1998, Vol. 36,
N◦1, p.324-328.
[1] D. Barbet, M. Gay, G. Oberlin, F. Valla, Preliminary hydrological results from
Sarennes glacier basin, French Alps. Acta Geological Hispanica. v.28 (1993), n◦2-3,
p.3-14.
Confe´rences internationales et nationales (a` comite´ de lecture) avec publications
des actes :
[63] M. Gay, O. Harant, R. Fallourd, E. Trouve, J.M. Nicolas, A. Walpers-
dorf, F. Ponton, L. Ferro-Famil, L. Ott, Glacier-surface velocities in alpine
area from Terra-SAR-X satellite imagery, Comparison with GPS measurements and
quality assessment. Earth observation and cryosphere science, ESA-ESRIN Italy 2012-
11-13.
[62] L. Ferro-Famil, C. Leconte, F. Boutet, X.V. Phan, M. Gay and Y. Du-
rand, PoSAR : a VHR tomographic GB-SAR system Application to snow cover 3-D
imaging at X and Ku band. European Radar Conference, Netherland 2012-10-31.
[61] X.V. Phan, L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay, Y. Durand, M. Dumont, G. d’Urso,
Multilayer snowpack backscattering model and assimilation of TerraSAR-X satel-
lite data. Proceedings of International Geoscience And Remote Sensing Symposium,
IGARSS Germany 2012-07-22.
[60] O. Harant, L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay, R. Fallourd, E.Trouve´, Bootstrap me-
thod for maximum likehood displacement estimation of glacier surface. Proceedings of
International Geoscience And Remote Sensing Symposium, IGARSS Germany 2012-
07-22.
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[59] J.-M. Nicolas, E. Trouve´, R. Fallourd, F. Vernier, F. Tupin, O. Harant,
M. Gay and L. Moreau, A first comparison of Cosmo-Skymed and TerraSAR-X
data over Chamonix Mont-Blanc test-site. Proceedings of International Geoscience
And Remote Sensing Symposium, IGARSS Germany 2012-07-22.
[58] T. Echelard, JM Krysiecki, M. Gay, P. Schoeneich, Rockglaciers movements
detection by D-InSAR in French Alps using ERS archive data. Proceedings of Tenth
International Conference On Permafrost Russia 2012-06-25.
[57] F. Ponton, A. Walpersdorf, M. Gay, E. Trouve, J.L. Mugnier, R. Fal-
lourd, N. Cotte, L.Ott, and J. Serafini, GPS and TerraSARX time series mea-
sure temperate glacier flow in the Mont Blanc massif (France) : the Argentie`re glacier
test site. Proceedings of European Geosciences Union Conference Austria 2012-04-22.
[56] X.V. Phan , L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay, Y. Durand , G. Guyomarch, G.
d’Urso, Electromagnetic backscattering model for snowpack adapted to X-band and
Ku-band SAR satellite data. Proceedings of World Climate Research Programme Open
Science Conference USA 2011-10-24.
[55] M. Gay, M. De Angelis, J.L. Lacoume, Datation des carottes de glace Andine
par analyse temps-fre´quence. Actes du colloque GRETSI, FR 2011-09-05.
[54] O. Harant, L. Bombrun, M. Gay, L. Ferro-Famil, Suivi de texture par Maxi-
mum de Vraisemblance dans les images Radar Polarime´triques a` Haute Re´solution
spatiale. Actes du colloque GRETSI, FR 2011-09-05.
[53] F. Ponton, A. Walpersdorf, M. Gay, E. Trouve´, J.L. Mugnier, N. Cotte,
L. Ott and J. Serafini, Seasonal flow variability of a temperate glacier in the Mont
Blanc massif observed by GPS. Proceedings of the 3rd International Colloquium on
Scientific and Fundamental Aspects of the Galileo Programme DK 2011-08-31.
[52] A. Julea, F. Ledo, N. Meger, E.Trouve´, P. Bolon, C. Rigotti, R. Fal-
lourd, J.M. Nicolas, G. Vasile, M. Gay, O. Harant, L. Ferro-Famil, F.
Lodge, PolSAR Radarsat-2 Satellite Image Time Series Mining over the Chamonix
Mont-Blanc test site. Proceedings of the International Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Symposium IGARSS, US 2011-07-26.
[51] T. Echelard, J-M Krysiecki, C. Barboux, M. Gay, P. Schoeneich, Auto-
matic movement detection by InSAR in permafrost areas. Application to the Queyras
Natural Regional Park, Hautes-Alpes, France. EGU’11, European Geosciences Union
General Assembly AU 2011-03-08.
[50] O. Harant, L. Bombrun, L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay, G. Vasile, Maximum Li-
kelihood Shift Estimation using High Resolution Polarimetric SAR Clutter Model.
ESA special publication SP-695 - 5th International Workshop on Science and Appli-
cations of SAR Polarimetry and Polarimetric Interferometry (POLinSAR 2011) IT
2011-01-24.
[49] X. V. Phan, L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, and M. Gay , Heterogeneous Clutter
Models for Change Detection in PolSAR Imagery. ESA special publication SP-695
- 5th International Workshop on Science and Applications of SAR Polarimetry and
Polarimetric Interferometry (POLinSAR 2011) IT 2011-01-24.
[48] O. Harant, E. Le Meur, G. Vasile, L. Bombrun, L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay,
E. Trouve´ , Using Quad-Pol and Single-Pol RADARSAT-2 data for monitoring Al-
pine and outlet Antarctic glaciers. ESA special publication SP-695 - 5th International
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Workshop on Science and Applications of SAR Polarimetry and Polarimetric Inter-
ferometry (POLinSAR 2011) IT 2011-01-24.
[47] F. Totir, L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay, POLSAR images characterization
through blind sources separation techniques. Proceedings of the International Geos-
cience and Remote Sensing Symposium IGARSS, US 2010-07-25.
[46] G. Vasile, J.P. Ovarlez, Pascal F., S. Zozor, M. Gay, Optimal parameter
estimation in heterogeneous clutter for high resolution polarimetric SAR data. Pro-
ceedings of the International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium IGARSS,
US 2010-07-25.
[45] O. Harant, L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, L. Ferro-Famil, M. Gay, Maximum
likelihood texture tracking in highly heterogeneous POLSAR clutter. Proceedings of
the International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium IGARSS, US 2010-07-
25.
[44] L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay, J.P. Ovarlez, Pascal F., Roll invariant
target detection based on POLSAR clutter models. Proceedings of the International
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium IGARSS, US 2010-07-25.
[43] P. Bolon, M. Chiarle, P. Deline, G. Fioraso, J.-P. Fosson, M. Gay, M.
Gardent, U. Morra di Cella, G. Mortara, L. Ott, P. Pogliotti, A. The´o-
dule, E. Trouve´, M. Vagliasindi, L. Valet, C. Vincent., A French-Italian
project on glacial hazards in the western Alps in relation with the glacier retreat :
GlaRiskAlp. 14 Alpine Glaciology Meeting th th. Milano, IT, 2010-03-25.
[42] Julea A, Me´ger N, Trouve´ E, Bolon P, Rigotti C, Fallourd R, Nicolas
J, Vasile G, M. Gay, Harrant O, L. Ferro-Famil, Spatio-Temporal Mining of
PolSAR Satellite Image Time Series. ESA Living Planet Symposium Norve`ge (2010).
[41] F. Totir, G. Vasile, M. Gay, ICA-based information extraction method for Pol-
SAR images. 8th Communications International Conference, Bucharest, Romania,
2010.
[40] G. Vasile, J.P. Ovarlez, F. Pascal, M. Gay, G. D’Urso, D. Boldo, Stable
scatterers detection and tracking in heterogeneous clutter by repeat-pass SAR inter-
ferometry. Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers, US, 2010-10.
[39] F. Totir, L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay, S. Toma, On Hierarchical Segmen-
tation of High Resolution PolSAR Data. Proceeding of the European Conference on
Synthetic Aperture Radar EUSAR DR 2010-06-07.
[38] R. Fallourd, O. Harant, E. Trouve´, J.M. Nicolas, F. Tupin, M. Gay, G.
Vasile, L. Bombrun, A. Walpersdorf, N. Cotte, L. Moreau, Ph. Bolon,
Alpine glacier 3D displacement derived from ascending and descending TerraSAR-X
images on Mont-Blanc test site. Proceeding of the European Conference on Synthetic
Aperture Radar EUSAR DR 2010-06-07.
[37] O. Harant, L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay, L. Ferro-Famil, R. Fallourd,
E. Trouve´, J.M. Nicolas, F. Tupin, Fisher PDF for Maximum Likelihood Texture
Tracking with High Resolution PolSAR Data. Proceeding of the European Conference
on Synthetic Aperture Radar EUSAR DR 2010-06-07.
[36] L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay, J.P. Ovarlez, Pascal F., A combined TSVM
model and GLRT detector for a roll invariant target detection. Proceeding of the
European Conference on Synthetic Aperture Radar EUSAR DR 2010-06-07.
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[35] L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay, J.-P. Ovarlez et F. Pascal, KummerU
Clutter Model for PolSAR Data : Application to Segmentation and Classification.
2nd workshop SONDRA, Carge`se 2010, France.
[34] R. Fallourd, O Harant, E. Trouve´, J.M. Nicolas, F. Tupin, M. Gay, G.
Vasile, L. Bombrun, A. Walpersdorf, J. Serafini, N. Cotte, L. Moreau and
P. Bolon, Monitoring Temperate Glacier : Combined Use of Multi-date TerraSAR-
X Images and Continuous GPS Measurement. The Fifth International Workshop on
the Analysis of Multi-temporal Remote Sensing Images, Groton, Connecticut, USA
(2009).
[33] O. Harant, R. Fallourd, L. Bombrun, M. Gay, E. Trouve´, G. Vasile, J.-
M. Nicolas, Preliminary TerraSAR-X Observation for Temperate Glaciers on the
Chamonix Mont Blanc test Site. IEEE IGARSS’09 International Geoscience And
Remote Sensing Symposium, july 2009, Cape Town, South Africa.
[32] L. Bombrun, J.-M. Beaulieu , G. Vasile, J.P. Ovarlez, F. Pascal, M. Gay,
Hierarchical Segmentation of Polarimetric SAR Images using Heterogeneous Clutter
Models. IEEE IGARSS’09 International Geoscience And Remote Sensing Symposium,
july 2009, Cape Town, South Africa.
[31] C. Barboux, M. Gay, Permafrost surface deformation and related hazards de-
tection using InSAR technique in the Alpes de Haute Provence. EGU’09, European
Geosciences Union General Assembly, April 2009, Vienna, Austria.
[30] G. Vasile, J.P Ovarlez, F. Pascal, M. Gay, Estimation of normalized coherency
matrix through the sirv model. Application to high resolution POLSAR data. POLin-
SAR’09, International Workshop on Science and Applications of SAR Polarimetry
and Polarimetric Interferometry, january 2009, Frascati, Italy.
[29] O. Harant, L. Bombrun, M. Gay, R. Fallourd, E. Trouve´, F. Tupin, Seg-
mentation and Classification of Polarimetric SAR Data based on the KummerU Distri-
bution. POLinSAR’09, International Workshop on Science and Applications of SAR
Polarimetry and Polarimetric Interferometry, january 2009, Frascati, Italy.
[28] L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, M. Gay, Segmentation of Polarimetric SAR images based
on the SIRV model and the PDF. Actes du 22e`me colloque GRETSI sur le Traitement
du Signal et des Images, GRETSI 2009 - France (2009).
[27] E. Trouve´, Ivan Pe´tillot, P. Bolon, M. Gay, L. Bombrun, J.M. Nicolas,
Florence Tupin, Te´le´com Paris-Tech, A. Walpersdorf, Nathalie Cotte,
Irena Hajnsek, Martin Kelle, Monitoring Alpine glacier activity by a combined
use of TerraSAR-X images and continuous GPS measurements - the Argentie`re gla-
cier experiment. EUSAR’08, European Conference on Synthetic Aperture Radar, June
2008, Friedrichshafen, Germany.
[26] G. Vasile, J.P. Ovarlez, Pascal F., Tison C., L. Bombrun, M. Gay, E.
Trouve´, Normalized coherency matrix estimation under the SIRV model. alpine gla-
cier polsar data analysis. IEEE IGARSS’08 International Geoscience And Remote
Sensing Symposium, July 2008, Boston, USA.
[25] Landes T., M. Gay, E. Trouve´, J.M. Nicolas, L. Bombrun, G. Vasile, Hajn-
sek I., Monitoring temperate glaciers by high resolution Pol-InSAR data : first analy-
sis of Argentie`re E-SAR acquisitions and in-situ measurements. IEEE IGARSS’07 In-
ternational Geoscience And Remote Sensing Symposium, july 2007, Barcelona, Spain.
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[24] G. Vasile, E. Trouve´, Valet L., J.M. Nicolas, L. Bombrun, M. Gay, I.
Petillot, P. Bolon, Buzuloiu V., Coherent-stable scatterers detection in SAR
multi-interferograms : feature fuzzy fusion in Alpine glacier geophysical context IEEE
IGARSS’07 International Geoscience And Remote Sensing Symposium, july 2007,
Barcelona, Spain.
[23] L. Bombrun, M. Gay, Landes T., Grussenmeyer P., J.M. Nicolas, E.
Trouve´, G. Vasile, Three-dimensional surface velocities of Argentiere and Mer de
Glace glaciers, France, derived from radar interferometry : Analysis and comparison
with in-situ measurements. EGU’07, European Geosciences Union General Assembly,
April 2007, Vienna, Austria.
[22] G. Vasile, E. Trouve´, Valet L., J.M. Nicolas, M. Gay, L. Bombrun, P. Bo-
lon, Feature detection in POLinSAR images by an interactive fuzzy fusion approach.
Application to glacier monitoring. POLinSAR’07, International Workshop on Science
and Applications of SAR Polarimetry and Polarimetric Interferometry, january 2007,
Frascati, Italy.
[21] Multi-date ERS tandem interferogram analysis : application to alpine glaciers L.
Bombrun, I. Petillot, G. Vasile, M. Gay, E. Trouve´, P. Bolon, J.M. Nico-
las, Landes T. MULTITEMP’07, The Analysis of Multitemporal Remote Sensing
Images, CD-ROM - , Belgique (2007).
[20] P. Bolon, E. Trouve´, I. Petillot, G. Vasile, M. Gay, L. Bombrun, J.M.
Nicolas, F. Tupin, Landes T., M. Koehl and al., Monitoring Alpine Glaciers
with ALOS SAR and Optical data. LSI, Japon (2007).
[19] I. Petillot, G. Vasile, E.Trouve´, P. Bolon, M. Gay, M. Koehl, A. Julea,
Radar rectification of georeferenced information for data analysis in high mountain
areas. ORASIS CD-ROM - Onzie`me congre`s francophone des jeunes chercheurs en
vision par ordinateur, France (2007).
[18] G. Vasile, I. Petillot, A. Julea, E. Trouve´, P. Bolon, L. Bombrun, M.
Gay, Landes T., Grussenmeyer P., J.M. Nicolas, High Resolution SAR Inter-
ferometry : influence of local topography in the context of glacier monitoring. IEEE
IGARSS’06, International Geoscience And Remote Sensing Symposium, july 2006,
Denver, Colorado, USA.
[17] A Julea, G. Vasile, I. Petillot, E. Trouve´, M. Gay, J.M. Nicolas, P.
Bolon, Simulation of SAR Images and Radar Coding of Georeferenced Information
for Temperate Glacier Monitoring. 10th International Conference on Optimization of
Electrical and Electronic Equipments, OPTIM 06, Roumanie (2006).
[16] A. He´rique, A. Roux, J.-P. Goutail, P. Grussenmeyer, L. Moreau, M.
Dechambre, M. Gay, W. Kofman, J. Mouginot, P. Volcke., Tomography in
transmission, a new technique for glaciers characterisation : Perspectives and preli-
minary results for the Glacier de l’Argentie`re. EGU’06, European Geosciences Union
General Assembly, April 2006, Vienna, Austria.
[15] T. Habib, M. Gay, J. Chanussot, P. Bertolino, Segmentation of high resolu-
tion satellite images SPOT applied to lake detection IEEE IGARSS’06, International
Geoscience And Remote Sensing Symposium, july 2006, Denver, Colorado, USA.
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Confe´rence francophone ESRI, SIG 2006, France (2006).
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Conference Eurisy, 8-9 september 2005, Geneva, Switzerland.
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Monitor Temperate Glaciers. Proceedings of IGARSS, International Geoscience And
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International Workshop on Science and Applications of SAR Polarimetry and Pola-
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Chapitre 2
Image processing of snow, firn and
ice microstructures
The earth’s surface plays a key role in the global radiation balance. Snow is extremely reflective,
thus modification of both its optic properties and its spatial coverage modify the climate through
direct feedback related to its reflection coefficient. [1]. Even slight modifications in the reflection of
snow can either double or reduce by half the absorption of rays. On one hand, such modifictions are
tied in with a rapid evolution of the snow’s state. [2, 3]. On the other hand, one takes into account
the importance of th ?se rapid changes, with regard to the global modelling of the climate (GMC).
The errors associated with energy estimation, due to a wrongful repre´sentation of radiation transf ?r
(absorbed diffusion and resending), can affect the instance of snow melt and subsequently amplify
a bias through the reflection coefficient feedback. [4]. Snow with its microstructure repre´sentation
(i.e. the size of its particles), along with its changing form (enlargement of its particles), has become
a major topic of research, it being at the foundation of physical modelling and of specific key
accomplishments. Michel Fily and I are studying the de´termination of the size of snow particles,
derived from a series of 2-D images of snow particle piles.
Another glaciology problem tied in with snowpack (the porous intermediate me´dium between
snow and ice) and its densification is the interpre´tation of data gathered from the analysis of gas
trapped in ice cores in the Arctic (Greenland) and in the Antarctic. The dating of gas contained
inside air bubbles entrained in ice is carried out from the aˆge of the ice(dating from isotopic relations
(180/16O) and from the identity of the diffe´rence in aˆge between the gas and ice at the time of
the closing of the pores. This research is fundamental in order to reconstituate the atmospheric
composition of previous/past climates. In collaboration with L. Arnaud, we have developed treatment
algorithms of snowpack, allowing to apply several physical models of densification, gas diffusion
and closing of pores in snowpack. A final aspect tied in with glaciology surrounds the
understanding of the laws of single crystals of ice. The analysis through treating images of thin blades
allows for further analysis of the laws of snow particle enlargement and changes due to the climatic
transition ? ? ?HOLOC¨CNE ? ? ?L’analyse par traitement d’images de lames minces permet l’analyse
des lois de grossissement des grains et les changements dus a` la transition climatique holoce`ne, dernier
maximum glaciaire (LGM Last Glacial Maximum), .....a research project carried out in collaboration
with P. Duval et J. Weiss.
In this chapter, we will discuss methods of analysis concerning microstructures of snow, snow-
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pack and ice taken from 2-D images and passed on to those of 3-D, along with the representativeness
of each parameter (convex ray, SSA, optic diameter...) and laws of repre´sentation in the development
of snow, ice and snowpack. In the first section, we will continue study on the convex ray me´dium
obtained from 2-D images of snow particles, begun during my doctor’s thesis. This section displays a
new technique to photograph and analyze images in order to caracterize snowpack. 2.2 The sections
2.3 and 2.4 pre´sent the analysis of ice microstructures through treatment of images in polarized light.
The section 2.5 underlines the analysis and the role of impurities in the growth of ice particles. The
section 2.6 shows results from new estimates regarding precipitation and the surface sublimation in
the Eastern Antarctic obtained from measurements of snow accumulation. In the section 2.7, we take
into account the spatial and temporal variabilities of snow accumulation, which is a key parameter in
the analysis of ice core and of mass assessment.
2.1 Snow optical image processing.
Here, the goal is to evaluate the size of snow particles via automatic treatment of images.
One part of my doctorate research, defended in1999, corresponds to this very quantification which
was published in [5] ’ To give a synthetic overview, we can define the size of snow particles or of
snowdrifts, realizing that numerous definitions exist . [6]. The size used by the Centre of Studies of
Snow represents the average of convex rays of N grains (N > 30) [7]. The convex ray of a particle
is the average of the convexities of the snow particle contour, and is calculated by approximation,
from the 2-D images. This size is very sensitive to image resolution and can generate errors during the
analysis of several particles having different sizes on the same image. The idea presented here was to
calculate this convex ray, keeping in mind the integrality of the 2-D surface of particles (Fig. 2.1.1).
Firstly, one calculates the median axis and the weighed particle and snowdrift skeletons [8].
Figure 2.1.1 – Grains de neige avec le squelette ponde´re´ superpose´ (en violet).
The ”average convex ray” RCM of a particle (or a snowdrift) is thus, equal to the mean average of
rays calculated for the n extremity points of terminal branches of the skeleton structures.
We worked out the median of convex N rays, calculated for N particles (N > 30). I showed
that this calculation is robust whilst analyzing several particles of different sizes in the same image.
This work leading to the analysis of sizes of particles RCM , taken from 500 samples of 3000
images recorded at the surface of the East Antarctic allowed me to create a database on this zone.
This data further allowed to explain the microwave signature of two sites, called M2 and MDP,
situated at the midline between the coast and Dome C [9]. These two sites are caracterized by
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some of the largest snow particles and by crusts of glaced formed by the wind, which explains
the particular microwave signature observed [5]. This database serves as a reference point for the
understanding of the metamorphosis of snow in the Antarctic, in relation with the climatic parameters.
The ideas formed in [5] were retaken by Pirazzini et al. [10] in recent studies, showing that
one can simulate the albedo of snow from a size of particle calculated from the terminal points of the
pondered skeleton (from 2-D images), to obtain a good agreement with mesured data.
Other research show that this study on the size of particles was followed-up : to quote
specifically Leppanen [11], who established a relation between the size of particles measured visually
and the specific surface (Snow Surface Specific : SSA) of snow, Essery [12], who demonstrated that
the properties of snow are influenced by size of particles. Several models simulate the size of particles
and demonstrate that this size can even be estimated visually or along with such instruments of
measurement in-situ, as DUFISSS [13] or POSSUM [14].
We can also cite Domine´ [15], who shows how the climatic conditions can affect a blanket of
snow, represented by the variables SSA, albedo and thermal conductivity. Calculations of radiative
transfer, using detailed methods in [16], show that the reductuction of the SSA of snow of 32.8
a` 16.4 m2kg−1 can diminish the reflectivity of the surface of 3%, producing a radiative forcing of
22 Wm−2 in the tropopause .
at noon (local time), 65◦N , during summer solstice.
One of my projects is to resume the above-mentioned study in order to extract 3-D parameters,
starting from the tomography of snow [17] and to include these parameters in an interactive model of
centimetric waves with the snow (see text further on).
2.2 Firn microstructures extraction algorithm.
The densification of snowpack is formed by plastic deformation of contact areas between its
particles, under the force of a load of snow and snowpack columns located above the snowpack. The
local forcing pressure at the level of the contact points rises with an average load, but diminishes with
the rise in the number and the size of contact zones. Along with Laurent Arnaud, [18], we turned our
interest to the development of a technique concerning the sublimation of snowpack samples [19], and
of the elaboration of an algorithm of 2-D image treatment, allowing us to simultaneously visualize the
pores (in black), the ice and the joints of ice particles (Fig. 2.2.1), as well as at various depths. The
parameters automatically extracted, such as height and form of ice particles, or the size and form of
porosities were integrated, due to the stereologic relations in three physical 3-D models of evolution
of snowpack (densification, closing of pores, diffusion of gas[20]).
2.3 Ice microstructures reconstruction algorithm.
Thin slats of polycrystaline ice, illuminated by polarized light guided through two straight-
lined polarized filters allow us to visualize the ice particles. Fig. 2.3.1. I developed an apparatus of
acquisition, and elaborated an algorithm (via illumination of a series of thin slats) that captures 2-D
images and automatically reconstituates the microstructures at various depths [21]. From analysis and
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Figure 2.2.1 – Mosaique de 9 photographies contigue¨s reconstruites par traitement d’images
treatments (not detailed here) of these 2-D microstructure, derived from the ice core of EPICA (deep
borehole in the Antarctic), in collaboration with J. Weiss, we demonstrated that the mean surface of
crystals, averaged from all the crystals of the group, each calculated at depths of 100 to 330 meters,
defines the size of particles having the best physical significance. Using the analysis of interception
lengths of horizontal and vertical cuts of ice, we demonstrated that the flattening of particles enlarges
with depth, and then remains constant up to 360 meters. The calculation of the relation of the surface
divided by square perimeter (maximum for the sphere, equal to 0.08) of particles is stable (0.055) for
the different depths. This result suggests that the morphology of particles (supposedly being extracted)
is close to the average of an equilibrium minimizing the surface area in 3-D [22].
Figure 2.3.1 – Lame mince de glace e´claire´e en lumie`re polarise´e et microstructure recons-
titue´e par traitement d’images.
2.4 Physical ice microstructures.
The average surface of ice crystals from a transversal 2-D cut allowed us to deduct the kinetics
of enlargement of particles in 3-D and to establish the law of growth of ice core particles, extracted
from the borehole EPICA[23, Fig.1]. Taken from 100 m to 430 m, the results display a linear growth
with depth, in accordance with the previous studies [24] :
A = A0 +K(T ) t (2.4.1)
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ou` K(T ) est un facteur de´pendant de la tempe´rature (loi d’Arrhenius), t le temps et A la superficie
moyenne des grains.
For the deeper zones, the mean surface area of particles reduces (already previously shown
[24]), starting from isotopic relations. This change is due to the climatic transition holoce`ne last
major ice age (20,000 years ago). With respect to previous analysis, we have shown that the transition
is translated with time, and that this transition reveals the difference in accumulation rate of snow
between the two sites. The accumulation could be less than 10% a` Dome C (forage EPICA). Still, in
this research with L. Arnaud, we showed that the distribution of particle size (normalized ray obtained
by image treatment) at different depths are distributed log-normal. This is an indicator of a normal
enlargement of particles [25, 26]. The analysis of the change of tendancies of the mean value and of
the difference of the distribution during the climatic transition could even help to reveal the nature
of the process of particle enlargement, and more specifically the role of impurities in the migration of
particle joints.
2.5 Impurities and grain growth : analysis of microstructures.
In collaboration with Jerome Weiss, we concentrated this research [22] on the analysis of
parameters of distribution of particle size at different depths. The main result of this study showed
that the lessening of particle enlargement during the climatic transition Holocen/Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) primarily originates from a ”pinning” of particle joints by the non soluble particles
(the dust), present in the ice. These studies corroborated by [27] were followed-up, and showed that
the mean size of particles is not a paleo-thermometer, but reflects a complex non-linear procedure,
depending on the retention of dust durin the climatic transitions.
The two following sections are less tied in with microstructures. However, they provide an
interest in the introduction of the last chapter concerning the assimilation of satellite data RSO, to
constrain the physical model of the development of snow Crocus. We will see that the process of
erosion, of sublimation and of snow transport by wind are intimately tied in to the metamorphosis of
snow.
2.6 Estimation of precipitation and sublimation of the surface
of Antarctica.
This work focuses on the distribution of the assessment of surface mass (or SMB : Surface
Mass Balance) and of its spacial and temporal variability, being a parameter to note models of mass
assessment. The variability of the rates of SMB and the process of redistribution of snow are equally
fundamental for a better interpretation of the altimetric signal of changing surface elevation [28], and
for improving climatological and meteorologicla models. [29].
During the austral summer of 1998-99, I participated in the first international scientific
expedition : Terra Nova Bay-Doˆme Concordia (International Antarctic Scientific Expedition ITASE),
in order to collect necessary data for a deeper understanding of the phenomenons of accumulation, of
snow mass assessment, and of redistribution of snow via the wind. In the course of this expedition,
we excavated 39 boreholes in the ice, measured tags of ablation, executed GPS (Global Positioning
System) and GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar measurements, as well as measurements of stratigra-
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phic profiles of snow. All of this data, analyzed in the laboratory, allowed us to date ice cores with
the level of Tritium markers /β (1965-1966), and to provide information on surface accumulation
(Surface Accumulation is abbreviated as SA). The depth of blankets of snow, measured by GPR,
were converted into an assessment of mass (SMB), using the relationship of age-depth (obtained by
the SA Tritium.
In collaboration with Massimo Frezzotti, we employed various methods in comparing and
integrating different types of data (implantation of beacons, ice cores, radar, morphology of surface,
teledetection) in eight sites (elaborated in [30], le long de la traverse scientifique de Terra Nova Bay
(TNB) a` Doˆme C (DC), to establish a relationship on the assessment of surface mass. In a synthetic
manner, I recapture the results that we had already obtained in s [30]. For further interesting reading,
consult the integral publishing.
Mass balance of surface snow.
The deductions of certain authors [31, 32] suggest that the SMB is directly and globally
correlated to temperature, altitude, pressure of saturated steam and the distance of the ocean, all of
which have insufficiently documented. In [33] , Frezzotti et al. shows that the spatial variability of
local meteorological conditions in this region (Eastern Antarctic) may not have any correlation with
altitude and distance of the ocean. While suspecting that the interaction of catabatic winds, intrusion
of storms and of temperature inversion during the winter all determine the local morphology and
surface albedo, relying on the basis of our observations (Fig. 2.6.1), we have established an empirical
relationship between mean annual temperature of snowpack (a` -15 m) and the maximum of snow
accumulation on the surface (SAmax) :
SAmax = 10.89 Tc + 595 (2.6.1)
ou` Tc est la tempe´rature du ne´ve´ a` −15 m de profondeur.
Figure 2.6.1 – Accumulation de neige le long de la traverse Terra Nova Bay-Doˆme Concordia.
In considering the data of the two traverses TerraNovaBay − Dumontd′Urville −
DmeConcordia (Fig.2.6.2), we have recognized another relationship, being more global, between the
mean annual temperature of snowpack (a` -15 m) and the maximum accumulation of snow on the
surface (SAmax).
SAmax = 15.91 (Tc) + 858 (2.6.2)
where Tc is the temperature of snowpack at a depth of −15 m
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Figure 2.6.2 – Accumulation de neige le long de la traverse Terra Nova Bay-Doˆme Concordia
et Dumont d’Urville-Doˆme Concordia.
Ablation and sublimation of the snow according to measurements of SMB.
The third relationship that we have established concerns the ablation of snow. The processes
of local redistribution of snow have a strong impact on the variability of accumulation on a local
metric scale. The large variability of mass assessment is tied in to the process of ablation, which is
in turn determined by the processes of surface sublimation (decapitated by the wind, sublimation of
blown snow...). Based on these observations, we suggest that the difference between the maximum and
minimum values of SMB at each site represent the ablation of snow. The eight sites treated do not
have neither the same topography, nor the same local meteorological conditions. The ablation values
are a function of snowpack temperature (Fig. 2.6.3), showing that we can establish two relationships,
function of slopes (P) determined by the Frequency (F) of dominant (D) wind (V) : PFVD. The
ablation of sites GPS2, M2 and MdPt depass 80% of the maximum ablation ( [30, Table 2]). Thus,
we deduce the following relationship :
Ab = 3.0 (Tc) + 162 (2.6.3)
ou` Tc s the temperature of snowpack at −15 m depth.
Pour les autres sites, nous avons :
Ab = 10.87 (Tc) + 575 (2.6.4)
ou` Tc is the temperature of snowpack at −15 m depth. D’autres relations similaires (non de´taille´es
ici) ont e´te´ obtenues le long de la traverse DdU-DC.
Figure 2.6.3 – Ablation de neige le long de la traverse Terra Nova Bay-Doˆme Concordia.
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During this crossing, we equally highlighted other phenomena. The variability of surface
roughness shows the complexity of the processes tied in with the topography and local meteorology.
The crusty surfaces of snow, created by the wind, have a weak coefficient of surface roughness,
more weak than the sastrugis. This weak roughness generates an acceleration of the wind and the
transportation of snow. We recall that captation begins at a windspeed value of less than 5 ms−1.
The weak roughness, the acceleration and changes in wind direction increase the turbulence that,
by consequence, increases the coefficient of diffusion and modifies the humidity profile of the mixing
with the air mass. This in turn increases the sublimation of blown snow. Our observations show that
the threshold of snow erosion and transportation by the wind depends on the properties of snowpack,
and changes in relation with the metamorphosis of snow. As a matter of fact, the form of freshly
fallen snow crystals does not allow for good cohesiveness, compared with large particles : They have
stronger mobility. These phenomena are actually taken into account in the models via the addition
of a mobility coefficient. [29].
Comparison with existing mass balance.
We have confirmed that the values of SMB estimated in the previous studies [32], [34] overes-
timate the mass balance of the Eastern Antarctic. This difference is explained by the two following
interpretations :
— The only values of accumulation between TNB-DC date from 1959-1960 [35]. These values
were determined from radioactivity β. Koerner showed that this method is a bit weak in the
case of little accumulation [36].
— The accumulation of snow was considered to be close to precipitation. Our research show that
the processes of sublimation were either underestimated or not taken into account
.
The originality of these phenomenas and relationships that we have put into place has been
recently taken up in LGGE, as part of the thesis of D. Verfaillie (2014), and published in [37].
2.7 Spatial and temporal variability of snow accumulation.
Here, we succinctly present the analysis of data selected during the crossing TNB-DC [38].
We have retaken the main conclusions of interest for the interpretation of the analysis of ice cores.
The results of simple simulation (1-D model) showed that the spatial variability of snow accumulation
on a kilometer scale is of an order of a larger size than the temporal decadale of ancient variability.
Consequently, the reconstruction of a previous climate, using borehole data in the firn/ice in regions of
strong spatial variability of snow accumulation, is complicating. In regions where one finds topography
with ”megadunes”, the distortion of data is characterized by a temporal frequency of the accumulation
of around a1500 year period. The length of the variation of this frequency tied to meso-relief (mega-
dunes) depends on the speed of ice run-off and the accumulation of snow, and can consequently vary
in time and space. The domes are the preferential site for boreholing ice cores, in order to study the
temporal variability of the climate, since its interpretation is easier when snow is derived from the
same surface point. Our measures and analysis equally confirmed a rise in accumulation of around
30% during the past two centuries, with regard to the average from the past 5000 years.
Chapitre 3
Algorithms of treatment of the
satellite images Radar Synthesis of
Opening (RSO)
The last paragraph of the preceding chapter introduced the spatialization of the treatment
of information via satellite imagery. Thus, I focus my interests on the possibilities of treatment of
RSO images on ice and glaciers. From at least a pragmatic point of view, one reason for this is that
I could obtain the first interferogram on the alpine glaciers. I searched, therefore, for methods to
execute fringes of interferences, from which a project collaboration was initiated with E. Trouve´, in
the framework of project MEGATOR (work published in [39]). Interferometry is a technique which
encompasses artifacts, necessary to evaluate, a project that we carried out with Lionel Bombrun in
the framework of his thesis [40]. A synopsis of this work is provided in section 3.1. The section 3.2
succinctly revisitsthe works of Lionel Bombrun, regarding polarization. In the section 3.3, the concept
of hierarchial segmentation is presented, taking into account the information of texture present in
polarimetric images.
3.1 Interferometry differential SAR, applied to glaciers
Interferometry is a technique employed over a long time. We can quote the work of [41]
for purposes of observation of the moon, and subsequently, obserations of Earth with the first
interferograms in measuring the topography of San Francisco Bay [42]. This technique was then very
much utilized to measure the deplacement of glaciers in the polar zones refGoldstein1993, [43, 44].
However, very few results were published, regarding the alpine glaciers [45], [46]. Because of this
challenge, I contributed towards the first interferogram in the valley of Chamonix (in collaboration
with Benoit Legresy) from two archived images of the ERS satellites dating from 1996. An original
part of this work (achieved with Lionel Bombrun [40] was to show that these fringes of interference
were very much representative of glacier movement.
The context of alpine glaciers is very particular :
— The topography having strong reliefs reduces the visibility of glaciers. They are rarely visible
in ascending and descending passages of satellites. For this reason, we have only one single 3-D
projection of displacement. It is necessary to make strong hypothesis on the flow, in order to
obtain the speed 3 [43].
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— The small size of glaciers (typically 10 km long, 1 km wide) reveals two consequences on the
treatments : It reduces the dimension of filters of interferogram and enlarges the difficulties of
progress of the phase.
— The temperature of the ice is near zero degrees, due to a rocky bed at its surface. This
limits the penetration of electromagnetic waves and makes for trying measures of ice depth,
and impedes the combined use of interferometry and the modelling of ice flow based on the
principle of conservation of the mass. [44], [47].
Despite all of these limitations, we have attempted to interpret the fringes of of interferences
obtained on the surface of the glaciers in the valley of Chamonix. This is the procedural idea : From the
Chamonix valley, taken from an interferogram generated at alternating days, one obtains a variation
of phase ∆Φ in each point of the image. The information contained in this phase is derived from
several contributions. [48] :
∆Φ = Φorb + Φtopo + Φdepl + Φatm + Φbruit (3.1.1)
The topographic phase and the orbital phase are two determining components that one can
extract from the interferogram. Taking into consideration the atmospheric phase and that which is
due to negligible noise, the resulting interferometric phase only contains the displacement contribution
Φdepl. Consequently, in each point of the Argentiere glacier, for example, we acknowledge a projection
of displacement according to the intended line of the satellite (Line of Sight, LOS), represented by
Φdepl.
While considerings the two following hypothesis :
— The flux of ice flows parallel to the surface (Surface Parallel Flow (SFP)), signalling absence
of ice removal on the surface in winter, at an alternate day.
— The ice flows in the largest direction, the field of ice flow speed can be calculated.
A definite orthonomed marker follows :
Figure 3.1.1 – orthonomic marker (x, y, z), with angles and directions of the vector flow −→u
et du vecteur de´placement
−→
E LOS .
For each pixel of the numeric model of Terrain (MNT) belonging to the glacier, we calculate in an
orthonormic marker (x, y, z), the unitarian vector of flow −→u inthedirectionofthelargestslope(3.1.1) :
−→u =
 − cos(β) sin(α)− cos(β) cos(α)
− sin(β)
 (3.1.2)
α represents the angle between the geographic North and the projection of flow in the marker (x, y, z).
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β represents the angle between the plan of the largest slope and the horizontal plan in the
marker(x, y, z).
- For each pixel of the elapsed phase corresponding to the glacier, we calculate the unitarian
vector
−→
ELOS as follows :
−→
ELOS =
 − sin(δ) sin(γ)− sin(δ) cos(γ)
− cos(δ)
 (3.1.3)
δ represents the angle between the vertical and the aim of the satellite called ”incidence”.
γ represents the angle ”azimutal” of the satellite in the marker (x, y, z).
The deplacement measured along the aimed line Dlos is calculated, commencing from the value of the
unwound phase Φdepl , following the expression :
Dlos = λ
Φdepl
4pi
(3.1.4)
In the case of ERS satellites : λ = 5,66 cm. Finally, the model of the surface speed of the glacier
∣∣∣−→V s∣∣∣
in the direction of the line having the largest slope is obtained by :∣∣∣−→V s∣∣∣ = Dlos
∆t · 〈−→E los · −→u 〉
(3.1.5)
The unwinding of the phase is achieved by a least-squares method [49]. Furthermore, it is
necessary to know the offset to apply to the components azimut and distance of the interferometric
phase. To accomplish this, we chose a stable zone of the Argenti ?re Glacier, determined from annual
measurements of implanted tags in-situ, which provide a reference point. We can thus determine a
field of speed of the surface, along with a longitudinal profile of speeds (Fig. 3.1.2). We take note (cf.
Figure 3.1.2), that we have a good correspondence with the satellite measurements (yellow dash) and
the in-situ measurements (black cross)
Figure 3.1.2 – Comparison between the interferometric measurements (yellow dash) and
uncertainties (blue and green dash), and the ground measurements (black crosses) along a
longitudinal profile on the Argenti ?re Glacier.
Incidentally, one can equally determine the offset from the rising passage and the descending
passage of the satellite [50]. Another aspect that we have treated and published (Trouve´ et al. [51]) is
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the determination of the deplacement from a shining point (reflector corner) in the images. Stemming
from a series of images ERS and from the combinasion of several interferograms, one can also analyse
the residual fringes, in order to find their origins : fringes tied in with either atmospheric disruptions or
the the topography, or even translating a spatial and temporal evolution of the glacier. These different
results were shown at the IGARSS Congress (2009) and were published in the journal IEEE-GRSL
[50].
3.2 Polarimetry radar
This section is purposely very succinct. It refers back to the main results obtained in the
thesis of Lionel Bombrun [40].
From a synthetic standpoint, we focus our interests on theorems of polarimetric decomposition
from an incoherent electromagnetic wave and, more precisely, of a decomposition method for correct
values and vectors in the matrix of coherence T.
To be able to caracterize the radar backscattering, one must have a model to set up the
exact vectors. We compared two existing models : α/β and the model proposed by R. Touzi Target
Scattering Vector Model (TSVM) [52, 53]. We saw that in the case where the target is symmetric
(τm = 0), the two models drive at the same parameters. However, in the general case where the
targets are asymmetrical (τm 6= 0), the parameters of the two models are not equal. A complete
description of the backscatter is provided by the conjoined study of three invariant via rotations of
the TSVM : αs, Φαs et τm.
In a second attempt, departing from the decomposition in proper values and vectors of the
matrix of coherence T, we have defined a coherence matrix associated with the mechanism of mean
backscattering, being a matrix of placement 1. We have subsequently proposed a definition of the
backscattering vector associated with the mechanism of mean backscattering, with the help of the
linear combination of the proper vectors of the matrix of coherence T, where each proper vector is
pondered by the square root of its associated proper value. These projects are developed in [40].
3.3 Algorithms of hierarchal segmenting of images SAR
The segmentation of images is directly related to the notions of difference and similarity of
pixels, like the human visual system perceives. There is no single method of segmentation of an image.
Two large families of segmentation seen to date are : the ”frontier” approach and the ”region” approach
[54].
— The notion of frontier (or contour) is associated with a discontinuity between the properties
of two related sets of points. We then define a region as being the interior of a closed line.
— The notion of region makes reference to the groups of pixels having common properties
(intensity, texture,...). These methods directly lead to a partition of the image where each
pixel belongs to a single image and unique region.
The original idea proposed here was an algorithm of hierarchal segmentation, taking into
account the information of present texture in polarimetric images. [55]. We have demonstrated
that the modelling of a texture by the Fisher distribution is adapted to the backscattering of radar
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waves. The expressions of the vector statistics of backscattering (in 1- view) and of the covariance
matrix (in L- views) in the case where the texture is distributed according to the Fisher law, were
derived. With these established statistics, we have calculated the log-probability and expressed the
value of the criteria used during the fusion of the segments in the algorithm of hierarchial segmentation.
This algorithm can be described as follows (Figure 3.3.1, dendrogramme) :
— or an initial partition of 12 segments.
— At each iteration, we fuse the two segments, closest 4-related in maximum probability, to
obtain a final partition composed of a single segment.
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Figure 3.3.1 – example of dendrogram
Soit X collection des pixels xi of the image I, X = {xi, i ∈ I} and a partition P = ∪Npk∈1Spk .
Assuming xik ∈ SPk of parameter θpk depending on the segment SPk (homogenous in a partition). Soit
ΘP =
{
θPk , k = 1, .., Np
}
whole of possibilities associated with P , while making hypothesis that the
xi are independent - two by two, and of the same law, the probability to obtain x knowing ΘP is
equal at :
p (x|P,ΘP ) =
Np∏
k=1
∏
ik∈Spk
p
(
xik|θPk
)
(3.3.1)
The approach in the sense of probability maximum looks for the division P as well as the ensemble
ΘP containing the parameters of the distribution of x for the partition P which maximize the
function of probability.
From a given partition P , the parameters of the distribution of x for the segment Spk are estimated
from statistics calculated on this segment. In general, these estimates θ̂pk are calculated by the method
of moments or even from those compiling [56]. The log-probability, given the partition P and the
estimates θ̂pk, are espressed in function with the log-probability LLF(S
p
k) (Log Likelihood Function)
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for each segment, precising :
LLF (P ) =
Np∑
k=1
∑
ik∈Spk
ln
(
p
(
xik|θ̂pk
))
=
Np∑
k=1
MLL (Spk) (3.3.2)
Furthermore, the log-probability for the partition P is equal to the sum of the maximum log
probabilities, calculated in each segmentest Spk of the partition P (cf. [57] ).
For a number of fixed segments k, the objective is to find the partition Pk that maximizes the
probability (cf. eq. 3.3.2). If n designates the size of the image I, a large number of partition Pk a` k
segments exists. The research of the partition Pk that globally maximizes the log-probability takes
too long to calculate.
To find a sub-optimal solution, but less time-costly (in calculating), we return to the properties
of log-probability. Log-probability is a growing monotone function which rises with the number of
segments in a partition. Log-probability is maximal, whereas the number of segments is equal to
the number of pixels in the image. I. This is to say that each pixel corresponds to a segment. In
opposition, log-probability is minimal when the partition is constituted of a single segment. The
partition P1 is equal to the total image I, and between these two extremes the log-probability
diminishes as one merges segments.
As one uses an algorithm of hierarchal segmentation, the partition Pk a` k segments is obtained by
merging two segments 4-relevant of the partition Pk+1.
Note Dk, the decline of the log-probability during the fusion of two segments [57].
Dk = LLF (Pk+1)− LLF (Pk) (3.3.3)
One can rewrite the value of log-probability for a partition containing k segments as being equal to
the log-probability for a partition of n segments in which one removes the log-probability lost at each
iteration, to pass from n to k segments.
LLF (Pk) = LLF (Pn)−
n−1∑
q=k
Dq (3.3.4)
To find the partition Pk to k segments, return to maximize log-probability LLF (Pk).
If Pn refers to the initial partition, the maximization of LLF (Pk) is equal to the minimization of Dq.
At each iteration, the algorithm of hierarchal segmentation merges the segments 4-incidental Si et
Sj which minimize the decrease Dq of the log-probability. The hierarchal segmentation thus gives a
sub-optimal solution to the problem of maximization of probability.
From the equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3), Dq is written [57] :
Dq = SCi,j = MLL(Si) + MLL(Sj)−MLL(Si ∪ Sj) (3.3.5)
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The criteria for fusion of segments of the hierarchal fragmentation being based on log-probability
of segments brings forward an interest in the statistics of these segments and therefore, of polarimetric
images. This work was devised in the thesis of Lionel Bombrun [40], and from collaboration with
Jean-Marie Beaulieu [55]. The zones of images are textured or non-textured ; the choice of associated
statistics in the multi-viewed case focus respectively on the distribution of Wishart, and on a Gamma
or Fisher distribution. We will only focus on the textured zones (the case of field images of snow, for
example).
Multiplying model of textured zones While the matrux of coherence Σ varies spatially
in the image, the surface is textured. In the general case, the vector of backscattering observed x
can decompose as does a matrix G diagonal, by a backscattering vector associated at an equivalent
homogenic surface [58, 59].
x = Gxh =

√
µ1 0 · · · 0
0
√
µ2
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 √µp


xh1
xh2
...
xhp
 (3.3.6)
The vector xh = [S1, ...,Sp] represents the components of the matrix S of backscattering of
polarmetric data (p=3 dans le cas monostatique). The matrix G caracterizes the texture in each
polarmetric canal. Assuming the hypothesis that the texture is independant of the canal of polarization
and that the speckle is completely developed, the observed covariant matrix (Σ) is written as the
product of a positive random scalar variable µ = µ1 = · · · = µp by a matrix of covariance associated
with an homogenous zone.Σh.
Σ = µΣh (3.3.7)
ou` Σh is distributed according to a law of Wishart.
If we consider the matrix of covariance Z, the estimator in the sense of backscattering maximum
of the texture is [60, 61] :
µˆMV = µ
1
p
tr
(
Σh
−1Zh
)
(3.3.8)
estimator non-biased because E [µˆMV ] = µ. The estimator in the sense of backscattering maximum of
the matrix of homogenous covariance is written :
Σˆh =
1
N
N∑
n=1
1
µn
Zn (3.3.9)
We have then established the expression for the distribution of the coherent matrix by using
the multiplicative scalar model for the texture and a model of texture distributed according to a law
of Fisher. We have shown that that density of probability of the covariant matrix for a distributed
texture according to a law of Fisher is written [62, 63] :
pZ(Z|Σh,L,M,m) = L
Lp|Z|L−p
pi
p(p−1)
2 Γ(L) · · ·Γ(L− p+ 1)|Σh|L
Γ(L+M)
Γ(L)Γ(M)
( L
Mm
)Lp
Γ (Lp+M)U (a, b, z)
(3.3.10)
Consequently, for a distributed texture according to a law of Fisher, the covariant matrix
follows a distribution of KummerU. It is now sufficient to recalculate the criteria of the maximum
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of log-probability (MLL) for a distributed texture according to a law of Fisher. The maximum log-
probability is deducted from the distributionKummerU from the covariant matrix (Eq. 3.3.10). In
suppressing the terms that cancel themselves out during calculation of SCi,j , we obtain the following
expression [62, 63] :
MLL(S) = − nL ln |Ch|+ n ln
{
Γ(Lˆ+ Mˆ)
}
− n ln
{
Γ(Lˆ)
}
− n ln
{
Γ(Mˆ)
}
+ nLp ln
(
Lˆ
Mˆmˆ
)
+ n ln
{
Γ(Lp+ Mˆ)
}
+
∑
Zk∈S
ln
{
U
(
Lp+ Mˆ; 1 + Lp− Lˆ; L tr
(
Ch
−1Zk
) Lˆ
Mˆmˆ
)}
(3.3.11)
where Lˆ, Mˆ, mˆ are respectively the estimates of parameters L, M, m of the distribution of Fisher,
by the method of log-cumulants [56, 64]. Ch being estimated in the sense of probability maximum of
Σh for the segment S (Eq. 3.3.9).
Figure 3.3.2 – Principal of the hierarchal fragmentation method.
The algorithm of hierarchal segmentation commences by an initial partition Fig.3.3.2. Then, for
each pair of segments 4-relevant, one implements a test to determine if one is in presence of a certain
texture :
— In the case where the zone is homogenous (no texture), the criteria of Wishart is calculated.
— In the opposing case, µ et Σh are estimated in the sense of probability maximum by the
equations :3.3.8 and 3.3.9.
— Afterwards, commencing from the ni + nj estimated from the texture, the parameters L, M
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and m from the distribution of Fisher are estimated by the log-moments method.
— Then, we calculate the criteria of KummerU, based on log-probability (equation 3.3.11).
— We subsequently achieve SCi,j and search for the two segments Si et Sj which minimize
this criteria. We reiterate these steps until the number of segments in the final partition are
achieved.
3.4 Conclusion
Following these publised projects in the jounal IEEE-TGRS [65], I count on applying this
algorithm to the fragmentation of radar images acquired on snowpack. Starting from this fragmentation
in homogeneus zones, it will be interesting to calculate the mean backscattering integrated from
each zone, and to modify differently the parameters of the physical model of evolution of the snow
Surfex/Crocus. This procedure is described in chapter 5 of this manuscript. Another aspect to examine
is that of phase information. It has been recently shown, through in-situ multi-temporal measures,
that it is possible to obtain the equivalent of dry snow through water (SWE, Snow Water Equivalent),
from the evolution of the phase in bande X.
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Chapitre 4
Estimators and statistics of RSO
images for the measurement of
deplacements
The emergence of spatial high resolution in imagery RSO leads us to attempt to model radar
backscattering, according to different statistic laws of the gaussian laws. This concept is explored in
the section4.1. The idea developed in the section 4.2 proceeds to further exploit the texture of several
RSO images from the same zone, to attempt to follow the deplacement of geophysical objects. Finally,
we apply this method regarding the glaciers in the section 4.3.
4.1 SIRV Model.
A jumble model PoISAR based on the use of Spherical Invariant Random Vectors (SIRV) -
studied [66, 67]. The vector of complex polarmetric backscatteringk can be defined as the product of
the root of a random positive scalar variableτ with an independent gaussian vector z :
k =
√
τ z, (4.1.1)
where τ represents the texture - that is to say, a process potentially non-homogenous. We attempt to
separate the texture from the strength. The vector z that represents the speckle is complex, gaussian,
of zero-mean and of a matrix of covariance.M = E{zzH} (H is the operator of united complex
transposition).
Estimated texture. τ
For a matrix of given covariance. [M], estimated τˆi in the sense of maximum probability, of
parameter of texture τ for the pixel i is given by :
τˆi =
ki
H [M]
−1
ki
p
, (4.1.2)
where p is the dimension of the backscattering vector k (p = 3 in the monostatic case, because the
emission in horizontal polarization H and the reception in vertical polarization V is equivalent to VH
(HV = VH)).
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With the case of a determining texture, the estimator in the sense of maximum probability of
the matrix of normalized covariance is the solution of the following recursive equation [68][69] :
ˆ[M]FP = f(
ˆ[M]FP ) =
p
N
N∑
i=1
kik
H
i
kHi
ˆ[M]
−1
FPki
=
p
N
N∑
i=1
ziz
H
i
zHi
ˆ[M]
−1
FPzi
. (4.1.3)
Concerning the case of a non-determining textur, the estimator (4.1.3) is only an approached
version of the estimator of the matrix of covariance, in the sense of the maximum of probability. The
estimator in the sense of maximum of probability of the matrix of normalized covariance depends,
thus, on the distribution of τ . Its expression is :
ˆ[MML] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
hp+1
(
kHi
ˆ[MML]
−1
ki
)
hp
(
kHi
ˆ[MML]
−1
ki
) kikHi (4.1.4)
where the expression of the generating function of density hp (x) est donne´e par [70] [71] :
hp (x) =
+∞∫
0
1
τp
exp
(
−x
τ
)
fτ (τ) dτ (4.1.5)
Pascal et al. established existence and uniqueness in a factor close to the matrix of normalized
covariance of the Fixed Point [Mˆ ]FP as well as the convergence of the recursive algorithm which
allows to estimate τˆ and [Mˆ ]FP regardless of the initialization of [Mˆ ]FP [72, 73].
The recursive algorithm of estimation consists of calculating, in a first setting, an estimate
of the matrix of covariance Mˆ with (4.1.3) or (4.1.4) then, estimating the texture τˆ with (4.1.2).
In our case, the trace of the matrix of covariance is normalized by p. It is of importance that we
insist upon the fact that absolutely no hypothesis had been made concerning the probability density
of the texture in th definition of SIRV’s. The SIRV’s describe a whole class of stochastic processes.
This class includes the conventional models of clutter, like the gaussian laws, K, G0 et KummerU
respectively corresponding to textures distributed according to the laws Dirac, Gamma, Inverse
Gamma and Fisher [74, 75, 62].
In practice, the estimator (4.1.4) is only used in cases in which the distribution of τ is known,
during which the analytical expression of hp can be calculated. In other cases, this is the approached
estimator (4.1.3) which is used.
Simulation of the texture.
The laws of Fisher are commonly used to simulate the data RSO in an urban context [56]. In
our case, for natural ice and glacier fields, the law of Fisher more effectively simulates data than other
laws, thus we have implemented it. The distribution of Fisher is a law of three parameters, defined by :
fτ (τ) = F [m,L,M] = Γ(L+M)
Γ(L)Γ(M)
L
Mm
( Lτ
Mm
)L−1
(
1 +
Lτ
Mm
)L+M (4.1.6)
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ou` m > 0 is a scale parameter, L > 0 and M > 0 are two parameters of form
The particularity of this family of laws is its hybrid behavior, being ”head-heavy” and
”tail-heavy” at the same time. In this sense, it generalizes the laws Gamma and Gamma Inverse. The
first three log-cumulatives of the law of Fisher are written :
κ˜x(1) = log(m) + Ψ(L)− log(L)− (Ψ(M)− log(M)).
κ˜x(2) = Ψ(1,L) + Ψ(1,M).
κ˜x(3) = Ψ(2,L)−Ψ(2,M).
(4.1.7)
The plan formed by the log-cumulatives of order 2 and 3, κ˜2− κ˜3, allow to represent the defined
laws on R+. The plan κ˜2 − κ˜3 is represented in the figure 4.1.1 with the repartition of different
families of laws, with which the Gamma and Gamma Inverse laws cut the plan in three. Here, we
limit ourselves to the representation of the laws of monovaried random variable, however this type of
representation could be expanded to a multivaried case [76].
../figures/chap4/Classes_k2_k3.png
Figure 4.1.1 – Representation of the laws derived from the Pearson system.
The illustration 4.1.2 shows an extract of image TerraSAR-X (28/01/2009) from the Argentiere
Glacier. This illustrates the changes of distribution between intensity (here, from canal HH) and
the texture τ extracted from a clear cut database TSX dula-pol, by the processes SIRV (previously
presented). Although very similar, these two images cannot be modelled by the same fashion, as the
associated histograms suggest.
If we use the plan κ˜2 − κ˜3 to represent these distributions, we notice that the cloud of points
(κ3, κ2) of the image of intensity traced in the illustration 4.1.3 corresponds more to the Gamma
laws, whereas the cloud of the image of texture is more distributed in the region of the laws of Fisher
(Figure 4.1.3).
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Figure 4.1.2 – Intensity HH (above), texture τ (below) and the 2 histograms associated with a zone
of the Argentiere Glacier, extracted from polarimetric images (HH, HV) from satellite TerraSAR-X le
28-01-2009.
Figure 4.1.3 – Plan κ˜2 − κ˜3 of the intensity (left side) and of the texture τ (right side)
calculated, commencing from the extract of image TerraSAR-X of Argentiere Glacier (width
of pixel window is N=99). One notices that the whole of values of intensity gather together
around the blue line which represents the class of gamma laws, while the values of texture
are represented in the plan of Fisher.
4.2 Algorithm of textures follow-up by Maximum Likelihood
(ML).
In collaboration with Olivier Harant, within the framework of his thesis [77], we have developed
the concept of following texture by means of MV [78] while exploiting the local statiistics of an image.
With Olivier Harant, we proposed [79] a new algorithm adapted to the characteristics of polarimetric
HR RSO images. The illustration 4.2.1 represents the complete chain of this method. The three
important steps are as follows :
1. The decomposition SIRV of dataset PolSAR.
2. The modelling of the texture τ .
3. Displacement estimate by MV.
A`long with these three steps, two additional refining steps are added :
— A step of hierarchal fragmentation of data.
— The use of a constraint of flow in the case of measuring displacements.
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Figure 4.2.1 – General scheme of method to follow texture.
Formality of MV method
Soit kx = [kx1 , . . . ,kxn ] et k
i
y =
[
kiy1 , . . . ,k
i
yn
]
two zones of a couple of PolSAR data, res-
pectively extracted from an image of reference and a secondary image. We assume that each zone
contains n independent pixels, identically distributed (i.i.d.). The reference and secondary textures
τx = [τx1 , . . . , τxn ] and τ
i
y =
[
τ iy1 , . . . , τ
i
yn
]
are estimated, due to (4.1.2) and (4.1.3). These two zones
are offset from a noted displacement i vector from which the components characterize the displace-
ment in distance and azimuth. The method to measure displacement through Maximum Probability
(Maximum-Likelihood, ML) consists of estimating the displacement vector vML while maximizing the
following Conditional Density Function (CDF) for each possible displacement i :
vML = Argmax
i
p
(
τx|τ iy,vi
)
. (4.2.1)
Calculation of laws of relation for two textures α = τXτY .
In order to reduce the influence of multiplying noise (called speckle : characteristic of
RSO images and according to [78]) we have decided to use the relation of images. Thus, we develo-
ped a formalism using the relation of the two images α = τxτy which is a random variable defined in R
+
∗ .
Relation of images
Being X and Y two random variables, and Y = g(X) or g is strictly a monotone function.
Being FX(x) and FY (y) respectively the functions of class schemeC
1 from X and Y , on a :
FY (g(x)) = FX(x) (4.2.2)
Upon deriving this relation, with respect x, we obtain :
fα(α)
1
τY
= fτX (τx) (4.2.3)
While using this new random variable α, the expression (4.2.1) becomes :
vML = Argmax
i
N∏
k=1
fτX (τxk |τ iy,vi) = Argmax
i
N∏
k=1
1
τyik
fα(αk|τ iy,vi) (4.2.4)
In the sequence, the proposed statistical methods use random variable α as one of study.
This necessitates, above all, to characterize its law in function of distribution of images τX and
τY which make up the relation. G´iven the importance and the presence of the Gamma and
Fisher laws in univariate RSO imagery (intensity, texture...), the law of relation α is calculated
for these two ranges of law. The cases in which τX and τY are uncorrelated and correlated are detailed.
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Being τx as τy two correlated random variables, the distribution of ratio α of these two variables is
provided by[80, Eq. 6.60] :
fα(α) =
∞∫
0
fτX ,τY (ατ, τ)τdτ. (4.2.5)
We have generalized the proposed expressions in [78], have calculated the ratio distribution of
random variables distributed according to Gamma and Fisher laws, and have given the expressions
of displacement vectors in the example of correlated and non-correlated textures.
Variables example, non-correlated, Expression of displacement vector vML s’e´crit :
vML = Argmax
i
Γ(2L)N
Γ(L)2N
N∏
k=1
τL−1xk τ
L
yik
(τxk + τyik)
2L (4.2.6)
After being passed into log, the Probability of the images ratio to maximize is written :
VRG(τX , τ
i
Y ,L) = −N log (B(L,L)) +
N∑
k=1
(L − 1) log (τxk) + L log
(
τyik
)
− 2L log
(
τxk + τyik)
)
(4.2.7)
where B(·, ·) is the function Beta of Euler.
Correlated variable cases
VRGB(τX , τ
i
Y ,L) =
N∑
k=1
τxk − τyik − 2 log
(
1 + exp(τxk − τyik)
)
−
(
1 +
1
2L
)
log
(
1− 4ρk exp(τxk − τy
i
k
)
(1 + exp(τxk − τyik))2
)
.
(4.2.8)
Non-correlated variable cases with Laws of Fisher, Probability of ratio of images to maximize,
to estimate displacement in the case of a decorrelated texture between images is :
VRF(τX , τ
i
Y ,L,M) =N log
(
B(2L, 2M)
[B(L,M)]2
)
− (M+ 1)
N∑
k=1
log τxk +M
N∑
k=1
log τ iyk
+
N∑
k=1
log
(
2F1
(
L+M, 2M; 2 (L+M) ; 1− τ
i
yk
τxk
))
.
(4.2.9)
Correlated variable cases with Laws of Fisher, Probability of ratio of images to maximize, in
order to estimate displacement with the case of correlated texture is provided by :
VRFB(τX , τ
i
Y ,L,M) = K +
N∑
k=1
(L1 − 1) log τxk + L2 log τ iyk − a log
(
R1τxk +R2τ
i
yk
)
+ log (2F1 (a, b; c; zk)) ,
(4.2.10)
avec K = N
(
logRL11 + logR
L2
2
)
+N log
(
B(L1 + L2,M2)
B(L1,M1) B(L2,L1 +M2)
)
.
These different criteria were tested and evaluated. The method of following the texture, based
on the probability of ratio of proposed images in [78] was generalized here, in the case of HR images,
due to implementation of laws of Fisher.
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Two large ranges of criteria in similarity were tested : criteria based on Gamma laws and
those based on the laws of Fisher. We highlighted the sturdiness and the flexibility of statistic
criteria, based on the laws of Fisher, and relative to Gamma laws. These criteria reach their limits
in non-stationarity of underlying stochastic processes, such as temporal variations of surface state of
glaciers in time.
The criteria defined by ratio probability/vraisemblance (VR) were tested by using the two
models of possible laws (Gamma and Fisher) on simulated and on real data. In the situation of real
data, we have shown interest in using all available polarimetric information. These series of tests
underline the versatility and sturdiness of the laws of Fisher, on ratio probability. The VR give proof
to more flexibility and allow to exploit non-crossed components (HH or V V ) only (cf. thesis Olivier
Harant, [77]).
4.3 Application at measurement of displacement of a glacier.
Data TerraSAR-X
We provide an example of results obtained on the Argentiere Glacier.
Figure 4.3.1 – log(τ). Estimated reference texture, using models SIRV - TSX Dual-pol,
08/02/2009. Location of zone used for results of illustration 4.3.2.
The illustration 4.3.1 shows the texture estimated reference, while using the models SIRV -
TSX Dual-pol, from 08/02/2009. The illustration 4.3.2 shows estimation results of displacement in
the lower zone of Argentiere Glacier, taken from images TSX Dual-pol, from 08/02/2009. The first
column in this illustration presents the results obtained with correlation criteria. The second column
in the image presents stemming from criteria of Probability of the ratio of images based on the laws
of Fisher (VRF) (??). The last column in the illustration represents the results obtained with criteria
of Probability of Ratio of images based on Gamma laws (VRG). (4.2.7).
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Figure 4.3.2 – Results of estimation of displacement on lower part of Argentiere Glacier, from
extracted texture of images TSX dual-pol. Above left to right : model of displacement obtained with
classic criteria of correlation, VRF, and VRG. Lower left to right : orientation of displacement obtained
with classic criteria of correlation, VRF and VRG. Window of analysis : 64× 64 pixels. Displacement
zone : ±10 pixels.
The model of criteria for intensity correlation presents a fenestration effect in the upper part
of the image, corresponding to the crevassed zone. Orientation in this zone is opposite to sense of
flow of glacier. The field of speed obtained with VRF criteria is much more homogenous, and one
gets orientation matching with the glacier flow. The lower parts of the images are more problematic :
Being very homogenous, the results are very noisy. This work was published in the congresses EUSAR
and IGARSS [81, 82].
4.4 Conclusion
The results presented in the previous sections, and published in Harant et al. [79] underline
the limits of literal application to theoretical methods introduced in section 4.2. As a matter of fact,
the undertaken geophysical problematic shows constraints which exceed the simple statistic tracking
of a surface. The nature of the terrain studied is deeply migrant in the weather conditions with which
large variability of statistic properties are created in time. This element of non-stationarity reduces
the efficiency of methods which implicitly make up the hypothsis of statistic stability. The choice of
dates to couple the images is thus significant.
In order to compensate for this weakness, we used upstream hierarchal fragmentation of data, to
attempt to optimize the form of windows of analysis, to make them more homogenous in distribution.
The results encourage this algorithmic schema, because, other than a follow-up of texture made adap-
tive by this pre-treatment, giving considerable time conservation. Nevertheless, we must underline the
fact that a segment in this study supposedly kept the same form in all the temporal series, of which
turned out to be a very improbable hypothesis, but satisfactory in the first instance. An in-depth
study of this aspect would necessitate the taking into account of the evolution of fragmentation in time.
In complementarity (or independent of) fragmentation, the addition of a flow constraint was
proposed and implemented in the similarity criteria. The adopted formalism grafts this very constraint
directly at the core of detection, and not as a weighting a posteriori. The resulting constraints are
found to be greatly improved with weighting detection by matching with a flow model. The flow
model used here is simple and can be improved, as well.
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The calculated projection on the ground allowed us to give a sequence of measured displace-
ments and to establish a brief comparative with available GPS data (not shown in this report, cf
the`se Olivier Harant [77]). The comparatives confirm the coherence of size sequence of estimations.
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Chapitre 5
Problem with assimilation of RSO
satellite images for the modeling of
snow.
Snow profiling is an important stake for management of water resources, for prediction
of avalanche risks, and for simulating the evolution of climate. A better understanding of snow
particle size will aid, for example, in modelling its albedo in climate simulation. As well, more
effective constraint of densification procedures will allow to better predict the stability of snowpack.
Snowpack is a dense, stratified, complex area which varies both spatially (at a scale of 10 meters,
approximately) and temporally (at a rate of a few hours during several days). Improved knowledge
of properties at each stratum (density, particle size, height, anisotropy, etc.) would allow for a
more accurate estimation of water equivalence (Snow Water Equivalent, SWE) or of snowpack
stability in case of emergency evacuation with risk of avalanche triggering. From another standpoint,
the emergence of new RSO satellites, X (TSX, CSK,...) bands and C (Sentinel) bands, and
possibly Ku (mission CorH2O), at high spatial and temporal resolution bring to light new informa-
tion concerning the state of snow (to exploit in order to constraint a physical model of snow evolution).
This data incites us to improve the backscattering model of electromagnetic waves (EMO),
initially achieved by [83], and to develop an algorithm of assimilation, for constraint of the physical
SURFEX/Crocus model (developed by MeteoFrance at the Centre of Study of Snow) [84, 85]. Without
re-initialization, this model simulates the evolution of snowpack with a timeframe of 15 minutes, from
initial snowfall to springtime melt. Consequently, without exogenous information, the procedure can
accumulate errors throughout the season. The motivation for this work was to develop an algorithm
of assimilation of RSO satellite data, in order to constraint the SURFEX/Crocus model. The two
proposed problems are thus :
1. How to adapt the electromagnetic model to frequencies X et Ku ?
2. How to develop the affiliate to this model as well as improve the evolution model of snow
SURFEX/Crocus, while assimilating satellite radar RSO data ?
In the section 5.1, we present the modelling of the interaction of EMO with snow. The sub-
section 5.2 shows the algorithm of data assimilation. Finally, we present the results of the assimilation
of data TerraSAR-X and RadarSat-2 in 5.3, applied to the model SURFEX/Crocus of snow evolution,
and we conclude 5.4.
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5.1 Electromagnetic diffusion from a dense area.
Snow is a dense, stratified, non-homogeneous, non-linear and non-isotropic medium. At
initial perspective, we considered snowpack to be composed of layers of snow, where each stratum
is modelled as a random continuous medium. The most commonly used method for simulating
the EMO response from a diffusing volume constituted of n particles by volume unit is radiative
transfer. This method is based on the conservation of energy flux through an elementary vo-
lume. In the work carried through with Xuan Vu Phan [86], and based on the model of Nicolas
Longe´pe´ [83], we considered snow as a medium composed of n spherical particles, having a diffu-
sion independent of and coherent with waves. It is important here to recall the hypothesized principles.
Dense medium :
In order to characterize the medium, we have chosen the approach of the Strong Fluctiation
Theory (SFT), introduced by Stogrin [87]. This theory uses effective permittivity εeff of the medium,
which allows to take into account multiple diffusions between ice particles at high frequency. This
theory suggests that a non-homogenous layer of effective permittivity εeff would be modelled like
a random continuous medium, defined by a function of correlation. Wang demonstrated this in the
validity of Stogryn’s model [87], which treats two components from an isotropic medium having the
inhomogeneity distributed randomly in shape and size. The shape of the function of autocorrelation
is exponential, and the length of correlation ls is expressed by :
ls =
4fv
s
(1− fv) (5.1.1)
with fv Volumetric fraction. In the particular case of n particles of spheric snow distributed randomly,
we have :
ls =
2D
3
(1− fv) (5.1.2)
with fv = ρs/ρip, ρs (snow) in (g/cm
3), ρip(T
◦C)(ip for ice pure) = 0.916× (1− 1.53.10−4 × T ◦C)
and D the optic diameter of the grains (where Surface Specific Area (SSA) noted s). The coeffi-
cients of extinction and the function of diffusion phase are determined from this function of correlation.
Model of Strong Fluctuations of Strogryn : With the case of the theory of strong fluctuations,
having spherically a function of symetric correlaton, quasi-static permittivity εg is determined by :
fv.
εi − εg
εi + 2εg
+ (1− fv). εb − εg
εb + 2εg
= 0 (5.1.3)
where εb is the permittivity of the medium, it is equal toε0 in medium of air, εi is the permittivity of
ice.
Note that δ is the variance of fluctuation, written as :
δ = 9
ε2g
ε20
[
fv.
(
εi − εg
εi + 2εg
)2
+ (1− fv)
(
ε0 − εg
ε0 + 2εg
)2]
(5.1.4)
All calculations executed, by using the function of exponential correlation, one gets :
εeff = εg + j.
2
3
δ.k20kgε0.l
3
s (5.1.5)
k0 is the number of waves in the void k0 =
2pif
c et kg = k0
√
εg.
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Permittivity of ice
The research of Hufford [89] allows to determine the permittivity of ice in function of temperature T
and of frequency f . Note that impurities which also influence permittivity are not taken into account
in this model, being written :
εi(f, T ) = ε
′ + jε” (5.1.6)
ε′ = 3.15 et ε” = [α(Θ) + β(Θ)]/f with :
α(Θ) = (50.4 + 62Θ)× 10−4 × e−22.1Θ en GHz (5.1.7)
β(Θ) =
0.502− 0.131Θ
1 + Θ
× 10−4 + 0.542× 10−6( 1 + Θ
Θ + 0.0073
)2 en GHz−1 (5.1.8)
and
Θ(T ) =
300
273.15 + T
− 1 with T in ◦C (5.1.9)
The simplified formula of permittivity actually used in the model is of the following form :
εi(f) = 3.15 + 2.5j(6.10
5f−1 + 65.10−6f1.07) (5.1.10)
Equation of vectoral radiative transfer
Representation of diffusion of waves in the dense snow medium is based on the equation of
radiative transfer 5.1.11. The intensity is described by the modified vector of Stokes I˜. The absorption
and diffusion, along with function of phase are matrix sizes respectively noted κa, κs and P. The
written equation [90] :
dI˜(r, sˆ) = −κaI˜(r, sˆ)ds− κsI˜(r, sˆ)ds+
∫
4pi
P(r, sˆ′)I˜(r, sˆ′)dΩ′ (5.1.11)
The integral term contains the matrix of phase P(r, sˆ′) which gives an account of diffusion
in the medium. In the case where diffusing particles of snow (considered spherical in radius r) are
sufficiently small in front of the length of incident wave λ :
r <<
λ
2pi
(5.1.12)
The medium is modelled from the means of estimate from Rayleigh [91]. In this case, for reasons of
spherical symmetry of particles, the matrices of absorption κa and diffusion κs can be replaced by
scalar coefficients, κa and κs [90] :
κa =
4
3
pi fvk0r
3εeff
∣∣∣∣ 3εeff + 2
∣∣∣∣2 (5.1.13)
κs =
8
3
pi fvk
4
0r
6
∣∣∣∣εeff − 1εeff + 2
∣∣∣∣2 (5.1.14)
With the case of dry snow, according to Huin [92], κe can as well be calculated from the value of
effective permittivity εeff , with a simplified manner :
κe = 2k0Im
(√
εeff
)
(5.1.15)
Phase matrix
One of the hypotheses of radiative transfer is that in the case of a medium formed by randomly
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distributed particles, waves diffused by the particles have random phases, thus enabling an incoherent
addition of diffused waves [90]. With the case of spherical snow particles, where the angle of diffusion
φs = φi+pi, the phase matrix P [93] takes on the following form :
P =
3
8pi
κs

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (5.1.16)
We are not examining the calculations of resolution of the equation for radiative transfer 5.1.11.
However, we re-examine the reading of Audrey Martini’s thesis [90]. With snowpack being a dense
medium, we used the equation of radiative transfer, applied at dense mediums (DMRT) at each layer
of snow (meaning that the energy is represented by the following phenomena :
— multiple diffusion of inconsistent intensities,
— conservation of energies
— diffusion via correlated particles,
— function of pair distribution for position of particles,
— effective propagation constant of a dense medium.
We must consider three physical phenomena in order to give an account of OEM diffusion
of snow : Migitation, diffusion and refraction. In the situation of a dense medium, the theory of
strong fluctuations (SFT) allows us to calculate effective permittivity and to deduce the coefficient of
extinction of the medium. SFT equally allows us to calculate a new phase matrix and to introduce
the concept of diffusion of OEM by way of permittivity fluctuations. For mechanisms of refraction,
wave transmission at interfaces of air-snow and snow-snow are expressed at the middle of transmission
matrices of Fresnel, from the medium 1, towards the medium 2 defined by Ulaby [94, 94] :
T12 =
ε2
ε1

1− |rv|2 0 0 0
0 |rh|2 0 0
0 0 g −h
0 0 h g
 (5.1.17)
rhh =
n1 cos θi − n2 cos θt
n1 cos θi + n2 cos θt
(5.1.18)
rvv =
n2 cos θi − n1 cos θt
n2 cos θi + n1 cos θt
(5.1.19)
where the indices of refraction nk =
√
εk.
The coefficients g and h are given by :
g =
cos θt
cos θi
<e |(1 + rv)(1 + r∗h)| (5.1.20)
h =
cos θt
cos θi
=m |(1 + rv)(1 + r∗h)| (5.1.21)
Considering a single-layered snowpack, in order to take it into account in the equation of
radiative transfer of wave transmission at air-snow interface during round-trip journeys, it is necessary
to multiply each term of the equation 5.1.11 on the right by T12 and on the left byT21.
Integral equation model (IEM) for backscattering of air-snow and snow-ground interfaces.
The integral equation (Integral Equation Model - IEM), introduced by [95] allows to calculate
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electromagnetic snowpack of a snow surface. This model represents surfaces of heavy roughness through
approximation of Kirchhoff, and surfaces of weak roughness through the model of small perturbations.
This model is written :
σ0IEM = σ
k + σkc + σc (5.1.22)
in which σk represents the term of Kirchhoff, σkc the intersecting term and σc the complimentary
term. For surfaces of medium roughness, a transitional function for IEM was introduced by
Wu et. al. [96], to conserve the continuity of this model.
Backscattering coefficient is calculated from two parameters which characterize the roughness of
the surface. These two parameters are the function of autocorrelation ρ(r) and the standard deviation
of heights σh. The reflectivity is thus written :
σ0IEM,pp =
k20
4pi
exp(−2k20σ2h cos2 θ0)
∞∑
n=1
|Inpp|2
wn(2k0 sin θ0, 0)
n!
(5.1.23)
with p polarization equal to h or atv, in function to horizontal or vertical polarization, and k0 =
2pif
c
representing the number of waves in the vacuum.
The expression of the factor of reflexion/transmission |In| and of the Fourier 2-D transform of the
coefficient of surface correlation w(n) are detailed in [97].
The synthetic diagram of the model is shown in figure 5.1.1.
Figure 5.1.1 – Structure of model.
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5.2 Data assimilation.
The method of variational assimilation consists of finding the most ressembling state, taken
from available knowledge of laws of observation and draft error probability. This method consists of
minimizing the distance in the sense of the least squares between the estimated state and the different
sources of information, such as previous prediction and observations. The newly analyzed state is
generally used as a starting point for the following prediction. Minimization is based on the cost
function J :
J = (x− xg)tB−1(x− xg) + (y−H(x))tR−1(y−H(x)) (5.2.1)
Minimization of this function necessitates the calculation of its gradient :
∇J = 2B−1(x− xg)− 2∇HtR−1(yobs −H(x)) (5.2.2)
where ∇Ht represents the associated operator of H(x) in the neighbourhood of x.
The calculation of ∇Ht requires the Jacobien definition ∇H :
∇H(i, j) = ∂Hi(x)
∂xj
(5.2.3)
In noting the backscattering model H : B → R, with B and R the definition domains of x andy, the
associated operator ∇Ht is calculated as follows :
∀x,y, 〈∇Hty,x〉B = 〈y,∇Hx〉R (5.2.4)
Once the association is developed, on can use the gradient fall to minimize the function J . Each
iteration modifies the state vector x, according to Newton’s method :
xn+1 = xn − α(∇2J(xn))−1∇J(xn) (5.2.5)
where ∇2J(xn) is the second-order gradient ( Hessian matrix) of J :
∇2J = 2B−1 + 2∇HtR−1∇H (5.2.6)
We are not detailing the specific calculations with the case of our electromagnetic model EBM. Instead,
we refer the reader to the thesis of X.-V. Phan [86]. We are simply presentling a synthetic scheme,
5.2.1 the illustration showing the architecture of our method.
5.3 Results.
The figure 5.3.1 shows an illustration of the results that can be achieved from physical
simulation of the evolution of snow, and from a temporal series of radar data TerraSAR-X, acquired
on the Argentiere Glacier. The dates of acquisition of satellite TSX are represented by black dashes
in the figure 5.3.1 (right side). We can see the modifications from the grain size and from the density
of each strata of snowpack, brought in by assimilation algorithm.
We can note that the changes in physical variables (optic diameter and density) are mainly
in the the deepest layers of snow. This observation can be explained by the fact that the OEM in
band X penetrate up to the snow-ice interface, and are more backscattered in inferior layers, due to
large grains and a stronger density. This translates into a more heightened reduction than that which
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Figure 5.2.1 – Synthetic shcema of SAR data assimilation.
the assimilation algorithm propagates through modification of physical parameters of deep snow layers.
The sketch covariance matrix B is partially based on the correlation of error between the layers
of snowpack. This correlation of error strongly depends on the distance between layers. A large space
between two layers gives rise to a weak correlation value. Consequently, modifications of physical
variables of distanced layers will be less affected.
5.4 Conclusion.
We adapted the electromagnetic model devised by [98] to frequencies X and Ku and formulated
its adjunct. The total backscattering calculated by this exact model depends on the size of particles,
on the volume fraction of ice, on temperature, on the frequency and height of snow at each stratum
of snowpack, on the length of correlation and gap types of air-snow as well as ground-snow interface
heights. The formulated adjunct model allows to modify the variables of the physicla Surfex/Crocus
model arising from data of satellite observations. The results of this fieldwork were published at
several congresses [99] and in the journal [100].
Il est maintenant ne´cessaire d’e´tudier l’e´tendue de la validite´ des parame´tres du mode`le, et de
caracte´riser l’algorithme d’assimilation a` partir de mesures in-situ. Ce proble`me est tre`s difficile car
il est sous de´termine´ (seule la re´tro-diffusion inte´gre´e est observable), mais on a une bonne ide´e de
l’e´tat moyen qui servira de condition initiale et des incertitudes associe´es qui permettront de de´finir
la matrice de covariance des erreurs a priori. Pour ce faire un dispositif de radar sol est en cours
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Figure 5.3.1 – Comparison between spatial and temporal evolutions of physical parameters (from top
to bottom : optic diameter, density and temperature) of snowpack, modelled by SURFEX/Crocus - without
assimilation (at left) and modelled with assimilation of TSX data (at right). Site : Argentiere Glacier, elevation
- 2700 m).
d’e´laboration. Ce radar va permettre de mesurer en continu, la re´tro-diffusion e´lectromagne´tique du
manteau neigeux de 2 a` 18 GHz.
Chapitre 6
Displacement Evaluation of a
Glacier, Taken From RSO Images
Challenges related to the tracking of temperate glaciers are numerous. A better understanding of
parameters controlling the physical processes of glaciers allows us to constrain and, therefore improve
dynamic models of glacial flux [101]. With glaciers being local indicators of the global climate state,
tracking their evolution gives indications of climatic changes [102] and to anticipate economic impact of
their evolution (access to water resources, for example) [103]. Climatic conditons, along with difficulty
in reaching glacial regions, considerably limit the installation of material in-situ. Nowadays, very few
glaciers are equipped with in-situ instrumentation [104], making it difficult to obtain a continuous
database over the longterm.
Methods of satellite images are an alternative means. [105]. Optic satellite imagery is a source
of information that enables us to identify the surface covered by a glacier, the position of the glacial
front, the balance line of a temperate glacier, surface altitude changes, as well as the displacement
field of the surface [106, 107, 108]. These parameters allow us to estimate the assessment of glacier
mass [109, 107], and therefore its evolution. Several factors liit the use of optic imagery, like presence
of cloud-cover or variations in solar illumination.
Radar imagery is complementary, and does not experience the same constraints. It is not
affected by meteorological factors and in optimal conditions can achieve results from an inferior
resolution at 1 m. To measure displacements, two methods exist : InSAR and amplitude correlation.
We have previously discussed InSAR in chapter 3. It is interesting to look at the possibilities and
the limitations of amplitude correlation, a project that we have carried out in the framework of
Fanny Ponton’s thesis. The images used for this project are extracted from TerraSAR-X satellite
(TSX), possessing a temporal repeatability of 11 days. During this time interval, the change in the
surface state of Argentiere Glacier is too great to conserve a high enough coherence for use of InSAR.
The method of amplitude correlation is thus chosen for treatment of TSX images, as written in the
paragraph ??. I then presented the experimental site of Argentiere Glacier, where we accomplish our
experiments to validate our methods 6.2. The results were then compared to results arising from
treatment of GPS data at two present stations on the glacier ??, resulting from work carried out in
the thesis of Fanny Ponton [110].
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6.1 Algorithm for measurement of displacements
The processing chain used was developed in the framework of the project EFIDIR. The different
stages of application used to obtain 2-D and 3-D displacement fields is seen in figure 6.1.1.
1. The defined image, like slave image, is readjusted in the master image by using common fixed
parts at the two images.
2. The shifts in the direction of the line of sight ∆iLOS and those in azimuthal direction ∆
i
az
are obtained by using the method of maximum similarity. The similarity function used is the
ZNCC function. A mask of visibility os applied to the images during application : It enables
us to avoid side-effects due to interface glacier in fixed movement/borders. When fixed borders
are taken into account during treatment, they cause an underestimate of glacier displacement
[111].
3. The shifts obtained during stage (2) must be undergo a post-treatment, to represent displa-
cements in 2 dimensions viLOS and v
i
az. The first stage of post-treatment consists of removing
displacement residue arising from the difference of geometric acquisition between the first and
the second image. The satellite trajectories are not exactly the same between the different
acquisitions. This causes a drift in recalibration of near range towards far range. The near
range, being the closest part of the image to the nadir point of the satellite’s flight trajectory
and the far range, the most distanced part. The more significant the relief of the imaged zone
is, the larger the drift becomes. The residual displacements are simulated with the help of sa-
tellite trajectories, along witha numeric model of terrain in the form of images. These images,
representative of the pixel shift in azimuthal and LOS directions, are subtracted from offset
images previously obtained.
4. The 2-D displacement fields are then converted into m/day, keeping in mind the size of pixels
from TerraSAR-X images, as well as the time interval between images.
5. The 2-D displacement fields are filtered with the aid of a median filter on a 3 × 3 pixels
window. This type of filter was chosen for its properties in preserving steps like the abrupt rise
in displacement and suppression of impulsive sound (such as outlayer, due to matching errors).
6. The 2-D displacement fields and the similarity spike are then projected onto the ground - in
latitude and longitude. The projection onto the ground is executed with the aid of the tables
program of radar orthoectification : Synthetic Aperture Radar Look Up Table (SARLUT) tool
[112]. The Look Up Table (LUT) are two images, allowing to establish correspondence between
a pixel in SAR geometry and a pixel in ground geometry (in latitude and longitude, having
WSG-84 ellipsoid as reference). The LUT are simulated, taking into account the satellite
trajectories and the MNT [113, 111, 114]. At this stage, the 2-D displacement fields are always
in accord to the 2 directions (LOS and azimutal) in radar geometry, but re-sampled on the
ground.
7. This step consists of suppressing the aberrant displacement values. Previous studies showed
that displacement estimates were conclusive if the associated value of the similarity peak was
superior to 0.2 [115, 116]. All the zones where the peak of similarity is inferior to this threshold
are, thus eliminated from the corresponding field of displacement.
Displacement 3-D
When a pair of ascending and a pair of descending images are acquired during the same period, the
final step (step 8 of schema 6.1.1) consists of obtaining a 3-D displacement field.
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Figure 6.1.1 – Chain of application SAR.
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The previous steps are applied to the two pairs of images. The measurements coming from
the amplitude are the projections of the 3-D vector displacement at the Earth’s surface, in LOS and
azimutal directions. After application of the two image pairs, four projections of displacement fields
from the same period are available, and can be regrouped in the matrix V = [vdesLOS , v
des
AZ., v
asc
LOS , v
asc
AZ.]
t.
Only 3 projections are needed to find the 3-D displacement field, so it is possible to inverse the linear
system :
V = P ×D (6.1.1)
where D is the sought-after 3-D vector displacement. D = [ve, vn, vu]
t and P is the matrix of pro-
jection vector components in LOS and azimutal directions, according to ascending and descending
trajectories :
P =

−sinθ1cosα sinθ1sinα −cosθ1
−sinα −cosα 0
sinθ2cosα sinθ2siα −cosθ2
−sinα cosα 0
 (6.1.2)
Where θ1 = 37
◦ is the incident angle of radar in descending trajectory, θ2 = 45◦ the incident angle of
radar in ascending trajectory and α = 9◦ is the angle of satellite trajectory in relation to the North.
The matrix is written so that α would always be equal to +9◦. The solution to the problem represented
in the equation 6.1.1 is calculated by the method of least squares :
D = (P t × P )−1 × P t × V (6.1.3)
The inversion of the 3-D displacement is carried out in zones of confidence, where the peak values of
similarity are > 0.2, descending and ascending at the same time. These achieved steps, the North,
East and vertical components of displacement, are available. The results of this work are presented in
Fanny Ponton’s thesis.
6.2 Results GPS in radar geometry
GPS data are those from stations anchored on the glacier, shown in figure6.2.1.
Figure 6.2.1 – reseau local de station GPS.
On the high part of the glacier, where the ARGG station is implanted, the glacier’s
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lack of surface texture impedes the correlation of ASR image amplitude, to carry-out displace-
ment calculations. The validation of TSX results is thus accomplished at the SERA site, once the
ascending and descending satellite data and GPS data are available at the same date, in 2009 and 2011.
GPS application is accomplished through 6-hour sessions. In order to be compared to SAR
results, the displacements are calculated over 11 days. A mean position is calculated over the 4
sessions in a day, then another mean position 11 days later. The difference between the twe means is
then standardized by 11 days, in order to get the cm/day.
To compare GPS results with SAR results in 2 dimensions, the GPS displacements are projec-
ted in 2-D radar geometries. The equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 represent the applicable projections, to
obtain GPS displacements according to the 2 SAR directions, LOS (range) and azimutal, in ascending
configuration. The equations 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 represent the same for the descending configuration.
V Asc,LOSGPS→SAR = sin(θ1) cos(α)Ve + sin(θ1) sin(α)Vn − cos(θ1)Vu (6.2.1)
V Asc,Az.GPS→SAR = − sin(α)Ve + cos(α)Vn (6.2.2)
V Des,LOSGPS→SAR = − sin(θ2) cos(α)Ve + sin(θ2) sin(α)Vn − cos(θ2)Vu (6.2.3)
V Des,Az.GPS→SAR = − sin(α)Ve − cos(α)Vn (6.2.4)
where θ1 and θ2 are incident angles of TSX satellite in ascending and descending cases, and are respec-
tivly equal to 45◦ and 37◦. Vn, Ve and Vu are the components of GPS measurement displacement.The
equations are written in such a way as to use the azimutal angle : α = 9◦, in the ascending and
descending case.
6.3 Mesures of 2-D displacement
The results of 2-D displacement measurement arising from analysis of TSX images are
presented and compared with those of GPS analysis projected in 2-D SAR ascending and descending
geometry.
Spatial resolution
The TSX images cover a large surface, allowing us to obtain results in large spatial resolution.
The figures 6.1(a) and6.1(b) are zooms of amplitude images in ascending and descending geometry,
extracted from complex SAR images on September 25 and on September 12, of 2011. Visually, we
notice that the amplitude varies in function of the surface state of the glacier, being the reason for
detecting the differences between smooth and textured zones. The crevices and the fall zones of seracs
clearly appear in the lower part of the glacier. The Argentiere Glacier is more visible in figure 6.1(b),
because its mean direction of outflow is nearly in the line of sight of the satellite as it passes in
descension.
The success of method of amplitude correlation rests on two criteria, depending on the state of
the glacier’s surface :
1. the surface must be textured (i.e. to have structures, such as crevices, seracs or enough detrital
cover so that amplitude is not constant).
2. If the surface is smooth, a stable object must serve to be a bright spot (rocky block, reflective
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argentiere_amplitude_20110925.png
(a) Zoom of Argentiere Glacier, ascendingTSX
image from 25/09/2011
argentiere_amplitude_20110912.png
(b) Zoom of Argentiere Glacier, descending TSX
image from12/09/2011
Figure 6.3.1 – Zoom of amplitude images in ascending and descending geometry
corner).
Spatial variability
The higher part of the glacier does not allow us to provide good results at amplitude correlation,
therefore we will concentrate on the lower part of Argentiere Glacier. The illustration 6.3.2 represents
an enlargement of the concerned part. It presents the images in amplitude, 2-D fields of displacement,
as well as their similarity peak for two pairs of images acquired in August of 2009. The illustrations
6.2(a), 6.2(c) and6.2(e) represent ascending configuration and show the results between the images
of 16/08/2009 and 27/08/2009, while the illustrations 6.2(b), 6.2(d) and 6.2(f) show the results of
images from 14/08/2009 and 25/08/2009, acquired in a descending pass. The displacements found lie
between 0 and 1.50 m/jour. The large values are aberrants, associated with weak values of similarity
peak.
In order to determine the spatial variability of the Argentiere Glacier, longitudinal profiles
are extracted from 2-D fields of displacement. These profiles are represented in figures 6.2(a) and
6.2(b). They are achieved in zones where there is maximum confidence in the results, meaning that
the similarity peak holds the greatest values (red zones in figures 6.2(e) and 6.2(f)).
From the profiles, spatial acceleration of the glacier can be observed, the high part presents weak
displacements of around 10 cm/day, the movement accelerates as altitude lowers, reaching 30 cm/day
in the lowest parts.
Temporal variability and comparison with GPSs
To identify temporal variability of glacial displacement and compare the results coming from
SAR application, as well as the GPS results, the displacement values are extracted from each
SAR displacement field near the station. With the results not always being available in pixels
corrresponding to the position of the SERA station, the modal value of displacement of a small region
around the GPS station is used. In 2-D, thes results are represented by the black circles in figure
6.3.3. The red crosses represent the GPS results, projected in ascending and descending radar geometry.
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(a) Amplitude 16/08/2009 (b) Amplitude 14/08/2009
(c) 16/08/2009-27/08/2009 (d) 14/08/2009-25/08/2009
(e) Similarity peak (f) Similarity peak
Figure 6.3.2 – Amplitude image of Argentiere Glacier in ascending passes (figure 6.2(a)) and descending
(figure 6.2(b)) ; 2-D displacement fields, arising from amplitude correlation (figures 6.2(c) and 6.2(d)) and their
similarity peak (figures 6.2(e) and 6.2(f)).
At the level of temporal evolution, a seasonal variability was expected, with weak displacements
in winter with cold temperatures and precipitation fall in the form of snow, and with accelerations in
spring and summer when temperatures rise and ice melts. The SAR results follow more or less this
interpretation. However, the GPS results show strong inter-seasonal variability, being able to reach
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up to 15 cm/day amplitude (summer 2009) in less than one month, with the fastest displacement
variations occuring in August. During the summer season, the mean temperature is positive, thus
precipitation falls in the form of rain. These two factors strongly contribute to the melting of ice [117].
In order to explain these strong variations of displacement in short intervals, a possible hypothesis is as
follows : During episodes of significant melting, due to a period of high heat or of heavy precipitation,
a sufficiently large volume of water is created to be drained just at the ice/rocky bed interface. Under
the lubricating effect of water at this interface, the basal slide rises, causing acceleration of surface
displacement of the glacier.[118, 119, 117].
At the comparison level between the two datasets, we measured the gap by calculating the root of
mean quadratic error (RMS) between the magnitude of GPS results and that of results coming from
2-D SAR displacement fields (e´quation 6.3.1) :
RMS1 =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(V iGPS − V iSAR)2 (6.3.1)
where n is the number of results to compare, V iGPS the module of GPS displacement and V
i
SAR being
extracted from the SAR displacement field at the couple i. The obtained errors are from 6.7 cm/day
for results in ascending geometry, 2.1 cm/day for results in descending geometry, and 5.8 cm/day on
the total of the data.
A similar analysis was achieved in the work of Renaud Fallourd [111]. He compared the results
of 2-D SAR displacement field value with 5 GPS results of the SERA in 2009. The obtained RMS
was 7.2 cm/day for the ensemble of the data and 6 cm/day for the descending geometry. The 5 GPS
results are from the period in which the station SERA was installed on a rockface. In the summer,
the station became ustable when ice melted under the rock, thus recording a component due to
movement of the rock along with the moving of the glacier. In our analysis, we took into account
numerous more important data, as well as the periods where the station SERA was installed on
a mast, to render it more stable. These differences are, no doubt, at the origin of improving our results.
These results are a brief overview of the main work accomplished in the thesis of Fanny Ponton
[110], published in an article in the journal IEEE-JSTARS [120].
6.4 Conclusion
We can conclude that a favorable correlation is observed between the GPS and SAR data sets
in 2 dimensions. The SAR fields of displacement allow us to obtain a good spatial resolution and to
follow the evolution of surface displacement along the glacier. At a temporal level, global variations
of displacement can be followed and are comparable to those of GPS. The disadvantage of radar is
that the short-term variations are not visible. To bring to light the inter-seasonal variability, the GPS
results are needed. They also allow us to validate the coherence of results of our treatment in radar
imagery when the two data sources are available at the same time.
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(a) Ascending geometry
(b) Descending geometry
Figure 6.3.3 – Temporal series of 2-D displacement obtained by amplitude correlation of image pairs
acquired at 11 day intervals, and bars of associated uncertainty (black circles) in ascending and descending
case ; temporal series of GPS displacement projected in SAR 2-D geometries (red crosses).
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Chapitre 7
Points forthcoming...
The presentation of this thesis is neither a means, nor an end to further research. It is considered,
rather, a punctuation mark...
(as the legend states : ”One day, there was a huge research field. The majority of homosapiens,
terrified, observed...The small man plunged into action, heading off to look for several formulas,
to scratch onto a piece of paper. After a moment, the grand leader, bothered by this ridiculous
restlessness, said to him : ”Little man, are you crazy ? You cannot describe the expanse of possibilities
with merely these 3 calculations !” Thus, the little man responded : ”Yes, I know, but at least I’m doing
my part”. (extracted and modified from an Autochtone legend, told by Pierre Rabhi). Pierre Rabhi).
In the previous pages, I showed to develop research from two focal points. The first corresponds
to my interest in snow, ice and glaciers, in an attempt to represent, quantify, analyze and interperate
essential data relative to the modelling and the understanding of the climate. The second focal point
concerns the contribution of algorithms of treatment of satellite RSO images and of the spatiali-
zation of the information gathered with in-situ measures. Natural perspectives depart on the two axes.
As I commenced this thesis on the subject of snow, I will end it in full circle by firstly contemplating
the perspectives in electromagnetic modelling of the interaction : wave-snow.
The complexity of the dense middle of snow gives rise to efforts to better characterize the
interactions of centimetric waves with snowpack. This material is vey difficult to transport. One
idea is to propose a study concerning various sites of interaction of waves-snow, from ground radar,
in parallel with physical measures of the evolution of snow. This study was, in fact, carried out in
collaboration with L. Ferro-Famil. With the aid of Fabien Ndagijimana, we contemplated on the
development of a hyperfrequency anisotrophy measuring sensor of snow matter from 0 to 18 GHz. The
measure of complex permittivity of the different strati of the medium should allow for an improved
equation set-up in the modelling aspects. With regard to anisotrophy, it is not considered in the
model that we are actually using : this allows to simplify the calculations. I deem the taking into
account of this characteristic of matter to be important, while replacing the coefficients of extinction
and phase by their matrices and tensur. This project could be launched with the collaboration of
Pierre Comon.
Several models of radiative transfer exist. However, the comparison between models remains
to be done. A study started with Ramata Magagi and his student, Francis Caron tackles this very
problematic : we envisage simulations and validations taken from the same playing fields of data. If it
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turns out that the models of radiative transfer are too incomplete or imprecise in order to represent
the snowfield (which is neither linear, nor homogenous, nor isotropic), one must resolve to re-write a
model of propagation of waves in a bi-continu milieu of air-ice.
Another prolongation of discreet geometric work that I tackled in chapter 2 of this manuscript
is the 3-D measure of the anisotrophy of snow, taken from optic images of tomography. It is entirely
feasible to tomograph snow samples of different structures, to carry out 3-D reconstruction and to
then calculate the parameters on these structures. These projects were begun in collaboration with
Dominique Attali and Isabelle Sivignon.
While pursuing this idea of retro-diffusion modelling, it would be interesting to observe what
the implication of hierarchic segmentation (applied at multi-temporal, multi-frequency satellite
images) of snowpack from a glacier would be. The statistics obtained, with which I wish to take
an interest in (with the collaboration of Jean-Marie Beaulieu, and knowing that this is a textbook
case), could eventually bring to light complimentary information on the spatial variability of this
field of study. While still on the subject of this satellite aspect, the phase of complex signals was
insufficiently exploited in the snow problematic. Recently, S. Leinss demonstrated (now, in the
process of publishing) that one car directly obtain the SWE (Snow Water Equivalent) from a series of
differential interferograms of data, from a ground band X radar. The possibility of retrieving similar
results from spatial images needs to be further explored.
The algorithmic schema of assimilation of the RSO data, which we have implemented, is based
on an interpolation 1D-VAR. In order to explore other methods, like the filtration of Kalman or
Kalman-expanded (much better adapted for temporal series of RSO images), it is important to revisit
this algorithm.
In the thesis of X.V.Phan, we very briefly approached an important point : the problem of the
propagation of waves on interfaces air-snow, inter-stratum and snow-ground. An indepth study of the
roughness of these interfaces, and of a better inclusion in the models, must be achieved.
In the different aspects of image RSO treatment, which we have presented, often give rise to
the need of calculation of series of multi-temporal and multi-frequency data. I additionally envisage
focusing more precisely and largely on the relevance between the series of multi-temporal, multi-
frequency and multi-polarisation images, and on their contribution in the precision of modelling.
Finally, I formulated the structure of a process of radar data treatment for the modelling
of snow (Figure 7.0.1). I count on implementing it, due to the platform ”Ciment” me´so-centre of
calculations in the site Grenoblois (which actually has 6000 processors). This work was put into
motion in collaboration with Jean-Bruno Bzeznik.
In the future, the spatial and temporal improvement of models of evolution of snow, thanks to
the assimilation of satellite RSO data, coupled to the cartography of snowy zones of all the Earth’s
surface, will be of interest for a better knowledge of resources of water, of the evolution of the climate,
of the dynamics of polar icecaps, of natural hazards, ...(a` laquelle je souhaite apporter ma petite part).
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Figure 7.0.1 – Structure d’un proce´de´ de traitement de donne´es radar pour la mode´lisation
de la neige.
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Automatic reconstruction of polycrystalline ice 
microstructure froIll image analysis: application to 
the EPICA ice core at Dome Concordia, Antarctica 
MICHEL GAY, JEROME WEISS 
Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Geophysique de l'Environnement du CNRS, BP 96, 38402 Saint-Martin-d'Heres Cedex, France 
ABSTRACT. A digital image-processing approach is proposed which a l lows t he ex­
traction of two-dimensional polycrysta l l ine ice microstructure (grain boundar ies) from 
thin sec t ions observed be tween cross-po larisers. It is based on image segmentation of 
colour i mages. The method is applied to the preliminary analysis of the shal low (Holo­
cene) ice of the European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica ( EPICA) ice core at Dome 
Concordia. Structural parameters, such as t he mean eross-sect ional area, shape anisotro­
py and grain morphology, are obtained. The interest and l imitations of th is automatic 
procedure are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
As with m any crystal l ine m aterials, ice m icrostructure, i .e. 
the size and morphology of grains, controls many physical 
and mechanical properties of the material .  It  is therefore 
very important to obtain as complete as possible a descrip­
tion of t his microstructure. This includes not only mean 
grain-size measurements ( we will come back later to the de­
finition of t he "size"), but a lso size distribution, shape aniso­
tropy (e longation of grains along a preferential direction), 
grain morphology ( through t he volume/surface or surface/ 
perimeter relations) and topological characterist ics. More­
over, as stressed by Alley and others ( 1986) and Petit and 
others ( 1987), ice microstructure may reco rd the age and 
past history of ice. Indeed, microstructure evolution de­
pends on st rain history, t emperature and impurity content 
(Alley and others, 1986; A l ley and Woods, 1996), parameters 
which vary with climate. This is of particular importance 
when studying polar ice f rom deep ice cores. For example, 
correlations have been observed between cl imatic record 
from 15180 isotopic studies a nd mean grain-size evolution in 
polar ice (Duval and Loriu , 1980; Thorsteinsson and others, 
1995). Correlations between grain-size and i mpurity con­
tent, though relatively noisy, have also been reported 
(Thorsteinsson and others, 1995; Alley and Woods, 1996). 
Most of the analyses of ice microstructure presented so 
far were performed manual ly  on two-dimensional thin sec­
tions. They were therefore l aborious and t i me-consuming. 
For this reason, most of t hese analyses were restricted to the 
study of mean grain-size evolution. Several d ifferent meth­
ods were used to est imate th is "size". Gow (1969), in polar 
firn, measured the length a nd breadth of the  50 largest crys­
tals in each section with a "pocket comparator". These 50 
crystals represented at l east  25% of the total number of 
crystals, but this representat ivity depended on the number 
of crystals  in the section and therefore on the  mean grain­
size itself. These crystals do not therefore represent the en­
tire population of grains, especial ly if size distribution 
changes with t ime. Duval and Lorius ( 1980) esti mated mean 
grain-size (i'om crystal-counting on a given area, but did not 
take into account the smallest grains, sometimes of ambigu­
ous existence. Once again, the enti re population is not taken 
into account. Thorsteinsson and ot hers (1995) and Alley and 
Woods (1996) used the linear intercept method. A lley and 
\ Voods (1996) reported some data about size distributions 
as well .  Although probably less "subj ective" than t he others, 
th is method can raise some proble ms of interpretation. The 
mean intercept length is related to the mean cross-sectional 
area through t he average morphology of grains which can 
change wi th t ime. Moreover, T horsteinsson and others 
( 1995) performed linear intercept analysis along a unique 
(vertical) direction, which is not representative of real grain 
morphology if grains are not isotropic and if t his shape 
anisotropy is changing (as observed during th is work; see 
below). The definition of grain "size" is actually not t rivial. 
As demonstrated in this work, different size-estimation 
methods can lead to very different results (e .g. for grain­
growth kinetics; see below), and can therefore be m islead­
ing. Another problem with manual methods is related to 
"human" bias. The acuity, concentration and measuring 
ability of a worker can vary greatly during a long, t i ring 
day, especial ly i n  a cold environment. This will probably in­
crease the discrepancy of resul ts. 
In order to obtain the most c omplete representation of 
ice microstructure on two-dimensional thin sect ions, all 
the grain boundaries have to be extracted. It is worth noting 
here that th is complete description is necessary ( though 
perhaps not sufficient) to reconstitute three-dimensional 
microstructure from two-dimensional analysis ( Under­
wood, 1970). This cannot be reasonably achieved m anually. 
Here, we present an automat ic method, based on image 
analysis, which al lows easy and rapid extraction of ice 
microstructure from thin sect ions examined between 
crossed polarisers. After a technical presentation of the 
method and the image-analysis procedure, we i l lustrate its 
interest with a preliminary study of ice microstructure in 
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the shal low part (Holocene ice) of t he European Project for 
Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) ice core at Dome C, dis­
cussing the definition of grain "size", shape anisotropy and 
grain morphology. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The method of extraction of grain boundaries from colour 
images of two-dimensional thin sections is based on image 
segmentation from variation of colour between neighbour­
ing grains observed between crossed polarisers. Arnaud 
and others (1998) presented a different technique to reveal 
and automatically characterise pores and grain boundaries 
in firn, based on sample sublimation, coaxial episcopy and 
image analysis. Using this technique, Arnaud (1997) deter­
mined distributions of grain cross-sectional areas at d iffer­
ent depths in firn at Vostok station, Antarctica. Though 
worth using to study porous media (e .g. fim), optimal sub­
l imation conditions are not easy to obtain, and hence 
sample preparation is difficult and time-consuming. The 
"standard" thin sections used in the present work are easily 
and rapidly obtained. Eicken (1993) proposed an automated 
image analysis of ice thin sections under crossed polar isers. 
Unli ke the present work, this author used a uni"ersal (Rigsby) 
stage and grey-scale digitisation. 
Preparation of thin sections and image recording 
Ice thin sections are prepared by regular microlOming. Sec­
tion thickness is an important parameter. The optimised 
thickness is a compromise between large enough colour dif­
ferences between grains, and sharp enough colour trans­
itions. Too thick sections have great colour differences, but 
grain boundaries appear too thick, with coloured interfer­
ence fringes which can be misleading for image analysis. 
Too thin sections have well-defined spatial transitions but 
weak d ifferences, most of the grains appearing within a grey 
range of colours. Experience shows that the optimised t hick­
ness corresponds to grain colours around a brown-yellow 
range. An example is given in Figure la. Note that in the 
case of examination of columnar ice, with column axis per­
pendicular to the section, this t hickness problem would be 
less crucial, grain boundaries being almost perpendicular 
to the section. 
For each thin section, three different pictures are taken 
while crossed polarizcrs are rotated together (at 00, 30 ° and 
600), the thin section itself being fixed with respect to the 
camera. In this way, grains remaining dark for one rotation 
angle are i l luminated for other angles, except if their c axes 
are perpendicular to the section. The image fields must coin­
cide for the three different pictures. Note that a universal 
stage is not used in the present analysis. For the analysis of 
the EPICA ice core (see below), slides were taken with a reg­
ular camera, then digitalised using a charge coupled device 
colour camera. However, digital image recording can be 
performed directly with a digital camera. The format of the 
images was 640 X 480 pixels. The chosen image field resulted 
from a compromise between a good resolution and a reason­
able statistical population of grains, i .e. at least 200. In the 
study of the shallow part of the EPIC A ice core, with mean 
cross-sectional area of grains ranging between 1 and 2 mm2, 
this corresponded to a resolution of 42.5 J-lm/pixel .  The 
sampled population of grains varied from about 500 grains 
at 100 m depth to slightly less than 200 grains at 360 m. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Thin section ofpolar ice examined between crossed 
polarisen, with an optimised thickness for image analysis, 
EP/CA ice core, Dome C (depth 170 m). (b) The C07Tes­
ponding bin(1) image of the microstructure (grain bound­
aries), aJter digital image processing. 1 and 2 are regions 
where the segmentation of grains was difficult, owing to c 
axes ofgrains perpendicular to the thin section. 
Image analysis 
Image segmentation aims to subdivide the image into 
regions of homogeneous colour characteristics (Gonzalcs 
and \,yoods, 1992). The discontinuities, i .e. grain boundaries 
in the present case, correspond to sharp spatial variations of 
these characteristics. They can be detected using derivative 
operators (or filters; Gonzales and \\Toods, 1992). However, 
pre-processing is generally required in order to remove 
sharp but small variations resulting from noise, while pre­
serving large variations. Therefore, any i mage-segmenta­
t ion processing should include a pre-processing step in  
order to remove noise and sharpen variations, followed by 
detection of the discontinuities using derivative filters. In 
the digital  image processing developed for ice-microstruc­
ture extraction, summarised in Algorit h m  1 and detailed 
below, steps 2. 1 and 2.2 belong to the pre-processing, and 
steps 2.3 and 2.4 correspond to the detection of the discont i­
nuities. Within this general framework, several different 
procedures can be considered at each step of the algorithm. 
The a lgorithm proposed results from such trials at each 
step. :For example, at step 2.1, a "closing then opening" pro-
Algorithm 1 
For colour image 'i = I - Ill  
begin 
The colour image i is decomposed into three grey-scale 
images, brightness, hue and saturation, called grey-scale 
images 1 , 2  and 3, respecli\'ely 
For grey-scale image j = 1 -3 
begin 
l\lorphologic filter: opening lhen closing 
I\lcdian filter 
Sobcl filter 
Thresholding 
Skcielonising =} binary image j 
end 
Addilion orthe three binar), images j =} binar), image i 
cnd 
Addition orlhe three binary images i 
Binary closing: dilation then erosion 
Skclelonising 
Trim 
:::::} 1l1icrOSlructufr 
cedure (instead of "opening then closing") was tested but 
found to be less efficient in reducing noise (see bclow). 
Although the proposed image-processing was found to be 
the most efficient, this does not exclude the possibility of an­
other, completely d i ITerent, efficient form of proeessi ng, 
The proposed image segmentation processing is as 
follows: 
I. The first colour image (see, e.g., Fig. la), denoted I, is 
decomposed into three grey-scale images, brighlness, hue 
and saturalion (Gonzales and Woods, 1992), denoted grey­
scale images I, 2 and 3, respectively. Other decompos­
itions of colour images arc possible, but this one is chosen 
because it is used by the human visual system to interpret 
and differentiate colours. To ca eh pixel of a grey-scale 
image is assigned an intensity, or grey level, from 0 
( black) to 255 (white) and denoted I[x, y]. x and yare 
the pixcl coordinates. The saturation grey-scale image 
corresponding to Figure la is shown in Figure 2a, as wcll 
as the variation of intensity along a section, 
2, For each grey-scale image 1-3, the following steps are 
performed: 
2.1. Morphologic JiLter. This filter consists of an opening 
operation, followed by a closing operation. An opening 
operation is an erosion followed by a dilation, whereas a 
closing operation is the reverse. Erosion of a grey-scale 
image consists in assigning to each pixcl the minimum 
intensity of the set of pixels corresponding to this pixcl 
and its neighbours (eight nearest neighbours in the pres­
ent analysis). Similarly, dilation assigns the maximum 
intensity of the set to the pixcl. More details are given 
in Gonzales and Woods (1992). This filter reduces high­
frequency noise, and allows the removal of insignificant 
features such as microcracks and pits. The result for a 
typical image is shown in Figure 2b. 
2,2. MedianJiller. The median m of a set of \'alues is such 
that half the \'alues in the set are < m and half are > m. 
In order to perform median filtering in the neighbour-
Gay and vVeiss: Polycrystalline ice microst1'llcturejrom image analysis 
hood of a pixel, first the intensities I of the pixel and of 
its neighbours are sorted, then the median is determined 
and assigned to the pixel. In the present analysis, wc lim­
ited the calculation to the eight nearest neighbours. This 
filter reduces noise while preserving the sharpness of the 
discontinuities, The result is shown in Figure 2c. 
2,3. SobelfiLLer, This filter is a derivative filter which de­
tects discontinuities of intensity. The gradient of inten­
sity (along directions x and y) is calculated. The 
maximum value ofdI/dx and dI/dy is assigned to the 
pixel. This results in low \'alues for homogeneous 
regions, and very high values along discontinuities 
(grain boundaries) . Thresholding will therefore be easy 
to perform, in order to extract these discontinuities. 
More details about Sobcl filtering are given in Gonzales 
and Woods (1992). The image obtained is shown in Fig­
ure 2d with its associated grey-level histogram. 
2,4, Tlzreslzolding. A threshold is defined on the histogram 
(Fig. 2d) by visual testing: the operator "moves" the 
threshold along the grey scale and selects the best result 
for the thresholding of boundaries. A grey level of 255 
(white) is assigned to the pixcls above the threshold, cor­
responding to discontinuities, and a grey level of 0 
(black) is assigned to the pixels below the threshold, 
This results in a binary image. The three thresholds de­
termined for the three grey-level images (brightness, hue 
and saturation) are memorised. They wi I I be used [or 
thresholding of the other two colour images, in order to 
accelerate the process. 
2,5, Skeletonising. This operation, also called thinning, de­
termines the skcleton, one pixel wide, o[ the white 
regions of the binary image. This classical algorithm is 
detailed in Gonzales and Woods (1992). The skeleton is 
shown in Figure 2e. 
3, The three binary images resulting from digital proces­
sing (steps 2,1-2,5) of the three grey-level images are 
summed. 
4. Operations 1-3 are repeated [or the other two colour 
images, II and Ill, using the pre\'iously memorised 
thresholds (see above), 
5. The three binary images arising from each of the three 
colour images I-HI are summed, The binary image 
obtained results from the addition of 3 x 3 = 9 binary 
images. The result is shown in Figure 2f. 
6, Binary closing (dilation then erosion) . After step 5, 
because the three colour images do not coincide per­
fectiy, grain boundaries appear blurred, Binary closing 
allows blurred boundaries to be reassembled .  
7, Skeletonising, 
8. Final trimming to remo\'e "dead-end" branches. 
The microstructure obtained at the end o[ this algo­
rithm is shown in Figure Ib, to be compared with onc of 
the three starting colour images (Fig, la). Structural and to­
pological parameters can now be computed on this final 
binary image. The digital image-processing proposed by 
Eicken (1993), though different, included some operations 
similar to that employed here, such as grey-scale image 
opening or Sobel filtering. The order specified in Algorithm 
I is important. If one step is omitted, the quality of image 
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Fig. 2. Successive modifications if a digitaL image if grains. (a) Saturation g rey-scaLe image if the coLour image if Figure la. 
Left: fuLL image. Right: variation if intensity aLong a section, indicated by a white Line on the Left. (b) Grey-scaLe image after 
morphoLogic fiLter. ( c) Grey-scaLe image after medianfiLter. (d) Grey-scaLe image after SobeLfiLter. Right: corresponding grey­
LeveL histogram. (e) Binary image after threshoLding and skeLetonising of the image in ( d). (j) Binary image after summation of 
3 x 3 = 9 binary images simiLar to that in ( d) (see text for detaiLs). 
segmentation decreases and we lose grain boundaries. The 
morphologic, median and S obel fil ters are non-linear filters 
(Gonzales and Woods, 1992). The use of linear filters was at­
tempted, but it results in a broadening of the t ransitions (or 
discontinuities), thus making t hresholding more difficult. 
An intrinsic l imitation of t he proposed method is clearly 
illustrated in Figure lb. W hcn neighbouring grains have 
very simi lar c-axis orientations perpendicular to t he section, 
they remain dark on the three colour images and are not 
easily segmented. This effect, which is particularly pro­
nounced in Figure lb, could be reduced with t he help of a 
universal Rigsby stage. This l imitation has l i tt le effect on 
the calculation of mean paramcters (e.g. mean area, mean 
perimeter) but can have an effect on grain-size distribution 
towards the large sizes. The same l imitations apply to man­
ual estimation of grain-sizes. Note that a manual addition of 
the "obvious" missed boundaries can be performed easily on 
t he computer. Another way to deal with this problem is to 
remove t he most suspicious regions (e.g. regions 1 and 2 in 
Fig. lb)  from the subsequent statistical analyses. 
APPLICATION TO THE EPICA ICE CORE (A PRE­
LIMINARY STUDY) 
The EPICA ice-coring started at Dome Concordia 
(75°06' S, 123°24' E; 3233 m a.s. l .) during the austral summer 
1996-97, and reached 363 m depth at the cnd of the 1997-98 
field season. D uring this season, thin sections of ice were 
produced along the core at 100-360 m depth, fol lowing the 
procedure described above, t hen digitalised and analyzed at 
the Laboratoire de Glaciologie at Gcophysique de l'Envir­
onnment (LGGE). Most of them were vertical th in sections 
about 8 cm wide and (along the vertical direction) 11 cm 
long. Only a fraction of t he section, representing a surface 
of about 27.2 mm x 20.4 mm, was digitalised. At three dif­
ferent depths (120,218 and 357m), three images were digita­
lised from the same section, but with different image fields, 
in order to estimate the experimental scatter on the struc­
tural parameters extracted. A few horizontal t h in sections 
were also produced and digi tal ised at the same resolution. 
From the microstructures obtained after image analysis, 
numerous structural and topological parameters can be 
extracted in order to characterise the material .  To i l lustrate 
the potential of the procedure described above, we will now 
focus on three problems: the definition of grain "size", and its 
influence on grain-growt h  kinetics; shape anisotropy; and 
morphology of grains. 
Mean grain-size and grain growth 
Like many crystalline materials (see, e.g. , Ralph, 1990) at 
elevated relative temperature ( at least T /TF > 0.5), polar ice 
experiences grain growth through time. The driving force for 
grain growth arises from a reduction of the total grain­
boundary free energy within t he system (Duval and Lorius, 
1980; Ralph, 1990). Normal grain growth, i.e. a linear in­
crease of the mean cross-sectional area, A, with t ime t (Alley 
and Woods, 1996), has been reported for shallow ice of cold ice 
sheets (Gow and Williamson, 1976; Duval and Lorius, 1980). 
A = Ao + Kt, (1) 
where Ao is t he initial mean cross-sectional area and K is a 
constant showing an Arrhenius dependence on tempera-
Gay and Weiss: PolycrystaLLine ice microstructureJrom image analysis 
ture. This was sometimes expressed as a parabolic g rowth 
l aw for the mean g rain "size" 2: 
(2) 
It is not the purpose of the present work to discuss t he valid­
i ty, the physical or  c l imatic significance of such a growt h  law 
(see Alley and o t hers, 1986; Petit and others, 1987). We wil l  
restrict our analysis to the relationship between grain "size", 
d, and grain cross-sectional area, A, and to the influence of 
t he method of s ize estimation on subsequent growt h  l aw. 
Figure 3 shows the  evolution of t he mean squared grain­
size, 22, with dep th  for the EPICA ice core, 22 being esti­
mated by a different method. The first method ( squares) 
c orresponds to t he averaging of c ross-sectional area of 
grains, A, easil y  obtained from image analysis of an ice-mi­
crostructure map such as that shown in Figure lb. C i rcles 
represent the mea n  cross-sectional area of the 50 l argest 
grains in each section, A50, a way of estimating grain-size 
similar to that employed by Gow (1969). Triangles c orres­
pond to the square of the mean l inear intercept l eng th, £2. 
At the three depths where three different images were digi­
ta l ised from the same sections, t he corresponding different 
est imations of t he mean cross-sect i onal area fal l  w i th in a 
range of about 0.30 mm2, whatever the method used 
(A, A50 or £2). Estimation of £ was performed automati­
cal ly with lines a long the vertical and horizontal directions 
and a l ine crossing the image each two pixels. This obviously 
represents a much larger line densi ty  than those used for 
manual measures, t hus reducing scat ter. These three differ-
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ent datasets are well described by l inear fits, but wi th di ffer­
ent slopes. For shallow ice of large ice sheets, a l inear rela­
t ionship between depth and age, t, is a very reasonable 
approximation. Therefore, the Figure 3 data seem to sup­
port Equation (I). However, the constant J{ varies w i th  the 
method used to evaluate the mean squared grain-si ze  up to a 
factor of about 2 (see Table I). Moreover, if one extends the 
l inear fit for A50 up to the surface (0 m), a much larger 
"initial" value is found compared to the A or [} methods. 
This results from a bias introduced by a representativity 
evolving with mean grain-size (see above). The relat ionship 
between A and the mean cross-sect ional area of the 50 larg­
est grains, A50, is not trivial and obviously depends on size 
d istribution, which could change over t ime and from site to 
site (because of temperature and climatic differences). 
During normal grain growth, t he shape of the grain-size 
d istribution is not supposed to change, and some authors 
have proposed log-normal distributions to describe experi­
mental data or results of computer simulation (see, e.g., 
Atkinson, 1988; Anderson and others, 1989). Such a dis tribu­
t ion, however, so far has no theoretical basis. Moreover, the 
peak value and t he standard deviat ion of the distribution 
change over time. Therefore, an estimation of activation 
energy for grain growth by comparison of grain-growth 
kinetics, deduced from the A50 method, at different sites 
with different mean annual temperatures (see, e . g. ,  Gow, 
1969), has to be made with cauti on. As mentioned above, 
an additional problem of the A50 method comes from the 
increasing representativity of the 50 largest grains as the 
mean grain-size increases. In the present analysis, this 
representativity increased from about 10% at 100 m to 25 % 
at 360 m, which is less than in t he Gow (1969) analysis 
( �25 % ). To examine a possible effect of such increasing 
representativity, we computed the mean cross-sectional 
area of the largest 25% of grains in each section, A25% (see 
Fig. 3). With  this method, the extrapolation of the l inear fit 
up to 0 m is very close to that  found with the A or L2 
methods (see Table I), and 75 % of the available information 
is still lost. 
In classical normal grain-growth analytical models 
( two-dimensional models; see, e.g. , Hi l lert, 1965, adapted by 
Alley and others, 1986 for ice; Atkinson, 1988), the critical size 
parameter, dcrit or Acrit , such that  grains larger t h an Acrit 
grow and smaller grains shrink, is equal to A (or d). Any 
other value of A, including the mean cross-sectional area of 
t he 50 largest grains, has much less physical significance 
with respect to t heoretical models. However, three-dimen­
sional parameters such as the mean grain volume would have 
even more physical meaning. From three-dimensional com­
puter simulations of normal grain growth, Anderson and 
others (1989) showed that, if the morphology of grains i s  such 
that grain shapes are compact and exhibit close to minimal 
surface areas with respect to grain volume at all t imes, then 
t he "true" grain-growth kinetics, based on the evolution of 
the mean grain volume, is very close to the kinetics derived 
from two-dimensional parameters (mean cross-sect ional 
area, A). In particular, the same constant 1< is found (Ander­
son and others, 1989). This similitude does not hold if  mor­
phology is changing over time. To the authors' knowledge, 
the only available dataset on the distribution of grain vo­
lumes and corresponding cross-sections and l inear intercepts 
for a "realistic" microstructure is Anderson and other (1989). 
On th is ( l imited) basis, we argue that t he mean cross-sec­
t ional area method (A )  is the most "exact" for deriving t rue 
three-dimensional grain-growth kinetics from thin-section 
analyses. In Table I, t he constant J{ obtained with the 50 
largest grains method is  close to that obtained by Duval and 
Lorius (1980) from a former core dril led at the "old" Dome C 
site ( 74°39' S, 124 ° 10' E, about 70 km from the current Dome 
Concordia drilling site), in agreement wi th  the method used 
by these authors to esti mate grain-sizes. 
The l inear intercept method gives results closer to A 
than the  50 largest grains method. However, for a given 
volume clement (a "grain" ), the relation between A and L 
depends on the element morphology (Underwood, 1970). - -? T he ratio AI L- is equal to 37r 18 � 1 . 18 for a sphere. For a 
t runcated octahedron, a volume element al lowing space fi l l ­
ing and sometimes used to model grains ( Gibson and Ashby, 
1988), this ratio is about 1 .32. For a space-fi ll ing assembly of 
grains of different sizes, isotropic on average, L depends on 
both A and the mean perimeter of grains, s (Underwood, 
1970): 
- A 
L = 7r - . 
S (3) 
For a grain assembly with shape anisotropy, the problem 
is even more complex. It is shown below that the average 
shape anisotropy of grains varies with depth (and so time) 
along the EPICA ice core. The l inear intercept method is 
therefore unable to exactly reproduce t he evolution of A 
and t hus the evolution of the mean grain volume, as shown 
by Anderson and others (1989). 
From the above discussion, it appears t hat in two dimen­
sions the measure of t he mean cross-sectional area, A, is the 
size definition (d '" A1/2 ) with the best physical signifi­
cance. This measure is difficult to determine manually, a 
fact which shows the relevance of the automatic procedure 
described here. 
Finally, one can notice in Figure 3 that the mean crystal  
sizes obscrved on horizontal sections are systematical ly 
sl ightly larger than expected from the regression analysis, 
whatever the definit ion of the size. This results from the f lat­
tening of grains on the horizontal plane (see below). 
Shape anisotropy 
In order to show a possible anisotropy of grain shape, the 
rat io  between the mean l inear intercepts in the horizontal 
(X) and vertical (Z) directions, Lxi Lz ,  has been ca  1-
Ta ble 1. Grain-growth kineticsJo r t he s hallow fJ art ( Ho loc ene i ce) oJthe EPICA i ce co re, deduc edfro m dijJerent grain-siz e difinitions (see 
t extJo r  det ai ls) .  G rain-growth kinetics are ex pressed in t erms oJ mean squared grain-size vs depth: d2 = d6 + J{' z, where z is depth ( m) 
I<' (mm2 m I) 
R2 (regression coefT.) 
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culatcd on vertical th in  sections ( Fig. 4). This ratio is system­
atical ly larger than I, which means t hat the grains are flat­
tened along the horizontal plane. Flat tening seems to 
increase with depth, from about 1 .05 at 100 m to about 1 . 1 2  
at 18 0-200 m,  then remains roughly constant up to  360 m.  
At the  three dept hs where three di f ferent images were digi­
tal ised from the same sections, the d ifferent estimations of 
Lx I Lz fal l  within a range of about 0.03-0.04, except for 
onc i m age at 357 m which exhibits a surprisingly low flat ten­
i ng. On the other hand, grains are isot ropic on horizontal 
thi n sections, wi th  a ratio Lx I Ly, clo. e to I (Y is a second 
horizo ntal direct ion). Such a shape anisotropy makes the 
l ink hl'tween L and A even more difficult to establish ( sec 
above). 
Grain morphology 
In Figure 5 is plotted t he evolution of t he ratio AIs2 ( cross­
sectional areajperimeter2) averaged over all the grains of 
the sect ion, with depth. This adimensional mean form fac­
tor, which is maximum for spheres (AIs2 = 1 /47r � 0 .08), 
is a measure of the average grain m orphology. The l atter is 
remarkably stable during grain grow th, around a value of 
0.055. This suggests that grain morphologies arc close, on 
average, to an equil ibrium-minimising surface area ( in  
three dimensions) w ith  respcet to  grain volume, whi le sub­
ject to topological constraints and flat tening. 
CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT 
An automatic procedure, based on colour-image analysis of 
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. . . : .." . . . . . . • . : .. 
� triangle 
. . . . . 
0 , 04 -t--+--+-+-t---+--+---+--t-t---+--+--t�I-+---, 
o 50 1 00 1 50 200 250 300 350 
Depth (m) 
Fig. 5. Evoluti on if the ave rage grain m01plw logy, exp re ssed b y  
t heJormJact or AI S 2  averaged ove r aLL t he grain s if the sec ­
ti on, wit h  dejJlh,jor t he shaLLow part if t he EPICA ice core . 
A rrows indic ateJor c omp ari son, theformfact or if three sim­
p le two-dimen si on al shape s (ci rc le, square and equi lateral 
t ri ang le ) .  
thin sect ions observed between crossed polarisers, has been 
devcloped in order to ext ract two-dimensional (cross-sec­
tional ) ice m icrostructure. From these m icrostructures, nu­
merous st ructural, morphological and topological 
parameters can be determined to characterise the material 
and i ts  evolution. This has been illustrated with three 
examples on the shallow ice of the EPIC A ice core, includ­
ing mean cross-sectional a rea of grains, shape anisotropy 
and a\'erage grain morphology. 
However, averaged val ues of parameters are not suffi­
cient to fol low in detail the  evolution of the  microstructure. 
For example, the evolut ion of grain-size distribution 
through t ime can be used to differentiate grain-growth re­
gimes ( no rmal vs abnormal ;  see, e.g. ,  Hi l lert ,  1965; Ralph, 
1990). Statist ical distribut ions of parameters can be ex­
tracted easi ly and automatically from microstructures such 
as that represented in  Figure lb. Arnaud ( 1997) obtained 
such dist ributions for Vostok Grn, using a d ifferent technique 
to reveal the  microstruct ure (see abm·e). 
Topological parameters (e.g. the number of sides per 
grain ( i n  t wo dimensions ) ), are also important for charac­
terising t he physics of polycrystalline materials (Atkinson, 
1988), including ice (Arnaud, 1997). Topological two-dimen­
sional parameters are eas i ly obtained from reconstructed 
ice microstructures. 
The ultimate goal of t he study of ice microstructure is to 
infer t hree-dimensional parameters, such as volumes of  
grains, from two-dimensional parameters obtained on 
cross-section. This i s  a difficult problem. As noted above, in  
the case  of isotropic microstructures and compact grain 
shapes, mean grain volume could be correctly estimated 
from the mean cross-sect ional area (Anderson and others, 
1989). This is no longer t rue for anisotropic microstructures 
or changing morphologies. Thor\'aldsen ( 1997) stressed that 
two polycrystals with identical mean l inear intercepts on a 
two-di mensional section can have different mean grain 
volumes, depending on grain-volume dist ribut ion and grain 
shapes. The  correspondence between cross-sectional area 
distributions and grain-volume dist ributions is even less 
straightfo rward (Anderson and others, 1989). A complete 
description of the two-d i mensional m icro t ructure, and 
especially statistical distributions of structural  and topologi­
cal parameters, is necessary, though perhaps not sufficient, 
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and simplifying stereo logical hypotheses on isotropy and 
morphology are required in order to infer three-dimen­
sional parameters. Such an analysis would be impossible to 
perform from manual analysis of thin sections. 
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Abstract Surface mass balance (SMB) distribution and
its temporal and spatial variability is an essential input
parameter in mass balance studies. Diﬀerent methods
were used, compared and integrated (stake farms, ice
cores, snow radar, surface morphology, remote sensing)
at eight sites along a transect from Terra Nova Bay
(TNB) to Dome C (DC) (East Antarctica), to provide
detailed information on the SMB. Spatial variability
measurements show that the measured maximum snow
accumulation (SA) in a 15 km area is well correlated to
ﬁrn temperature. Wind-driven sublimation processes,
controlled by the surface slope in the wind direction,
have a huge impact (up to 85% of snow precipitation)
on SMB and are signiﬁcant in terms of past, present and
future SMB evaluations. The snow redistribution pro-
cess is local and has a strong impact on the annual
variability of accumulation. The spatial variability of
SMB at the kilometre scale is one order of magnitude
higher than its temporal variability (20–30%) at the
centennial time scale. This high spatial variability is due
to wind-driven sublimation. Compared with our SMB
calculations, previous compilations generally over-esti-
mate SMB, up to 65% in some areas.
1 Introduction
Precipitation over Antarctica is recognised as an
important climate variable. Snow accumulation (SA)
rate or surface mass balance (SMB) on the Antarctic
Plateau is the sum of precipitation, sublimation/deposi-
tion and wind-blown snow. Large gaps in observations
mean that any estimate of the current mass input in-
volves a large error factor (Genthon and Krinner 2001;
Rignot and Thomas 2002). Spatial SMB is known to
vary greatly (e.g. Richardson et al. 1997; van den Broeke
et al. 1999; Frezzotti et al. 2002a; Frezzotti et al., in
press). Representative observations of the SMB are
important in estimating the characteristics of spatial and
temporal variability at local scales (<10 km2) and at the
scale of a drainage basin. Snow redistribution changes
the topography, and the topography in turn alters the
wind ﬁeld in a feedback system between the cryosphere
and atmosphere. On the local scale, there is continual
interaction between processes such as wind, snow pre-
cipitation, sublimation and SMB variations; in particu-
lar, the surface-energy balance and katabatic wind
patterns are closely inter-related.
Antarctica is the highest and ﬂattest of the Earth’s
continents, but small changes in slope have a strong
impact on wind direction and speed (Frezzotti et al.
2002a). It has long been known that slope and curvature
can play an important role in the SMB; for example,
concave depressions accumulate snow at the expense of
convex rises (Black and Budd 1964; Whillans 1975;
Pettre´ et al. 1986; van den Broeke et al. 1999; Liston
et al. 2000; Frezzotti et al. 2002a). A large area of the
plateau, where the slope along the wind direction is
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higher than 4 m km1, has a nil or slightly negative
SMB (Frezzotti et al. 2002b).
Surface mass balance studies based on numerical
weather prediction models (e.g. Bromwich 1988; Gen-
thon and Braun 1995; Turner et al. 1999) yield results
which are comparable to those based on the interpola-
tion of observations, but the horizontal resolution of the
meteorological ﬁelds is not better than 100 km and is
aﬀected by systematic biases (Galle´e et al. 2001; Gen-
thon and Krinner 2001). It is known that sublimation in
Antarctica is not negligible (e.g. Stearns and Weidner
1993; Bintanja 1998; Galle´e 1998; Galle´e et al. 2001),
and methods for describing spatial and temporal vari-
ability must be further developed (Cullather et al. 1998).
The snowdrift process is not explicitly included in
numerical weather prediction and general circulation
models (Galle´e et al. 2001; Genthon and Krinner 2001).
One of the largest areas of uncertainty regarding SMB is
the role of surface and wind-driven sublimation (e.g.
Genthon and Krinner 2001; Turner et al. 2002). The
fraction of precipitation on the grounded ice which is
returned to the atmosphere through sublimation ranges
from 6 to 25% in high-resolution models (van der Bro-
eke 1997; Genthon and Krinner 2001). Van der Broeke
(1997) pointed out four areas (east Dronning Maud
Land, Lambert Glacier basin, Victoria Land and the
southern part of Ross Ice Shelf) clearly stand out where
sublimation on an annual basis removes more than 70%
of the precipitation. Some authors even note that, due to
small-scale spatial variability in net SMB, it is impossi-
ble to determine ‘true’ precipitation or SMB in large
sectors of the Antarctic (Turner et al. 1999).
Alley (1988) found that a depth hoar layer lost 25%
of its mass, probably by migrating upward to the
atmosphere; even larger mass loss during sublimation is
documented by Alley et al. (1990). In wind crust area,
very light winds (<2 m s1) could be suﬃcient to initi-
ate snowdrifts on this smooth surface (Bintanja et al.
2001), particularly in the case of fresh snow falls. Wind
scouring does not allow the SA (due to surface
smoothness) during the winter period, while low albedo
of some snow surfaces promotes sublimation during
summer. Both factors have a positive feedback eﬀect on
the development of permanent wind crust.
At Vostok Station, accumulation stake network al-
lowed determining a mean accumulation rate of
23±4.4 kg m2 a1 and a precipitation rate of 26±4.5
kg m2 a1 for the last 30 years. The total sublimation,
for the period November–February, varies from 4.4 to
2 kg m2 a1 of total annual precipitation (Ekaykin
et al., in press). King et al. (2001) have pointed out that,
at Halley Station, surface and blowing sublimation
make roughly equal contributions to ablation (about
82 kg m2 a1). Bintanja (1999) shows that there is a
clear positive correlation between sublimation and air
temperature in blue ice areas. Stearns and Weidner
(1993) estimated a net annual surface sublimation of 35
and 80 kg m2 a1, respectively at the South Pole Sta-
tion and Ross Ice Shelf, with a SMB of 80 and
100 kg m2 a1, respectively. Kobayashi et al. (1985)
and Takahashi et al. (1988) estimated that the precipi-
tation rate at Mizuho Stations (East Antarctica) was
between 140 and >200 kg m2 a1. The measured sur-
face sublimation was 54 kg m2 a1, with a SMB of
58 kg m2 a1 determined by strong sublimation in
summer (Fujii and Kusunoki 1982). The deﬁcit between
precipitation and surface sublimation at Mizuho Sta-
tions can be explained by blowing sublimation (Takah-
ashi et al. 1988). We deﬁne the blowing sublimation as
the sublimation of the snow blown into the air.
Observation of the SMB rate variability and the
study of redistribution processes not only provide input
for the mass balance estimation but are also essential
for better interpreting surface elevation change signals
from satellite altimeters (Re´my et al. 2002) and for
improving climate and meteorological models (e.g.
Cullather et al. 1998; Genthon and Krinner 1998, 2001;
Turner et al. 1999; Galle´e et al. 2001). Interpretation
and dating of palaeoenvironmental records extracted
from Antarctic ice cores depend on the knowledge of
past accumulation changes (e.g. Bromwich and Weaver
1983; Jouzel et al. 1983). Atmospheric/ocean warming
in the coming century may lock up greater volumes of
ocean water due to increased precipitation above the
Antarctic ice sheet. The SMB trend on a century scale
is required to evaluate Antarctica’s present mass bal-
ance and how it may change over the coming decades
and centuries.
As part of the International TransAntarctic Scientiﬁc
Expedition (ITASE) project (Mayewski and Goodwin
1999) and in the framework of the Franco-Italian
Concordia Station collaboration (between 1998 and
2000), a traverse between Terra Nova Bay (TNB) and
Dome C (DC) and a research at DC were undertaken
(Fig. 1). The study aimed to better understand latitudi-
nal and longitudinal environmental gradients, while
documenting climatic, atmospheric and surface condi-
tions over the last 200–1,000 years in the eastern and
north-eastern portions of the DC drainage area and in
northern Victoria Land.
Frezzotti et al. (in press) combine geophysical surveys
(GPR and GPS), ﬁeld and remote sensing surface
observations and ﬁrn core analyses to describe spatial
and temporal variability of SA along the traverse and at
DC. This paper uses these results to provide new
information on the SMB process and carries implica-
tions for SMB distribution and variability.
2 Methodology
Diﬀerent methods were used, compared and integrated
(stake farms, ice cores, snow radar, surface morphology,
remote sensing) at eight sites along a transect from TNB
to DC (Fig. 1) to evaluate the SA variability. Three cores
were drilled 5–7 km apart at each of the seven main sites
along the traverse (23 total cores), while at DC 16 shal-
low ﬁrn cores were drilled within a 25-km radius from
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Concordia Station. Cores were linked by snow radar and
GPS surveys to provide detailed information on spatial
variability in SMB. The 39 cores were dated by identi-
fying Tritium/b marker levels (1965–1966) to provide
information on SA at core site. The depth of the snow
radar layer was converted into SMB (GPR_SA) using
the depth/age ratio from the Tritium SA. The mean
depth and the relative standard deviation (standard
deviation/average of site) were computed for GPR_SA,
and the minimum and maximum accumulations were
recorded at each site. SA data derived from core records
are in good agreement with data derived from GPR_SA
(Table 1). The survey methods and analytical procedures
for core and snow radar measurements are described in
Frezzotti et al. (in press). We also use in this paper the
SA data (41 cores) that were collected along the transect
between Dumont d’Urville (DdU) and DC (Pourchet
et al. 1997) using the b radioactive horizons in the cores.
The snow temperature measured at a depth of 10 or
15 m gives a fairly close approximation to the mean
annual ‘‘surface temperature’’ in the dry snow, and is
also close to the mean annual ‘‘screen air temperature’’
(Loewe 1970). This assumption is acceptable in areas
where maximum temperature is below 0C during
summer time, as it is the case in the actual sam-
pling sites. Snow temperature proﬁles were measured
at core sites (Frezzotti and Flora 2002; Pourchet et al.
1997), and 15 m depth temperatures were used in this
paper.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Surface mass balance
In this chapter, we ﬁrst analyse the spatial variability
of the SA. Then we discuss the evaluation of the
precipitation and ablation values from the SA ones
and compare our results to existing accumulation
maps.
Fig. 1 Schematic map of
traverse from TNB to DC and
site location (a), surface
elevation (solid line) and
micro-relief distribution along
TNB–DC traverse. Core sites
are indicated with triangles (b)
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3.2 Snow precipitation vs. surface mass balance
The maximum value of SMB revealed by snow radar
(along 15 km) and core data along the traverse presents
an excellent correlation with ﬁrn temperature (Fig. 2a;
R2=0.84 core data; Fig. 2b: R2=0.89 snow radar). The
average core data value is not well correlated with ﬁrn
temperature (R2=0.37). Core and snow radar mini-
mum values show no signiﬁcant correlation with ele-
vation or temperature (R2=0.31 and 0.32), but values
are linked with the change of Slope along the Prevalent
Wind Direction (SPWD). Noone et al. (1999) found
that precipitation reﬂects large (synoptic) scale phe-
nomena connected to circulation on a global scale.
Table 1 Location, morphological and climatological characteristic of drill sites
Site Longitude
E
Latitude
S
Elevation
(m WGS84)
T –15m
(C)
Slope
direction
Wind
direction
Katabatic
wind speed
(m s1)
b1966–1998
b1955–1998+
Tritium
1966–1998*
(kg m2 a1)
GPR_SA
(kg m2 a1)
GPS1 >18
Core A 16039.60¢ 7448.94¢ 1,192 32.7 58±2.9* –
Core B 16039.60¢ 7448.94¢ 1,192 – 47±4.7 –
GPS2 >18
Core A 15730.13¢ 7438.69¢ 1,804 38.5 132 80 54±2.7* 54 (27%)
Core B 15722.80¢ 7436.81¢ 1,810 – 132 80 137±13.7 200 (100%)
Core C 15730.13¢ 7438.69¢ 1,804 – 132 80 62±6.2 54 (27%)
31Dpt 12–18
Core A 15557.6¢ 7401.52¢ 2,069 41.8 158 72 112±5.6* 112 (77%)
Core B 1560.64¢ 7403.51¢ 2,040 – 158 72 137±13.7* 145 (100%)
Core C 15555.99¢ 7403.80¢ 2,041 – 158 72 – 97 (67%)
M2 12–18
Core A 15116.17¢ 7448.27¢ 2,278 44.5 162 62 15±7.5* 15 (14%)
Core D 15109.13¢ 7449.86¢ 2,265 – 111 62 82±8.2 107 (100%)
Core C 15105.91¢ 7448.01¢ 2,272 – 247 62 44±4.4 61 (57%)
MdPt 12–18
Core A 14551.43¢ 7532.16¢ 2,454 47.8 78 32 45±2.7* 45 (60%)
Core B 14547.31¢ 7533.03¢ 2,460 78 32 11±1.1 13 (18%)
Core C 14555.35¢ 7531.74¢ 2,452 78 32 60±6.0 75 (100%)
D2 6–12
Core A 14037.84¢ 7537.33¢ 2,479 48.4 89 37 31±1.6* 31 (94%)
Core B 14028.61¢ 7538.76¢ 2,482 89 37 40±4.0+ 33 (100%)
Core C 14028.54¢ 7536.06¢ 2,483 89 37 38±3.8 29 (87%)
D4 6–12
Core A 13549.89¢ 7535.88¢ 2,793 50.5 116 42 – 22 (79%)
Core B 13540.43¢ 7537.13¢ 2,795 116 42 29±2.9 28 (100%)
Core C 13540.74¢ 7534.43¢ 2,798 116 42 20±2.0 22 (72%)
D6 6–12
Core A 12948.53¢ 7526.85¢ 3,027 51.0 97 46 29±1.4* 29 (85%)
Core B 12942.41¢ 7525.19¢ 3,035 97 46 38±3.8 34 (100%)
Core C 12938.04¢ 7526.42¢ 3,038 97 46 22±2.2 16 (46%)
Dome C 40 <6
EPICA-DC1 12320.86¢ 7506.06¢ 3,233
FIRETRAC 12320.86¢ 7506.06¢ 3,233 54.5
DCN 12318.72¢ 7507.32¢ 3,233 55.0 29±1.5*
DC-1 A17 12336.26¢ 7500.53¢ 3,233 26±1.3*
DC-2 E16 12301.95¢ 7502.86¢ 3,230 27±1.4*
DC-3 D10 12311.13¢ 7511.68¢ 3,233 26±1.3*
DC-4 C12 12345.51¢ 7509.29¢ 3,229 23±1.2*
DC-A18 12349.85¢ 7454.55¢ 3,226 32±3.2
DC-DORIS 12305.92¢ 7509.16¢ 3,232 33±3.3
DC-B11 12415.97¢ 7505.99¢ 3,225 29±2.9
DC-F10 12311.30¢ 7500.50¢ 3,230 29±2.9
DC-DAU 12257.04¢ 7517.72¢ 3,233 29±2.9
DC-E19 12238.83¢ 7459.31¢ 3,223 30±3.0
DC-A17 12336.26¢ 7500.53¢ 3,232 29±2.9
DC-D11 12257.45¢ 7517.71¢ 3,230 27±2.7
DC-A15 12256.66¢ 7517.71¢ 3,233 30±3.0
DC-C17 12323.65¢ 7512.52¢ 3,229 26±2.6
DC-C18 12349.83¢ 7517.51¢ 3,221 28±2.8
Snow accumulation from stake farms and core analyses, and comparison with snow radar depths (water equivalent) in percent. GPR_SA
depth of the snow radar layer converted into SMB using the depth/age ratio from the ‘core A’ core Tritium snow accumulation. Katabatic
wind speed from Parish and Bromwich (1991)
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Several authors (e.g. Robin 1977; Muszynski and
Birchﬁeld 1985; Fortuin and Oerlemans 1990; Giovi-
netto et al. 1990) suggest that the SMB is directly
correlated with temperature, elevation, saturation va-
pour pressure and distance from the open ocean
(continentality). However, the ﬁrn temperature is the
only ground ﬁeld climatological datum available in
most of Antarctica. Young et al. (1982) pointed out
that for the Pionerskaya DC line the smooth accumu-
lation trend followed temperature very closely. Fre-
zzotti and Flora (2002) and Magand et al. (in press)
show that the spatial variability in the local climate in
this area may be unrelated to altitude and distance
from the open ocean. No single process accounts en-
tirely for the ﬁrn temperature patterns. However, we
suspect that the interplay of katabatic winds, storm
intrusions and the winter temperature inversion driven
by the local and regional morphology (slope, convex or
Fig. 2 Snow accumulation vs.
temperature from core analysis
(a) (R2=0.84, signiﬁcance level
>95%) and from snow radar
(b) (R2=0.89, signiﬁcance level
>95%) along the TNB–DC
traverse. SA vs. temperature
from core analysis (c)
(R2=0.95, signiﬁcance level
>99%) along DdU–DC
traverse (Pourchet et al. 1997)
and maximum SA vs.
temperature along TNB–DC
and DdU–DC (d) (R2=0.94,
signiﬁcance level >99%). Snow
temperature was measured at
15 m depth
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concave surface) and surface albedo (wind crust, sa-
strugi, etc.) may be very important.
On the basis of our observations, we suggest that the
maximum SA rate value at each site, which is well cor-
related with the mean annual temperature (R2=0.89,
n=8), represents a value close to snow precipitation,
according to the following function:
SA ¼ 10:89ðTcÞ þ 595 ð1Þ
where SA is the maximum SA (kg m2 a1) and Tc is
the ﬁrn temperature at 15 m (C).
This hypothesis is conﬁrmed by the fact that snow
radar and satellite image analysis along the traverse
reveal that only megadune and some occasional trans-
versal dunes represent depositional features. Frezzotti
et al. (2002a) pointed out that megadunes have a wave
formed by a variable net accumulation, ranging from
25% (lee-ward slopes) to 120% (windward slopes) of the
snow accumulated in adjacent non-megadune areas. All
other sites show no clear accumulation morphology at
the km scale, but a surface morphology prevalently
determined by ablation processes (Frezzotti et al. 2002a,
b). The analysis of d18O, performed every 5 km along the
traverse (1 m core), shows a good correlation (R2=0.83,
n=227) between d18O values and site temperatures with
a slope of 0.99&C1 (Proposito et al. 2002). It follows
that the snow sampled every 5 km was not blown from
far away, but fell close to the sample site.
Along the transect between DdU and DC, the SA vs.
ﬁrn temperature plot shows a very scattered distribution
of data points, but with a clear trend in maximum values
(Fig. 2c). On the basis of observations along the TNB–
DC transect, we suggest that, also for DdU–DC tran-
sect, the maximum accumulation value represents a
value close to snow precipitation, which is in turn very
well correlated (R2=0.95, n=14) with ﬁrn temperature
at each site, according to the following function:
SA ¼ 15:17ðTcÞ þ 850 ð2Þ
this equation is very similar to the one calculated along
the TNB–DC transect (Eq. 1).
Using the maximum data from both transects (TNB–
DdU–DC), the accumulation is highly correlated
(R2=0.94, signiﬁcance level >99%, n=22) with ﬁrn
temperature at each site, according to the following
function (Fig. 2d):
SA ¼ 15:91ðTcÞ þ 858 ð3Þ
3.3 Snow ablation and sublimation vs. surface mass
balance measurements
Snow redistribution is a local process and has a strong
impact on the variability of accumulation at the annual/
metre scale (i.e. noise in ice cores). The high variability
of SMB is linked to the ablation process. Ablation is
determined by the surface sublimation process (wind
scouring and, subsequently, sublimation of blowing
snow ‘‘blowing sublimation’’) on the plateau and by the
snow blown into the sea in coastal areas. Based on these
observations, we suggest that the diﬀerence between the
maximum and minimum SMB value at each site repre-
sents the ablation value (Table 2, Fig. 3): GPS2, M2 and
MdPt ablation exceeds about 80% of maximum SA,
whereas D6 ablation represents 58%, 31Dpt, D2 and D4
range between 20 and 33% and DC represents 12% (the
lowest value) of maximum SA. A clear decrease is ob-
served from the coast to the plateau (GPS2-DC; Maxi-
mum-Minimum absolute value in Table 2).
The sites where wind action has less impact (site with
a small SPWD) present a standard deviation of less than
10% (31Dpt, D2, D4 and DC, Table 2, Fig. 4a) and a
good correlation (R2=0.86, n=4) between ablation
(maximum–minimum accumulation value) and ﬁrn
temperature according to the following linear equation:
Ab ¼ 3:0ðTcÞ þ 162 ð4Þ
where Ab is snow ablation (kg m2 a1) and Tc is the
ﬁrn temperature at 15 m (C).
Equation 4 could be mainly related with a small
amount of blowing sublimation in areas with no
Table 2 Spatial variability in SMB from snow radar calibrated using accumulation at main core
Site Spatial variability of SMB from GPRa SMB compilation
Average
(kg m2 a1)
Standard
deviation (%)
Minimum
(kg m2 a1)
Maximum
(kg m2 a1)
Maximum-
Minimum
(kg m2 a1)
Maximum-
Minimum
(%)
Vaughan
et al.
(1999)
(kg m2 a1)
Giovinetto and
Zwally (2000)
(kg m2 a1)
GPS2 93 47 45 201 156 78 121 135
31Dpt 108 10 86 128 42 33 131 110
M2 76 34 17 115 98 85 97 64
MdPt 38 37 10 59 48 82 107 45
D2 43 5 37 46 9 20 67 39
D4 26 9 22 30 8 26 47 37
D6 29 24 17 41 24 58 41 34
Dome Ca 26 3 25 28 3 12 49 38
aSpatial variability has been evaluated along 15 km in each site along the traverse and along 100 km at DC
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signiﬁcant change in SPWD (DC, D4, D2 and 31Dpt).
Blowing sublimation is negligible at DC, where the mean
wind speed is 2.8 m s1 and maximum wind speed is
17 m s1, but it is still an important factor in SMB at D4
(26%). From the values obtained by Bintanja (1998)
along the transect DdU–DC using a model to calculate
snow sublimation rates from year-round automatic
weather stations data, a linear function is found which is
very similar to Eq. 4:
Ab ¼ 4:7ðTcÞ þ 228 ð5Þ
The sites where the wind action has a greater impact
(GPS2, M2, MdPt, D6) show ablation values (from 48
to 156 kg m2 a1) ranging from 58 to 85% of SA
(maximum SA value; Table 2). The standard deviation
in SMB at these sites is higher than 10% (Table 2); they
have a high variability of SPWD (GPS2, M2, MdPt and
D6) and show a very good correlation (R2=0.99, n=4)
Fig. 3 Maximum and average
SA value, ablation value and
map compilation value along
the TNB–DC transect
Fig. 4 Ablation vs. temperature
along TNB–DC (a) and DdU–
DC (b) traverses. Values along
TNB–DC were calculated from
maximum and minimum snow
radar values; values along
DdU–DC represent the
diﬀerence between ﬁrn core
maximum and minimum values,
and the result of AWS
calculations by Bintanja (1998).
Conﬁdence level is >95% for
correlations
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between ablation (maximum–minimum accumulation
value) and ﬁrn temperature, according to the following
function (Fig. 4a):
Ab ¼ 10:87ðTcÞ þ 575 ð6Þ
Using the maximum and minimum values for SA
along the DdU–DC traverse (Fig. 4b), it is possible to
calculate the analogous ablation function (Eq. 6) along
this transect:
Ab ¼ 10:86ðTcÞ þ 593 ð7Þ
The ablation functions (Eqs. 6 and 7) along the two
transects are very similar. For functions in Eqs. 4 and 5
the constant parameters range from 30 to 45% of
functions in Eqs. 6 and 7 constant values, with higher
values inland (reduction in wind speed and turbulence),
making both surface and blowing sublimation negligible
at DC; nevertheless, blowing sublimation is still an
important factor in SMB at D6 (Figs. 3 and 4a).
Along the TNB–DC transect, the sites with high
standard deviation and high ablation values are exten-
sively covered by permanent wind crust with cracks in
polygonal patterns (GPS2, M2, MdPt and D6). Depth
hoar layer under well-developed wind crust with cracks
clearly indicates prolonged sublimation due to an
interruption in accumulation and therefore long, multi-
annual, steep temperature-gradient metamorphism
(Gow 1965; Watanabe 1978; Goodwin et al. 1994). Wind
crusts and snow surfaces have distinctly diﬀerent albe-
dos, with wind crusts absorbing more solar energy
(Frezzotti et al. 2002b; Cagnati et al. 2003). Solar radi-
ation penetrates below the wind crust and warms the
subsurface snow layer; this causes an upward transport
of water vapour from the subsurface snow layer, con-
densation of vapour and the growth of loose depth hoar
below the crust (Fujii and Kusunoki 1982).
The roughness parameter of wind crust is smaller
than that of snow surfaces with sastrugi, dunes and
barchans. The lower roughness promotes wind acceler-
ation and divergence of drifting snow (Takahashi et al.
1988). Measurements at the Charcot camp show that
snow transportation by saltation starts at wind speeds
less than 5 m s1 (Pettre´ et al. 1986). King and Turner
(1997) used Ball’s (1960) formula to calculate wind speed
as a function of slope gradient and inter-layer potential
temperature diﬀerence (20 K); wind speeds increase
rapidly from 2 to 5 m s1 for slopes between 1 and
2 m km1. Changes in slope and roughness in the wind
direction increase turbulence, thereby increasing the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient and breaking the stable proﬁle of
absolute humidity through air mass mixing (Takahashi
et al. 1988), which also promotes sublimation of blowing
snow.
Eleven metre per second appears to be the threshold
wind speed at which the sublimation of blowing snow
starts to contribute substantially to katabatic ﬂows in a
feedback mechanism (Kodama et al. 1985; Wendler
et al. 1993). An increase in drifting snow leads to an
increase in air density due to cooling from drifting snow
sublimation and to particle incorporation, thus
increasing katabatic ﬂow speeds by another 20–30%
(Kodama et al. 1985). The threshold wind velocity which
diﬀerentiates drifting snow (with snow particles moving
at low levels) from blowing snow (with snow particles
moving at high levels) is 13–14 m s1. Wind speeds less
than 15 m s1 produce transverse features such as rip-
ples, waves and barchans (depositional features),
whereas those greater than 15 m s1 produce longitu-
dinal features such as dunes and sastrugi (Kobayashi
and Ishida 1979). The extensive presence of erosional
(wind crust) and redistribution (sastrugi) features (up to
90%) along the TNB–DC traverse (Frezzotti et al.
2002b) indicates that the threshold wind velocity of
15 m s1 is commonly exceeded over most of the tra-
verse (Fig. 1b).
Surface and blowing sublimation increase with tem-
perature, and blowing sublimation also increases greatly
with wind speed. Additional parameters signiﬁcantly
inﬂuencing snowdrift sublimation are: turbulence,
humidity and friction velocity (Bintanja 1998; Bintanja
and Reijmer 2001; Pomeroy 1989). Moreover, high
variability of slopes at local scales could drive higher
wind turbulence due to changes in SPWD at the kilo-
metre scale. The blowing snow particles are more con-
tinuously ventilated on their entire surface in turbulent
conditions, and this leads to steeper temperature and
humidity proﬁles, thereby causing higher wind-driven
sublimation.
Observations show that the erosion and snowdrift
threshold depends on the properties of the snow pack
and that it changes as a function of snow metamor-
phism: the crystal shape of freshly fallen snow does not
allow large grain cohesion in snow pack, and this is re-
ﬂected in relatively high snow mobility values (Galle´e
et al. 2001). Satellite analysis at TNB (Zibordi and
Frezzotti 1996) and ﬁeld observations along the traverse
reveal that the largest blowing snow and sublimation
phenomena occur just after snow precipitation, before
sintering begins. Very few strong wind events (wind
speed higher than 15 m s1) can greatly increase subli-
mation through snowdrift, especially during summer.
The maximum value of SA at one site (15 km survey)
is very highly correlated with ﬁrn temperature and rep-
resents the snow precipitation minus sublimation
induced by solar radiation during summer.
3.4 Comparison with existing surface mass balance map
compilations
The average values of SMB calculated (along 15 km
GPR_SA) on the transects at the eight sites (Table 2)
were compared with previous SMB map compilations,
revealing a general over-estimation of SMB map com-
pilations (Fig. 3). The diﬀerence between our data and
previous compilations varies on average between 18%
(Giovinetto and Zwally 2000) and 65% (Vaughan et al.
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1999). The greatest diﬀerences are found at the sites
from MdPt to DC with lower accumulation (Table 2).
Diﬀerences between the two map compilations, with a
concentration of positive residuals centred at 78S–
140E, were already observed (Giovinetto and Zwally
2000; Genthon and Krinner 2001). The diﬀerence be-
tween the two compilations and data collected between
DdU and DC is less marked (data are used in the
compilations), with values close to survey maximum
values (SA). However, values were over-estimated also
in this case, with the greatest diﬀerences in the Vaughan
et al. (1999) compilation. Magand et al. (in press)
pointed out analogous overestimation (with an average
of about 33%) for the transects along the Wilkes Land.
The explanation for the large diﬀerence between our
results and those reported in the SMB map compilations
could be in relation to the following:
– The only accumulation values available in the TNB–
DC area before our study were surveyed by the 1959–
1960 US Traverse using snow-pit stratigraphy (Stuart
and Heine 1961). Some authors (Koerner 1971; Pic-
ciotto et al. 1971) compared the accumulation deter-
mined by the variation of b-radioactivity with depth
with the accumulation rate evaluated from ﬁrn stra-
tigraphy in East Antarctica and concluded that the
stratigraphic method was basically unreliable in
regions of low accumulation and that it overestimated
the snow accumulation rate.
– Snow accumulation is assumed close to snow precip-
itation in the interior of plateau, but our result shows
that the sublimation process is underestimated or not
even taken into account (e.g. Giovinetto et al. 1992;
Genthon and Krinner 2001).
The SMB from European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) re-analysis also shows
relatively low accumulation rates (e.g. Cullather et al.
1998; Turner et al. 1999; van Lipzig et al. 2002) for this
region.
4 Conclusions
This paper reports on a SMB study along the TNB–DC
traverse, one of the most unknown areas of East Ant-
arctica. The results provide a new quantiﬁcation of the
impact of surface and blowing sublimation processes on
the SMB, its temporal and spatial variability. New data
are compared with those of previous SMB studies. The
main ﬁndings of the paper may be summarised as fol-
lows.
Snow precipitation is homogeneous at a large scale
(hundreds of km2), but the wind-driven sublimation
phenomena controlled by SPWD have considerable
impact on the spatial distribution of snow at short (tens
of metre) and medium (kilometre) spatial scales. The
maximum value of SA at one site (15 km survey) is very
highly correlated with ﬁrn temperature and represents
the snow precipitation minus ablation not induced by
wind. The high variability of SMB is mainly due to
ablation processes driven by katabatic winds (wind-dri-
ven sublimation); a few strong wind events can greatly
decrease the mass through snowdrift sublimation, espe-
cially during summer.
Compilation and interpolation maps as done are
essential contributions to evaluating the mass balance of
the Antarctic ice sheet, however compared to our surface
mass balance estimations, previous compilations gener-
ally over-estimate SMB, up to 65%. In these previous
compilations there are large gaps in the SA observation
coverage; this is due to the very sparse distribution and
representativeness of in situ SMB measurements (1,860
accumulation data points for about 12 million km2, i.e.
one data point every 6,500 km2 on average), particularly
in East Antarctica. We have shown that single cores are
not always representative of an area. An over-estimation
of only 10% to entire Antarctica in the SMB is equiv-
alent to 0.5 mm of annual sea level variation. Despite
the fact that very large regions are without accumulation
at times, the snow radar layers are traceable everywhere
and could represent the tools to provide the spatial
variability of the entire continent.
Wind-driven ablation greatly aﬀects the SMB, and
one of the largest areas of uncertainty regarding present
and future SMB calculations is the role of wind-driven
sublimation. An increase in snow precipitation coupled
with an increase in temperature and/or wind could
increase the SMB in the inner part of East Antarctica
alone, whereas it could determine a decrease in SMB in
the windy areas that represent 90% of the Antarctic
surface.
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ABSTRACT. Recent snow accumulation rate is a key quantity for ice-core and mass-balance studies.
Several accumulation measurement methods (stake farm, fin core, snow-radar profiling, surface
morphology, remote sensing) were used, compared and integrated at eight sites along a transect from
Terra Nova Bay to Dome C, East Antarctica, to provide information about the spatial and temporal
variability of snow accumulation. Thirty-nine cores were dated by identifying tritium/b marker levels
(1965–66) and non-sea-salt (nss) SO4
2– spikes of the Tambora (Indonesia) volcanic event (1816) in order
to provide information on temporal variability. Cores were linked by snow radar and global positioning
system surveys to provide detailed information on spatial variability in snow accumulation. Stake-farm
and ice-core accumulation rates are observed to differ significantly, but isochrones (snow radar)
correlate well with ice-core derived accumulation. The accumulation/ablation pattern from stake
measurements suggests that the annual local noise (metre scale) in snow accumulation can approach
2 years of ablation and more than four times the average annual accumulation, with no accumulation or
ablation for a 5 year period in up to 40% of cases. The spatial variability of snow accumulation at the
kilometre scale is one order of magnitude higher than temporal variability at the multi-decadal/secular
scale. Stake measurements and firn cores at Dome C confirm an approximate 30% increase in
accumulation over the last two centuries, with respect to the average over the last 5000 years.
INTRODUCTION
Antarctica is the highest and flattest of the Earth’s continents,
but small changes in slope have a strong impact on wind
direction and speed (Frezzotti and others, 2002a). It is well
known that slope and curvature play an important role in the
accumulation of snow; for example, concave depressions
accumulate snow relative to convex bumps (Black and
Budd, 1964; Whillans, 1975; Pettre´ and others, 1986; Van
den Broeke and others, 1999; Liston and others, 2000;
Frezzotti and others, 2002a). A large area of the polar
plateau, where the slope along the wind direction is larger
than 4mkm–1, has a nil or slightly negative snow accumu-
lation (Frezzotti and others, 2002b).
The spatial scale of significance for a single ice-core
record is a critical point in stratigraphic interpretation itself.
Micro-relief introduces a high-frequency, quasi-stochastic
variability into ice-core records of annual layer thickness
(Fisher and others, 1985; Van der Veen and Bolzan, 1999).
The stratigraphic record of an ice core is affected by the
flow of ice, so the material at depth is slowly moved away
from the original deposition site. Richardson and Holmlund
(1999) demonstrate the importance of determining the
spatial significance of cores and recommend radar surveys
prior to drilling. Snow radar is the most useful tool for
detecting spatial snow accumulation variability, and firn-
core time series have the best temporal resolution. Accumu-
lation variability along the radar profile can be derived using
both datasets.
Ablation processes on short (metre) and long (kilometre)
spatial scales have a significant impact on post-depositional
losses of chemical species by re-emission (Waddington and
Cunningham, 1996; Wagnon and others, 1999) and on the
interpretation of ice-core palaeoclimatic time series (Fisher
and others, 1985). Interpretation and dating of palaeoenvir-
onmental records extracted from Antarctic ice cores
depends on the knowledge of past accumulation changes
(e.g. Bromwich and Weaver, 1983; Jouzel and others, 1983).
As part of the ITASE (International Trans-Antarctic
Scientific Expedition) project (Mayewski and Goodwin,
1999) and in the framework of the Franco-Italian Concordia
Station collaboration, a traverse between Terra Nova Bay
(TNB) and Dome C (DC), and research at DC were
undertaken between 1998 and 2000. The study aimed to
better understand latitudinal and longitudinal environmental
gradients, while documenting climatic, atmospheric and
surface conditions over the last 200–1000 years in the
eastern and northeastern portions of the DC drainage area
and in northern Victoria Land. The traverse (Frezzotti and
Flora, 2002) started from GPS1 (74850.040 S 160848.030 E) on
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19 November 1998, reaching Concordia Station at DC
(758060 S 1238230 E, 3232m) on 5 January 1999; a distance
of 1300 km was covered (Fig. 1). The party performed
several tasks (drilling, glaciological and geophysical ex-
ploration, etc.) during the traverse (Frezzotti and Flora, 2002;
Gay and others, 2002; Proposito and others, 2002; Becagli
and others, 2003; Traversi and others, 2004). GPR (ground
penetrating radar or snow radar), GPS (global positioning
system) and snow morphology surveys were carried out
regularly along the traverse (Frezzotti and others, 2002a, b).
In addition, shallow ice cores were drilled within a 25 km
radius of Concordia Station between 15 and 25 December
1999 (Vincent and Pourchet, 2000). In 2000, GPR and GPS
surveys, covering a total distance of about 500 km, were
used to link all core sites to DC in order to provide detailed
information on the spatial variability of snow accumulation.
This paper combines geophysical surveys (GPR and GPS),
field and remote-sensing surface observations, and firn-core
analyses to describe the snow accumulation variability at
seven locations along the traverse and at DC. It also
provides new information on the snow accumulation
process and discusses implications for palaeoclimatic series
from ice cores. Using these data, Frezzotti and others (2004)
provide new information on the surface mass-balance
process and implications for surface mass-balance distri-
bution and variability.
METHODOLOGY
Twenty-three shallow snow–firn cores, up to 53m deep,
were drilled during the traverse at eight sites between TNB
and DC (at intervals of 90–150 km); 16 more were drilled at
DC using an electromechanical drilling system (Table 1). At
seven sites a 43–53m deep ‘main core’ was drilled at the site
camp and two 7–15m deep ‘secondary cores’ were drilled
5–7 km away. The location of the secondary sites was
identified in the field after a detailed GPS–GPR profile along
a 15 km triangular track (Fig. 1). Data processing in the field
was used to identify variability in the internal layering of the
snowpack. Snow temperature profiles, down to 30m depth,
were measured at main core sites after a 15–24 hour
equilibration period (Frezzotti and Flora, 2002). Snow/firn
density was determined immediately after retrieval by
measuring and weighing core sections. Snow was poorly
sintered in the uppermost layers; density was thus measured
in a pit (close to main core and stake farm) where
stratigraphic studies and snow sampling were also per-
formed (Gay and others, 2002).
Fig. 1. Schematic map of the traverse from TNB to DC and site locations, and detailed maps of drill sites (contour every 10m for GPS2,
31Dpt, M2, MdPt, D2, D4, D6, from Re´my and others, 1999); contour every 1m for DC, from Capra and others (2000); prevalent wind
direction from Frezzotti and others (2002b).
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Two reference tritium peak levels resulting from 1965 and
1966 thermonuclear atmospheric bomb tests (Picciotto and
others, 1971; Jouzel and others, 1979) and the volcanic
sulphate signals of the Tambora (Indonesia) eruption
(AD 1815) and of an unknown volcanic event (AD 1809)
were used to determine the mean accumulation rate at the
‘main’ cores along the traverse and at DC (Table 1). Tritium
depth profiles were transformed into time series by compar-
ing them with the tritium content of precipitation at the
Kaitoke (New Zealand) International Atomic Energy Agency
station. In Antarctic ice cores the peaks in SO4
2– signatures
of Tambora and unknown are dated 1816 and 1810, and
represent the most reliable volcanic markers for dating the
last two centuries (e.g. Legrand and Delmas, 1987; Dai and
others, 1991; Cole-Dai and others, 1997; Udisti and others,
2000; Stenni and others, 2002). The volcanic signal was
obtained from sulphate profiles. No correction for sea-salt
sulphate was made because its contribution is always <15%
(Becagli and others, 2003). Analytical procedures for
chemical and tritium measurements are described in detail
elsewhere (Udisti and others, 1994; Gragnani and others,
1998; Stenni and others, 2002).
The b-radioactive reference horizons of January 1955 and
January 1965 were used to determine the mean accumu-
lation rate from ‘secondary’ cores along the traverse and
from 6m deep cores at DC (Table 1), using methods
described in Pourchet and others (1983).
The experimental error (±e) in the calculated snow
accumulation rates for the different periods is estimated to
be of the order of <10% for b radioactivity (1955/65–98),
about 10% for the unknown–Tambora period (1810–16) and
<5% for the tritium (1966–98) and Tambora–present (1816–
1998) periods. These values take into account the different
sources of error linked to density determination and the
sampling resolution (20–40 cm for b, 3–5 cm for tritium, 2.5–
4 cm for SO4
2–).
At seven locations, farms consisting of 40 stakes, centred
on the main core site, were geometrically positioned about
Table 1. Location, morphological and climatological characteristic of drill sites; snow accumulation from stake farms, core analyses, and
comparison with GPR data (GPR_SA). GPR_SA value are reported as snow accumulation using the depth/age ratio from the ’main’ core
Tritium snow accumulation (Tambora for D4) and depth in % respect to the maximum depth of layering used for the statistical analysis.
Katabatic wind speed from Parish and Bromwich (1991)
Site Lat. S Long. E Elevation Depth T –15m Slope
direction
Wind
direction
Katabatic
wind speed
Stake
1998–2002
 1966–98
 1955–98y
Tritium
1965–98
nssSO4
2–
Tambora
1816–1998
nssSO4
2–
Tambora
unknown
1810–16
GPR_SA
unknown
Tambora
m WGS84 m 8C 8 8 ms–1 kgm–2a–1 kgm–2a–1 kgm–2a–1 kgm–2a–1 kgm–2a–1
(%)
GPS1 >18
Core A 74848.94’ 160839.600 1192 12.0 –32.7 – 582.9* – – –
Core B 74848.940 160839.600 1192 8.0 – – 474.7 – – –
GPS2 >18
Core A 74838.690 157830.130 1804 43.6 –38.5 132 80 55
(1993–2000)
542.7* 603.0 16116.1 54 (27%)
Core B 74836.810 157822.800 1810 11.4 – 132 80 – 13713.7 – – 200 (100%)
Core C 74838.690 157830.130 1804 8.0 – 132 80 – 626.2 – – 54 (27%)
31Dpt 12–18
Core A 74801.520 155857.60 2069 48.0 –41.8 158 72 98 1125.6* 984.9 868.6 112 (77%)
Core B 74803.510 1568 0.640 2040 16.2 – 158 72 – 13713.7* – – 145 (100%)
Core C 74803.800 155855.990 2041 7.4 – 158 72 – – – – 97 (67%)
M2 12–18
Core A 74848.270 151816.170 2278 49.5 –44.5 162 62 8.5 157.5* 170.8 191.9 15 (14%)
Core D 74849.860 151809.130 2265 12.0 – 111 62 – 828.2 – – 107 (100%)
Core C 74848.010 151805.910 2272 8.0 – 247 62 – 444.4 – – 61 (57%)
MdPt 12–18
Core A 75832.160 145851.430 2454 44.5 –47.8 78 32 47 452.7* 361.8 424.2 45 (60%)
Core B 75833.030 145847.310 2460 12.5 – 78 32 – 111.1 – – 13 (18%)
Core C 75831.740 145855.350 2452 7.0 – 78 32 – 606.0 – – 75 (100%)
D2 6–12
Core A 75837.330 140837.840 2479 49.0 –48.4 89 37 30 311.6* 201.0 232.3 31 (94%)
Core B 75838.760 140828.610 2482 12.5 – 89 37 – 404.0y 241.4 – 33 (100%)
Core C 75836.060 140828.540 2483 8.5 – 89 37 – 383.8 – – 29 (87%)
D4 6–12
Core A 75835.880 135849.890 2793 43.0 –50.5 116 42 29 – 221.1 777.7 22 (79%)
Core B 75837.130 135840.430 2795 12.3 – 116 42 – 292.9 – – 28 (100%)
Core C 75834.430 135840.740 2798 9.0 – 116 42 – 202.0 – – 22 (72%)
D6 6–12
Core A 75826.850 129848.530 3027 52.7 –51.0 97 46 39 291.4* 361.8 373.7 29 (85%)
Core B 75825.190 129842.410 3035 12.3 – 97 46 – 383.8 – – 34 (100%)
Core C 75826.420 129838.040 3038 9.0 – 97 46 – 222.2 – – 16 (46%)
Dome C 40 <6 39
(1969–99)
EPICA-DC1 75806.060 123820.860 3233
FIRETRAC 75806.060 123820.860 3233 –54.5 – 241.2 323.2
DCN 75807.320 123818.720 3233 42.3 –55.0 – 291.5* 271.4 272.7
DC-1 A17 75800.530 123836.260 3233 18.0 – – 261.3* 251.3 303.0
DC-2 E16 75802.860 123801.950 3230 18.0 – – 271.4* 251.3 282.8
DC-3 D10 75811.680 123811.130 3233 20.0 – – 261.3* 261.3 323.2
DC-4 C12 75809.290 123845.510 3229 18.0 – – 231.2* 251.3 252.5
DC-A18 74854.550 123849.850 3226 6.61 – – 323.2 – –
DC-DORIS 75809.160 123805.920 3232 6.59 – – 333.3 – –
DC-B11 75805.990 124815.970 3225 6.40 – – 292.9 – –
DC-F10 75800.500 123811.300 3230 6.38 – – 292.9 – –
DC-DAU 75817.720 122857.040 3233 5.85 – – 292.9 – –
DC-E19 74859.310 122838.830 3223 6.60 – – 303.0 – –
DC-A17 75800.530 123836.260 3232 6.44 – – 292.9 – –
DC-D11 75817.710 122857.450 3230 6.56 – – 272.7 – –
DC-A15 75817.710 122856.660 3233 6.62 – – 303.0 – –
DC-C17 75812.520 123823.650 3229 6.60 – – 262.6 – –
DC-C18 75817.510 123849.830 3221 6.59 – – 282.8 – –
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Table 2. Stake farm results and surface morphology conditions at main core sites. The height of the stakes was measured at middle point
(MdPt) in 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002, at DC in 1996, 1999, at others sites (31Dpt, D2, D4, D6) in 1998, 2000 and 2002, at M2 in
1998 and 2002, and at GPS2 in 1993, 1996, 1998 and 2000
Site Average snow
accumulation,
1998–2000
Std. dev.,
1998–2000
Number of
stakes without
accumulation
or with
ablation,
1998–2000
Average snow
accumulation
Std. dev.
1998–2002
Number of
stakes without
accumulation
or with
ablation,
1998–2002
Surface
morphology
Sastrugi
average
height
Sastrugi
maximum
height
kgm–2 a–1 % % kgm–2 a–1 % % cm cm
31Dpt 105.0 22 0 98.4 13 0 Sastrugi 5 10
M2 – – – 8.5 144 40 Wind-crust
sastrugi
15 30
MdPt 47.4 65 11 46.7 40 3 Sastrugi 30 70
D2 31.8 99 19 30.4 67 14 Wind-crust
sastrugi
10 70
D4 38.7 48 6 29.3 36 0 Deposition
form
20 40
D6 38.0 72 9 39.3 78 9 Deposition
form and
sastrugi
30 150
Dome C
1996–99
– – – 39.0 36 0 Deposition
form
10 30
Fig. 2. (a) Core location and elevation of GPR selected horizons and surface profiles; (b) depth profile of GPR selected horizons and snow
accumulation from firn cores using different methods.
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100m apart forming a cross with an area of 4 km2 (Table 1).
At DC, a total of 37 stakes were geometrically positioned at
a radius of 3, 6, 12 and 25 km from the centre of DC. Stake
heights were measured between 1996 and 2002 (Table 2).
The snow accumulation at the stakes was multiplied by the
snow density measured in a pit up to 2.5m deep to obtain
water equivalent values. At DC an average snow accumu-
lation value of 340mm of snow (39 kgm–2 a–1), with a
standard deviation of 125mm (14 kgm–2 a–1), was measured
during the 1996–99 period at the stakes. The absolute
elevations of the stakes (measured by GPS) change
uniformly, with an average value of 0.9 cm and standard
deviation of 0.9 cm during the 1996–99 period (Vittuari and
others, 2004). The uniform decrease in elevation
(0.9 ± 0.9 cm) with respect to the snow accumulation value
(340mm) indicates that the stakes are anchored to the stake
bottom. Although snow compaction was not taken into
account when calculating snow accumulation, it has often
been found to be negligible for accumulation estimation at
low-accumulation sites (Lorius, 1983). Snow accumulation
variability at stake farms is investigated to determine how
representative the results interpreted from a single core
might be (Palais and others, 1982).
The integration of GPS and GPR data yields the ellipsoidal
height of both the topographic surface and firn stratigraphy
(Table 1; Fig. 2). GPS and GPR surveys and subsequent
analyses are described elsewhere (Urbini and others, 2001;
Frezzotti and others, 2002a). Data acquisition was per-
formed with a Geophysical Survey Systems Inc. Sir10B unit
equipped with one monostatic antenna with a central
frequency of 400MHz. Principal acquisition parameters
were 150ns for the vertical investigation range (15–20m)
and 1–5 scan s–1 for the acquisition rate, i.e. about one scan
every 2–3m (with the acquisition rate at 1 scan s–1) and 0.4–
0.7m (with the acquisition rate at 5 scan s–1). To determine
travel times of electromagnetic waves, the depth–density/
depth–speed relation for the snowpack was established
using the density profile of three firn cores and one pit in
each triangular area along the traverse, and using 17 firn
cores and one pit at DC. Density data for each site were
fitted with second-order polynomial functions, yielding a
correlation coefficient of R2 > 0.9. To facilitate comparison
between firn cores and GPR records, the eight calculated
polynomial functions were used to convert firn depths in the
seven triangular areas and at DC into water equivalent
depths. The depth of the GPR layer was then converted into
snow accumulation (GPR_SA) using the depth/age ratio from
the ‘main’ core tritium snow accumulation. Snow accumu-
lation data derived from core records are in good agreement
with data derived from GPR_SA (Table 1). In line with other
authors (e.g. Richardson and others, 1997; Vaughan and
others, 1999; Spikes and others, 2004), we assume that the
layers producing strong radar reflections are isochronal.
Differences in snow accumulation between the main
cores and the secondary cores (Figs 2 and 3) are equally
reflected in tritium/b marker and GPR data (Table 1). The
two methods yield different results because they sample
different areas: the core diameter is 7–10 cm, while GPR
works at the metre scale. Major differences between the
results of the two methods (core and GPR) are found in
regions of large spatial variability in accumulation (GPS2,
M2 and MdPt sites). The maximum difference between core
and GPR (20%), and the highest GPR relative standard
deviation (47%) are found at site GPS2. GPS2A and GPS2C
cores were drilled a few tens of metres apart and show a
13% difference in accumulation for the tritium/b marker
horizons (Figs 1–3; Table 1). In contrast, the lowest standard
deviation was obtained at DC (3%).
Topographic characterization of each site (elevation,
slope, etc.) was performed using the European Remote-
sensing Satellite-1 (ERS-1) radar altimeter digital terrain
model, with a grid spacing of 1 km, provided by Re´my and
others (1999). A 3 3 pixel window was used to calculate
the slope of each grid using the digital terrain model.
RESULTS
Core sites morphological and climatological
characteristics
Meteorological data and a continental-scale simulation of
the surface wind field (Parish and Bromwich, 1991) show
Fig. 3. Snow accumulation rates at core sites using stake farms and different stratigraphic markers.
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that the area between TNB and DC is characterized by a
katabatic wind flow, with speeds ranging from <6 to
>18m s–1 (Table 1).
The topographic profile of the traverse indicates three
sectors (Fig. 4): an area extending about 250 km from GPS1
(slope area), characterized bya large slope of up to 25mkm–1,
a second area (plateau area) up to about 900 km, with a
slope of up to 4.5mkm–1, and the dome area in the last
250 km, with a slope of <2mkm–1. The slope profile shows
very high variability in the first and second areas, and a
nearly constant slope in the third area (Frezzotti and Flora,
2002). The surface morphology in the slope and plateau
areas is very irregular and can be linked mainly to flow over
undulations in the bedrock morphology and secondarily to
environmental conditions (wind and accumulation). In the
dome area, surface variability is derived mainly from
environmental conditions and secondarily from the bedrock
morphology. Only the megadunes in the dome area, close to
D6 (Fig. 1), show a pattern of regular oscillation of the
surface (Fahnestock and others, 2000). Megadune formation
can be explained by a cyclic variation of the erosion and
redistribution process of snow along a slope by an atmos-
pheric wave, with the atmospheric wavelength the same
order of magnitude as the megadune (Frezzotti and others,
2002a).
Analysis of the morphological conditions of the region
shows that (Figs 1 and 2; Table 1):
GPS2, M2 and MdPt are characterized by relatively
complex morphologies with ‘abrupt’ changes in slope
and wind direction;
31Dpt area contains relatively ‘steep’ slopes (>4mkm–1),
but the wind direction is close to the direction of
elevation contours, and the slope in the wind direction is
therefore very low;
D2 and D4 present low slopes, with a 50–658 angle
between the wind direction and the direction of the
general surface slope; the D6 core site is located just a
few kilometres leeward of the megadune field (Frezzotti
and others, 2002a);
DC has the lowest slope, and the major axis of the dome
is aligned in the direction of the prevailing wind.
Micro-relief along the TNB–DC traverse consists (Fig. 4) of
31% erosional features (wind crust), 59% redistribution
features (sastrugi) and only 10% depositional features
(Frezzotti and others, 2002b). The micro-relief characteristics
of core sites (5 km apart), where topography is ‘relatively
complex’ (GPS2, M2 and MdPt), are very different (Figs 1
and 2; Table 1). The D2 and 31Dpt areas are characterized
by the alternation of sastrugi fields with sporadic longi-
tudinal dunes (10–20m long, a few metres wide and up to
1m high), and by seasonal wind crust with sporadic
sastrugi. Depositional micro-relief occurs extensively only
in the D4 area, a point close to the David Glacier ice divide,
and near DC (Frezzotti and others, 2002b). The GPS2A,
M2A and MdPtC core sites are characterized by the
extensive presence of wind crust, consisting of a single
snow-grain layer cemented by thin (0.1–2mm) films of ice,
with cracks (up to 2 cm wide) and polygonal pattern. Wind
crusts form on the surface due to the kinetic heating of
saltating snow under constant katabatic wind flow (Good-
win, 1990) and the condensation–sublimation process on
both sides of the crust (Fujii and Kusunoki, 1982). Larger
grain-sizes are found at the GPS2A, M2A and MdPtC sites.
At other sites smaller grains are found in sastrugi or
depositional areas (31DptA, MdPtA, D2A, D4A, D6A and
DC). Sites MdPtC and MdPtA are only 5 km apart (Fig. 1) but
show quite different grain-size profiles, in terms of both
mean values and variability (Gay and others, 2002). The
MdPtA site contained sastrugi up to 20 cm high, but no
permanent wind crust. The large difference in grain-size at
the two sites is due to different local-scale snow accumu-
lation processes.
Local spatial variability of snow accumulation
The accumulation/ablation pattern derived from the stake-
farm measurements shows large standard deviations
(Table 2), and largely reflects snow surface roughness
(sastrugi) and/or an interruption in accumulation (wind
crust) at the sites. This variability or ‘noise’ is important,
and limits the degree to which a single annual snow
accumulation value may be temporally representative
(Fisher and others, 1985). Analysis of the MdPt stake-farm
data surveyed each year from 1998 to 2002 reveals local-
scale spatial variability, suggesting that the annual local
noise (metre scale) in snow accumulation could be
between 2 and 4 times the mean snow accumulation,
with accumulation 0 for 32% of annual-scale obser-
vations.
It appears that stake measurements and surface morph-
ology are strongly related at all sites. The lowest standard
deviation values are present when the slope along
prevalent wind direction (SPWD) is low (31Dpt, D4
Fig. 4. Surface elevation (solid line), terrain slope (grey line) and micro-relief distribution along TNB–DC traverse. Core sites are indicated
with triangles.
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and DC). In contrast, site M2, with a high SPWD variability,
shows the lowest accumulation value and the highest
standard deviation of 144%, with accumulation 0 for a
5 year period in 40% of cases. We generally obtained the
same mean value for a 5 year period but a much lower
variability between individual points, thus concurring with
the observation at the old Dome C (Palais and others, 1982;
Petit and others, 1982). Ekaykin and others (2004) pointed
out that at Vostok the period of smoothing necessary to
suppress the noise, due to micro-relief, was estimated to be
7 years both for snow accumulation and for D time series.
This is because the mean surface roughness tends to be
conserved, implying a preferential deposition of snow at
low-level points and erosion of sastrugi (Gow, 1965; Petit
and others, 1982; Alley, 1988).
Temporal variability in snow accumulation and
ice-core interpretations
The analysis of spatial variability in snow accumulation at
different sites along the traverse also shows an extremely
high variability of snow accumulation at the local (km)
scale, particularly for sites with a standard deviation in
snow accumulation greater than 10% of the mean value
(GPS2, M2, MdPt, D6). Tables 1 and 3 show that snow
accumulation variability reaches an order of magnitude in
a single core (e.g. M2A and GPS2A). Table 1 and Figure 3
show that snow accumulation variability changes with
depth (difference between stakes and Tambora accumu-
lation) and reaches an order of magnitude in a single core.
The very high spatial variability in snow accumulation may
influence the interpretation of firn-/ice-core records. This is
clear when looking at the GPS2A and GPS2B data. GPS2A
and GPS2B cores are located along a flowline and the
distance between the two core sites is about 5 km (Fig. 1).
Snow deposited at GPS2B reaches GPS2A after about
250 years (ice velocity 19ma–1; Vittuari and others, 2004).
GPR and core analyses reveal (Figs 2 and 3; Table 1) that
snow accumulation at site GPS2B is three times higher
(137 kgm–2 a–1) than at site GPS2A (54 kgm–2 a–1). A
simple one dimensional (1-D) model can be used to
calculate past accumulation rates at GPS2A using the snow
accumulation rate derived from GPR, the depth–age
function of firn cores and ice velocity. The 1-D model
allows evaluation of the submergence velocity (or burial
rate) of the surface and ‘simulation’ of the snow accumu-
lation rate at core GPS2A (Fig. 5). We did not take into
account layer thinning due to vertical strain, because the
ratio of the investigated layer depth (20m) to the entire ice
thickness (>3000m; Testut and others, 2000) is <1% and is
therefore negligible. Other reasons to neglect strain
thinning include the very small strain rates that are present
in this part of the ice sheet, and the short duration
(250 years) of the records over which to accumulate this
strain. The analysis of snow accumulation (stakes, tritium,
Tambora, unknown) reveals an increase in accumulation
with depth (1965–present: 54 kg m–2 a–1; unknown–
Tambora: 161 kgm–2 a–1); ‘simulation’ and present snow
accumulation values at GPS2B are very similar, showing
that the core variability is due to a spatial variability and
not a temporal variability.
Table 3. Spatial variability in surface mass balance from GPR calibrated using accumulation at the main core
Spatial variability of surface mass balance from GPR*
Site Average Std. dev. Std. dev. Min Max Max – Min Max – Min
kgm–2a–1 % kgm–2a–1 kgm–2a–1 kgm–2a–1 %
GPS2 93 44 47 45 201 156 78
31Dpt 108 11 10 86 128 42 33
M2 76 26 34 17 115 98 85
MdPt 38 14 37 10 59 48 82
D2 43 2 5 37 46 9 20
D4 26 2.5 9 22 30 8 26
D6 29 7 24 17 41 24 58
Dome C* 26 0.8 3 25 28 3 12
* Spatial variability has been evaluated along 15 km profile for each site along the traverse and along a 100 km profile at Dome C.
Fig. 5. ‘Simulation’ of snow accumulation rate at GPS2A core using snow-radar, ice velocity and core analyses.
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Core site D6 is downstream of a field of megadunes with
wavelengths of about 2–3 km and amplitudes of 2–4m
(Frezzotti and others, 2002a). Accumulation in this area is
about 30 kgm–2 a–1, which is too low to allow identification
of seasonal signals in the isotope-chemistry stratigraphy of
the firn core. AGPR profile 45 km west of D6 follows the ice-
flow direction in the megadune area and reveals the presence
of buried megadunes. As for GPS2, the 1-D model (GPR and
ice velocity: 1.5ma–1; Vittuari and others, 2004) can be used
to estimate the snow accumulation rate in the megadune area
(Fig. 6). The ‘simulated’ accumulation rate shows a periodic
variation of about 1500 years, with a standard deviation in
the snow accumulation rate of about 28%.
The sites with <10% standard deviation (31Dpt, D2 and
D4) show an increase in accumulation (14–55%) between
Tambora–present (1816–1998) and tritium/b–present (1966–
98; Table 1). Also DC shows a clear increase in accumu-
lation from the Tambora marker (average 25.3 ± 1 kgm–2 a–1)
to tritium/b (average 28.3 ± 2.4 kgm–2 a–1) to the stake
farm (average 39 kgm–2 a–1 with a standard deviation of
14 kgm–2 a–1). With respect to the Tambora marker, stake-
farm values show a 30% increase in accumulation during
the 1996–99 period. The tritium/b marker also records about
a 10% increase. Based on the age–depth scale from the
EPICA (European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica) DC1
core, the accumulation average over the last 5000 years is
26.6 kgm–2 a–1, with a standard deviation of 1.0 kgm–2 a–1
(Schwander and others, 2001).
DISCUSSION
The reconstruction of past climates based on ice-core data
from areas with high accumulation spatial variability can be
distorted. Processes induced by snow accumulation spatial
variability that occur mainly in porous snow (depth hoar)
under wind crust, such as:
mass exchange by diffusion (isotope),
gaseous re-emission (NO3
–, nssCl– and MSA),
densification, and metamorphic processes (highly re-
crystallized firn, permeability, grain-size, snow porosity,
close-off, total air content, etc.),
may be the source of ice record misinterpretation (e.g. Alley,
1988; Wolff, 1996; Mulvaney and others, 1998; Delmotte
and others, 1999; Wagnon and others, 1999; Traversi and
others, 2000; Proposito and others, 2002).
It is important to consider aeolian processes when
selecting optimum sites for firn/ice coring because slope
variations of even a few metres per kilometre have a
significant impact on winds. As a consequence, a lack of
information on local conditions (GPR) can lead to the
incorrect definition of climatic conditions based on the
interpretation of core stratigraphy alone. Based on our
observations, the sites with high standard deviation of spatial
variability in snow accumulation (GPS2, M2, MdPt and D6)
are not useful in providing information on temporal
Fig. 6. ‘Simulation’ of snow accumulation rate at D6A core using snow-radar and core analyses.
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variations in snow accumulation, because interpretation is
very difficult or impossible when the snow originates from
different snow accumulation conditions.
At Vostok station, Antarctica, significant oscillations of
snow accumulation and snow isotope composition up to
20 years and possibly 102 years have been observed and
are interpreted in terms of drift of snow accumulation waves
of various scales on the surface of the ice sheet (Ekaykin and
others, 2002). Those authors have observed similar periodi-
city in the dD profile of the Vostok ice core at different
depths.
The Vostok core may contain sections of ice that were
once megadunes, and accumulated snow may have also
been affected by spatial variability. Based on present ice
flow at the Vostok ice core (Bell and others, 2002), the slope
change from the flat surface (due to the subglacial lake) to
the slope coming from Ridge B occurred at the end of the
Last Glacial Maximum (about 20 000 years ago). Variations
in snow accumulation at that time could then be due to the
change in slope and increase in wind-driven sublimation.
Siegert (2003) pointed out that upstream of Vostok lake there
is a significant difference between the accumulation rate
during the glacial period and the more recent period. Udisti
and others (2004) used stratigraphic correlation between the
EPICA Dome C and Vostok ice cores to show the relative
variations of snow accumulation over the past 45 kyr. The
correlation shows higher variability between glacial and
Holocene conditions at DC than at Vostok. They interpret
the difference to be due to regional changes in atmospheric
circulation with either a negative anomaly in DC or a
positive accumulation anomaly in Vostok, or a combination
of both.
The Dome C area was chosen for the EPICA deep-drilling
project. Deep drilling recently (January 2003) recovered a
3201m ice core that provides a climate record extending
more than 750 kyr (EPICA community members, 2004). The
drill site is about 1.4 km east of the present culmination. Our
measurements show that the snow accumulation variability
is smallest at DC and that over an area of 50 km in diameter
(about 2000 km2) the standard deviation in spatial variability
(3%) and the difference between maximum and minimum
values (12%) are very small.
An 11% increase in accumulation was observed at Talos
Dome during the 20th century, while from 1966 to the
present there has been a 7% increase with respect to the
800 year average (Stenni and others, 2002). The clear
increase in accumulation at DC, as indicated by stakes and
tritium/b compared to Tambora, is consistent with that
observed at other sites in East Antarctica, suggesting a
regional-scale phenomenon. Stenni and others (2002) found
agreement between Talos Dome and DC isotopic profiles,
which was attributed to similarly distributed storm tracks and
sources of moisture. Recent increases in accumulation have
been reported at other Antarctic locations. Pourchet and
others (1983) observed a 30% increase in accumulation at
14 Antarctic sites (including Vostok, old Dome C, the South
Pole and Ross Ice Shelf) in the period 1960–75 compared to
the period 1955–60. This general trend was also observed
some years later in the South Pole area, with a 32% increase
between 1960 and 1990 (Mosley-Thompson and others,
1995, 1999). At Vostok station, the comparison between a
stack of eight sites (six cores and three deep pits) for Tambora
marker and nine sites for b marker suggests a slight increase
of snow accumulation during the last two centuries (Ekaykin
and others, 2004). Stacked records of dD and snow
accumulation for the period 1774–1999 show a 50 year
cycle. These variations seem to be in phase with the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation index, which suggests a teleconnection
between central Antarctica and the tropical Pacific (Ekaykin
and others, 2004). In Wilkes Land, Morgan and others (1991)
observed a decrease in the accumulation rate from 1955 to
1960, with an increase during the subsequent period. Stenni
and others (1999) reported no significant accumulation
change from a 200 year ice-core record in northern Victoria
Land. In Dronning Maud Land (DML), Isaksson and others
(1996) observed a decrease in accumulation from 1932 to
1991. Oerter and others (1999) reported a decrease in
accumulation in DML during the 19th century followed by
an increase during the 20th century, and these trends were
linked to temperature variations derived from stable-isotope
records. Mosley-Thompson and others (1999) suggest that
South Pole’s recent accumulation increase may be char-
acteristic of the high East Antarctic plateau.
We observed that the increase in accumulation is mainly
evident in the central part of the plateau or at dome sites,
where the ablation processes have less impact on snow
accumulation.
Mosley-Thompson and others (1995) pointed out that the
observed increase is not well understood, but that there are
several dominant processes that affect snow precipitation
(e.g. variability in the sea-ice extent, changes in moisture
source regions, frequency, duration and seasonality of
cyclonic storms). Bromwich and others (2004), using
atmospheric models (ECT/ERA-15, NCEP2 and DRM) to
calculate precipitation over Antarctica from 1979 to 1999,
found an upward trend of 1.3–1.7 kgm–2 a–1, which is
significant at 95% confidence level for all three datasets.
They pointed out that the precipitation increase is consistent
with the positive trend in sea-surface temperatures observed
in the mid-latitudes of the Southern Ocean over the latter
half of 20th century (Casey and Cornillon, 2001), this region
encompassing the source region of Antarctic precipitation
(Delaygue and others, 1999). In addition to these effects,
wind-driven sublimation processes must be considered as
factors affecting the snow accumulation. Wind-driven
sublimation processes, controlled by the surface slope in
the wind direction, have a huge impact (up to 85% of snow
precipitation) on surface mass-balance and are significant in
terms of past, present and future surface mass-balance
evaluations (Frezzotti and others, 2004). The analysis of a
20 year (1980–2000) surface-temperature record shows a
general cooling of the Antarctic continent, warming of the
sea-ice zone, and moderate changes over the ocean (Doran
and others, 2002; Kwok and Comiso, 2002; Torinesi and
others, 2003). Wind speeds over sloping terrain increase
with decreasing temperature; cold temperatures are asso-
ciated with strong inversions and hence strong gravitational
flows (Wendler and others, 1993). Cooler temperatures over
East Antarctica and warming in sea-ice areas increase the
temperature gradient, and the persistence of katabatic winds
and associated wind-driven sublimation. The area with
speeds less than 6m s–1 represents about 10% of the surface
in the continental-scale simulation of the surface wind field
(Parish and Bromwich, 1991). An increase in snow
precipitation coupled with an increase in temperature and/
or wind could increase the surface mass balance only in
the inner part of East Antarctica where the wind speed
is <6m s–1, whereas it could lead to a decrease in surface
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mass balance in the windy areas that represent 90% of the
Antarctic surface (Frezzotti and others, 2004).
CONCLUSIONS
The accumulation/ablation pattern derived from stake-farm
measurements, wind crust presence and sastrugi heights,
suggests that the local annual noise (metre scale) in snow
accumulation can be between 2 and 4 times the average
annual accumulation, with no accumulation or ablation for
a 5 year period in up to 40% of cases. The lowest standard
deviation value is present where the snow accumulation is
the highest and/or where the slope along the prevalent wind
direction is low. If we compare the stake-farm measurements
to the series derived from stratigraphic core analysis, we
observe that the number of gaps of one or more years
increases with spatial variability and wind scouring.
At many sites stake-farm and ice-core accumulation rates
are observed to differ significantly, but isochrones (GPR)
correlate well with ice-core derived accumulation.
The spatial variability of snow accumulation at the
kilometre scale is one order of magnitude higher than
temporal variability (20–30%) at the multi-decade/secular
scale. The reconstruction of past climates based on firn/ice
cores drilled in areas with high snow accumulation spatial
variability (>10%) will be complicated. In megadune areas
the distortion of recordings is characterized by a snow
accumulation periodicity of about 1500 years. A future
intermediate ice core (about 500m deep) downwind of the
megadune area could provide information about the
periodicity (about seven oscillations) induced by megadunes
in deep ice cores. The length of periodic variations due to
mesoscale relief and/or megadunes depends on ice velocity
and snow accumulation, and can therefore vary in space
and time. Nevertheless the length of these periodic vari-
ations should be consistent with the use of ice-core
accumulation records to study temporal changes in snow
accumulation (decade scale). Domes are the preferred sites
for studying the temporal variability of climate using firn/ice
cores, because interpretation is easier when all the snow
originates from the same point on the surface. Ice/firn cores
require surveys (snow radar, GPS, etc.) to characterize the
site and its geographical/environmental representativeness.
Our results show that wind-driven sublimation has a
strong impact on snow accumulation.
Stake measurements and firn cores at Dome C confirm an
approximate 30% increase in accumulation over the last two
centuries, with respect to the average over the last
5000 years. An increase in accumulation was also observed
at other sites where the slope along the prevalent wind
direction is small (31Dpt, D2 and D4). Ice-core records from
relatively ‘high’-slope (>2mkm–1) areas should be avoided
because wind processes are very likely to affect them; short-
term changes in snow precipitation should thus be studied
only in dome areas or at sites undisturbed by winds. Wind-
driven ablation greatly affects snow accumulation, and one
of the largest sources of uncertainty regarding present and
future surface mass-balance calculations is the role of wind-
driven sublimation. An increase in snow precipitation
coupled with an increase in temperature and/or wind could
increase the surface mass balance only in the inner part of
East Antarctica where the wind speed is <6m s–1, whereas it
could lead to a decrease in surface mass balance in the
windy areas that represent 90% of the Antarctic surface.
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Abstract—Monitoring temperate glacier activity has become
more and more necessary for economical and security reasons
and as an indicator of the local effects of global climate change.
Remote sensing data provide useful information on such complex
geophysical objects, but they require specific processing tech-
niques to cope with the difficult context of moving and changing
features in high-relief areas. This paper presents the first results
of a project involving four laboratories developing and combining
specific methods to extract information from optical and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) data. Two different information sources are
processed, namely: 1) airborne photography and 2) spaceborne
C-band SAR interferometry. The difficulties and limitations of
their processing in the context of Alpine glaciers are discussed
and illustrated on two glaciers located in the Mont-Blanc area.
The results obtained by aerial triangulation techniques provide
digital terrain models with an accuracy that is better than 30 cm,
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which is compatible with the computation of volume balance
and useful for precise georeferencing and slope measurement
updating. The results obtained by SAR differential interferometry
using European Remote Sensing Satellite images show that it is
possible to measure temperate glacier surface velocity fields from
October to April in one-day interferograms with approximately
20-m ground sampling. This allows to derive ice surface strain
rate fields required to model the glacier flow. These different
measurements are complementary to results obtained during the
summer from satellite optical data and ground measurements that
are available only in few accessible points.
Index Terms—Airborne photogrammetry, digital terrain model
(DTM), synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) interferometry, temper-
ate glacier, velocity field.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN RECENT decades, a spectacular retreat has been observedon most of the monitored Alpine glaciers [1], [2]. If this
evolution is confirmed in the coming years, it will have some
important consequences in terms of water resources, economi-
cal development, and risk management in the surrounding areas
[3], [4]. Up to now, only 1% of the existing world temperate
glaciers have been monitored [5], mostly by ground measure-
ments, which often provide information only once or twice
a year at a few points. Because of the difficulty of reaching
high-altitude glaciers in risky mountainous areas, acquisition
and processing of remotely sensed data should provide more
information to improve glacier monitoring [4], [6]. Satellite-
based glacier monitoring programs such as Global Land Ice
Measurements from Space (http://www.glims.org) have started
to build a database of glaciers around the world [7]. In the
Alps, in high mountain areas where the glacier activity has to
be monitored, a large series of airborne photographs and space-
borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images is often available
through local environmental agencies [8] and space agencies.
However, gathering multisource data sets for a given area and
extracting the desired measurements (surface velocity fields,
surface and bottom topography, etc.) remain difficult tasks.
This paper presents the first results of a project that in-
volves four laboratories specializing in optical and SAR image
processing, and data fusion techniques. A global strategy illus-
trated in Fig. 1 is proposed to extract from the large number of
remotely sensed images information that is useful in monitoring
0196-2892/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the three main research axes proposed to extract informa-
tion from optical and SAR data to monitor glacier activity; the main processing
steps are in white, while the data are in yellow (light gray).
glacier evolution and evaluating the risk in the surrounding
areas. The three main research axes are given as follows:
1) construction of digital terrain models (DTMs) and ortho-
images from high-resolution optical images, and compu-
tation of differences after one or several years to detect
changes such as volume variations, glacier retreat, lakes
appearing/disappearing, etc.;
2) computation of differential C-band SAR interferograms
by subtracting the topography provided by the previous
results to obtain displacement fields over only a few days;
3) fusion of the feature detections and displacement mea-
surements provided by the first two axes, in order to
improve the confidence in the displacement/evolution
measurements and to obtain higher level information such
as change detection and risk maps.
In this paper, we focus on the first steps of the optical and
SAR axes, which are given as follows:
• computation of DTMs by photogrammetry from airborne
photographs;
• computation of velocity fields by SAR differential inter-
ferometry (D-InSAR) from satellite SAR images.
The principles of these two techniques are well established, but
conventional processing is often difficult to apply in the context
of Alpine glaciers.
In the field of photogrammetry, DTMs have been generated
in similar studies dealing with monitoring high mountain ter-
rain deformation. In [9], digital photogrammetry is applied to
analyze changes in elevation and horizontal surface velocities.
The goal of this paper was to determine surface topography
and surface kinematics via high-altitude aerial photographs of
two different years. Previously, Fox and Nuttall showed that
photogrammetry can be used as a research tool by glaciologists
[10]. Indeed, they produced photogrammetric compilations of
two of the glaciers under study using 1990 aerial photographs.
They examined the results and difficulties encountered in as-
sessing the accuracy of the photogrammetric data. Photogram-
metry was regarded primarily as a source of DTMs rather than
as a cartographic tool. The derived digital model proved its
efficiency for glaciological analysis [9], [11].
In the field of SAR interferometry, different approaches have
been applied for studying glacier dynamics. The repeat-pass
SAR acquisitions of the European Remote Sensing (ERS)-1/2
tandem mission provided a large database for glacier monitor-
ing. One of the approaches used to study small movements
over large areas is D-InSAR, which consists in differencing
either two SAR interferograms or one interferogram and a
topographical interferogram simulated by using a DTM over
the same target area [12], [13]. In [14], nine ERS-1/2 tan-
dem interferograms with useful scene coherence have been
reported for measuring the surface flow of the Saskatchewan
alpine glacier in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. With a mean
velocity of about 15 cm/day, the obtained results agreed with
the mean from surveying techniques. In addition, by using
one interferogram formed by two acquisitions of the ERS-1
satellite at three-day intervals, the motion of the Black Rapids
Glacier (AK) was assessed in [15]. The obtained accuracy was
in the range of 5%–10% with a mean annual velocity of about
13 cm/day. Other geophysical properties can be extracted di-
rectly from the InSAR wrapped phase. In [16], the longitudinal
strain rates of the Recovery Glacier (east Antarctica) have been
estimated from RADARSAT-1 interferograms. Comparisons
with the available ground data revealed a strain rate error of
17%, corresponding to a tensile strength error of 5.3%.
Although the D-InSAR processing chain is built from stan-
dard well-established InSAR algorithms as coregistration of
interferograms, phase subtraction, and phase unwrapping, this
procedure is often error prone because of complex glacier
topography, phase noise at glacier boundaries, or atmospheric
heterogeneities [17]. As the phase-unwrapping algorithm is the
most sophisticated procedure in interferometric signal process-
ing, a gradient approach (GINSAR) has been proposed by
Sharov et al. [18] for differential processing of repeat-pass SAR
interferograms in the context of glacier change detection and
motion estimation. It has been validated on several tidewater
glaciers from the Arctic regions. In order to separate ground
displacement from atmospheric perturbations, a different ap-
proach based on the concept of permanent scatterers (PS) has
been proposed [19] and successfully applied in urban areas.
In the glacier areas where exposed rocks are visible, various
backscatterers with a constant signature can be considered as
potential PS, but results using this approach have not been
reported. Beside the use of interferometric phase, a different
approach based on intensity images has been proposed to mea-
sure displacement [20], [21]. In [22], the surface displacements
are measured by correlating and tracking the image speckle
pattern between two repeat-pass SAR acquisitions (speckle
tracking). The advantages of the speckle tracking approach are
less sensitivity to decorrelation and lack of need for the phase-
unwrapping procedure [23]. However, the local amplitude vari-
ations (texture) should be high enough and the two speckle
realizations should be quite dependent within the interfero-
metric SAR image pair to ensure high correlation values.
Most of the published results are based on conventional
SAR interferometry and obtained on glaciers located near polar
regions [24], [25]. Fewer InSAR results have been published
on temperate glaciers [14], [26], and up to now, only commu-
nications have reported results over Alpine glaciers [27], [28].
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The context of temperate glaciers, especially with the climate
in the Alps, is rather different from the context of polar and
high-latitude glaciers.
• High-relief topography reduces the visibility of valley
glaciers. They are rarely visible in both ascending and
descending passes. When only one projection of the dis-
placement on the SAR line of sight (LOS) is available,
deriving 3-D velocity fields requires a stronger hypothe-
sis (the flow direction) than when two projections are
available [24]. Moreover, even when two projections are
available, the high latitude increases the angle between
ascending and descending tracks. Angles close to 90◦ are
more suitable than the approximately 20◦ angle at the
Alps’ latitude.
• The small size of Alpine glaciers (typically about 10 km
long and often just 1 or 2 km wide) has two main
consequences for the processing: It reduces the size of
possible filtering of the interferograms and the DTM, and
increases the phase-unwrapping difficulty when glaciers
are separated in several disconnected parts.
• The ice temperature of the low-altitude glaciers is very
close to zero from the bedrock up to the surface. This
strongly reduces the penetration length of electromagnetic
waves [29]. The measurement of the ice-thickness dis-
tribution by low-frequency ground-penetrating radar or
airborne ice-sounding radar is more difficult. This distri-
bution is required to use the principle of mass conservation
to convert InSAR velocity measurements to 3-D velocities
as successfully performed over the Storströmmen glacier
in northeast Greenland [30], [31].
Such differences have an impact on D-InSAR measurement
feasibility, complementary data availability, and the processing
chain: Different steps and hypotheses are strongly context
dependent.
In order to apply photogrammetry and SAR interferometry
in the context of Alpine glaciers, their potential and limitations
have to be carefully investigated. The objective of this paper
is to perform such investigations for airborne optical images
and SAR D-InSAR using ERS C-band images. Airborne
photography allows the computation of high-resolution DTMs
on the glacier surface and the surrounding moraines, whereas
spaceborne SAR interferometry provides the projection of the
surface velocity field in the SAR LOS. The DTM information is
necessary for the D-InSAR processing to remove topographic
fringes, resample the results in ground geometry, and recon-
struct the three components of the displacement vectors. Since
the studied glaciers are visible only in descending passes,
the three components are obtained using the surface-parallel
flow (SPF) assumption and the maximum slope direction [15].
The result should be considered as “quasi-3-D” velocity
vectors since pure velocity and ablation/accumulation effects
are merged. The different steps of the processing chains and
seasonal limitations are carefully analyzed with a series of
ERS tandem interferograms over Alpine glaciers located in the
Mont-Blanc area.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
test site and the data set collected over the Mer de Glace and
Argentière glaciers are presented in Section II. The processing
Fig. 2. Chamonix–Mont-Blanc test site. Main glaciers and geographical
features. Shown is the 3-D model draped with a SPOT-2 multispectral image
during the summer of 2000.
of optical airborne images and high-resolution DTM obtained
over Mer de Glace glacier are described in Section III. The dif-
ferent steps of the D-InSAR processing chain are presented and
analyzed in Section IV. Section V presents the displacement
field derived from the previous results and the comparisons with
ground measurements.
II. TEST AREA AND DATA SETS
The project test site is located in the Alps, near the borders
between France, Italy, and Switzerland. It goes from the glacier
of Le Grand Plateau (45◦ 50′ N, 6◦ 51′ E) about 4000 m above
sea level (ASL) up to the Trient glacier (46◦ 59′ N, 7◦ 01′ E)
about 2000 m ASL. It includes the Mont-Blanc (4810 m), the
Chamonix valley (1000 m), and two well-known and instru-
mented glaciers, i.e., Mer de Glace and Argentière (Fig. 2).
This test site is suitable for investigating the potential of
remotely sensed data to monitor glacier activity for several
reasons, such as the following:
• geophysical diversity of glaciers: a large range of altitudes
(1000–4800 m) and glacial velocities (0–30 cm/day over
Mer de Glace and Argentière glaciers, and up to 3 m/day in
the Géant icefall [32]), complex surface cover (mixture of
snow, ice, and rocks), and the presence of water-collecting
tunnels (Argentière), which enable subglacial point veloc-
ity measurements [33];
• data availability: the existence of various data sets from
spaceborne or airborne sensors, which are acquired with
different time intervals in different seasons, and ground
measurements, which help in the data processing, infor-
mation fusion, and validation of the final results [34].
A. Optical Data
For several decades, airborne photography has been an im-
portant source of information over a large number of glaciers in
the Alps [8], [35]. In the French part, the main glaciers of three
different regions have been covered by airborne photography
every three years between 1975 and 1995 (Table I). More
recent campaigns (1998, 2000, and 2004) have been performed
over the whole “Haute-Savoie” (4598 km2), where the studied
glaciers are located [8]. The advantage of such data is the high
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TABLE I
AIRBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY CAMPAIGNS OVER THREE DIFFERENT
GLACIER REGIONS IN THE FRENCH ALPS (“X” DENOTES EXISTENCE
OF A CAMPAIGN THAT YEAR). THE MONT-BLANC REGION HAS
ALSO BEEN COVERED IN 1998, 2000, AND 2004 BY CAMPAIGNS
PERFORMED OVER THE WHOLE “HAUTE SAVOIE”
resolution of digitized photos or digital image acquisitions.
They allow the computation of high-resolution DTMs and
orthoimages with accurate positioning obtained by using a few
GPS control points (see Section III). Another advantage is the
ability to reconstruct past glacier configurations. Indeed, data
from 1990 and 1995 are available and will be of particular
interest for interpretations over the last decades. However, the
main disadvantage is the high cost of each campaign, which
usually covers only a few glaciers, making such data rarely
available for the scientific community.
Spaceborne optical images with their increasing resolution
are a potential alternative. A detailed map of the summer ice
velocity field for our study area has been obtained previously
by cross-correlating SPOT5 optical images [36]. One of the
advantages of such data is that a single image can cover the
whole group of glaciers of a mountain area. Moreover, along-
track stereo-pair acquisition capability and multispectral sen-
sors allow satellites such as the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal
Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) to contribute
to ice measurements by providing both elevation models and
surface classification based on spectral signature [7]. This infor-
mation can be used to identify specific features (e.g., emerging
lakes, ice cracks, glacier tongues) for change detection and risk
assessment. Hybrid DTMs produced by the merging of optical
and SAR DTMs also seem to be promising [4], [6].
Nevertheless, the spatial resolution of these images com-
pared to that of aerial photography remains a disadvantage.
The achievable accuracy for elevation changes and horizontal
displacements approximates the spatial resolution, i.e., 15 m
for ASTER against less than 0.30 m for aerial photography [9].
In [9], a photogrammetrically derived DTM was compared
with an ASTER DTM. The latter one provided an accuracy
between ±18 m rms (in moderately mountainous terrain) and
±60 m rms (in rough high mountain topography). Thus,
ASTER and SPOT image pairs provide DTMs but with a DTM
accuracy not comparable to that reached by photogrammetric
techniques. Satellite DTM can be used to derive elevation
changes if the time separation is a few years [37]. The aerial
DTM high accuracy should allow to compute annual elevation
changes that are useful in deriving annual mass balance. More-
over, because of the weather conditions on mountainous areas
and orbital constraints, existing data with a meter-scale resolu-
tion are still rare, and programmed acquisition of stereoscopic
pairs remains uncertain.
B. SAR Data
Satellite SAR images are more and more used to observe
glaciers particularly because of two great advantages: 1) The
active SAR sensor acquires images regardless of weather con-
ditions. 2) It measures both the amplitude and phase of the
backscattered signal. With the resolution of the data that have
been available up to now (about 20 m with ERS images),
the amplitude is often difficult to use in extracting precise
information on specific features. The next generation of SAR
satellites should provide meter-resolution images and fully po-
larimetric data, which will be useful to detect different features
and backscattering mechanisms [38]. With interferometric data,
the geometric deterministic component of the phase offers the
opportunity to measure the glacier displacement between the
two acquisitions with a precision of a fraction of the wavelength
(5.6 cm in C-band). The two main limitations of this technique
are the temporal decorrelation of the signal over glaciers (see
Section IV-B2) and the need to separate the topographical
fringes from the displacement fringes. Among the different
techniques that can be used [18], the safest one consists in using
a DTM and the radar geometry to simulate the phase signal due
to the topography and to compute the difference with the real
interferogram.
In this paper, 16 raw SAR images from ERS 1 and ERS 2
have been selected to study the feasibility of SAR interferome-
try in order to extract the surface velocity fields of the studied
glaciers. The data set presented in Table II includes different
time intervals (one day with tandem couples, three days, and six
days), different seasons, and ascending and descending passes.
C. Large-Scale DTM
A large-scale DTM is required for InSAR processing in
order to remove the topographic fringes and to georeference the
information obtained in radar geometry (unwrapped phase and
complementary information such as amplitude and coherence).
For topographic fringe removal, the DTM accuracy requirement
increases with the baseline between the two SAR acquisi-
tions, which makes interferograms more and more sensitive to
the topography, especially in the high-relief areas of Alpine
glaciers. In the georefencing step, the impact of low-resolution
DTM or low planimetric accuracy can be important since in
the last step, the displacement measured on the radar LOS is
converted into velocity fields using the hypothesis of surface-
parallel motion in the direction of maximum slope, as described
in Section V. This last step requires only a low-resolution slope
estimate, but registration of the SAR measurements and the
topography is error prone, especially on the margins of the
narrow Alpine glaciers.
Since the 1995 aerial photographs cover only the most im-
portant glaciers and a high-resolution DTM has been produced
until now only on the Mer de Glace and the lower part of the
Leschaux glacier, a large-scale DTM has been used for the SAR
processing. Normally, the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) DTM would be sufficient, even though only the Digital
Terrain Elevation Data-1 resolution (about 90 m) is available in
Europe. However, in the studied mountainous area, the SRTM
DTM is not complete due to the forshortening and shadow
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TABLE II
ERS SAR RAW DATA ACQUIRED OVER THE MONT-BLANC AREA [B: BASELINES (PARALLEL
AND PERPENDICULAR TO THE RADAR LOS), ea: ALTITUDE OF AMBIGUITY]
effects. For this paper, it has been completed using an 80-m-
resolution DTM provided by the French National Geographic
Institute (IGN), which was built from 1980 photos by pho-
togrammetric restitution at 1/60 000 scale and from digitalized
contour maps at 1/25 000 scale. With large altitude of ambiguity
as in the March 1996 ERS pair (about 900 m), the impact of
the resulting DTM uncertainty is still negligible in the fringe
pattern. This DTM has been used for the georeferencing of the
whole SAR image. In the last InSAR processing step, it was
updated by the DTM computed by aerial triangulation (AT)
from the 1995 photos (Section III).
III. HIGH-RESOLUTION DTM COMPUTATION
Several series of photos were selected over the Leschaux/Mer
de Glace glacier. The 9 × 9 in (approximately 23 × 23 cm)
negatives were scanned at a resolution of 15 µm, providing
15 360 × 15 360 pixels per image. They cover each glacier
with about 80% overlap. On the 1995 acquisition over the Mer
de Glace glacier (Fig. 3), the pixel size in the original photos
corresponds to 36 cm at the bottom of the glacier (1000 m ASL)
and 18 cm at its top (2800 m ASL). The plane was flying at an
altitude of 4650 m ASL.
In the first step of the processing, the digital images are
oriented using the bundle-block AT technique, which enables
global restitution of a block of photos and reduction of ground
control points (GCPs). This creates the possibility of working
over terrain with poor geodetic point density. Bundle-block
adjustment is an iterative method based on the use of photo
coordinates as observations. Then, the application of the central
projection method [39] enables the conversion of these obser-
vations into terrain coordinates in one step. This requires a
block of photos with at least 60% overlap and 20% side-lap
(often more). Moreover, a set of eight points located on both
sides of the glacier and measured by GPS with an accuracy of
10 cm in X , Y , and Z is needed for the orientation process.
Fig. 3 shows the location of the GCPs used in the AT process.
It is obvious that the distribution and number of GCPs are not
optimal, especially in the inaccessible parts of the glacier. Only
a few targets fixed in the past on rocks along the glacier were
visible on the 1995 images. Some additional points close to huts
have been measured by GPS.
The input to AT calculations consists of picking both GCPs
and tie points (used to join photos together along and between
strips), and their quality affects the reliability of the overall
model. Point measurement uncertainty is estimated from rms
Fig. 3. Layout of the set of 13 photos that were taken over the Mer de Glace
in 1995 and are entering in the AT processing. Circles represent the points
measured by GPS.
errors. Finally, the main advantage of processing by the bundle-
block adjustment is to produce a global and homogeneous result
over the whole area.
On the Mer de Glace, approximately 3700 AT points were
computed, including 2000 three-ray points (the same point
measured in three overlapping images), 500 four-ray points,
and about 200 five-ray points due to the high degree of over-
lap. Each correlated point is processed from at least three
images, and this redundancy leads to high accuracy. The
rms errors of the computed AT points are σX,Y = ±20 cm
and σZ = ±30 cm.
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These images are then used to compute about 5 million
complementary points on a regular grid by photogrammetric
matching techniques (using the KLT software package) based
on the correlation of image patches in two or more successive
images. Break lines and structure lines are defined by manual
stereoscopic measurements. Break lines and structure lines are
specific edges of topographic significance on the terrain. They
define physical discontinuities in slope and are materialized
by linear features. The aerial photos were acquired during the
summer, so only a few areas were covered by snow in the upper
part of the glacier. Matching was problematic when saturation
of the optical images occurred, leading to failure of automatic
correlation. Thus, manual stereoscopic measurement was nec-
essary to supplement the terrain model. Specific problems also
arise in matching ice cracks. Manual points have to be taken
at the top and bottom of crevasses. The result is controlled
by stereo-viewing (superimposing previously matched points
and selected stereo pairs). The global result is obtained with
80% automatic or semiautomatic measurements, where semi-
automatic processing entails guidance from the operator, who
increases the density in weak areas by stereoscopic measure-
ments. About 20% are completed manually in areas where steep
slopes or poor contrast prevents reliable matching.
At this stage of the processing, a DTM can be computed
with a resulting horizontal resolution ranging from 2 to 5 m
depending on the slopes. Generally, a 5-m grid is used, except
in very steep areas, where one point for every 2 m was necessary
in order to guarantee the required altimetric accuracy. The accu-
racy of the final DTM, despite manual intervention, is assessed
to lie in the accuracy interval announced previously (σX,Y =
±20 cm, σZ = ±30 cm) since an experienced operator reaches
at least that measurement precision.
The resulting final DTM over Mer de Glace is shown in
Fig. 4. By superimposing the orthoimages processed with the
1995 photos on the produced DTM, a 3-D model of the Mer de
Glace is obtained (Fig. 5).
IV. D-INSAR PROCESSING
Despite many applications already using differential SAR
interferometry, the processing of such data and the extraction
of the sought-after information are still a difficult task. This is
even more difficult in the context of the proposed test site with
high-relief topography, large and irregular displacements, and
snow and ice backscattering mechanisms, which are still under
investigation [40]. In this section, results obtained by different
processing chains are presented to evaluate the feasibility and
the limitation of D-InSAR glacier monitoring with ERS data.
A. SAR Processors
In this paper, two standard D-InSAR processors have been
used: Differential Interferometric Automated Process Applied
to Survey Of Nature (DIAPASON) and Repeated Orbit Interfer-
ometry Package (ROI-PAC) software packages. The first results
obtained with an original InSAR time-domain processor called
the SYnthèse TEmporelle Radar (SYTER) are also presented.
1) Standard Processors: The standard DIAPASON proces-
sor provides a complete D-InSAR processing chain that allows
Fig. 4. Mer de Glace DTM processed by photogrammetric techniques.
scientists from different application fields (e.g., volcanology,
seismology) to obtain meaningful results from the use of SAR
interferometry to measure displacements [13]. This processing
chain was developed at the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
[41] in the beginning of the 1990s and provides better results
when the processing starts with raw data instead of single-
look complex (SLC) images. The focusing is performed in the
frequency domain to reduce the computation load, which was
a critical issue at that time. DIAPASON can be used without a
DTM (using a flat earth with a constant elevation), which leads
to reasonable measurements in the case of very large altitude
of ambiguity. When DTMs are introduced at the interferogram
generation stage, the registration step is improved, and the in-
tensity, coherence, and phase images can be computed directly
in the DTM geometry. However, generating interferograms in
the radar geometry is more appropriate for further processing
such as filtering or phase unwrapping.
Another D-InSAR processor that is widely used in the
academic and research community is the ROI-PAC. From the
initial experiments in spaceborne radar interferometry [42],
ROI-PAC has been developed through the collaboration of
many researchers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Caltech
[43]. It uses raw radar data, telemetry information, and DTMs
for generating displacement maps [44]. In this processing
chain, DTMs become necessary only after the interferogram
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Fig. 5. Mer de Glace glacier 3-D model (orthophotos from 1995 that were draped on the computed DTM).
generation stage to enable topographic fringe removal and
precise orbital phase corrections. It also allows resampling of
the results in ground geometry.
It is important to notice that in both cases, the SAR focusing
is performed with a mean altitude hypothesis, which is valid
with ERS data and slow height variations. This hypothesis tends
to introduce focusing errors in areas with strong topographic
relief: Indeed, there is, for example, almost a 4000-m-height
difference between Chamonix valley and the Mont-Blanc sum-
mit, corresponding to a foreshortening that can be compared to
the ERS field of view (several kilometers). For high-resolution
data, this effect is more severe, and a DTM is usually required
for SAR synthesis.
2) Temporal-Domain Processor: To overcome the previ-
ous difficulty in specific areas, such as the studied glaciers,
and to benefit from accurate DTM information earlier in the
processing, an original approach is currently being developed
at Télécom Paris [45]. It is based on the processing of raw data
in the temporal domain. The main ideas of the proposed SAR
processing consist of the following.
• Using local circular approximation of the satellite orbit
and the Earth rotation to take into account the relative
displacement of the imaged points. This allows us to
search for the closest point approach (CPA), which is the
time of the shortest distance between the Earth target point
and the sensor. The CPA corresponds to a zero Doppler
Centroïd value. All the relative positions of the Earth target
point can be tabulated around this CPA. Actually, in this
approach, nonzero Doppler Centroïd data correspond to a
slight squint angle in the acquisitions.
• Performing in the time domain a coherent summation of
the delayed complex raw data. Delays required for this
beamforming are deduced from previous tabulated relative
positions. Subaperture images can be obtained by selecting
a reduced set of raw data.
• Choosing a ground range geometry for reconstructed pix-
els. In this way, the computation of interferograms does
not require any coregistration as, by introducing the base-
line in the SAR processing, the two SAR images are
directly obtained in the same ground geometry. Moreover,
in order to obtain two images with the same Doppler
Centroïd, data are processed with squint angles corre-
sponding to the same subaperture. This allows us to reduce
the noise in the resulting interferogram.
Fig. 6 presents the results obtained with the three SAR
processors previously described. The fringe pattern visible
along the diagonal (from upper left-hand side to bottom right-
hand side) corresponds to the Mer de Glace and Leschaux
glaciers’ displacement. The three fringe patterns on the bottom
left-hand side also correspond to three small glaciers moving
West toward the Chamonix valley. Global fringe patterns ob-
tained by the different processors are similar. Differences in
shape and orientation are due to different sampling geometries:
The ROI-PAC and DIAPASON results are in radar geome-
try, whereas the temporal processor result is in the ground
geometry. The reduced noise and apparently smoothed result
of the temporal approach are due to the common band filtering
resulting from the selection of the same subaperture.
At this stage, the SYTER experimental processor takes only
a constant baseline and the distance to the geoid into account.
The next development will introduce the precise orbits and the
elevation provided by the DTM in the sensor-target distance
computation. The results obtained by the ROI-PAC proces-
sor with the precise obits from Delft University, Delft, The
Netherlands, are used in the following steps.
B. Interferogram Generation
1) Glacier Visibility: In order to assess the glacier visibility
in ERS ascending and descending passes, several simulations
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Fig. 6. ERS-1/2 March 1996 tandem interferometric phase after orbital fringe
correction. (a) and (b) DIAPASON and ROI-PAC results in slant range geome-
try. (c) Temporal-domain processing result in ground range geometry.
have been performed with the DTM of Fig. 7(a). A SPOT 2
multispectral orthoimage where the main glaciers are clearly
visible [Fig. 7(b)] is used to illustrate the results. The masks,
which correspond to the nonvisible regions (layover, shadow),
are shown in red over the SPOT optical image. The nonvisible
areas for ERS ascending and descending acquisitions are pre-
sented in Fig. 7(c) and (d), respectively. Due to the orientation
of the Argentière and Mer de Glace glaciers, the results show
that approximately 85% of their surface is visible from ERS
descending orbits. On the contrary, less than 20% of the two
studied glacier surfaces can be investigated from ascending
orbits. Accordingly, only the descending ERS-1/2 images may
provide useful information for velocity assessment by means of
D-InSAR processing.
2) Coherence Analysis: The descending ERS-1 three-day
interval pair acquired during the summer of 1991 has been
processed by the processors presented in Section IV-A to
ensure that the results and the associated conclusions are not
influenced by processing artifacts. The obtained interferograms
have good overall quality, showing a high level of coherence
on the nearby mountains and in the Chamonix valley. However,
the coherence is low on the studied glaciers [Fig. 8(b)]. Despite
the lack of glacier visibility, the same result can be observed
with the ascending pairs during the summer of 1995 [Fig. 8(d)].
The loss of interferometric coherence can be explained by
either a large change of the glacier surface state or a strong
glacier displacement that would affect the global coregistration
algorithm.
In order to investigate which assumption holds, controlled
displacements were introduced in artificial interferograms com-
puted by using twice the same acquisition (ROI-PAC SLC
image from ERS1 1991-08-17). The displaced images were ob-
tained by SLC resampling (four-point cubic convolution [46])
and then by shifting in the glacier flow direction by multiples of
0.25 pixels. Several interferograms were constructed between
the original SLC image and the displaced SLC images. Fig. 9
shows the coherence mean and standard deviation computed on
these artificial interferograms within a mask including only the
Mer de Glace and Leschaux glaciers. The resulting plot shows
that a satisfactory coherence level can be obtained even for
displacements that are much larger than those expected for the
studied glaciers within intervals of a few days: in the absence
of any other decorrelation factor, the coherence level is above
0.6 for displacement up to 15 m.
With the real ERS August 1991 three-day interferogram, the
displacement of the Mer de Glace and Leschaux glaciers is
approximately only 1 m, whereas the coherence mean is equal
to 0.2 [see Fig. 8(b)]. This loss of coherence in summer pairs
can be interpreted only by glacier surface changes probably
due to ice melting and variation in the number and position
of elementary backscatters in the resolution cell. An empirical
model derived from observed ablation confirms this interpreta-
tion: Each positive degree yields 6.6 mm of ablation per day
[34]. With the summer positive temperature often encountered
at daytime in the studied glaciers, the ablation is too important
compared to the C-band 5.6-cm wavelength to preserve inter-
ferometric coherence. This conclusion is also consistent with
the results reported by Fischer et al. [47] over Iceland glacier
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Fig. 7. ERS satellite visibility assessment. (a) Large-scale DTM. (b) Orthorectified SPOT-2 multispectral image. (c) Ascending ERS visibility (nonvisible parts
masked in red). (d) Descending ERS visibility.
surges: they succeeded in measuring displacement that is often
greater than 1 m/day (up to 7 m/day) mostly in ERS tandem
winter interferograms, whereas changes of glacier surface due
to precipitation, melt, and wind cause fast decorrelation of the
phase signal.
So, the most likely explanation of the summer results is that
on the Mer de Glace and Argentière glaciers that are below
3200 m, the interferometric coherence at three-day intervals
is completely lost because they are below the 0 ◦C isotherm
(snow line), which is often above 4000 m during the summer
according to the Chamonix weather station and an assumed
lapse rate of 6◦/km. Note also that the coherence map seems
to be a good parameter to automatically delimitate glaciarized
areas: the surroundings have either an intermediate coherence
level in forested areas or a good coherence level at higher
altitudes, where rock and low vegetation do not create volume
decorrelation.
To investigate the potential of ERS tandem SAR interferom-
etry during the rest of the year, four descending InSAR pairs
from October 1995 to April 1996 have been processed (cf.
Table II). After the ROI-PAC orbital and topographic fringe
removal, an adaptive neighborhood filter [48] has been applied
to reestimate the phase and the coherence. Such filtering is
required, especially for large baselines, to obtain a sufficient
number of samples to reduce the phase noise and the coherence
bias and noise. This approach prevents smoothing of edges such
as glacier margins and strong backscatterers, which might be
useful for further analysis [38].
Among the four interferograms illustrated in Fig. 10, the
highest coherence can be observed in the March pair, which
has the smallest perpendicular baseline and is still acquired in
the cold season. The “new-year” pair has the lowest coherence
due to the volume decorrelation caused by the large baseline.
Over the Mer de Glace, Leschaux, and Argentière glaciers,
the results show good preservation of coherence in the winter
interferograms (December and March), whereas in the October
and April interferograms, the coherence is well preserved only
in the upper parts of the glaciers (south east).
Accordingly, we can conclude that in three-day intervals
during the summer season, the variations of the glacier surface
state in temperate alpine glaciers such as those of the Chamonix
valley are stronger than C-band SAR interferometric tolerances
for ERS data. By contrast, coherence is preserved in tandem
pairs acquired in the winter season and allows the measurement
of glacier displacement at this time of the year. The limitation
in using InSAR in intermediate seasons depends on the meteo-
rological conditions and the glacier’s altitude. In the following,
the most correlated interferogram (March 1996) will be used to
illustrate the processing steps applied to obtain velocity fields
over the studied glaciers.
3) Phase Analysis: Generally, the interferometric phase
between two SAR images is assumed to contain independent
contributions from orbit geometry, surface topography, sur-
face motion, and atmospheric changes between the two ac-
quisitions [17].
Due to the fact that the glacier surface is very small compared
to a full satellite frame, only local (not regional) atmospheric
changes can affect InSAR measurements over the studied
glaciers. As radiowave velocity mainly depends on local water
vapor pressure and temperature (Smith and Weintraub formula)
[49] and as saturation water vapor pressure is rather small near
273 K (i.e., the surface glacier temperature), one-day variations
should be minimal in winter.
This can be verified by comparing several different pairs
collected during the same season. The similarity of the glacier
fringe pattern from the four tandem interferograms presented
in Fig. 10 can be visually observed in the high and medium
coherence areas. This is confirmed by the wrapped phase
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Fig. 8. (a) and (b) ERS1 three-day descending pass interferogram for the summer of 1991, annotated amplitude and coherence map of 1251 × 1531 pixels.
The rectangle marked in red will be used in the sequel for further illustration. (c) and (d) ERS-1/2 one-day ascending pass interferogram for the summer of
1995, annotated amplitude and coherence map of 837 × 1024 pixels. These images are in radar geometry (slant range, azimuth) and obtained from SLC data
by 1 × 5 multilooking.
differences between interferograms presented in Fig. 11. The
difference is almost zero with two consecutive interferograms
[March and April pairs, Fig. 11(a)] and slightly increases in
some parts of the glaciers when more distanced periods are
compared: the March/December pairs [Fig. 11(b)] and the
March/October pairs [Fig. 11(c)]. The observed differences are
also in quite good agreement with the in situ measurements
presented in [50]. According to these results, at the scale of the
glaciers located in the Alps, the atmospheric perturbations can
be considered negligible in winter.
The removal of orbital and topographic fringes can be per-
formed by using the large-scale DTM from Fig. 7(a) and
precise orbit information from Delft University [44]. The visual
analysis of the four interferograms presented in Fig. 10 shows
the accuracy of the processing: out of the glaciers, the phase is
almost constant along track and less than half a fringe appears
in range direction, even with different perpendicular baselines
and 3000-m height variations between the Chamonix valley and
the mountain summits.
According to these results, the remaining fringe patterns
can be considered to correspond only to the glacier one-day
displacement, projected on the SAR LOS, and wrapped in the
[0, 2π] interval.
C. Phase Unwrapping and Orthorectiﬁcation
To extract quantitative velocity information from the interfer-
ometric fringes shown in Fig. 10, the phase must be unwrapped.
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Fig. 9. Coherence values function of the artificially induced displacement cre-
ated by using twice the same acquisition (ERS-1, August 17, 1991). Coherence
mean and standard deviation are measured after 5 × 1 complex averaging on
the Mer de Glace and Leschaux glaciers.
Several obstacles make fully automatic phase unwrapping dif-
ficult in the case of glacier displacement fringes. First, at
the glacier margins, the motion phase signal is discontinuous
with the rest of the interferogram, which should be a constant
when all geometrical effects are perfectly corrected (orbital and
topographic fringe removal). Depending on the studied glaciers,
some parts such as the top of the accumulation area might
move very slowly and allow the assumption that the velocity
is close to zero in these areas. Accordingly, it is possible to
assume that there is no displacement within one day for ERS
tandem interferograms in such areas and to use them as a
zero reference for the phase unwrapping. In the case of the
Argentière glacier, the accumulation area is visible in SAR
descending passes, but the surface topography is quite steep,
which does not allow such an assumption. In the case of the Mer
de Glace and Leschaux glaciers, motionless parts can be found
in the Mallet glacier at the top of the Leschaux, but with the
ERS 23◦ incidence angle, this part of the glacier is not visible.
When there is no zero-speed area connected to the glacier in the
interferogram, the observed fringe pattern can be unwrapped,
but the result is obtained with an unknown offset. This offset
can be found as soon as the motion of one point is known (by
ground measurement for instance). This difficulty is increased
when the glacier surface is separated in several disconnected
parts because of the SAR geometry (shadow/layover) and the
lack of coherence or aliasing, which occurs when the glacier
accelerates, in ice fall areas for instance: the Nyquist criterion
is not satisfied due to the image low sampling compared to the
narrow fringe pattern. In this case, for the lowest part of the
Argentière glacier for instance, a multiple of 2π is unknown
between the different unwrapped parts of the glacier. This
problem can be solved by complementary approaches such as
speckle tracking [23] or measurement of the displacement of a
coherent target to find the right multiple of 2π.
The two main approaches conventionally used to perform
phase unwrapping are either local methods based on branch-
cut algorithms, which unwrap the phase by propagation along
Fig. 10. ERS-1/2 tandem interferograms over the Mer de Glace/Leschaux and
Argentière glaciers area (600 × 700 pixels). Differential phase and coherence
filtered by amplitude-driven adaptive neighborhood. (a) October 22–23, 1995.
(b) December 31, 1995–January 1, 1996. (c) March 10–11, 1996. (d) April
14–15, 1996.
paths as safe as possible [51], or global methods based on
least square minimization of the distance between the wrapped
phase gradient and the resulting unwrapped phase gradient [52].
With the first approach, the misplacement of branch cuts
yields to the propagation of errors, which are multiples of 2π.
The second approach has the advantage of allowing the de-
tection and visual assessment of phase-unwrapping errors by
computing the wrapped difference between the interferogram
and the result.
To reduce the phase noise and to obtain a coherence level
that reveals unreliable phase areas, the ROI-PAC initial 5 × 1
interferogram is filtered using local frequency estimation [53]
and adaptive neighborhoods [48]. The filtered wrapped phase
and associated coherence are illustrated in Fig. 10(c). Then, the
weighted least squares phase-unwrapping approach has been
applied to unwrap the phase over the Mer de Glace/Leschaux
and Argentière glaciers. In order to avoid the influence of
surrounding discontinuous fringes and corrupted areas, binary
weights have been computed from the manual selection of the
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Fig. 11. Wrapped phase differences between interferograms presented
in Fig. 10. (a) April 14–15, 1996 and March 10–11, 1996. (b) December 31,
1995–January 1, 1996 and March 10–11, 1996. (c) October 22–23, 1995 and
March 10–11, 1996.
glacier SAR visible parts. The displacement field resulting from
this unwrapping has an unknown offset on each glacier since
they are disconnected.
Finally, the whole image is orthorectified, enabling easier
computation of the final velocity field and comparison with
ground measurements. This step is performed using the
ROI-PAC software and the combined DTM described in
Section II-C. It is based on the simulation of noise-free intensity
images in SAR geometry using the distance to the satellite orbit
and the local slope orientation provided by the DTM. Once
the simulated image is registered on the real satellite image,
the geometrical transformation is coded as a “lookup table,”
which provides the position in the SAR data of each DTM pixel
illuminated by the radar. This allows to resample on the DTM
grid any parameter initially computed in SAR geometry using,
for instance, a bilinear interpolation.
Once the unwrapped phase is georeferenced, the unknown
offsets can be set according to the knowledge of zero dis-
placement areas or by using in situ measurements. One ground
measurement point is necessary for each separated glacier, with
a conversion into SAR LOS one-day displacement. Fig. 12
presents the georeferenced amplitude and coherence, which can
be used to assess the confidence in the unwrapped phase. The
unwrapped georeferenced differential phase is overlapped over
a high-resolution airborne orthophoto to illustrate the portion of
the glaciers that has been unwrapped and the geocoding accu-
racy of the database formed by SAR and optical orthoimages.
V. MOTION ESTIMATION
This section discusses the last stage of the processing: the use
of the DTM to convert the one-day displacement field measured
on the SAR LOS into a glacier velocity field. It presents
the final results, comparisons with ground measurements, and
uncertainty assessment.
A. From SAR LOS Displacement to Glacier Velocity
Due to the visibility of the studied glaciers with ERS data
(Section IV-B1), the velocity field can be measured only
through its projection on the LOS of descending acquisitions.
The missing information is obtained by using an accurate DTM
of the glacier surface and hypothesis often used when there is
no reliable complementary information source. The hypotheses
are given as follows:
• SPF assumption, which does not take the submergence/
emergence velocity into account [30];
• direction of the maximum averaged downhill slope,
which does not take a possible sliding component into
account [15].
According to these hypotheses, the following steps are
performed.
• In each pixel of the DTM, the two components of the
elevation gradient are computed to derive the slope Sl
and orientation Or angles of the glacier surface according
to the angle conventions illustrated in Fig. 13. Then, the
three-component unit vector −→Em provides the main slope
direction
−→
Em =
 cos(Sl) · cos(Or − π)cos(Sl) · sin(Or − π)
− sin(Sl)
 . (1)
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Fig. 12. ERS-1/2 tandem March 1996 interferogram. (a) and (b) Geo-
referenced amplitude and coherence. (c) Georeferenced unwrapped differential
phase of the Mer de Glace and Argentière glaciers overlapped on an airborne
orthophoto provided by the RGD-73/74; the color scalebar corresponds to the
one-day LOS displacement in centimeters.
• In each pixel of the unwrapped phase image, the ori-
entation of the LOS and the displacement along the
movement direction are computed. First, the direction
of the satellite must be determined with precision. Two
angles are needed as parameters in the model, i.e., ver-
tical and horizontal incidences. Vertical incidence incv
is the conventional wave incidence angle, while horizon-
tal incidence inch is the angle between the horizontal
projection of the LOS and the local parallel of latitude
Fig. 13. Glacier surface and SAR LOS orientation angles.
at the current point. The vector representing the satellite
LOS is
−→
E vw =
− sin(incv) · sin(inch)− sin(incv) · cos(inch)
− cos(incv)
 . (2)
Then, the displacement measured along the LOS Dvw is
computed from the value of the unwrapped phase Φu, i.e.,
Dvw = α
Φu
2π
(3)
where α is a coefficient containing the geometrical con-
straints (in the case of ERS satellites α = 28 mm). The
absolute value of the displacement along the movement
direction of the glacier Dm is
Dm =
Dvw−→
E vw · −→Em
. (4)
Finally, the vector of the velocity field on the glacier
surface is
−→
V m =
Dm
∆t
−→
Em (5)
where ∆t is the time interval of the InSAR pair.
The displacement field obtained between the two interfero-
metric SAR acquisitions in the March 1996 descending pass has
been converted into quasi-3-D velocity field according to this
processing, using either the aerial optical 1995 DTM where it
was available or the large-scale DTM. In both cases, the surface
gradient has been computed after 200× 200 m2 smoothing
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Fig. 14. Velocity field derived from the ERS-1/2 March 1996 tandem inter-
ferogram over the (a) Argentière and (b) Mer de Glace glaciers, which are
overlayed on the orthorectified coherence.
in order to avoid taking microrelief into account. The result
presented in Fig. 14 illustrates the flow of the Mer de Glace
and Argentière glaciers. Vectors are overlayed on the orthorec-
tified coherence, which can be interpreted as a measure of
confidence.
B. Comparison With Ground Measurements
In the following, interferometric and in situ velocity mea-
surements are compared. Three velocity profiles are extracted
from the quasi-3-D velocity field described in the previous
section from the ERS-1/2 March 1996 tandem interferogram.
They are compared to the annual mean velocity derived from
the annual displacement of ablation stakes between 1995 and
1996 over the Argentière and Mer de Glace/Leschaux glaciers.
Fig. 15 illustrates the three profiles and associated uncertainty
computed, as described in Section V-C. Along the Argentière
longitudinal profile [Fig. 15(b)], the InSAR result reveals the
velocity evolution: an increasing speed in the accumulation
area up to the first crevasse field. The first point of ground
measurements (the highest one) has been used to set the phase-
unwrapping unknown offset. The InSAR profile keeps close to
the following points.
On the Mer de Glace/Leschaux glacier [Fig. 15(b)], the ve-
locity starts with low values in the upper part close to the Mallet
glacier, increases quite fast in the Leschaux where the slopes
are very steep, and decreases before the junction point with
the Mer de Glace. The low velocity observed in this area is
probably due to the weak slope and the fluxes, which are too
small upstream to sustain a high velocity. Below the confluence,
the speed observed on the Mer de Glace is higher than that
of the lower part of the Leschaux glacier. Then, it decreases
again on the Mer de Glace glacier tongue. The global profile
corresponds to the known behavior of these glaciers and to the
published results [36], [54].
On the Mer de Glace longitudinal profile, a strong artifact
can be observed at the same location as strong slope changes
(about 9000 m from the beginning of the profile). This artifact
is due to the conversion of the LOS velocity into 3-D velocity.
When the flow direction vector becomes almost perpendicular
to the LOS direction, the denominator in (4) becomes close to
zero. In this case, the LOS velocity should also be close to
zero, but the conversion into 3-D velocity is numerically un-
stable. This configuration occurs for instance if the slope is
oriented toward the radar (this corresponds to the foldover
constraint and can be avoided by the use of visibility masks) or
when the flow direction is parallel to the azimuth direction (the
sensor displacement). In the lower part of the Mer de Glace, the
tongue is narrow, and the main slope direction becomes closer
to the azimuth direction, which makes the 3-D conversion more
sensitive to such artifacts.
C. Uncertainty Assessment
A complete performance assessment of the InSAR veloc-
ity measurements is rather difficult because of the complex
processing chain and the lack of ground truth (only the one-year
displacement of a few ablation stakes between the summers of
1995 and 1996 is available). The effect of the different sources
of uncertainty is strongly dependent on the available data, the
processing strategy, and the characteristics of the glacier [31].
For the results obtained on the studied glacier, two different
sources should be distinguished.
1) Uncertainty linked to the data and their processing. In
this experiment, the three information sources are the
interferometric pair, the DTM, and the in situ measure-
ments used to set the phase-unwrapping offset.
2) Uncertainty linked to the hypotheses used to replace
the missing information: in this case, the SPF and the
maximum downhill slope assumptions.
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Fig. 15. ERS-1/2 March 10–11, 1996 velocity profiles. (a) SPOT image and profile location. (b) Longitudinal velocity profile on the Argentière glacier
[curve 1 in (a)]. (c) Longitudinal velocity profile on the Leschaux/Mer de Glace glacier [curve 2 in (a)]. (d) Transversal velocity profile on the Mer de Glace
glacier [curve 3 in (a)].
1) Data and Processing Uncertainty: The D-InSAR phase
measure is affected by three different kinds of uncertainty.
1) The first one comes from the speckle noise, which affects
the interferograms, especially in low-coherence areas,
and requires appropriate filtering to preserve the small
size features of Alpine glaciers. This kind of uncertainty
affects each point with random values described by a
standard deviation, which can be approximated by the
Cramer–Rao lower bound [55], i.e.,
σφ =
√〈(
φˆ− 〈φˆ〉
)2〉
=
1√
2M
√
1− γ2
γ
where γ is the coherence level and M is the number of in-
dependent looks averaged to obtain the phase estimate φˆ.
2) The second kind of uncertainty is the presence of fringes
due to atmospheric perturbations, remaining orbital or
topographic fringes, or hazardous phenomena, which
are sometimes encountered in ERS interferograms [24].
Regarding atmospheric perturbations, the small scale of
Alpine glaciers and the low winter temperatures should
prevent large effect as confirmed by the comparison of
different pairs from the same season. Regarding orbital
and topographical fringes, this experiment has shown that
the use of an accurate DTM and the available precise
orbits is sufficient to obtain results that are free of the
remaining fringes at the scale of the studied glaciers, even
with large baselines. The strong surrounding topography
of the Alpine glaciers and the availability of accurate
DTMs from airborne photographs help to obtain accurate
DTM-SAR registration and fringe removal.
3) The last kind of uncertainty comes from the phase-
unwrapping step. Least squares unwrapping errors can be
estimated by visual assessment of the remaining fringes.
The unknown offset can be obtained by using a single-
point in situ measurement for a whole connex part of
a glacier. The precision depends on how this point is
measured (by means of differential GPS, etc.) and how
it is temporally related to the SAR measurement (same
day/month/year, etc.). The resulting error is the same
constant on the whole LOS velocity field.
For the results obtained with the March 10–11, 1996, ERS
interferogram, the phase correction and unwrapping error is less
than π (half a fringe), and the number of looks is approximately
M ' 25 after filtering. Accordingly, the uncertainty that affects
the final results can be obtained through the following:
1) computing the LOS uncertainty by adding ±π/2 and
±σφ according to the coherence level;
2) applying to this LOS uncertainty the same slope-
dependent correction as applied to the LOS velocity (4),
which brings the final uncertainty to infinity when the
main slope direction is perpendicular to the LOS.
The resulting uncertainty is illustrated on the velocity profiles
(Fig. 15) and with the corresponding error bar in Fig. 16, which
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Fig. 16. Comparison between the velocity obtained by SAR interferometry
during March 10–11, 1996 and the corresponding annual (August 1995–August
1996) in situ measurement on the (a) Argentière and (b) Mer de Glace glaciers.
The rectangle points are those used to set up the phase-unwrapping unknown
offsets. The vertical error bars show the D-InSAR velocity uncertainty due to
the phase noise, phase corrections, and unwrapping errors, with backprojection
in the main slope direction.
presents the InSAR measurement versus the in situ one-year
measurement. This comparison does not take the offset error
into account. This would yield a translation of the whole set of
points. The distance to the diagonal illustrates the agreement
of the dense D-InSAR velocity field with the set of in situ
measurements.
2) Hypothesis Uncertainty: The hypotheses used to convert
InSAR LOS displacement into 3-D velocities is a different
source of error, which mainly depends on the studied glaciers
and the available complementary information. In this experi-
ment, since only descending measurements are available, the
assumptions of SPF and maximum slope direction are used.
Uncertainty comes from the slope estimation and the deviation
from the hypotheses. Regarding the DTM slope information, a
large smoothing (low-pass filter) has to be applied to obtain the
main slope direction. This smoothing is large enough to con-
sider that the DTM noise does not affect the slope estimate. The
misregistration effect is difficult to assess since it is strongly
dependent on the software used for the orthorectification (ROI-
PAC from JPL in our case) and the topography itself since
it creates the features that are necessary for the registration
TABLE III
IN SITU ONE-YEAR DISPLACEMENT AND LOCAL ABLATION
OF TWO TRANSVERSE PROFILES. COMPARISON OF IN SITU
AND DTM DERIVED FLOW DIRECTIONS
in the simulated intensity image. From this experiment, it
seems that misregistration does not go over 100 m. Since a
larger smoothing (200× 200 m2 averaging) has been applied
to obtain the main slope and a mask has been used to avoid
introducing a glacier border in the smoothing, misregistration
should not strongly affect the slope estimate.
The uncertainty due to the SPF assumption is usually small
for the fast moving glaciers with strong topography. It mostly
affects the vertical component of the velocity, whereas the
estimates of the horizontal component should remain relatively
unaffected by deviations from the SPF [24]. Errors depend on
the submergence/emergence velocity compared to the vertical
component of the velocity due to the SPF. For the studied
glaciers, it is possible to compare the local mass balance with
the one-year displacement of ablation stakes on transverse
profiles (cf. Table III). On the Argentière and Mer de Glace
glaciers, the ablation represents 20% up to 75% of the vertical
displacement, depending on the local altitude. Accordingly,
the error due to the SPF assumption is not negligible on the
vertical component of the velocity. However, in this experiment,
the SPF vertical error should be smaller since the InSAR
measurements are performed in winter.
A sliding component of the velocity might also affect the
assumption that the velocity is in the direction of maximum
downward slopes. However, the studied glaciers are quite nar-
row and long. Even without knowing the basal topography,
one can assume that if there is a sliding component (probably
small in winter), it will be in the main direction of the valley,
which is given by the surrounding mountains and is not very
different from the main slope orientation. This assumption has
been confirmed by comparing the horizontal direction derived
from the DTM with the displacement of ablation stakes. Results
reported in Table III show quite good agreement between the
DTM directions and in situ measurements on the two glaciers.
VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
In this paper, the results presented on the Mont-Blanc tem-
perate glaciers show the benefits of using both optical and
SAR remote sensing data to obtain geophysical measurements
on the glacier surfaces. A DTM has been computed using
photogrammetric techniques. This high-resolution DTM has
been semiautomatically generated, allowing complex and de-
tailed surfaces to be accurately modeled and to generate ortho-
photos and 3-D representations. SAR interferograms have been
computed from the ERS tandem and three-day pairs. SAR
processing issues and difficulties due to the geophysical con-
text have been investigated. Displacement fringes have been
obtained over several Alpine glaciers in four winter one-day
interferograms. The displacement field measured on the radar
LOS has been converted into a quasi-3-D velocity field using
the DTM under the assumption of surface-parallel motion in the
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direction of the maximum downward slope. A mean velocity
provided by in situ measurement at one point has been used to
set the unknown offset of the field due to the lack of visibility
of the motionless part of the glacier. In this case, the InSAR
measurement allows to extend ground-point measurements and
provides dense velocity fields, which are consistent with the rest
of the available in situ measurements.
These results show the feasibility of using SAR D-InSAR
in winter over temperate glaciers and combining this technique
with photogrammetry for modeling and monitoring the glacier
activity. The spatial resolution of glacier surface velocity fields
is increased compared to the sparse terrestrial measurements.
Depending on the satellite repeat-pass periodicity, SAR inter-
ferometry allows measurements of this field along the cold
season. A new SAR observation potential should be inves-
tigated with the future TerraSAR-X satellite with a 11-day
repeat cycle.
Furthermore, with the higher resolution of recently launched
or future SAR satellites (RADARSAT-2, TerraSAR-X, ALOS,
and Cosmo-SkyMed), high-quality DTMs become fundamental
for D-InSAR applications at different stages in the processing
chain: SLC image synthesis, data georeferencing, and com-
putation of the displacement local direction and orientation
when a single LOS is available. The next steps in the project
described in this paper will focus on the fusion of the obtained
measurements and extracted features (lakes, crevasses, ice falls,
etc.) to derive higher level information such as hazard factors
and risk maps.
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DEM Error Retrieval by Analyzing Time Series
of Differential Interferograms
Lionel Bombrun, Member, IEEE, Michel Gay, Emmanuel Trouvé, Member, IEEE,
Gabriel Vasile, Member, IEEE, and Jérôme Mars, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Two-pass differential synthetic aperture radar inter-
ferometry processing have been successfully used by the scien-
tific community to derive velocity fields. Nevertheless, a precise
digital elevation model (DEM) is necessary to remove the topo-
graphic component from the interferograms. This letter presents
a novel method to detect and retrieve DEM errors by analyzing
time series of differential interferograms. The principle of the
method is based on the comparison of fringe patterns with the
perpendicular baseline. First, a mathematical description of
the algorithm is exposed. Then, the algorithm is applied on a
series of four one-day European Remote Sensing 1 and 2 satellite
(ERS-1/2) interferograms.
Index Terms—Digital elevation model (DEM), interferogram
time series, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry
(InSAR).
I. INTRODUCTION
SYNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) interferometry(InSAR) is widely used to create high-resolution and high-
accuracy topographic maps [1], [2] and to derive velocity fields
[3]–[6]. The interferometric phase is sensitive to different
contributions, such as the topography, the atmospheric
perturbations, and the ground displacement between the two
acquisitions. The latter can be estimated by InSAR techniques
if and only if nondisplacement terms can be compensated or
neglected.
In two-pass differential SAR interferometry (D-InSAR), a
digital elevation model (DEM) is introduced in the processing
to remove the topographic component from the interferograms.
When the DEM is not precise enough, residual topographic
fringe patterns appear and can be misinterpreted or confused
with the sought-after displacement fields. This may happen
for instance when studying Alpine glacier displacement, since
DEMs derived from optical data need correction in snow cov-
ered areas and Shuttle Radar Topography Mission DEM is
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interpolated in shadow areas. When no DEM is available to
compensate the topographic phase, an alternative consists in
using only SAR interferometric data with three or four acqui-
sitions. In the so-called “four-pass method,” two independent
interferograms are computed and combined according to their
baselines to remove the topographic fringes.
In this letter, a different strategy based on the same principle
is proposed to detect and retrieve DEM errors by analyzing
time series of differential interferograms. The proposed method
is dedicated to the analysis of time series of differential in-
terferograms computed with the available DEM. It consists in
computing the phase differences between differential interfer-
ograms and comparing the resulting fringe patterns with the
perpendicular baseline differences. A test is applied in order
to discriminate residual topographic fringes due to DEM errors
from fringes due to the evolution of the displacement field
between the interferograms or other error sources. If residual
fringes vary with the perpendicular baselines, they are identified
as topographic error fringes. In this case, an estimation of the
DEM errors can be performed followed by DEM corrections.
Otherwise, if the other error sources can be neglected (mainly
tropospheric effects), the residual fringes reveal a variation of
the displacement field which provides useful information on the
studied area.
In the following sections, some definitions and a description
of the proposed method are first provided. Then, the experi-
mental results are presented on a series of European Remote
Sensing 1 and 2 (ERS-1/2) satellite interferograms acquired
in the Alps to study glacier displacement fields in Chamonix
Mont-Blanc area.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Mathematical Considerations
Let us denote by Φi a tandem interferogram acquired at date
(i, i+ 1). Φitopo represents the interferometric component at
date i corresponding to topographic fringes, i.e., fringes due to
the true height variation∆z over the studied area. To take DEM
errors into account, ∆z is expressed as the sum of the height
given by the DEM (∆zDEM) and the DEM error (∆zerr)
∆z = ∆zDEM +∆zerr. (1)
Φitopo can be expressed as a function of the perpendicular
baseline at date i (Bi⊥) by the following equation as:
Φitopo =
4π
λ
Bi⊥
R1 sin θ
∆z =
2π
eia
∆z (2)
1545-598X/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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with the height of ambiguity defined as
eia =
λ
2
R1 sin θ
Bi⊥
. (3)
By combining (1) and (2), the topographic component can be
expressed as the sum of two terms by
Φitopo =
4π
λ
Bi⊥
R1 sin θ
∆zDEM +
4π
λ
Bi⊥
R1 sin θ
∆zerr (4)
=Φi,DEMtopo + Φ
i,err
topo (5)
where Φi,DEMtopo represents the topographic component compen-
sated by the DEM and Φi,errtopo is defined as residual topographic
fringes, i.e., topographic fringes which are not removed from
the interferogram by using the DEM.
The differential interferometric phase (named Φid) is defined
as the tandem interferogram acquired at date (i, i+ 1) minus
the topographic component compensated by the DEM. Φid can
be expressed as follows:
Φid = Φ
i − Φi,DEMtopo . (6)
Let ρid and ρ
j
d be two differential interferograms acquired
at date (i, i+ 1) and (j, j + 1). The interferogram difference
(noted ρij) is defined as the Hermitian product between the two
differential interferograms by
ρij = ρidρ
j
d
†
= cicjei(Φ
i
d
−Φj
d) (7)
= cijei∆Φ
i−j (8)
where cij is defined as the equivalent coherence.
The phase difference between differential interferograms
∆Φi−j is defined in (9) as the difference between tandem
differential interferograms phases acquired at dates (i, i+ 1)
and (j, j + 1)
∆Φi−j = Arg(ρij) =
[
Φid − Φjd
]
modulo 2π. (9)
The phase difference between differential interferograms can
be expressed as the sum of four terms as
∆ΦI−j = ∆Φijtopo +∆Φ
ij
atm +∆Φ
ij
displ +∆Φ
ij
noise (10)
where ∆Φijtopo characterizes the residual topographic fringes,
∆Φijatm is the residual phase due to atmospheric artifacts,
∆Φijdispl is the component due to variations of the displacement
field between the two interferograms, and ∆Φijnoise is a term of
residual noise, due, for example, to temporal decorrelation.
In this letter, ∆Φijtopo is considered as the “signal part.” All
other terms can be viewed as the “noise part.” Let us now focus
on the topographic term.
1) Characterization of the “Signal Part”: The residual
topographic fringes ∆Φijtopo in the phase difference between
interferograms at dates i and j can be expressed as a function
of the DEM error ∆zerr by
∆Φijtopo =
(
Φitopo − Φi,DEMtopo
)
−
(
Φjtopo − Φj,DEMtopo
)
=
4π
λ
(
Bi⊥ −Bj⊥
)
R1 sin θ
∆zerr
=
4π
λ
∆Bij⊥
R1 sin θ
∆zerr (11)
=
2π
∆eija
∆zerr (12)
where the equivalent perpendicular baseline ∆Bij⊥ can be de-
fined as the difference of the two perpendicular baseline at dates
i and j. Similarly, the equivalent height of ambiguity ∆eija can
be defined by (14)
∆Bij⊥ =B
i
⊥ −Bj⊥ (13)
∆eija =
λ
2
R1 sin θ
Bi⊥ −Bj⊥
=
1
1
eia
− 1
eja
. (14)
Let ∆N ijtopo(X,Y ) be the number of fringes observed on
∆Φijtopo between two points X and Y , and ∆zerr(X,Y ) the
elevation error between X and Y points. It yields
∆Φijtopo(X,Y ) = 2π∆N
ij
topo(X,Y ) (15)
and by combining (12) and (15) to
∆zerr(X,Y ) = ∆N ijtopo(X,Y )∆e
ij
a . (16)
In (16), it is interesting to note that for residual topographic
fringes, the product ∆N ijtopo(X,Y )∆eija is constant over the
different interferogram pairs (i, j). The principle of the pro-
posed method is to test the equality from (16) over all the
differential interferogram pairs of the stack in order to detect
DEM errors.
2) Hypothesis Test: For real data, let ∆N ij(X,Y ) be the
number of fringes observed on∆Φi−j betweenX and Y points.
∆N ij(X,Y ) can be expressed as the sum of two terms, one
due to the topography ∆N ijtopo(X,Y ) (“signal part”) and one
due to other contributions (displacement fringes, atmospheric
perturbations, . . .)∆N ijother(X,Y ) (“noise part”)
∆N ij(X,Y ) = ∆N ijtopo(X,Y ) +∆N
ij
other(X,Y ). (17)
As∆N ijother(X,Y ) is not inversely proportional to the equiv-
alent height of ambiguity ∆eija , one can test if the product
∆N ij(X,Y )∆eija is constant over the different interferograms
pairs (i, j). This leads to the following hypothesis test:{
H0 : ∀(ij) ∆Nij(X,Y )∆eija = K(X,Y )
H1 : ∃(ij) ∆Nij(X,Y )∆eija ̸= K(X,Y ). (18)
1) If the first hypothesis H0 is decided, K(X,Y ) is consid-
ered as a constant over all the interferograms pairs (i, j).
Equation (16) implies that the DEM used to remove topo-
graphic phase contribution has error. In that case, (12)
allows one to estimate the DEM error (DEMierror) for the
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interferogram difference at date i and j. This estimation
is performed for all the interferograms differences. The
DEM error map is the average value of the DEM error
found for all the interferograms differences
DEMerror =
1
N
N∑
i=1
DEMierror.
The new DEM is equal to the old DEM plus the
DEMerror.
2) If H0 is rejected, K(X,Y ) cannot be considered as a
constant over all the interferograms pairs (i, j). Residual
fringes are not only due to DEM error.
B. Comparison With the Four-Pass InSAR Method
The conventional four-pass D-InSAR method [7] uses four
independent SAR acquisitions to derive displacement mea-
sures. This method does not require a priori DEM knowledge.
The first two interferometric SAR acquisitions are used to
compute the topographic phase component in each pixels of
the interferograms. Then, this information is used to remove
topography from the second interferogram which is generated
from the last two acquisitions.
In the two-pass D-InSAR method, a DEM is introduced to
remove the topographic phase. This processing can be repeated
to each couple of interferometric SAR acquisitions to derive
a stack of two-pass differential interferograms. The proposed
approach presents a novel method to a posteriori evaluate the
DEM accuracy over the interferogram stack. Based on the four-
pass D-InSAR principles, the height error is expressed in terms
of the equivalent height of ambiguity for each interferogram.
Then, the DEM anomalies are detected by the basic hypothesis
testing from (18).
One can notice that the phase measured in (7) corresponds
to a double interferogram differentiation. This stage is similar
to the double differential proposed by the four-pass InSAR
method to remove topography. However, both the data set and
the context are different between the two techniques.
1) The four-pass InSAR method uses two interferograms
(therefore four independent SAR acquisitions) to isolate
the topographic phase [8]. This method is applied when
no DEM are available to compensate the topographic
phase for displacement measures.
2) In the proposed method, a series of differential interfero-
grams is analyzed. This stack is obtained with the same
DEM. If N independent differential interferograms are
generated, N − 1 independent phase difference between
differential interferograms are obtained. To test the hy-
pothesis H0, at least two independent phase difference
between differential interferograms (∆Φi−j) are neces-
sary. It means that the proposed method requires at least
three independent differential interferograms.
The proposed method can be viewed as an extension of the
four-pass InSAR method to retrieve DEM error in a series of
differential interferograms.
TABLE I
PERPENDICULAR BASELINE AND HEIGHT OF AMBIGUITY
TABLE II
EQUIVALENT PERPENDICULAR BASELINE AND
EQUIVALENT HEIGHT OF AMBIGUITY
III. APPLICATION ON ERS-1/2 INTERFEROGRAMS
In this section, experimental results are presented using
four descending one-day ERS-1/2 tandem interferometric data
acquired in the Alps over the Chamonix Mont-Blanc area from
October 1995 to April 1996 (Table I). This time series has been
used to estimate displacement fields over glaciers [6] and to
analyze fringe patterns and coherence levels [9]. In this letter,
those interferograms are analyzed to determine if topographic
fringes are correctly removed from the interferograms. The
proposed method described in Section II is applied over the nine
studied glaciers.
First of all, the four one-day ERS-1/2 tandem interferometric
pairs from October 1995 to April 1996 are processed with the
Repeat Orbit Interferometry Package (ROI-PAC) software from
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This processor takes into account
the precise orbits from the Delft University, The Netherlands,
to remove the orbital fringes [10]. Moreover, a DEM is used
by ROI-PAC software to estimate the topographic component
and remove it from the interferogram. The DEM used by the
SAR processor is computed by photogrammetry from airborne
photographs of 1980.
Once the four differential interferograms pairs are cre-
ated, the three wrapped phase difference between differen-
tial interferograms (∆ΦApril−March, ∆ΦApril−December, and
∆ΦApril−October) and the three equivalent coherence are com-
puted according to (8) and (9). Next, over each glacier, the three
wrapped phase difference between differential interferograms
are unwrapped [11].
The following algorithm is applied to determine if topo-
graphic fringes are correctly removed from the differential
interferograms by means of the equivalent height of ambi-
guity (Table II): First, for each glacier, pixels with sufficient
equivalent coherence for the three couples are selected. Then,
for all the selected pixels X and Y , Kij(X,Y ) is computed
for the three unwrapped phase difference between differential
interferograms.
1) If Kij(X,Y ) is a constant for all the couples, the hypoth-
esis H0 is decided. It means that the residual fringes are
topographic ones, and the studied pixel is affected to the
“topographic class.”
2) If Kij(X,Y ) varies with the interferometric couple, the
hypothesis H0 is rejected. Therefore, the pixel is affected
to the “nontopographic class.”
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Fig. 1. Classification map into “topographic” and “nontopographic” class.
Fig. 2. Wrapped phase difference between interferograms on the Tour,
Trient, and Saleina glaciers. (a) ∆ΦApril−March. (b) ∆ΦApril−December.
(c)∆ΦApril−October.
Fig. 3. Wrapped phase difference between interferograms on the Tour,
Trient, and Saleina glaciers with the new DEM. (a) ∆ΦApril−March.
(b)∆ΦApril−December. (c)∆ΦApril−October.
The variation coefficient γ of the variable Kij is the criterion
chosen to achieve this assignment. Let −→K(X,Y ) be the vector
which contains the values of Kij(X,Y ) for all the couples
i and j at points X and Y . If |γ(X,Y )| is lower than a
given threshold, Kij(X,Y ) can be said independent of the
couples. The hypothesis that residual fringes are topographic
ones is therefore assumed. If |γ(X,Y )| is greater than a given
threshold, the pixel is affected to the “nontopographic class.”
Fig. 1 shows the result of the classification of the pixels
into topographic and nontopographic class. The white color
indicates nonglaciers area. Pixels in cyan are those which have
not got a sufficient equivalent coherence for each couple. The
proposed algorithm has not been applied on those pixels. There
is not enough confidence on the interferometric phase. Pixels
affected with the label “topographic class” are in red and those
with the label “nontopographic class” are in yellow.
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Fig. 4. Wrapped phase difference between interferograms on the Argentière
glacier.∆ΦApril−October.
First, it can be noticed that on most of the studied glaciers,
pixels are affected to the “nontopographic class.” Topographic
fringes seems to be correctly removed from the interferograms
and displacement profiles along those glaciers are validated.
Nevertheless, one can see on the Trient glacier located on the
northeast of the image that most of the pixels are affected to the
“topographic class.” We can conclude that topographic fringes
are not well removed on the Trient glacier probably because
of the insufficient precision of the DEM on the Trient glacier
which is located in Switzerland. Fig. 2 shows the wrapped
phase difference between interferograms on the Tour, Trient,
and Saleina glaciers. Residual fringes can be observed on the
Trient glacier situated on the northeast of the image. The
proposed method allows characterizing those fringes as residual
topographic fringes.
To remove topographic fringes on the Trient glacier, DEM
errors are first estimated according to (12). Then, topographic
fringes are calculated with the corrected DEM and removed
from the interferograms. Fig. 3 shows the wrapped phase dif-
ference between interferograms on the Tour, Trient, and Saleina
glaciers computed with the new DEM. Now, residual fringes do
not vary with the equivalent height of ambiguity. It confirms
that fringes observed previously on the Trient glaciers were
topographic ones.
Fig. 4 shows the wrapped phase difference between dif-
ferential interferograms (∆ΦApril−October). On the Argentière
glacier, located on the north of the image, residual fringes are
observed. The proposed algorithm does not detect those fringes
as topographic ones. Residual fringes can be due to atmospheric
artifacts or to an evolution of the velocity field. The authors
have shown that one-day atmospheric changes are minimal in
winter [6]. Residual fringes observed on the upper part of the
Argentière glacier can be interpreted as an evolution of the dis-
placement field. Those fringes show an acceleration of the up-
per part of the glacier in October 1995 compared to April 1996.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, a novel method based on the analysis of a
series of phase difference between differential interferograms
was exposed to detect fringes due to DEM errors and separate
them from fringes due to motion variation or atmospheric arti-
facts. Relations between DEM error, differential interferogram
phase difference and the equivalent height of ambiguity were
established. Then, an algorithm has been proposed to determine
if topographic fringes are correctly removed from the interfer-
ograms. If not, DEM errors are retrieved from the differential
interferogram differences. Then, interferograms are generated
with the new DEM and fringes detected as topographic ones
are removed. Nevertheless, it is quite difficult to quantify the
DEM accuracy. Indeed, the detection of residual topographic
fringes depends on the threshold value imposed during the
hypothesis test, and on the possible presence of other fringe
sources. If the new DEM is valid, tropospheric effects can be
neglected or compensated with external data, and displacement
fields variations can be studied as done on the upper part of the
Argentière glacier.
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Hierarchical Segmentation of Polarimetric SAR
Images Using Heterogeneous Clutter Models
Lionel Bombrun, Member, IEEE, Gabriel Vasile, Member, IEEE, Michel Gay, Member, IEEE, and Felix Totir
Abstract—In this paper, heterogeneous clutter models are used
to describe polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) data.
The KummerU distribution is introduced to model the PolSAR
clutter. Then, a detailed analysis is carried out to evaluate the
potential of this new multivariate distribution. It is implemented
in a hierarchical maximum likelihood segmentation algorithm.
The segmentation results are shown on both synthetic and high-
resolution PolSAR data at the X- and L-bands. Finally, some
methods are examined to determine automatically the “optimal”
number of segments in the final partition.
Index Terms—Fisher probability density function (PDF),
KummerU PDF, polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR)
data, segmentation, spherically invariant random vectors (SIRV).
I. INTRODUCTION
B ECAUSE of its all-weather and all-day monitoring capa-bilities, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery has been
widely used for global Earth monitoring. Such systems offer a
number of advantages for Earth-surface and feature observation
compared to optical sensors. With the new generation of high-
resolution SAR sensors, the high-quality images of the Earth’s
surface are acquired. They offer the opportunity to observe
thinner spatial features from space. Nevertheless, with such
sensors, only a small number of scatterers are present in each
resolution cell. The xlassical statistical models can therefore be
reconsidered. Many works have been recently dedicated to this
problem. For example, Delignon et al. [1] have proposed to use
the Pearson system KUBW for the statistical modeling of ocean
SAR images. Other works have proposed to model agricultural
fields and urban areas in high-resolution SAR images by means
of the Fisher probability density functions (PDFs) [2], [3].
Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) data describe the interactions
between the electromagnetic wave and the scatterers present
in each resolution cell. By means of the Sinclair matrix, the
polarimetric diversity has been widely studied to retrieve the
physical properties of the media [4]–[6]. For low-resolution
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images, the classical Wishart distribution has been used in the
classification and segmentation of PolSAR data [7], [8]. With
the new PolSAR sensors, the number of scatterers present in
each resolution cell decreases considerably. The homogeneous
hypothesis of the PolSAR clutter can be reconsidered. To
overcome this difficulty, Anfinsen et al. [9] have introduced
the relaxed Wishart distribution, which has shown promising
results in modeling the forested scenes. Other heterogeneous
clutter models have been proposed in the literature by means of
the scalar product model. In this model, the spatial nonhomo-
geneity is incorporated by modeling the clutter as the product
between the square root of a scalar random variable (texture)
and an independent zero-mean complex circular Gaussian ran-
dom vector (speckle). If the texture random variable is Gamma
distributed, the target scattering vector follows the well-known
K distribution [10]–[12]. Another class of multivariate distribu-
tion has been introduced : the G0 polarimetric distribution [13].
It assumes an inverse Gamma distributed texture. This model is
able to fit an extremely heterogeneous clutter compared to theK
distribution. Recently, some works have proposed to generalize
those two classes with the multivariate KummerU distribution
which implies a Fisher distributed texture [14], [15].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the multi-
variate KummerU distribution is introduced. Some benefits of
this model are discussed. Then, in Section III, the KummerU
is implemented in a hierarchical maximum-likelihood (ML)
segmentation algorithm. The segmentation results are next an-
alyzed in both synthetic and high-resolution PolSAR images.
Section IV presents some results to determine automatically the
number of segments in the final partition. Finally, some conclu-
sion and perspectives of this paper are discussed in Section V.
II. KUMMERU HETEROGENEOUS CLUTTER
With the new generation of airborne and spaceborne SAR
sensors, the number of scatterers present in each resolution cell
decreases considerably. In certain applications such as segmen-
tation or detection, the central limit theorem cannot be directly
used to support the Gaussianity hypothesis of the backscattered
clutter. The homogeneous hypothesis of the PolSAR clutter
must then be reconsidered. Heterogeneous clutter models have
therefore recently been studied. The generalizations of the
Gaussian distribution are appealing since they allow to retrieve
the basic Gaussian model under particular assumptions. Spher-
ically invariant random processes (SIRPs) or vectors (SIRVs)
are such a generalization. The SIRV has first been introduced
by Yao [16] for the estimation/detection in the information
theory. In the PolSAR, the target vector k is a complex vector of
0196-2892/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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TABLE I
KUMMERU PDF AND PARTICULAR CASES
length three or four and could be written under the SIRV model
hypothesis [17]. It is defined as the product of a square root
of a positive random variable τ (representing the texture) with
an independent circular complex Gaussian vector z with zero
mean and covariance matrix [M ] = E{zzH} (representing the
speckle)
k =
√
τ z (1)
where the superscript H denotes the complex conjugate trans-
position and E{·} denotes the mathematical expectation.
The SIRV representation is not unique, so a normalization
condition is necessary. Indeed, if [M1] and [M2] are two co-
variance matrices such that [M1] = α[M2] with α ∈ R+∗, then
{τ1, [M1]} and {τ2 = τ1/α, [M2]} describe the same SIRV. In
this paper, the trace of the covariance matrix is normalized to
p, the dimension of the target scattering vector (p = 3 for the
reciprocal case) [17], [18].
For a given covariance matrix [M ], the ML estimator of the
texture for the pixel i (τi) is given by
τˆi =
kHi [M ]
−1ki
p
. (2)
The ML estimator of the normalized covariance matrix under
the deterministic texture case is the solution of the following
recursive equation
[Mˆ ]FP = f
(
[Mˆ ]FP
)
=
p
N
N∑
i=1
kik
H
i
kHi [Mˆ ]
−1
FPki
,
with Tr
(
[Mˆ ]FP
)
= p. (3)
Pascal et al. have established the existence and the unique-
ness, up to a scalar factor, of the fixed point estimator of the
normalized covariance matrix, as well as the convergence of
the recursive algorithm, whatever the initialization [18], [19].
When the texture is assumed to be deterministic, the ML
estimator of the normalized covariance matrix is given by MˆFP
in (3). However, when the texture is a random variable, MˆFP
is not the ML estimator, it is an “approximate” ML estimator.
The ML estimator of the normalized covariance matrix depends
on the texture PDF pτ (τ), and its expression is linked with the
density generator function hp(x) by
[MˆML] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
hp+1
(
kHi [MˆML]
−1
ki
)
hp
(
kHi [MˆML]
−1
ki
) kikHi (4)
where the expression of the density generator function is given
by [20], [21]
hp(x) =
+∞∫
0
1
τp
exp
(
−x
τ
)
pτ (τ) dτ. (5)
Chitour and Pascal have proven that (4) admits a unique
solution and that its corresponding iterative algorithm
converges to the fixed point solution for every admissible initial
condition [22].
When the texture is a random variable with a given PDF, the
expression of the density generator function hp(·) given by (5)
can be computed. If hp(·) has an analytical expression, the ML
estimator can be computed according to (4). When the texture is
a random variable with an unknown PDF, the density generator
function cannot be computed numerically. The ML estimator
MˆML cannot be found, and the approximate ML estimator
MˆFP should be used instead.
It is important to notice that, in the SIRV definition, the PDF
of the texture random variable is not explicitly specified. As a
consequence, the SIRVs describe a whole class of stochastic
processes. This class includes the conventional clutter models
having Gaussian, K-distributed, Rayleigh, or Weibull PDFs.
Some of those distributions are shown in Table I.
According to the SIRV estimation scheme, the scalar texture
parameter can be extracted from a PolSAR data set [17]. In the
next sections, the analysis of this parameter is carried out, and a
statistical model is proposed. Then, a new target scattering PDF
is derived, and some properties are exposed.
A. Scalar Texture Modeling
1) Fisher PDF: Fisher PDFs are known as the type VI so-
lution of the Pearson system. They are introduced as the Mellin
convolution (denoted as ⋆ˆ) of a Gamma PDF by an inverse
Gamma PDF. Their PDF is defined by three parameters as [23]
F [τ |m,L,M] =G[m,L] ⋆ˆ GI [1,M]
=
Γ(L+M)
Γ(L)Γ(M)
L
Mm
( Lτ
Mm
)L−1(
1 + LτMm
)L+M (6)
with L > 0 and M > 0. m is a shape parameter. L and M are
two shape parameters which control the behavior of the Fisher
PDF between the heavy head and heavy tail distributions. The
low values of the shape parameters lead to a significant texture.
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Fig. 1. κ2/κ3 plan for different bands and test sites. (a) X-band, Radar
Aéroporté Multi-Spectral d’Etude des Signatures (RAMSES), Brétigny, France.
(b) C-band, Convair, Ottawa, Canada. (c) L-band, Experimental SAR (ESAR),
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. (d) P-band, RAMSES, Nezer, France.
2) Fisher PDF Parameter Estimation: Recent works have
proposed to estimate the parameters of the Fisher PDF with
the log-cumulants method, defined in the special framework of
second kind statistics (where statistics—such as the second kind
characteristic function—are defined using the Mellin transform
instead of the Fourier transform) [23]. Nevertheless, these
estimators are not ML estimators. The latter benefits from very
desirable mathematical properties (asymptotic efficiency) and
will be used through this paper. A description of the ML Fisher
parameter estimation can be found in Appendix B.
3) Benefit of Fisher PDF: To evaluate the potential and
limits of the Fisher PDFs to model the texture of PolSAR
images, four data sets at the X-, C-, L-, and P-bands are
analyzed. From those data sets, the covariance matrix [M ]FP
and texture parameter τ are estimated on a sliding 7 × 7
window according to (2) and (3). Then, the second (κ2) and
third (κ3) log-cumulants of the texture parameter are computed.
Next, the κ2/κ3 plan is plotted. In this plan, the Gamma and
inverse Gamma PDFs are represented by the blue and red lines,
respectively. The Fisher PDFs cover all the space between the
blue and red lines [2], [24]. Fig. 1 shows the κ2/κ3 plan for the
different bands and test sites (fields, forest, urban area, etc.). It
shows that the Fisher PDFs can be suitable to model the scalar
texture parameter of PolSAR data.
Table II shows the percentage of points pnot Fisher which are
outside the Fisher PDF domain definition. This percentage can
be divided into two categories: the points which belong to the
Beta model, denoted by pBeta, (i.e., the points located under
the blue Gamma line) and those which satisfy the inverse Beta
PDF, denoted by pInverse Beta, (i.e., the points located under the
red inverse Gamma line). It yields that, for the four studied data
sets, at least 75% of the data belong to the Fisher κ2/κ3 domain.
The other amount of points which does not satisfy the Fisher
model is due to both the estimation errors (log-cumulants κ2
and κ3 are computed on a sliding 7 × 7 square window) and
TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF POINTS OUTSIDE THE
FISHER PDFS DOMAIN DEFINITION
real data properties. For the RAMSES P-band data set over the
Nezer Forest [see Fig. 1(d)], a trend in the κ2/κ3 plan can be
observed around the blue line (Gamma model).
B. Target Scattering PDF
For a given texture PDF pτ (τ), the expression of the target
scattering vector PDF is given by
pk(k) =
1
πp |[M ]|
+∞∫
0
1
τp
exp
(
−k
H [M ]−1k
τ
)
pτ (τ) dτ
=
1
πp |[M ]|hp
(
kH [M ]−1k
)
. (7)
1) KummerU PDF: For a Fisher distributed texture, the tar-
get scattering vector PDF has been mathematically established
[14], [15]
pk(k|[M ],m,L,M) = 1
πp |[M ]|
Γ(L+M)
Γ(L)Γ(M)
( L
Mm
)p
× Γ(p+M) U (a; b; z) (8)
with a = p+M, b = 1 + p− L, and z =
(L/Mm)kH [M ]−1k. | · | and U(·; ·; ·) denote the determinant
operator and the confluent hypergeometric function of the
second kind (KummerU), respectively. Hereinafter, this
multivariate distribution is named the KummerU PDF.
Consequently, the expression of the density generator func-
tion is given by
hp
(
kH [M ]−1k
)
=
Γ(L+M)
Γ(L)Γ(M)
( L
Mm
)p
Γ(p+M)U (a; b; z) .
(9)
2) Asymptotic Cases: As Fisher distributions are a general-
ization of the Gamma and inverse Gamma PDFs, the asymptotic
cases of the KummerU PDF can be studied.
1) For large M, the Fisher PDFs have the same behavior
as the Gamma PDFs. In Appendix A, a proof of the
convergence of the KummerU PDF toward the well-
known K PDF is achieved.
2) A similar approach can be done if L tends toward infinity.
The Fisher PDFs have, therefore, the same behavior as
the inverse Gamma PDFs. It yields that the KummerU
PDF tends toward the multivariate Student distribution,
also known as the G0 PDF [9], [13].
3) For the high values of L and M, the texture parameter
becomes less and less significant. Consequently, for the
high values of the shape parameters, the KummerU PDF
tends toward the Gaussian distribution.
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Fig. 2. Convergence of the KummerU PDF toward (a) the K distribution and
(b) the G0 distribution as a function of the shape parametersM and L.
Fig. 2 shows the convergence of the KummerU distribution
toward the K and G0 distributions as a function of the shape
parameters M and L. The KummerU PDFs can be viewed as
an extension of the classical multivariate K and G0 PolSAR
models (see Table I for the analytical expressions).
C. ML Parameter Estimation
For a KummerU distributed clutter, one can replace in (4)
the density generator function by its expression given in (9)
to derive the expression of the ML estimator of the covariance
matrix. It yields [15]
[MˆML] =
p+M
N
( L
Mm
)
×
N∑
i=1
U
(
p+1+M2+p−L LMmkHi [MˆML]
−1
ki
)
U
(
p+M1+p−L LMmkHi [MˆML]
−1
ki
)
× kikHi . (10)
III. HIERARCHICAL SEGMENTATION
In this section, a segmentation application of the new multi-
variate KummerU PolSAR model is proposed. The hierarchical
segmentation algorithm proposed by Beaulieu and Touzi [12]
is adapted to the KummerU distributed target scattering vec-
tor. The segmentation algorithm is a classical iterative merge
algorithm. At each iteration, the two four-connex segments (re-
gions) which minimize the stepwise criterion (SC) are merged.
Fig. 3. (a) Four-connex segment pair. (b) Non-four-connex segment pair.
A four-connex segment pair is a group of two segments where
at least one pixel of the first segment is in the neighborhood of
one pixel of the second segment with the four-connexity sense.
For illustrative purpose, a four-connex segment pair is shown
in Fig. 3(a), and a non-four-connex segment pair is shown in
Fig. 3(b).
The basic principle of the hierarchical segmentation algo-
rithm can be divided into three steps.
1) Definition of an initial partition.
2) For each four-connex segment (regions) pair, the SC is
computed. Then, the two segments which minimize the
criterion are found and merged.
3) Stop if the maximum number of merges is reached;
otherwise, go to Step 2.
A. Similarity Measure
At each iteration, merging two segments yields a decrease
in the log-likelihood function. The SC is based on this con-
sideration. The hierarchical segmentation algorithm merges the
two adjacent segments Si and Sj which minimizes the loss
of likelihood of the partition (which is defined as the sum of
likelihoods of the partition’s segments). The SC (SCi,j) can be
expressed as [12]
SCi,j = MLL(Si) + MLL(Sj)−MLL(Si ∪ Sj) (11)
where MLL(·) denotes the segment Maximum Log-Likelihood
function (MLL). It is the log-likelihood of the segment (pixels
in the segment are considered independent realizations) with
respect to the assumed PDF (for example, the KummerU distri-
bution) whose parameters are estimated in the ML (hence, the
name) sense. Its expression is given by
MLL(S) =
∑
i∈S
ln (pk(ki|θS)) (12)
where θS represents the set of distribution parameters.
1) GMLL: In general, the covariance matrix and the texture
parameters are unknown. One solution consists in replacing the
SIRV parameters by their estimates. After replacing the covari-
ance matrix [M ] and texture parameters (m, L, and M for the
Fisher PDF) by their respective ML estimators, the SC becomes
SCi,j = GMLL(Si) + GMLL(Sj)− GMLL(Si ∪ Sj) (13)
where GMLL(S) is the generalized maximum log-likelihood
(GMLL) function for segment S.
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Fig. 4. Standard deviation of the normalized KummerU SC as a function of
the window size N .
2) For the KummerU PDF: The GMLL function for seg-
ment S is derived from (9). It can be rewritten as
GMLL(S)
=− pN ln(π)−N ln
{∣∣∣[MˆML]∣∣∣}
+N ln
{
Γ(Lˆ+Mˆ)Γ(p+Mˆ)
Γ(Lˆ)Γ(Mˆ)
}
+pN ln
{
Lˆ
Mˆmˆ
}
+
∑
i∈S
ln
{
U
(
p+Mˆ; 1+p− Lˆ ; LˆMˆmˆk
H
i [MˆML]
−1
ki
)}
(14)
where Lˆ, Mˆ, and mˆ are the ML estimators of the Fisher
parameters L, M, and m, respectively. [MˆML] is the ML
estimator of [MML] for segment S [see (4)].
It can be noticed that the second term of (14) corresponds
to the Wishart criterion [12]. All other terms can be viewed
as correction terms introduced by the texture modeling of the
PolSAR data.
B. Segmentation Results
To evaluate the potential and limits of the method, the hierar-
chical segmentation algorithm proposed by Beaulieu and Touzi
[12] has been implemented. Fig. 4 shows the standard deviation
for the normalized KummerU criterion (SC/N) as a function
of the window size N . This curve has been plotted for the two
regions containing KummerU realizations with two different
sets of parameters. As observed in Fig. 4, the standard devia-
tion is stable for a sufficiently large region. For the segments
containing less than 50 pixels, the standard deviation increases,
probably due to a poor parameter estimation. It yields that
a reasonable “minimum window” for the KummerU criterion
should contain at least 50 pixels. In the following sections,
the Gaussian and KummerU segmentation are tested with both
synthetic and high-resolution single-look-complex images.
1) On a Synthetic Image: The synthetic data set consists
of an image of 140 × 140 pixels. It is composed of six
areas. Five of them contain the independent realizations of the
TABLE III
COVARIANCE MATRICES OF THE SPECKLE (PER AREA)
TABLE IV
TEXTURE PDF (PER AREA)
multivariate KummerU distribution [see (9)]. The parameters of
the KummerU PDF are different for each of the areas and are
given in Tables III and IV. The outer area (class 1) is a special
case since its texture is deterministic and constant (equals 1). It
follows that the pixels in this area are drawn from a multivariate
Gaussian PDF. It can also be viewed as a KummerU PDF with
infinite shape parameters L and M.
Note that the covariance matrices of the speckle satisfy
the normalization condition Tr([M ]) = 3. In order to test the
segmentation algorithm thoroughly, only a limited set of param-
eters changes values between two neighboring regions. Thus,
the successful segmentations show the ability of the underlying
method to distinguish between similar areas.
The Gaussian distribution can be viewed as a particular case
of the KummerU distribution (for large shape parameters L and
M). It is expected that, asymptotically (for a large number of
samplesN ), the KummerU segmentation gives at least the same
performances as the Gaussian criterion.
The hierarchical segmentation algorithm is initialized with a
partition where each segment is a bloc of 10 × 10 pixels. The
initial partition is composed of 196 segments. The segmentation
results based on the Gaussian and KummerU criteria are respec-
tively shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d) with the partitions containing
six segments. This example clearly shows that the segmentation
based on the KummerU criterion gives the best segmentation
results. This is quite logical because the six segments can be
viewed as six different KummerU clutter models.
Nevertheless, for purely Gaussian distributed regions, some
problems with the KummerU criterion can occur. A syn-
thetic data set composed by three Gaussian distributed
regions (S1, S2, and S3) has been generated. S1 and
S2 follow a Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix
[M1] (N (0, [M1])), whereas S3 has a covariance matrix
[M2] (N (0, [M2])). Note that the Gaussian regions are very
similar as observed on the Frobenius norm between [M1] and
[M2] (0.0012). Table V shows the SC for the Gaussian and
KummerU criteria between S1 and S2 (d(S1, S2)) and between
S1 and S3 (d(S1, S3)). It can be seen that, for a finite number
of samples N , the KummerU segmentation may fail due to the
higher dimensionality of the parameter space.
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Fig. 5. Segmentation results of a simulated data set (140 × 140 pixels). (a) Areas of the matrix. (b) Colored composition of the target vector in the Pauli basis
[k]1 − [k]3 − [k]2. Partitions containing six segments: (c) Gaussian criterion and (d) KummerU criterion.
TABLE V
SC FOR GAUSSIAN REGIONS
2) On High-Resolution L-Band Data: In this part, a forested
area (500 × 400 pixels) over the Oberpfaffenhofen test site
(ESAR, L-band) has been segmented. The initial partition is
composed of 2000 segments where each segment is a bloc of
10× 10 pixels. The segmentation results with the Gaussian and
KummerU criteria are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively.
For the Gaussian criterion, only the determinant of the sam-
ple covariance matrix is taken into account. Both the structure
of the covariance matrix and the power (texture) of the clutter
are ignored. Consequently, the Gaussian criterion cannot dis-
tinguish between two regions having different texture values
and/or covariance matrices whose determinants are equal but
which have different structures. The KummerU criterion uses
information about the texture and full information about the
Fig. 6. Segmentation results for the L-band ESAR data over the Oberpfaffen-
hofen test site (500 × 400 pixels). Partitions containing 30 segments over a
colored composition of the target vector in the Pauli basis [k]1 − [k]3 − [k]2:
(a) Gaussian criterion and (b) KummerU criterion.
covariance matrix and is able to give a better segmentation
of heterogeneous scenes, such as forested areas, as observed
in Fig. 6(b).
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Fig. 7. Segmentation results for the X-band RAMSES data over the Salon de Provence test site (1050 × 1050 pixels). Partitions containing 55 segments over
a colored composition of the target vector in the Pauli basis [k]1 − [k]3 − [k]2: (a) Optical image Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales/spot image, (b) Gaussian
criterion, and (c) KummerU criterion.
3) On Very High Resolution X-Band Data: In this section, a
very high resolution data set acquired by the X-band RAMSES
sensor over the Salon de Provence test site with a resolution
of 10 cm is analyzed. Fig. 7(a) shows an optical image of
the test site. The segmentation results with the Gaussian and
KummerU criteria are shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively.
The segmentation algorithm is initialized with a partition where
each segment is a bloc of 7 × 7 pixels.
From this data set, it can be noticed that more features are
segmented in the traffic circle with the KummerU criterion than
with the Gaussian criterion. Moreover, the artifact in the water
(on the northeast of the image) is better retrieved with the Kum-
merU segmentation. Concerning the water itself, the Gaussian
criterion leads to an oversegmented partition, particularly near
the bridge.
IV. DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF
CLUSTERS AUTOMATICALLY
A. General Context
Based on the initial partition, the hierarchical segmentation
iteratively merges the segments that are both statistically similar
(MLL criterion) and spatially close (neighboring condition).
The procedure may continue until a partition with a single
segment, comprising the whole image, is obtained.
Note that the hierarchical segmentation algorithm is gen-
erally suboptimal since neither the initial partition nor the
iterative merging of the segments is guaranteed to be optimal in
the general sense (i.e., with respect to maximizing the sum of
the segments’ log-likelihood), although the iterative merging is
still the optimal processing for the imposed initial partitioning
and a segment neighboring condition.
Summarily, it is useful to describe the hierarchical segmen-
tation method as an iterative transition from the oversegmented
partitioning to an undersegmented one. Each iteration results in
an intermediate partition, and thus, a sequence of partitions is
created. It would be valuable to determine the most appropriate
partition in this sequence, with respect to some optimality
criterion.
It is, however, difficult to decide between over- and un-
dersegmentation, except for the carefully chosen images [25],
[26]. As stated in [27], the ideal segmentation maximizes the
homogeneity of the retained data clusters while ensuring that
they are as dissimilar as possible. Such a perfect tradeoff is,
however, difficult to obtain since, during the region merging
(as what happens in the hierarchical segmentation algorithms),
both the homogeneity of the clusters and the dissimilarity
between them become weaker.
This problem is encountered in most of the data clustering
and image segmentation algorithms, and a number of tech-
niques have been applied (a comprehensive review is found
in [28]). However, some of the techniques are not applicable
for many SAR images. For example, the solution retained
in [27] is to incorporate the boundary curvature ratio, region
homogeneity, and boundary smoothness into a single merging
criterion, which is also used to estimate and to threshold the
intervariance of the obtained data clusters. This is not appro-
priate for the SAR images for two reasons: First, many regions
of interest in the SAR images have irregular shapes (forests,
lakes, buildings, etc.), and second, the textured characteristic of
the SAR images makes both the boundary smoothness and the
region homogeneity unreliable information. The latter remark
is in line with preferring stochastic approaches over contour
approaches in the SAR image segmentation.
B. Between-Cluster Entropy
The use of the information theory framework, closely related
to the retained statistical description of the SAR images, has
been attempted first. The cluster evaluation function, defined
in [29], is used in [30] as a measure for the between-cluster
entropy (intervariance). Formally, for all pairs of pixels (vec-
tors) xi and xj in a partitioned image, a membership function
M(xi,xj) is defined, which equals one if xi and xj belong to
different clusters (referred as segments under the terminology
used in this paper) and zero if they belong to the same cluster.
Thus, the between-cluster entropy is defined as
H = − log(V )
V =
1
2
∏K
k=1Nk
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
M(xi,xj)G(xi − xj, 2σ2I). (15)
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Fig. 8. Between-cluster entropy for the iterative hierarchical KummerU
segmentation.
In the aforementioned equations, σ is a positive parameter,
namely, the width of the centered Gaussian kernel G(·) used
in computing the nonparametric Parzen estimate of the PDF
and, consequently, the estimate of Renyi’s quadratic (obtained
for α = 2) entropy. The between-cluster entropy is defined, by
analogy, on the basis of this estimate.
Note that the between-cluster entropy equals +∞ for the
ending one-segment partition (indeed, the membership function
M(xi,xj) is always zero in that case and so is V ). On the
other hand, if many segments tend to be very close such that the
(norm of the) difference xi − xj is rather small (consequently,
the value of G(xi − xj, 2σ2I) is large) while M(xi,xj) equals
one, the value of the between-cluster entropy is small. The latter
occurs in oversegmented images, for example, in the initial
partition of the considered hierarchical segmentation method.
Consequently, it is expected for the between-cluster entropy to
start with small values and, as the segments are hierarchically
merged, to progressively increase.
Jenssen et al. use the variation of the between-cluster entropy
quantity (during an iterative clustering process) to automat-
ically find the true number of clusters [30]. Specifically, a
sudden increase is observed in the between-cluster entropy
when the number of clusters is reduced to a value less than
the true number of the clusters (i.e., the partitioning goes into
undersegmentation). A similar behavior was expected for the
PolSAR hierarchical segmentation problem.
To this end, the between-cluster entropy has been computed
for each partitioning issued during the iterative hierarchical
segmentation proposed in this paper. A value of 0.1 has been
considered for σ. The obtained values for the hierarchical
segmentation of the considered synthetic PolSAR image [see
Fig. 5(a)] are presented in Fig. 8.
While the between-cluster entropy is constantly increasing,
as expected, unfortunately, no sudden change seems to occur in
the vicinity of the desired number of segments (namely, six).
Several justifications may be advanced for this behavior.
First, unlike the data clusters considered in [30], which are
well separated geometrically (belonging to disjoint geometrical
regions), the data in the six areas of the considered synthetic
PolSAR image are not. Specifically, while the vectors are drawn
from different PDFs for each area, their ranges superpose.
C. L-Method
Another approach has been then considered, namely, the use
of the L-method [28]. This method uses the very error (quality)
function that is used to perform the cluster merging during
the hierarchical segmentation algorithm, specifically the Log-
Likelihood Function (LLF) of the partition (i.e., the sum of
the MLL values for all the segments of the partition). As this
is readily computed during the proposed method, no further
computational effort is required. The knee of this error function
is identified, and the optimal number of clusters is chosen at
that point. The knee of a curve is somewhat similar to the point
of the maximum curvature.
The interest for the particular knee point comes from the fact
that it separates the two linearlike parts of the error function
graph. For example, the proposed hierarchical segmentation
algorithm starts by merging the relatively similar clusters and
the trend; thus, the error (quality) function slowly increases.
This remains almost unchanged during the oversegmentation.
Anyway, after the correct number of segments is reached and
the undersegmentation begins, the dissimilar segments begin to
be merged. As such, the homogeneity of the newly obtained
segments drops fast, and the quality function of the partition de-
grades rapidly. Obviously, the optimal tradeoff lies somewhere
between the over- and undersegmented partitions.
The L-method divides the graph of the error (quality) func-
tion into two parts and approximates each part with a straight
line. The pair of lines that most closely fit the error function
curve is retained, and their junction point is the looked-for knee.
The best pair of lines is that which minimizes the weighted sum
of approximation errors for the two parts of the error function
graph.
For many images, the hierarchical segmentation algorithms
spend many iterations in the oversegmentation since it usually
starts from an overrefined, sometimes even pixel level, partition
of the image. As this tends to unbalance the error contributions
of the over- and undersegmented parts in determining the
knee of the error curve, it is reasonable to do both of the fol-
lowing: 1) Drop some of the initial iterations of the hierarchical
segmentation algorithms, and 2) use an iterative procedure in
searching for the knee. The first step relocates the searching
of the knee toward the final steps of the algorithm (toward
the undersegmented region) while the second step refines the
found knee by considering a converging procedure toward a
stable procedure. Specifically, after a knee is found, the search
is performed again, the focus region being adjusted so that
the previously found knee is in the middle. The procedure is
described in [28].
1) On Synthetic Image: First, we present the results ob-
tained with the L-method for the synthetic six-area image. The
quality functions during the hierarchical segmentation algo-
rithm are shown in Fig. 9.
While the number of the optimal number of segments
[see (6)] for the considered image is not accurately retrieved
by the L-method, the estimate is quite close [see (5)]. This
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Fig. 9. Determination of the final partition for the KummerU segmentation on the synthetic image. (a) LLF. (b) LLF and global fitting error for the last
50 iterations.
Fig. 10. Determination of the final partition for the KummerU segmentation over the Oberpfaffenhofen test site. (a) LLF. (b) LLF and global fitting error for the
last 50 iterations.
number has been determined using the noniterative version of
the L-method, applied to a focus region containing the last
50 iterations of the hierarchical segmentation algorithm [mean-
ing, the leftmost 50 points of the graphs in Fig. 9(a)].
The application of the L-method under these conditions is
illustrated in Fig. 9(b). The upper graphs show the dual-line
approximation of the quality function in the optimal position
while the lower graphs present the variation of the global
(weighted) fitting error.
2) On High-Resolution L-Band Data: Using the L-method
for automatically determining the optimal number of segments
for the real images has been also assessed. The results are
presented for the Oberpfaffenhofen image, as shown in Fig. 10.
Note that the identified optimal number of segments is around
ten. The noniterative L-method has been applied to a focus
region containing the last 50 iterations of the hierarchical
segmentation algorithm [meaning, the leftmost 50 points of the
graphs in Fig. 10(a)]. The application of the L-method under
these conditions is illustrated in Fig. 10(b).
Finally, the iterative version of the L-method has been ap-
plied on the same data set (the Oberpfaffenhofen image) in
order to test the convergence properties of this procedure. We
found a relatively fast convergence. Indeed, for the KummerU
segmentation, the optimal number of segments was found to
be through the series [508→ 191→ 65→ 22→ 9]. The final
value is quite close to that obtained in the previous case, when
the noniterative L-method has been applied.
Note, however, that the optimal segmentation is still a very
subjective notion and that the L-method is not completely
objective since the notion of the knee is quite loose and, more, is
not necessarily the most appropriate from the user point of view
(the same concerns the hierarchical segmentation algorithm).
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Fig. 11. Segmentation results with the KummerU criterion for the L-band
ESAR data over the Oberpfaffenhofen test site (500 × 400 pixels). Partition
containing ten segments over a colored composition of the target vector [k]1 −
[k]3 − [k]2.
Fig. 12. Segmentation results with the KummerU criterion for the X-band
RAMSES data over the Salon de Provence test site (1050 × 1050 pixels).
Partition containing 19 segments over a colored composition of the target vector
[k]1 − [k]3 − [k]2.
For illustrative purposes, the partition of the Oberpfaffen-
hofen image with ten segments (in the range of those obtained
using the L-method) is presented in Fig. 11.
3) On Very High Resolution X-Band Data: In this part, the
iterative version of the L-method has been applied on the
X-band RAMSES data set over the Salon de Provence test
site. For the KummerU segmentation, the optimal number of
segments was found to be through the series [7298→ 3889→
1472→ 457→ 147→ 52→ 21]. The partition containing the
optimal estimated number of segments is shown in Fig. 12.
It has been shown that the L-method provides an objective
and pertinent criterion for automatically identifying the optimal
number of segments in the hierarchical segmentation proce-
dure. A more in-depth analysis is given in [28].
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the authors have proposed to apply the SIRV
estimation scheme to derive the covariance matrix and the
texture parameter. By rewriting the texture variable as the
product of a mean backscattered power µ with a normalized
texture component ξ, the Beta prime PDF has been introduced
to characterize the ξ variable. In this case, the texture parameter
τ is Fisher distributed, and the target scattering vector follows
a KummerU PDF. The asymptotic cases of this multivariate
distribution have been studied. It generalizes the well-known
K and G0 distributions. Some experiments at the X-, C-, L-,
and P-bands have shown that this new statistical model is well
adapted to fit a wide range of PolSAR clutters.
Based on those considerations, the multivariate KummerU
distribution has been implemented in an ML hierarchical seg-
mentation algorithm. The segmentation results on the synthetic
and real PolSAR data have shown that the SIRV estimation
scheme combined with the KummerU PDF provides the best
performances compared to the classical Gaussian criterion.
Next, a method based on the knee of the LLF has been im-
plemented to determine automatically the “optimal” number of
segments in the final partition.
Further works will deal with the use of texture and polari-
metric informations for the ML texture tracking with high-
resolution PolSAR data.
APPENDIX A
CONVERGENCE OF THE KUMMERU
PDF TOWARD THE K PDF
For large M, the Fisher PDF tends toward the Gamma
PDF. This appendix shows a proof of the convergence of the
KummerU PDF toward the K PDF as M tends toward infinity.
Abramowitz and Stegun have shown the following relation
[see 31, Eq. 13.3.3] which links an asymptotic case of the
KummerU function with the modified Bessel function of the
second kind (denoted by BesselK).
lim
a→∞ {Γ(1+a−b)U(a, b, z/a)}=2 z
1
2−b2 BesselKb−1
(
2
√
z
)
(16)
Let a = p+M, b = 1 + p− L, and z = (p+
M/Mm)LkH [M ]−1k. By injecting the expression of a,
b, and z in (16) and taking the limit when M tends toward
infinity, it yields
lim
M→∞
{
Γ(L+M) U
(
p+M, 1 + p− L, k
H [M ]−1kL
Mm
)}
= 2
[L kH [M ]−1k
m
] 1
2− (1+p−L)2
× BesselKp−L
(
2
√
LkH [M ]−1k
m
)
. (17)
Moreover, one can easily prove that
lim
M→∞
Γ(p+M)
Γ(M)Mp = 1. (18)
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By combining (17) and (18) in (9), we retrieve the expression
of the K distribution
pk(k|[M ],L,m)= 2
πpΓ(L) |[M ]|
( L
m
)(L+p2 )
×[kH [M ]−1k](L−p2 )
×BesselKp−L
(
2
√
L kH [M ]−1k
m
)
. (19)
APPENDIX B
ML FISHER PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The scalar texture parameter τ is the random power of
the clutter; it characterizes the randomness induced by the
variations in the radar backscattering over different realizations
(pixels). This scalar texture parameter is assumed to be inde-
pendent from the polarization channel. For pixel i, it can be
rewritten as the product of a normalized texture parameter ξi
with the mean backscattered power µ by
τi = µ ξi (20)
where µ is assumed as a deterministic quantity (parameter).
Note that the current sample i is excluded from the computation
of µ. Its expression is given by
µ =
1
N − 1
N∑
j=1
j ̸=i
τj . (21)
By inserting (2) and (21) in (20), one can express ξi as the
following ratio:
ξi =
τi
µ
=
τi
1
N−1
N∑
j=1
j ̸=i
τj
=
kHi [M ]
−1ki
1
N−1
N∑
j=1
j ̸=i
kHj [M ]
−1kj
. (22)
If τ follows a Fisher PDF, denoted by F [·], one can
prove that
F
[
τ
∣∣∣∣m = µLM ,L,M
]
= µ BP[ξ|L,M]. (23)
It yields that ξ follows a Beta prime PDF, denoted by BP[·].
The ML estimators of the Beta prime PDF parameters do not
have an analytical expression. They are the solution of the
following two equations, which contain the digamma function
Ψ(·) by
Ψ(Lˆ)−Ψ(Lˆ+ Mˆ) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
ln
(
ξi
1 + ξi
)
(24)
Ψ(Mˆ)−Ψ(Lˆ+ Mˆ) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
ln
(
1
1 + ξi
)
. (25)
Next, the transformation A = ξ/(1 + ξ) is applied on the
data. Indeed, if ξ ∼ BP(L,M), then A ∼ B(L,M) where
B(·) is the Beta PDF. The Beta shape parameters (L and M)
are then numerically estimated by solving the ML equations
[32]. Finally, the scale parameter m is estimated by the relation
m = µL/M.
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel method to estimate
displacement by maximum-likelihood (ML) texture tracking. The
observed polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) data-set
is composed by two terms: the scalar texture parameter and the
speckle component. Based on the Spherically Invariant Random
Vectors (SIRV) theory, the ML estimator of the texture is com-
puted. A generalization of the ML texture tracking based on the
Fisher probability density function (pdf) modeling is introduced.
For random variables with Fisher distributions, the ratio distri-
bution is established. The proposed method is tested with both
simulated PolSAR data and spaceborne PolSAR images provided
by the TerraSAR-X (TSX) and the RADARSAT-2 (RS-2) sensors.
Index Terms—Maximum-likelihood (ML), offset tracking, po-
larimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR), spherically invariant
random vectors, texture.
I. INTRODUCTION
G LACIER monitoring is a widely common problem whichis investigated for years. The progressive awareness to
climate changes makes these investigations more and more
required as the glaciers are good indicators for local climate
variation.
Different approaches using both optical and SAR sensors
have been proposed to derive displacement fields. In the optical
domain, optical flow methods have been successfully validated
[1], but those methods are strongly dependent by weather
phenomenon (snow fall, etc.) which will change the scene
illumination. In addition, optical flow methods required cloud-
less images. Because of its all weather and all-day monitoring
capabilities, SAR imagery offers a number of advantages for
Earth-surface and feature observation. Different approaches
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have been proposed to derive displacement fields with SAR
imagery: Differential Interferometric SAR (D-InSAR) and
offset tracking techniques.
Although the potential of D-InSAR methods [2] have been
successfully validated on different geophysical objects such as
volcanoes, landslides [3], glaciers [4]–[7], its application is lim-
ited to coherence preservation. For the generation of new high
resolution sensors (RADARSAT-2, TSX), the repeat time ob-
servation intervals becomes larger. It varies from 11 days for
TSX to 24 days for RADARSAT-2 compared to 1 day during
the ERS-1/2 tandem mission. For TSX data, coherence is not
preserved at 11 days in winter on Alpine glaciers [8]. Another
limitation of D-InSAR techniques concerns the fact that the dis-
placement estimated is only a projection in the line-of-sight
(LOS) direction. Different hypothesis have been proposed to re-
trieve the three components. A common assumption is to con-
sider a flow parallel to the glacier surface and in the direction of
maximum averaged downhill slope [7]. Another approach is to
combine both ascending and descending passes [9].
Nevertheless, the new generation of recently launched SAR
sensors are now able to produce high quality images of the
Earth’s surface with meter resolution. The decrease of the reso-
lution cell offers the opportunity to observe much thinner spatial
features. Offset tracking methods in the SAR domain are now
more and more studied. It exists different techniques:
• The speckle tracking technique correlates small blocks to
determine the relative displacement in the range and az-
imuth (along-track) directions [10] [11]. This technique
does not depend on image feature tracking but rather on
the fact that there is coherence between the blocks. As co-
herence is not preserved with TSX for temperate Alpine
glaciers, the speckle tracking method is not well suited.
• Recently, a novel tracking method based on Isolated Point
Scatterer (IPS) has been proposed [12]. It corresponds to
the matched filter between the signal backscattered by an
IPS and the ideal response: a double cardinal sinus. This
method is valid only for particular objects such as corner
reflector.
• The classical intensity tracking technique based on the
normalized cross-correlation (NCC) criterion [13] [14].
• The Maximum-Likelihood (ML) texture tracking al-
gorithm which takes into account the statistics of the
backscattered signal [15].
In this paper, authors propose an algorithm closed to the ML tex-
ture tracking algorithm introduced by Erten et al. [15]. It takes
into accounts the statistics of the texture parameter extracted
from the PolSAR data. Fig. 1 shows the global scheme of this
method.
1932-4553/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Global scheme of the generalized ML texture tracking method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the Spher-
ically Invariant Random Vectors (SIRV) model is introduced
to extract the texture component from PolSAR data. Next, we
focus on the texture modeling. Then, in Section III, the ML tex-
ture tracking algorithm is presented and adapted to the proposed
texture model with both uncorrelated and correlated texture be-
tween images. Section IV presents results on simulated data, on
dual-pol TSX and quad-pol RADARSAT-2 data over the Argen-
tière glacier. Finally, some conclusion and perspectives of this
work are discussed.
II. SIRV MODEL
A. Principle
With the new generation of airborne and spaceborne SAR
sensors, the number of scatterers present in each resolution
cell decreases considerably, homogeneous hypothesis of the
PolSAR clutter can be reconsidered. Heterogeneous clutter
models have therefore recently been studied with POLSAR
data with the SIRV processes [16].
From a PolSAR point of view, the target vector can be
defined as the product of a square root of a positive random
variable (representing the texture) with an independent com-
plex Gaussian vector with zero mean and covariance matrix
(representing the speckle):
(1)
where the superscript denotes the complex conjugate trans-
position and the mathematical expectation.
B. SIRV Estimation Scheme
For a given covariance matrix , the ML estimator of the
texture parameter for the pixel is given by
(2)
where is the dimension of the target scattering vector (
for the reciprocal case).
The ML estimator of the normalized covariance matrix under
the deterministic texture case is the solution of the following
recursive equation:
(3)
In the random texture case, the ML estimator of the normal-
ized covariance matrix depends on the texture pdf and is
given by [17]
(4)
where is the density generator function defined by [18]
[19]
(5)
For sake of simplicity and computational efficiency, this study
is limited to the “approximate” ML estimator (3). Pascal et al.
have established the existence and the uniqueness, up to a scalar
factor, of the Fixed Point estimator of the normalized covariance
matrix, as well as the convergence of the recursive algorithm
whatever the initialization [20] [21]. In this paper, the trace of
the covariance matrix is normalized to the dimension of target
scattering vector. In practice, the normalized covariance matrix
is first computed because it does not depend on the texture com-
ponent. Then, the ML estimator of the texture parameter is esti-
mated according to (2).
It is important to notice that in the SIRV definition, the prob-
ability density function (pdf) of the texture random variable is
not explicitly specified. As a consequence, SIRVs describe a
whole class of stochastic processes. This class includes the con-
ventional clutter models having Gaussian, , , KummerU
pdfs which correspond respectively to Dirac, Gamma, Inverse
Gamma, and Fisher distributed texture [22]–[24].
C. Texture Modeling
1) Fisher pdf: The Fisher pdf is the Pearson type VI distri-
bution, it is defined by three parameters as [25]–[27]
(6)
with and .
As Fisher pdfs can be viewed as the Mellin convolution of a
Gamma pdf by an Inverse Gamma pdf [26], they can fit distri-
butions with either heavy heads or heavy tails.
2) Benefit of Fisher PDF: A glacier area (80 35 pixels)
from the X-band TSX data over the Chamonix Mont-Blanc test-
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Fig. 2.     plan for a glacier area over the Chamonix Mont-Blanc test-site
(TSX, X-band).
site has been extracted. Then, the covariance matrix and
the texture parameter are estimated according to (2) and (3).
To see the benefit of Fisher pdfs to model the texture of PolSAR
data, the plan has been plotted in Fig. 2. It shows the
evolution of the second log-cumulant versus the third log-
cumulant . In this plan, Gamma and Inverse Gamma pdf are
respectively represented by the blue and red lines. The first three
log-cumulants estimates are
(7)
where is the number of pixels in the sliding window. In the
case of Fig. 2, a 7 7 pixels sliding window has been used
to compute the log-cumulants. Fisher pdfs cover all the space
between the blue and red line [25].
In this example, 15.53% of the pixels are Beta distributed
(under the blue line), 0.004% are Inverse Beta distributed (under
the red line) and 84.47% are Fisher distributed. It shows that
Fisher pdfs are well adapted to model PolSAR clutter [24]. In
the following, the texture parameter will be considered to be
Fisher distributed.
After having shown the benefit of Fisher pdfs to model the
texture of high-resolution PolSAR data, we propose to imple-
ment this distribution in the ML texture tracking algorithm. As
Fisher pdfs are a generalization of Gamma pdfs, the proposed
algorithm can be seen as an extension of the algorithm proposed
by Erten et al. [15].
III. TEXTURE TRACKING
A. Principle
Classical algorithms estimate the shift between images by
maximizing the normalized cross-correlation coefficient. This
criterion is the ML solution for optical data corrupted by
additive noise [28] or for complex SAR data having circular
Gaussian statistics [29]. With increasing the resolution of
PolSAR data, the number of scatterers in each resolution de-
creases. The central limit theorem may not be respected and the
Gaussian hypothesis may be reconsidered. Consequently, the
NCC criterion may not be optimal for high-resolution PolSAR
data. In this section, the texture tracking algorithm is improved
based on the SIRV model and the Fisher distribution for texture
modeling.
Let and be two
blocks of the PolSAR data-set containing pixels. They rep-
resent respectively the slave and master images. According to
(2) and (3), the texture blocks and
are estimated. The slave block is shifted from the
master one with a displacement . In this study, the vector is
limited to a translation and has only two components
in range and azimuth. The ML texture tracking algorithm esti-
mates the shift vector by maximizing for each slave block
the conditional density function (cdf) [15]. It yields
(8)
By following the same procedure as described in [15], the pdf
of the texture ratio must be established to estimate
the shift vector. This study has to be done when the texture be-
tween images is uncorrelated and correlated.
B. Texture Model With Uncorrelated Texture Between Images
If and are two independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables, the pdf of the texture ratio is given
by [30, Eq. 6.56]
(9)
For Fisher distributed texture, the pdf of the ratio of two un-
correlated texture has been established (see Appendix A), its
expression is given by
(10)
where and are respectively the Gauss hy-
pergeometric function and the Euler Beta function
. and are
the two shape parameters of the Fisher pdf. The scale parameter
simplifies because the texture ratio variable is studied.
According to [15], (8) is equivalent to
(11)
It yields
(12)
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By taking the natural logarithm of (12), one can prove that
the criterion to maximize to estimate the shift vector for uncor-
related texture between images is
(13)
C. Texture Model With Correlated Texture Between Images
In the case of correlated texture between two images, the bi-
variate Fisher distribution with marginal Fisher pdf should be
used. Its pdf is defined by six parameters as [31]
(14)
with , and
.
For Fisher distributed texture, the pdf of the ratio of two cor-
related texture has been established (see Appendix B), its ex-
pression is given by
(15)
with .
By following the same procedure as described in
Section III-B, the criterion to maximize to estimate the
shift vector for correlated texture between images is given by
(16)
with
.
In (16), the term depends on the samples order.
It plays a role similar as the cross-correlation coefficient which
takes into account the spatial arrangement of pixels.
IV. RESULTS
A. On Simulated Data
Simulations have been performed to test the reliability of
the ML shift estimators. One Master/Slave image pair is sam-
pled from the same Fisher pdf for each region. The master and
Fig. 3. NCC, uncorrelated and correlated Gamma ML, uncorrelated and cor-
related Fisher ML criteria computed on simulations. (a) Simulated texture data.
(b) Detection surfaces for the multiplicative noised dataset: NCC, uncorrelated
and correlated Gamma ML, uncorrelated and correlated Fisher ML.
slave images are shaped according to a 2-D rectangular function.
The border is sampled from . The center is sampled
from and corresponds to the size of the estimation
neighborhood. The simulated dataset has been corrupted with
independent multiplicative noise sampled from a Gamma pdf
. Fig. 3(a) shows an example of one simulation.
Five shift estimators are then computed: NCC, uncorrelated
and correlated Gamma ML, uncorrelated and correlated Fisher
ML. Since there is no motion between the two texture images,
the detection surface should be flat except in the center, where
a peak is expected.
Fig. 3(b) illustrates the results obtained where 1000 Monte
Carlo simulations have been performed for the shift estimators
(NCC and MLs). The NCC, both uncorrelated and correlated
Gamma ML and the uncorrelated Fisher ML estimators fail to
detect the no-motion: the criteria are very noisy without any
peak. However, the correlated Fisher ML gives a smoother
detection surface with a more pronounced detection peak. This
recommends the correlated Fisher ML texture tracking with
multiplicative noise.
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Fig. 4. D-InSAR results from 2009-01-06/2009-01-17 couple. (a) Amplitude.
(b) Coherence. (c) Phase images.
B. On Real Data
1) Argentière Glacier Test-Site: This work introduces some
preliminary TSX and RADARSAT-2 observations of the Ar-
gentière glacier in order to estimate its displacement. It is lo-
cated in the Mont-Blanc massif, its head (catchment area) starts
near 3000 m. Its slope is quite regular and not steep except at
the bottom where the seracs fall breaks the slope and discon-
nects the terminal part from the rest of the glacier. 14 TSX and
4 RADARSAT-2 images have been acquired on the Argentière
glacier during the winter and spring 2008–2009.
2) D-InSAR Potential: As the surface of the temperate glacier
changes from one day to another, in the TSX case and more gen-
erally at X-band, the interferometry on the surface of temperate
glaciers is difficult and its potential is quite limited [8]. Fig. 4
shows amplitude, coherence and phase of an 11-day interfero-
gram acquired in winter (2009-01-06/2009-01-17). For this in-
terferometric couple, coherence is not preserved on the Argen-
tière glacier. The interferometric phase cannot be used to derive
displacement fields.
3) Texture Tracking: As the new sensors provide higher res-
olution and according to the limitation of the interferometric
methods on the temperate glaciers, incoherent methods seems
promising. From October 2007 to June 2009, 14 TSX complex
dual-pol images in stripmap mode and 4 RADARSAT-2 com-
plex fine quad-pol images have been acquired over the Cha-
monix Mont-Blanc test-site. Table I summaries the main de-
tails of the two images pairs on which we have worked. Only
a coarse coregistration has been processed in each images pair
to avoid any distortion which could affect the polarimetric and
statistical properties. The subpixel coregistration values should
be subtracted to the texture tracking results.
a) On TSX data: Fig. 5 shows the displacement field de-
rived over one crevasses area of the Argentière glacier. The tex-
ture image pair is extracted using the SIRV estimation scheme
[16]. A 64 256 pixels sliding window has been used to de-
rive the displacement map. As expected, the displacement on the
TABLE I
DETAILS OF TSX AND RADARSAT-2 PRODUCTS
Fig. 5. Displacement estimation over a crevasse field of the Argentière glacier,
dual-pol TSX data, 2009-01-06/2009-02-08. (a) Master texture estimated using
SIRV model. (b) Displacement field in LOS. (c) Orientation map.
border of the glacier is closed to zero. Note that the mean dis-
placement over the crevasse field is about two times higher than
over the homogeneous area of the glacier. This corresponds to
the annual displacement estimation provided by glaciologists.1
Further studies need to quantitatively assess the derived shift
estimates.
Note also that orientation of the motion field is consistent with
the conventional temperate glacier flow model: from the upper
left to the bottom right of the image.
Contrary to the NCC criterion, the confidence interval for the
ML similarity measure is hard to qualify. Further investigations
should be necessary to derive the false alarm probability for
Fisher distributed texture. In [15], Erten et al. have introduced
the following index defined by
(17)
is a measure of confidence. The higher is , the more
accurate is the displacement estimation.
Table II shows the mean and variance of two samples ex-
tracted respectively from a crevasses area and an homogeneous
area of the glacier. The mean of is higher on crevasses
area and its variance is lower. It highlights the sensitivity of the
ML criterion to the texture heterogeneity. Reliable displacement
results are obtained on the crevasses areas.
b) Regularisation: For the study of geophysical objects, a
priori flow model can be added to similarity measure to estimate
1LGGE. Glacioclim.
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Fig. 6. von Mises pdf is the circular analogue of the normal distribution.
(a) von Mises pdf.     . (b) Normal and von Mises pdfs.    .     :
circularity of the von Mises pdf on .
TABLE II
 MEAN AND VARIANCE OVER TWO AREAS ON THE ARGENTIÈRE
GLACIER COMPUTED FROM TSX DATA
the displacement field. According to Bayes’ rule, the problem
formulation becomes
(18)
Let and be, respectively, the two components of the
displacement vector along the distance and azimuth direc-
tion. In (18), the prior term can be rewritten as
(19)
where and are the polar coordinates of the displacement
vector . They are linked with the distance and azimuth com-
ponent by and .
For the Argentière glacier, the assumptions of a flow parallel
to the glacier surface and in the direction of the maximum down-
hill slope have been successfully validated with in situ measure-
ments [7]. Those information can be included in the prior model.
Consequently, the orientation angle is assumed to be normally
distributed and having circular values between and . This
parameter follows the von Mises distribution (also known as the
Fig. 7. Displacement estimation over the Argentière glacier with reg-
ularisation according to Bayes’ rule, quad-pol RADARSART-2 data,
2009-01-29/2009-02-22. (a) Displacement field in LOS. (b) Orientation map.
circular normal distribution) which is the circular analog of the
normal distribution [32] (Fig. 6)
(20)
with mean and standard deviation. is the direction in
the maximum downhill slope issued from a digital elevation
model. is fixed here to . is the modified Bessel func-
tion of order . Concerning the absolute value of the displace-
ment , no constraint is imposed. is therefore assumed to be
uniformly distributed in the search neighborhood.
c) On RADARSAT-2 data: Fig. 7 illustrates a displace-
ment estimation using quad-pol RADARSAT-2 data. On this
example, a regularization process has been applied according
to a Bayes’ rule formulation. The orientation map has been ex-
tracted from a DEM of the Mont-Blanc massif with a resolution
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of 10 m and projected in SAR geometry. As expected, the orien-
tation map [Fig. 7(b)] is consistent with the glacier flow model.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, the study has been focused on the generaliza-
tion of the ML texture tracking using the Fisher pdfs which have
the ability to fit a wide range of texture scenes. For glacier tex-
ture tracking, we recommend to use low-frequency bands as the
C-band or less to penetrate under the dry snow. This will permit
to observe structures (dust, eratic blocks, relief, etc.) present on
the ice surface which is more heterogeneous and more stable in
time than the snow.
In this paper, the ML texture tracking algorithm has been ap-
plied on Alpine glaciers. They present the advantage to have
large displacement. Nevertheless, their surface is quite homoge-
neous and does not highlight the benefit of Fisher pdfs for tex-
ture modeling. This kind of method can be relevant for the mon-
itoring of other geophysical objects such as volcanoes, earth-
quakes, etc., which have rough surfaces. The more heteroge-
neous the ground is and/or the higher the resolution is, the more
relevant the texture information is for displacement estimation,
segmentation and denoising.
Many recent works have been dedicated to the statistical mod-
eling of the backscattering signal. For this purpose, Mellin trans-
form and second kind statistics define a well-suited formalism
[27]. In this context, many distributions have been introduced as
a generalization of the well-known Gamma pdf. Here, the 3-pa-
rameter Fisher pdf has been used but other statistics such as the
KWBU pdfs system may be considered [33]. Those 4-param-
eter distributions should permit a better texture modeling. Fur-
ther investigations still remains necessary to quantify the benefit
of models with more freedom degrees.
VI. CONCLUSION
With the new generation of launched PolSAR sensors, the
Earth’s surface is imaged with meter resolution. Small spatial
features can then be observed from the space. Recently, more
and more studies are dedicated to texture extraction and mod-
eling. Based on this consideration, this paper has presented a
new texture tracking method to derive displacement fields from
PolSAR data. According to the SIRV estimation scheme, the
texture parameter can be estimated and isolated from the speckle
component. The proposed algorithm estimates a shift vector
through maximizing the cdf of two matched texture blocks.
Due to their capability to fit distributions with either heavy
heads or heavy tails, Fisher pdfs are well adapted to model
the texture variable. This observation has been illustrated on
real PolSAR data. Next, based on the assumption of Fisher dis-
tributed texture, the pdfs of the ratio of two texture variables
have been established for both uncorrelated and correlated tex-
ture between images. Then, a ML criterion has been established
to measure the similarity between two blocks: one for the master
and one for the slave texture images. This similarity measure is
computed in a neighborhood of the slave image. The shift vector
which leads to the largest log-likelihood value yields to the es-
timated displacement.
Then, the ML texture tracking algorithm has been applied on
simulated and real PolSAR data. The proposed algorithm has
been compared to the NCC criterion and the ML tracking algo-
rithm based on Gamma assumption for the texture component.
Contrary to the NCC criterion, the confidence interval for the
ML similarity measure is hard to qualify. Further investigations
should be necessary to derive the false alarm probability for
Fisher distributed texture.
As discussed before, the ML texture tracking confidence in-
terval is hard to be qualify. Erten et al. have introduced the
factor which provides some information on the behavior of the
ML distribution. Nevertheless, some works are necessary to de-
fine the PFA for the ML criteria. This will permit to threshold
the similarity image and conclude or not on the relevance of the
results.
Further works will deal with the addition of the covariance
matrix information to estimate displacement. Indeed, only the
texture variable is used in the ML tracking algorithm. The po-
larimetric diversity contains very useful information concerning
the scattering mechanisms. This type of information has been
widely used in classification of PolSAR data. It should prob-
ably improve tracking performances.
APPENDIX A
This appendix gives the mathematical details of the pdf of
for uncorrelated Fisher distributed texture. In such case, the pdf
of is obtained by replacing the expression of the Fisher pdf
(6) in (9), it yields
(21)
Next, by using the substitution in (21), it
yields
(22)
It has been shown the following relation which links an inte-
gral to the Gauss hypergeometric function [32]
(23)
with and .
Let , , ,
. By identification between (22) and
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(23), one can express with the Gauss hypergeometric function
by
(24)
By combining (21) and (24), one can obtain the analytical pdf
of by
(25)
One can rewrite (25) with the Euler Beta function it yields to
(10).
APPENDIX B
If and are two correlated random variables, the pdf of
the texture ratio is given by [30, Eq. 6.60]:
(26)
For correlated Fisher distributed texture, the bivariate Fisher
pdf (14) should be used to derive the pdf of . By replacing its
expression in (26), it leads
(27)
with
.
By replacing in (27) the Gauss hypergeometric function by
its expression defined with the Pochhammer symbols
by
(28)
and if we swap the sum and the integral, it yields
(29)
where
(30)
The integral looks like an integral of a Fisher pdf de-
fined by parameters ,
and , it yields
(31)
By combining (29), (30), and (31), one can prove that
(32)
with and . It yields to
the pdf of the ratio of two correlated Fisher distributed texture
shown in (15).
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Abstract. The structure and physical properties of a snow-
pack and their temporal evolution may be simulated using
meteorological data and a snow metamorphism model. Such
an approach may meet limitations related to potential diver-
gences and accumulated errors, to a limited spatial resolu-
tion, to wind or topography-induced local modulations of
the physical properties of a snow cover, etc. Exogenous data
are then required in order to constrain the simulator and im-
prove its performance over time. Synthetic-aperture radars
(SARs) and, in particular, recent sensors provide reflectivity
maps of snow-covered environments with high temporal and
spatial resolutions. The radiometric properties of a snowpack
measured at sufficiently high carrier frequencies are known
to be tightly related to some of its main physical parame-
ters, like its depth, snow grain size and density. SAR acqui-
sitions may then be used, together with an electromagnetic
backscattering model (EBM) able to simulate the reflectiv-
ity of a snowpack from a set of physical descriptors, in or-
der to constrain a physical snowpack model. In this study,
we introduce a variational data assimilation scheme coupling
TerraSAR-X radiometric data into the snowpack evolution
model Crocus. The physical properties of a snowpack, such
as snow density and optical diameter of each layer, are simu-
lated by Crocus, fed by the local reanalysis of meteorological
data (SAFRAN) at a French Alpine location. These snow-
pack properties are used as inputs of an EBM based on dense
media radiative transfer (DMRT) theory, which simulates
the total backscattering coefficient of a dry snow medium at
X and higher frequency bands. After evaluating the sensi-
tivity of the EBM to snowpack parameters, a 1D-Var data
assimilation scheme is implemented in order to minimize
the discrepancies between EBM simulations and observa-
tions obtained from TerraSAR-X acquisitions by modifying
the physical parameters of the Crocus-simulated snowpack.
The algorithm then re-initializes Crocus with the modified
snowpack physical parameters, allowing it to continue the
simulation of snowpack evolution, with adjustments based
on remote sensing information. This method is evaluated us-
ing multi-temporal TerraSAR-X images acquired over the
specific site of the Argentière glacier (Mont-Blanc massif,
French Alps) to constrain the evolution of Crocus. Results
indicate that X-band SAR data can be taken into account to
modify the evolution of snowpack simulated by Crocus.
1 Introduction
Accurate knowledge of snowpack internal structure is critical
for better understanding the snowpack evolution over time,
and is essential for snow forecasting, water resource moni-
toring and prediction of natural hazards, such as avalanches.
For this purpose, snow metamorphism models, such as Cro-
cus (Brun et al., 1992; Vionnet et al., 2012), are developed in
order to simulate the evolution of snowpack based on mete-
orological variables. These models are currently limited due
to the lack of in situ snow stratigraphic measurements. For
example, in the French Alps, the network of snow and me-
teorological observations contains about 150–180 stations,
which is not enough to adjust a snow model to predict the
state and the spatial variability of snowpack at small scale
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(20m). This limitation results in potential divergences, accu-
mulated errors and limited spatial resolution of the model.
Therefore, exogenous data are crucial in order to constrain
the simulator and improve its performance over time.
On the other hand, the radiometric properties of a snow-
pack measured at high frequencies depend strongly on its
main physical parameters, like its depth, snow grain size and
density. The electromagnetic backscattering model (EBM),
initially developed by Longepe et al. (2009) based on dense
media radiative transfer (DMRT) theory, allows for simula-
tion of the backscattering coefficient   0 of dry snow from C
band (5GHz) to Ku band (14GHz). The air–snow,  as, and
snow–ground,  sg (or snow–ice,  si), interfaces backscatter-
ing components are calculated using the integral equation
model (IEM) developed by Fung and Chen (2004). The snow
permittivity is calculated using the strong fluctuation theory
(SFT) (Stogryn, 1984). The SFT has been tested and veri-
fied in the literature (Wang et al., 2000; Tsang et al., 2007).
It is also used in the DMRT model of multilayer snowpack
developed by Longepe et al. (2009). This model is capable
of simulating the interaction of electromagnetic waves with
a layer of snow based on the physical parameters (thickness,
optical diameter, snow density). The advantage of this model
is the simple implementation and its moderate computation
time, which is crucial in order to run the data assimilation
process, where the electromagnetic model is repeatedly exe-
cuted multiple times. With this model, we can calculate the
total backscattering coefficient   0pq for different polarization
channels (p, q =H or V) from the physical features of each
snow layer, the roughness of air–snow and snow–ice inter-
faces, and specific radar illumination (frequency, incidence
angle).
The new generation of synthetic-aperture radar (SAR)
satellite data provides images with metric resolution
and short revisit time. The TerraSAR-X satellite, with
1.477m⇥ 2.44m resolution and revisit time of 11 days,
gives dense information both spatially and temporally on
snowpack evolution. In this study, we propose a new process
which uses these multi-temporal images of TerraSAR-X to
constrain the Crocus model through data assimilation.
Data assimilation has been widely used in meteorological
studies (Courtier et al., 1998; Uppala et al., 2005) and land
surface modeling (Slater and Clark, 2006; De Lannoy et al.,
2010; Toure et al., 2011). Data assimilation using physically
based multilayer models has been initiated in recent stud-
ies, using passive microwave radiance (Toure et al., 2011)
or albedo observations (Dumont et al., 2012). The advan-
tages of the assimilation using SAR images are the quasi-
independence with respect to atmospheric conditions, the
high resolution of analysis, and the sensitivity of SAR re-
sponses to the presence and structure of volumetric medi-
ums. The use of data assimilation on SAR data and mete-
orological models to predict certain physical properties of
snowpack has been developed in the literature (Nagler et al.,
2008; Takala et al., 2011). This study attempts to implement
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Figure 1. Global schematic of the data analysis used in this study.
The inputs of the process are the SAR reflectivities,   0 (observa-
tion) and the snowpack stratigraphic profile calculated by Crocus
(guess). The output is the analyzed snowpack profile x that mini-
mizes the cost function.
a data assimilation system which is capable of constraining a
detailed snow metamorphism model at a layer scale (modifi-
cation of the physical properties of each layer) using X-band
SAR data. The assimilation techniques have proven effec-
tive in combining observations and a priori information to
more realistically simulate snowpack conditions (i.e., an a
posteriori state). The a priori information is often referred to
as “guess parameters”, whereas the a posteriori state is called
“the analysis”. The guess parameters in this study are the
physical properties of each snowpack layer simulated using
a snow evolution model. The analysis is obtained by modi-
fying the guess information based on the backscattering co-
efficient obtained from SAR acquisitions, according to the
error statistics of both model and observations. The simu-
lation of snowpack evolution is then continued with the ana-
lysis result. The intermittent assimilation algorithm is carried
out each time a new SAR acquisition is available; therefore
the assimilation is propagated over time, which allows us to
constrain the snowpack simulation using remote sensing ob-
servations. The adjustment made to the snowpack physical
properties is based on error statistics of modeling (Crocus)
and observation (SAR).
This study reports, for the first time, on a new process
based on the DMRT model and on the one-dimensional vari-
ational analysis (1D-Var) to assimilate TerraSAR-X data into
the snow model Crocus. A global schematic of this pro-
cess is presented in Fig. 1. Section 2 introduces the Crocus
snowpack evolution model. Section 3 describes the DMRT
electromagnetic backscattering model. The 1D-Var data as-
similation method is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 contains
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the study of simulations and sensitivity of snowpack at X
band. Section 6 presents the first results and discussion of
data assimilation method in the particular case of the Argen-
tière glacier, where the ground beneath the snow consists of
ice.
2 Snowpack model Crocus
Crocus is a one-dimensional numerical model simulating the
thermodynamic balance of energy and mass of a snowpack.
Its main objective is to describe in detail the evolution of in-
ternal snowpack properties based on the description of the
evolution of morphological features of snow grains during
their metamorphism. It takes as inputs meteorological vari-
ables such as air temperature, relative air humidity, wind
speed, solar radiation, long-wave radiation, and amount and
phase of precipitation. In this study within the French Alps,
these meteorological conditions are taken from the SAFRAN
reanalysis, which combines ground-based, radiosondes and
remote sensing (cloudiness) observations with an a pri-
ori estimate of meteorological conditions from a numeri-
cal weather prediction (NWP) model (Durand et al., 1993;
Durand, 2009). SAFRAN meteorological fields, assumed to
be homogeneous for a given mountain range and elevation
in the French Alps region, provide a description of the alti-
tude dependency of meteorological variables. The output of
Crocus includes scalar physical properties of the snowpack
(snow depth, snow water equivalent (SWE), surface temper-
ature, albedo, etc.) along with the internal physical properties
for each layer (density, thickness, optical radius, etc.).
This study uses the latest version of the detailed snow-
pack model Crocus, recently incorporated into the land sur-
face scheme ISBA within the SURFEX interface (Vionnet
et al., 2012). Among other advantages over previous versions
of Crocus, this allows seamless coupling of the snowpack to
the state of the underlying ground.
3 Electromagnetic backscattering model (EBM)
3.1 Main components of the total backscattering
coefficient
The Stokes vector, which contains the incoherent informa-
tion related to the polarization of an electromagnetic wave
(EMW), can be expressed as follows (Ulaby et al., 1981):
g=
2664
⌦|Eh|2↵+ ⌦|Ev|2↵⌦|Eh|2↵  ⌦|Ev|2↵
2Re ⌦EhE⇤v ↵ 2Im ⌦EhE⇤v ↵ ,
3775 (1)
where Eh and Ev represent the horizontal and vertical com-
ponents of the Jones vector on the electric field, and h.i rep-
resents the expectation operator.
Figure 2. Main backscattering mechanisms occurring within a
multilayer snowpack obtained from the radiative transfer equation
at first order (Longepe et al., 2009): air–snow reflection (Mas),
volume scattering (Mv) and reflection over the snow–ice interface
(Msi).
For given acquisition conditions, the Stokes vector of ra-
diation scattered by a medium, gs, can be related to the inci-
dent one, gi, by a Stokes matrixM (Lee and Pottier, 2009) as
gs=Mgi, with
M=
2664
M11 M12 0 0
M21 M22 0 0
0 0 M33 M34
0 0 M43 M44,
3775 (2)
where M11= |  0vv|2 and M22= |  0hh|2 represent the
co-polarized backscattering coefficients; M12= |  0vh|2
and M21= |  0hv|2 the cross-polarized backscattering
terms; and M33=Re(  0vv   0hh+ |  0hv|2), M44=Re
(  0vv   0hh  |  0hv|2), M34= Im(  0vv   0hh  |  0hv|2), and
M43= Im(  0vv   0hh+ |  0hv|2) are correlation terms. Due to
the reflection symmetry, the other terms of M are equal to
zero (Lee and Pottier, 2009).
The first-order solution of the radiative transfer (RT) equa-
tion provides the total backscattered information from a
snowpack that consists of a combination of five scattering
mechanisms: reflection at the surface air–snow interface, vol-
ume scattering, volume–ice and ice–volume interactions, and
reflection from the snow–ice interface (Martini et al., 2003).
Due to their small amplitude, the volume–ice and ice–volume
contributions can be neglected (Floricioiu and Rott, 2001).
The illustration of the three other mechanisms is shown in
Fig. 2. The expression of the total polarimetric backscattered
information can be written using the Mueller matrix corre-
sponding to each mechanism:
Msnow =Mas+Mv+Msi. (3)
The air–snow interface (Mas) and snow–ice interface
backscattering (Msi) are modeled using the IEM introduced
by Fung and Chen (2004), whereas the volume contribu-
tion (Mv) is calculated using the vector radiative transfer
equation.
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3.2 Air–snow interface backscattering
The matrixMas represents the second-order polarimetric re-
sponse backscattered by the air–snow interface. Its elements
can be calculated from the air–snow interface roughness
parameters, i.e., its correlation function w(x) and its root-
mean-square (rms) height  h, the incidence angle ✓0 and the
emitted EM wave frequency f using the IEM (Fung and
Chen, 2004). According to the IEM, the reflectivity may be
expressed as
  0pq =
k20
4⇡ exp
⇣
 2k20  2h cos2 ✓0
⌘
1X
n=1
|Inpq |2
Wn (2k0 sin✓0,0)
n! , (4)
where p and q are equal to h or v, indicating a horizontal
or vertical polarization, and k0= 2⇡ fc represents the wavenumber. The detailed mathematical expressions of the sur-
face spectrum W(k) and the Fresnel reflection/transmission
factor |Inpq | can be found in Fung and Chen (2004).
3.3 Snow volume backscattering
The volume backscatteringMv depends on various scattering
mechanisms occurring during the propagation through a mul-
tilayer snowpack, which can be categorized into four types:
(1) transmission between two layers, (2) attenuation by the
snow particles, (3) scattering and (4) coherent recombin-
ation. The amplitude of each mechanism depends largely on
the dielectric properties of the snowpack medium. Therefore
the permittivity of each layer, which characterizes its dielec-
tric properties, needs to be calculated first.
3.3.1 Dry snow permittivity
Dry snow is considered to be a dense and heterogeneous
medium with strongly variable physical properties. There-
fore the variance of permittivity across a snow layer is rel-
atively high. The SFT, introduced by Stogryn (1984), can
model the permittivity of such a medium by using the effec-
tive permittivity (✏eff) that takes into account the scattering
effects among ice particles at high frequencies. The expres-
sion of ✏eff using the SFT is as follows (Huining et al., 1999):
✏eff = ✏g+ j · 43 ✏g · k
3
0 ·p✏g ·L3, (5)
where j is the imaginary unit; ✏g and  ✏g are the quasi-
static permittivity and its variance; k0 is the wave number;
and L= 0.85D/3 is the correlation length, with D being the
snow optical diameter.
3.3.2 Transmission between two layers
The snowpack consists of layers with different physical prop-
erties. Therefore the model needs to take into account the
energy loss due to transmission between two layers. With
the assumption of a smooth interface between two layers, the
Fresnel transmission can be used. It is expressed through a
matrix as follows (Ulaby et al., 1981):
Tk(k 1) = ✏k 1
✏k
266664
   tvvk(k 1)   2 0 0 0
0
   thhk(k 1)   2 0 0
0 0 gk(k 1)  hk(k 1)0 0 hk(k 1) gk(k 1),
377775 (6)
where k is the layer number and k  1 is the layer above
it,
   tppk(k 1)   2 represents the Fresnel transmission coefficients
of the pp channel, and gk(k 1) and hk(k 1) are the terms
of Mueller matrix related to the co-polarized correlation
(Longepe et al., 2009):
gk(k 1) = cos✓k 1cos✓k Re
⇣
tvvk(k 1)thh⇤k(k 1)
⌘
(7)
hk(k 1) = cos✓k 1cos✓k Im
⇣
tvvk(k 1)thh⇤k(k 1)
⌘
.
3.3.3 Attenuation
The particles in a snowpack are generally considered to be
spherical (Floricioiu and Rott, 2001; Koskinen et al., 2010).
Due to the symmetry of the particle shape, the extinction of
a wave propagating through the snowpack is independent of
the polarization and may hence be represented by a scalar
coefficient. The extinction is composed of an absorption and
a scattering term:
e = a+ s. (8)
It can also be computed through the effective permittivity ✏eff
(Huining et al., 1999):
e = 2k0Im p✏eff  . (9)
The attenuation matrix represents the gradual loss in EMW
intensity while penetrating through a multilayer snowpack,
composed of layers with different physical properties. It
takes into account the energy loss by absorption and scat-
tering mechanisms based on the extinction coefficient e and
thickness d of the layer, as well as the loss by transmission
effect while an EM propagates through different layers:
Attdown(k)=
kY
i=1
exp
 
  
iedi
cos✓i
!
Ti(i 1), (10)
Attup(k)=
kY
i=1
T(i 1)i exp
 
  
iedi
cos✓i
!
. (11)
Attdown is the intensity loss (attenuation) when propagat-
ing from the surface to layer k, whereas Attup represents
the intensity loss from layer k to the surface. The exponen-
tial factor, which takes into account the gradual loss of en-
ergy throughout the layer, is deduced from the basic radia-
tive transfer equation dI = I e dr , where r = d/cos ✓ and I
is the EMW intensity.
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Figure 3. Test of EBM simulations on X-band, HH polarization for
varying snow depth and optical diameter: snow density 250 kgm 3,
optical diameter 0.2–1mm, and snow depth 30–400 cm. The glacier
roughness is fixed at  si= 0.9 cm and lsi= 8.6 cm.
3.3.4 Scattering by the particles
The phase matrix Pk , under the hypothesis of spherical par-
ticles, has the form shown in Eq. (2), where the cross-
polarization terms P12 and P21, which correspond to  hv and
 vh, are equal to 0. In the backscattering case, with the as-
sumption of spherical particles, the SFT phase matrix can be
simplified to Pk = 3s8⇡ I4, where I4 is the (4⇥ 4) identity ma-trix (Tsang et al., 2007). The assumption of spherical parti-
cles can simplify the modeling problem; however, it prevents
the simulations of the backscattering coefficient over cross-
polarization channels (HV and VH).
3.3.5 Calculation of the volume backscattering
Considering a snowpack made of n distinct layers, where
✓k is the incidence angle and dk is the thickness of layer k
(Fig. 2), the total contribution of the volume backscattering
mechanismMv can be written as follows:
Mv = 4⇡ cos✓0
nX
k=1
Attup(k  1)T(k 1)k
·
1  exp
⇣
  2ke dkcos✓k
⌘
2ke
PkTk(k 1)Attdown(k  1). (12)
3.4 Snow–ice interface backscattering
The backscattering Msi of the snow–ice interface is com-
puted as
Msi = cos✓0Attup(n)R(✓n)cos✓n Attdown(n), (13)
where R(✓n) represents the contribution of the snow–ice in-
terface backscattering and can be determined using the IEM.
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Figure 4. Test of EBM simulations on X-band, HH polarization for
varying snow depth and density: snow density 200–600 kgm 3, op-
tical diameter 1mm, and snow depth 30–400 cm. The glacier rough-
ness is fixed at  si= 0.9 cm and lsi= 8.6 cm.
3.5 Sensitivity of the EBM to snowpack parameters
In order to assess the sensitivity of the EBM outputs with re-
spect to the different properties of a snowpack, a set of simu-
lations were run for various snowpack structures. A random
data set was generated corresponding to a snow height vary-
ing from 30 to 400 cm (SWE from 75 to 1000mm with snow
density set at 250 kgm 3). Measurements of the roughness
parameters of air–snow interface and snow–ice interface are
not available; therefore, empirical values for the correlation
length l and the rms height   from Oh et al. (1992) have been
used. The values of  as= 0.4 cm and las= 8.4 cm, equivalent
to a slightly rough surface, are used for the air–snow inter-
face; however  si= 0.9 cm and lsi= 8.6 cm, corresponding to
a rough surface, are chosen for the snow–ice interface due to
the characteristics of ice beneath the snowpack over the study
area.
The results of EBM simulations are plotted vs. SWE in
Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3, snow density is fixed at 250 kgm 3,
while the optical diameter is varied from 0.2 to 1mm. The
backscattering contribution at the air–snow interface, being
inferior to  40 dB, is not represented here. As the SWE in-
creases, the volume backscattering coefficient becomes more
important until it reaches a value comparable to the snow–ice
interface backscattering. The vertical dispersion of the vol-
ume backscattering represents the sensitivity of the EBM to
optical diameter. Lowest values correspond to an optical di-
ameter of 0.2mm, whereas the highest ones correspond to an
optical diameter of 1mm.
In Fig. 4, where the optical diameter is fixed at 1mm and
snow density varies from 200 to 600 kgm 3, the vertical dis-
persion of the volume backscattering represents the sensitiv-
ity of the EBM to snow density. By comparing Figs. 3 and 4,
we can observe that the EBM is strongly sensitive to the op-
tical diameter and moderately sensitive to the snow density.
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Many studies have been carried out on the retrieval of dif-
ferent snowpack properties from SAR data, such as snow
water equivalent (Shi and Dozier, 2000), liquid water con-
tent (Shi et al., 1993), and wet snow mapping (Nagler and
Rott, 2000). In general, these studies concentrate on invert-
ing the EBM, which enables the retrieval of such snowpack
properties. For a multilayer snowpack, the number of ob-
servations, i.e., the number of SAR backscattering coeffi-
cients, is much smaller than the number of unknown vari-
ables, i.e., the snow properties of each layer. Classical es-
timation approaches based on the use of an inverse problem
would not be viable. Instead, in our study, an adjoint operator
of the direct EBM is developed to be used in a data assimila-
tion scheme.
4 1D-Var data assimilation
4.1 Introduction to data assimilation
The aim of variational assimilation is to integrate observa-
tional data with guess variables through the use of an obser-
vation operator. The method concentrates on searching for
a solution that minimizes simultaneously the distance be-
tween observations and simulation results and the distance
between initial guess variables and the analyzed variables.
A schematic of this process is presented in Fig. 1. The out-
puts of the EBM described in the previous section, such as
backscattering coefficient at HH and VV polarizations, are
used as elements of the observation operator Hebm(x):
Hebm(x)= vec(Msnow) , (14)
where x represents the set of variables describing the snow-
pack properties (here, density and optical diameter for each
snow layer).
The 1D-Var algorithm is based on the minimization of a
cost function J (x), defined as
J (x)=  x  xg t B 1  x  xg 
+ (yobs Hebm(x))t R 1 (yobs Hebm(x)) , (15)
where x is called the state vector, which can be modified af-
ter each iteration of the minimization, and xg is the initial
guess of the state vector and remains constant during the
whole process. Therefore, kx   xgk2 serves as a distance
between the modified profile and the starting point. The ob-
served polarimetric response, yobs, contains calibrated val-
ues of the backscattering coefficients   0 for different polari-
metric channels. Therefore, ky   Hebm(x)k2 represents the
distance between simulated and observed radiometric quan-
tities. The process also requires the estimation of the error
covariance matrix of observations/simulations (R) and of the
guess error covariance matrix (B).
4.2 Adjoint operator and minimization algorithm
In order to minimize the cost function J , one needs to calcu-
late its gradient:
rJ (x)=2B 1  x  xg 
  2rHtebm(x)R 1 (yobs Hebm(x)) . (16)
If the model is denoted Hebm :B!R, where B and R
are the domain of definition of x and y, then the function
rHtebm satisfying 8x, y, hrHtebm y, xiB = hy, rHebmxiR
is the adjoint operator of Hebm. In our case, due to the
complexity of the EBM, an analytical solution of the gradi-
ent is time consuming and unreliable. Therefore, numerical
differentiation has been used to calculate the adjoint model.
Once the adjoint operator is developed, the minimization
of J can be achieved using a gradient descent algorithm.
Each iteration consists of modifying the vector x according
to the Newton method until J is converged to its minimum:
xn+1 = xn 
⇣
r2J (xn)
⌘ 1rJ (xn) , (17)
where r2J (xn) is the gradient of second order (Hessian) of
J :
r2J = 2B 1+ 2rHtebmR 1rHebm. (18)
4.3 Estimation of error covariance matrices
With preset air–snow interface and snow–ice interface
parameters, the original model input vector x= [xCrocus
xair–snow xsnow–ice]t may be reduced to the Crocus variables
consisting in density and optical diameter for each snow
layer:
x = [xCrocus]= [D1,D2, . . . ,Dn,⇢1,⇢2, . . . ,⇢n]t , (19)
where Di and ⇢i are respectively the optical diameter and
the density of the ith layer of the snowpack. This means that
the analysis process does not modify directly the thickness of
each layer; however this parameter can be changed indirectly
in the subsequent simulations by Crocus. At the first iteration
of the algorithm, x is equal to xg, given by the Crocus snow
profile.
The covariance matrix B, which represents the error of the
guess profile, i.e., of the Crocus simulation, is a (2 n⇥ 2 n)
definite positive matrix. Each element of B is computed as
Bi,j =  i ·  j ·  ij , (20)
where  i and  j represent the standard deviation of the errors
on xi and xj , which have been experimentally estimated to
0.3mm and 65 kgm 3, respectively, for optical diameter and
snow density.
The coefficient  ij represents the correlation between er-
rors on xi and xj and is modeled as
 ij =  e ↵1hij , (21)
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where1hij is the distance in centimeters between layer i and
layer j . The values of ↵ and   depend on different types of
correlations and can be split into three cases:
– correlation D D: ↵= 0.11 and   = 1;
– correlation ⇢  ⇢: ↵= 0.13 and   = 1;
– correlation D  ⇢: ↵= 0.15 and   = 0.66.
These values are issued from an ensemble of slightly per-
turbed Crocus runs, obtained by varying their meteorological
inputs over one winter season. The deviations between these
runs, considered to be elementary perturbations, were then
statistically studied and fitted with the model of Eq. (21) for
each pair of variables.
In this case study, SAR data are only available for the
HH channel; therefore the error covariance matrix R re-
duces to a scalar, deduced from the radiometric uncertainty
of TerraSAR-X (0.5 dB) and the error of the EMB (inferred
from the sensitivity of the EBM). The calculations at several
altitudes over the Argentière glacier gives the average value
of R= 0.03.
4.4 General comments on the chosen analysis process
In general, modeling techniques are used to establish the rela-
tionship between the physical properties of a natural environ-
ment and observations measured by specific equipment (such
as SAR or optical sensors). An inverse approach may then
be developed to characterize the environment using the ob-
servations. However, such problems often require solving an
underdetermined system, with a number of unknown quanti-
ties higher than the number of equations.
In our case, the length of the input state vector x can
reach 100 (in the case of a snowpack with 50 layers, fre-
quently generated by Crocus), whereas the output of the
model only consists of backscattering coefficients corre-
sponding to the polarimetric channels of SAR data. There-
fore the realization of an inverse model is highly impractical.
Data analysis methods, on the other hand, require a vec-
tor of guess variables relatively close to the actual values.
The snowpack variables calculated by Crocus are used as
guess variables in our assimilation scheme. The fundamen-
tal goal is to modify the initial guess variables, while balanc-
ing the errors of the guess variables, modeling and measure-
ments. It should be noted that, as the problem remains under-
determined, the analysis scheme only serves as a method to
improve the initial guess variables using the new observa-
tions from SAR data. The quality of improvement is based
on the estimation of the initial guess vector xg and on the
precision of the EBM.
Table 1. TerraSAR-X acquisition parameters.
Parameter Value
TerraSAR-X products Single-look complex image
Frequency (GHz) 9.65
Channels HH
Incidence angle ( ) 37.9892
Mode Descending
Acquisition dates 6, 17, 28 Jan;
(2009) 8, 19 Feb;
2, 13, 24 March,
Resolution (m) 1.477⇥ 2.44
Calibration gain (dB) 49.6802
5 Sensitivity and simulation of snowpack at X band
5.1 Study site: Argentière glacier
The area of interest covers the Argentière glacier (altitude:
2771m; 45.94628  N, 7.00456  E). The size of the domain is
approximately 5 km⇥ 6 km. Over the glacier, altitude varies
from 2400 to 3200m, and the snowpack is essentially com-
posed of dry snow.
5.2 Sensitivity of TerraSAR-X data
For this study, TerraSAR-X descending acquisitions over
the region of Chamonix Mont-Blanc, France, from 6 Jan-
uary 2009 to 24 March 2009 are available for continuous as-
similation, with a revisit time of 11 days. Table 1 provides
the main features of TerraSAR-X data sets. Figure 5 shows
the location and a TerraSAR-X image of Argentière glacier
captured on 6 January 2009.
Meteorological forcing data provided by SAFRAN from
2400 to 3000m altitude in steps of 100m elevation on hor-
izontal terrain were used to drive the detailed snowpack
model Crocus throughout the entire season 2008–2009 (start-
ing on 1 August 2008). In order to carry out the compar-
ison between the backscattering coefficients  sim (obtained
from the EBM using Crocus snowpack profile as an input)
and  TSX (obtained from TerraSAR-X reflectivity), the im-
ages were multi-looked to (20m⇥ 20m) wide pixels and a
Frost filter (Frost, 1981) was applied using window size of
5⇥ 5 pixels.
In order to study the sensitivity of TerraSAR-X data to the
changes in snow properties, Fig. 6 shows the comparison of
TerraSAR-X backscattering coefficients ( TSX) on different
dates at the altitudes of 2400, 2700 and 3000m on Argen-
tière glacier. For the period from 6 to 17 January (blue trian-
gles) and from 8 to 19 February (red circles), it can be ob-
served that the sets of comparison values are well below the
equality line, which means the backscattering coefficients de-
creased between successive observations. The opposite effect
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Figure 5. Top panels: location of the TerraSAR-X acquisition in
the French Alps. Bottom panel: a cropped image on the Argentière
glacier area. The approximate positions of different altitudes on the
Argentière glacier: 2400, 2700 and 3000m on the TerraSAR-X im-
ages are indicated. The red line represents the continuous trail on
the glacier where the SAR data will be used in the case study; the
marks on this line delineate each 100m of altitude.
can be noted for the period from 17 January to 8 February
(green crosses). The medium beneath the snowpack consists
of glacier ice, and its roughness can be considered to be con-
stant; therefore these increases and decreases in backscatter-
ing suggest that the  TSX can be related to the modification
of the snow condition. As can be observed in the snow pre-
cipitation chart on the bottom right, the green period has sig-
nificantly more snowfall than the other two periods.
Figure 6. Comparison of TerraSAR-X reflectivities between two
different dates of winter season 2008–2009 at the altitudes of 2400,
2700 and 3000m on Argentière glacier. The small graph on the
bottom right shows the snow precipitation level for each period of
comparison.
Figure 7. TerraSAR-X reflectivity plotted as function of optical
thickness derived from Crocus output. Each point corresponds to
a date of acquisition TerraSAR-X.
5.3 Simulation of Crocus snowpack data
The intrinsic parameters of a snowpack needed for EBM sim-
ulations are simulated by Crocus, which consist of a num-
ber of snow layers, their density, optical diameter, and thick-
ness. These quantities are used as inputs for the simulation of
the volume backscattering mechanism. The relation between
open-loop (i.e., without assimilation) Crocus data and the
TerraSAR-X reflectivity for different altitudes over the Ar-
gentière glacier is shown in Fig. 7. The optical thickness (⌧ )
is the product of snow depth and the extinction coefficient
(Tsang et al., 2007). In the case of multilayer snowpack, it is
defined as
⌧ =
nX
k=1
ke d
k, (22)
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Figure 8. Implementation of SAR data assimilation in the Crocus
temporal simulation of a snowpack.
where the extinction coefficient e is calculated using Eq. (9)
and d the thickness of the snow layer.
It can be observed that the snowpack stratigraphy provided
by Crocus may be used to separate TerraSAR-X reflectivity
at different altitudes. Figure 7 also indicates the sensitivity of
the reflectivity to volume-related snow parameters.
6 Evaluation of the process and discussions
Crocus snow stratigraphic profiles were computed for
seven different altitudes over the Argentière glacier, from
2400 to 3000m. The level of liquid water content per volume
(LWCv) at the times and locations of analysis is 0%; there-
fore the condition of dry snow is satisfied. Figure 5 shows the
approximate locations of each study area on the glacier.
Figure 8 presents the implementation of the SAR data as-
similation process into Crocus. The top part of the figure
shows the Crocus simulation of snowpack without assimi-
lation of SAR data. At instant t , Crocus simulates the snow
stratigraphic profile from the previous state of snowpack (in-
stant t   1) and the meteorological data hourly provided from
SAFRAN. The time lag between instant t and instant t   1 is
therefore one hour. We call this simulation “open loop”. The
bottom part of the figure shows the implementation of data
assimilation into the execution of Crocus. Every 11 days,
a TerraSAR-X acquisition is used to modify the snowpack
stratigraphic profile of Crocus through an assimilation pro-
cess. The snow profile before assimilation is called “guess”,
and the analyzed snow profile after assimilation is called “as-
similated”. Consequently, at the date of the first TerraSAR-X
acquisition (6 January 2009), open-loop and guess profiles
are identical. Once this first SAR acquisition is assimilated
into Crocus, guess and assimilated profiles differ. This mod-
ification permits the constrainment of a physical snowpack
simulation using external information acquired at different
dates.
Table 2. Comparisons of RMSE (dB) between simulated
( snow=H(x)) and measured ( TSX) reflectivities for different
types of profiles.
Date x= open loop x= guess x= assimilated
6 Jan 3.6256 3.6256 3.2697
17 Jan 3.1677 3.3645 3.1302
28 Jan 3.4697 3.5326 3.3718
8 Feb 3.4649 3.3619 1.8071
19 Feb 3.3708 2.6463 1.2729
2 Mar 3.6877 1.7992 1.2276
13 Mar 3.7383 1.2482 1.0652
24 Mar 3.1840 0.6757 0.4370
Figure 9 shows the results of simulation and analysis
using the TerraSAR-X time series from 6 January to
24 March 2009. The reflectivity on the glacier crevasse area
(2600m elevation) has a very high standard deviation due to
the cracks and has therefore been masked. The red line cor-
responds to the TerraSAR-X reflectivities along the glacier,
whereas the cyan diamond shape indicates the EBM simula-
tions for the Crocus open-loop profiles. The blue triangles in-
dicate the EBM simulation of the guess profiles. These guess
profiles are in turn modified by the assimilation process to
become the assimilated profiles. The EBM simulations of
the assimilated profiles are shown in green circles. The as-
similated profile is used to reinitialize Crocus for the next
iteration, which then produces the guess profile for the next
assimilation when a new SAR acquisition is available.
The agreement between TerraSAR-X reflectivity and the
output of the EBM using Crocus simulated profiles can be
observed in Fig. 9, where EBM simulations of assimilated
profiles converge gradually over time toward the TerraSAR-
X backscattering coefficient. The graph corresponding to
2 March 2009 shows that the convergence has been reached
at all altitudes, as EBM simulations of guess and assimilated
profiles are much closer to the TerraSAR-X measurements
than the open-loop profiles.
Table 2 shows a comparison of root-mean-square error
(RMSE) between simulated and measured reflectivities for
different types of profile: open loop, guess and assimilated.
It can be observed that the  snow values converge gradually
toward the  TSX for the guess and assimilated profiles. At
the last date of acquisition (24 March), the RMSEs for guess
and assimilated profiles are below 1 dB, while the open-loop
profile still gives an RMSE higher than 3 dB.
Figure 10 shows a detailed analysis of the modifications
of the optical diameter and density of each layer due to data
assimilation on 6 January, 8 February and 13 March 2009
at the altitude of 2400m. It can be observed that the assim-
ilation algorithm tends to modify the optical diameter and
density in the deep layers which have a strong influence
on the backscatter intensity and whose slight modification
significantly reduce the discrepancy between TerraSAR-X
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Figure 9. Results of simulation and analysis using eight TerraSAR-X acquisitions performed in winter 2009.  TSX (red) are mean values
obtained from the SAR images over the Argentière glacier (corresponding to the red line of Fig. 5).  sim (blue) represents the output of
simulations using Crocus snowpack variables as inputs. Simulations obtained after data analysis are shown in green. Error bars show the
standard deviation of the measured reflectivities.
observations and Crocus simulations. The speed of the densi-
fication process is therefore faster in the Crocus simulations
with assimilation. The snow profile on 8 February records a
large change in the optical diameter (from 0.4 to 0.8–1.3mm
in the layers from 0 to 100 cm of snow height), which results
in a variation in the simulated backscattering coefficient for
the assimilated profile, which can be observed in Fig. 9 at
2400m. Note that this large increase in the diameter results
in a large discrepancy between open-loop and guess profiles
on 13 March. It can also be noted that there is a difference of
20 cm in total snow depth between the open- and closed-loop
simulations on 13March, which shows that the modifications
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Figure 10. Results of 1D-Var data assimilation from some Crocus profiles, showing changes made by the data assimilation algorithm on
optical diameter (top panels) and snow density (bottom panels) on 6 January (left panels), 8 February (middle panels) and 13 March (right
panels). Note that the assimilation only affects directly the optical diameter and snow density. These direct modifications are injected into
Crocus and propagate through the subsequent simulations, and may then lead to open-loop and assimilated profiles with different snow
heights.
of optical diameter and snow density made by data assimila-
tion also indirectly modify others physical properties of the
Crocus-simulated snowpack.
These results show that we have combined three models
(Crocus, EBM, adjoint model) and the TerraSAR-X data to
constrain spatially and temporally the snowpack evolution.
The use of data assimilation on SAR data to predict cer-
tain physical properties of snowpack has been developed in
Nagler et al. (2008) and Takala et al. (2011). However, it
is the first time that active X-band radar data have not been
used directly to perform an assessment of snowpack proper-
ties but instead used to estimate physical parameters of each
snow layer through a data assimilation algorithm. This algo-
rithm needs to be further validated in the future using in situ
measurements and advanced 3-D imaging techniques (Ferro-
Famil et al., 2012).
7 Conclusions
This study presents a new system using data assimilation and
a multilayer snowpack backscattering model based on the ra-
diative transfer theory to constrain the evolution of a snow-
pack simulated by the snow model Crocus. The proposed
new backscattering model adapted to X-band and higher
frequencies enables a fairly accurate calculation of EMW
losses in each layer of the snowpack. Through the use of 1D-
Var data assimilation based on the linear tangent and adjoint
operator of the EBM, we are able to modify, in a physically
consistent way, the snowpack profiles calculated using the
snowpack evolution model Crocus. This process has been ap-
plied to a time series of TerraSAR-X images and Crocus sim-
ulations during the winter of 2008–2009 over the Argentière
glacier. Results show that SAR data can be taken into account
to efficiently modify the evolution of snowpack simulated by
Crocus. This process can be further developed and used in
real applications such as large-scale snow cover monitoring
or snowpack evolution over a long period of time.
This system, however, does have some limitations, like the
inability to simulate and assimilate under wet snow condi-
tions due to the hypothesis used in the EBM. Another im-
portant hypothesis made in this study concerns the spher-
ical shape of snow grains. On the one hand, this assump-
tion highly simplifies the modeling problem but, on the other
hand, prevents the simulations over cross-polarization chan-
nels (HV and VH). The discussion on how to resolve these
limitations should be addressed in another study on the mod-
eling of electromagnetic waves interactions with a snowpack.
Future studies will concentrate on calibrating the as-
similation process using in situ measurements. Direct field
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measurements of the optical diameter using recently devel-
oped methods (Gallet et al., 2009; Arnaud et al., 2011) allow
for a direct comparison to Crocus output (Morin et al., 2013).
Future developments will also benefit from the recently final-
ized prognostic representation of optical diameter in Crocus
(Carmagnola et al., 2014).
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and GPS Displacement Measurements
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Jean-Marie Nicolas, Flavien Vernier, and Jean-Louis Mugnier
Abstract—In this paper, 3 years of surface displacement mea-
surements obtained by space-borne synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) observations are presented over the Argentie`re glacier in
the Mont-Blanc massif, France. This temperate glacier is instru-
mented by a network of four Global Positioning System (GPS) sta-
tions used as ground truth. Thirty-eight pairs of descending and
ascending high-resolution TerraSAR-X (TSX) acquisitions cov-
ering the study region are used to derive displacement fields at
11-day intervals in spring and summer 2009 and summer 2011.
The combination of ascending and descending pairs acquired over
the same period allows 3-D displacement fields to be inverted. Our
SAR analysis quantifies displacement rates from 10 cm/day at the
altitude of 2600 m to 30 cm/day at the altitude of 1800 m. Time
series of SAR displacement results are compared with in situ GPS
measurements of a continuous station set up at the altitude of
2441 m. Both data sources present displacement of the same order
of magnitude with an average value of 20 cm/day in 3-D and show
intra-seasonal variabilities, with fast accelerations over short time
intervals.
Index Terms—Glacier displacement, Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS), synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images time series,
TerraSAR-X.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ONITORING temperate mountain glaciers can be use-ful for different purposes. Glaciers are local indicators
of the global climate state, so following their evolution provides
useful information to assess the local effect of global warming
[1] and to anticipate the economical impact, like the access to
water resources. A better knowledge of parameters controlling
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physical processes allows dynamic models of glacier flow to
be constrained [2]. However, only a few temperate glaciers are
equipped with in situ measurement devices [3]. Climatic con-
ditions and difficulties of access significantly limit the possi-
bility to install stable instruments and to have continuous and
numerous data sets. Remote sensing methods can be an effec-
tive alternative to monitor and study glaciers [4], [5]. In glaciol-
ogy, optical imagery provides a large coverage and is used in
many studies to identify glacier features such as frontal termini,
summer snowline, accumulation, and ablation zones. It also
provides glacier displacement fields, feature evolutions, snow
cover thickness, and mass balances [6]–[8]. Nevertheless, the
use of optical remote sensing methods over the Alpine glaciers
is limited by cloudy weather and by the lack of sun illumina-
tion, which often occur in high mountain regions.
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images are acquired inde-
pendently from the weather conditions. They allow surface
displacement to be measured by using either the phase infor-
mation (SAR interferometry) or the amplitude information by
feature/texture tracking methods similar to those which are used
with optical data. In past studies, SAR interferometry (InSAR)
provided successfully results on glaciers having a stable sur-
face state as rock glaciers [9] or with image couples acquired
with a repeat pass delay from 1 to 3 days and during favourable
meteorological conditions [10]–[12]. However, InSAR is lim-
ited by the loss of coherence, when precipitations, melt, and
wind change the glacier surface state between two SAR images
[12], [13]. This limitation often applies when the temporal base-
line is long between image acquisitions. The German satellite
TerraSAR-X (TSX) launched in 2007 provides high-resolution
SAR imagery: 1 m in Spotlight mode and even higher (up to
0.25 m) with the Staring Spotlight mode [14]. During this time
interval, surface state changes too much to keep a sufficient
level of coherence on glaciers. An alternative method is to use
the amplitude information by the so-called offset power track-
ing method [15], [16]. This technique provides a displacement
in two dimensions (2-D): in slant range and azimuth directions.
Moreover, using two pairs of images, acquired over the same
period from descending and ascending orbits, allows the three
dimensions (3-D: East North and Up directions) of the displace-
ment fields to be derived [17]. In the SAR processing chains,
elevation errors of digital elevation model (DEM), combined
with orbital errors, result in topographic correction and georef-
erencing uncertainty. The comparison between GPS and SAR
measures of glacier surface displacement shows errors as small
1939-1404 © 2014 IEEE Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Map of the Mont-Blanc massif, the red frame represents the area cov-
ered by descending TSX track and the purple the one covered by ascending
track. Red triangle locates the GPS station SERA used to compare SAR results,
others triangles show GPS stations completing the GPS processing.
as 2 cm/day, but they can reach values bigger than 1 m/day [17],
[18]. Moreover, in summer, the vertical component of the dis-
placement in SAR results contains both the displacement and
ablation. The latter has to be quantified to compare displace-
ment between both data sources [8].
In this paper, we present 3 years of the Argentie`re glacier
surface displacement measured by TSX and GPS data. The
Argentie`re glacier is situated in the Mont-Blanc massif
(6◦ 57′E, 45◦ 55′N), between 1600 and 3400 m of altitude
from the edge of its tongue to its top. It is about 10-km long
and covers a surface of approximatively 12 km2. For several
decades, the Argentie`re glacier has been an experimental test
site to acquire in situ and remotely sensed data for temperate
glacier monitoring. It has been selected by the DLR (German
Aerospace Center) to experiment airborne polarimetric SAR
imagery over Alpine glaciers with two E-SAR campaigns in
2006 and 2007 [19]. It was representative of fast moving geo-
physical objects chosen by the EFIDIR project [Extraction and
Fusion of Information for ground displacement measurements
with Radar Imagery, ANR (French national research agency)
2008–2012], to develop methodologies to improve the preci-
sion of SAR-based displacement measurements. In this aim,
high-resolution SAR images from satellites TerraSAR-X and
Radarsat-2 have been acquired since the end of 2007 over our
study area (Fig. 1). Moreover, the Argentie`re glacier is equipped
with a GPS network. This local network is composed of two
GPS stations implanted directly in the ice at 2770 m (ARGG)
and 2440 m (SERA) of altitude and of two stations outside of
the glacier: one on rock outcrops near the Argentie`re moun-
tain hut at 2835 m (ARGR) and one in the town of Cha-
monix at 1121 m (CHMX). In this work, 2-D and 3-D surface
displacement fields are derived using TSX images acquired in
winter and summer 2009 and in summer 2011 and are compared
with displacements obtained from the GPS analysis. GPS data
providing in situ displacement measurements are considered as
ground truth to validate remote sensing results [3] and to follow
the displacement on continuous and extended time scales.
This paper is divided into three major sections. First, we
present the data sets used to measure the displacement and
the processing chains. Then, we present the 2-D displacements
obtained from SAR imagery and GPS, and compare both data
sources. The third section presents the 3-D displacement results
and the corrections of ablation required to obtain the true verti-
cal glacier displacement from TSX measurements.
II. DATA SETS AND PROCESSING
A. TerraSAR-X Images
To measure glacier displacements from SAR imagery,
44 stripmap (SM) TerraSAR-X images have been acquired over
the Chamonix Mont-Blanc test site. The SM acquisition mode
allows a large spatial coverage [30 km in line of sight (LOS) in
single polarization and 50 km in azimuth] with a high resolu-
tion (about 2 m on the ground). Except for the first eight images
in 2009 acquired in a dual polarization (HH/HV), all images
have been acquired in a single polarization mode (HH). In 2009,
13 images are available in ascending track and 15 in descending
track. In 2011, 13 ascending track images and only 3 descend-
ing track images are available. From those images, we can form
11 and 12 pairs at 11-day intervals in 2009 and 11 and 2 pairs at
11-day intervals in 2011 (Table I). In 2009, five 11-day ascend-
ing pairs almost overlap 11-day descending pairs, which allow
the computation of five 3-D displacement fields. To obtain a
3-D displacement field in 2011, only a 22-day pair for each
track can be processed. The GPS and SAR data availability is
summarized in Fig. 2. In this study, the displacements measured
over different time intervals have been normalized, to quantify
them on 1 day, using the centimeter per day as unit.
B. SAR Image Processing Chain
Displacement fields are derived from TSX images by the off-
set power tracking method using the Zero Mean Normalized
Cross Correlation (ZNCC) function. We used the processing
chain of the “EFIDIR Tools,” an open source software devel-
oped in the ANR EFIDIR project context. Fig. 3 shows the dif-
ferent steps of the SAR processing.
1) An initial coregistration between the images is made by
a simple translation. A single motion-free point, at a
medium altitude, is used to determine the initial offsets
between images. The geometric range deformation due to
the topography is still present and will be compensated
later in the processing. This strategy is preferable since
there is no resampling (which may reduce the correlation
performance) and the search area for the moving points is
reduced after this initial translation.
2) A fast correlation technique developed in the EFIDIR
Tools [20] is applied on the image pairs with a square ref-
erence window (range and azimuth resolution are almost
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TABLE I
TSX IMAGES ACQUIRED OVER CHAMONIX MONT-BLANC TEST SITE; NUMBER OF PAIRS
PROCESSED AND MAIN IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Fig. 2. Availability of SERA station GPS data (black crosses), of ARGG station
GPS data (green crosses), of ascending track TSX images (red stars) and of
descending track TSX images (blue stars).
equal) and a rather large size (typically 65× 65 pixels)
to obtain reliable results on textured area without any
speckle filtering (to preserve the full resolution of single
look images). The search window is set according to a
maximum offset predictable from a DEM and the perpen-
dicular baseline, and from the glacier maximum velocity.
The position of the cross correlation peak is interpolated
to obtain subpixel offset vectors. This method is applied
in each pixel position and provides a dense offset field. On
the glacier, these offsets are the sum of the displacement
offsets and the geometrical offsets due to the baseline and
the topography, which have not been compensated for at
step 1.
3) Depending on the variations of the geometrical offsets
along the glaciers, a postprocessing step can be necessary
to obtain the offsets only due to the glacier motion. The
geometrical offsets can be subtracted by using either the
predictions from the DEM and the state vectors, which
contain satellite orbital information, or the results of the
subpixel correlation around the glaciers. At this stage,
the offsets are converted from pixel to cm/day and provide
the 2-D displacement vLOS and vAz in SAR geometry.
4) The displacement images and the similarity peak
(correlation level) images are projected in ground geome-
try (latitude and longitude). This geocoding is performed
by using the Synthetic Aperture Radar Look Up Table
(SARLUT) tool [21]. The results obtained from both
ascending and descending tracks are resampled on the
DEM grid (4-m spacing).
5) A mask of pixels is built to select the areas where the
displacement is measured with sufficient confidence. For
the ZNCC function, empiric studies showed that displace-
ment estimations are consistent when the value of the
Fig. 3. Steps of SAR offset power tracking analysis, from SAR images to 3-D
displacement results.
correlation peak is larger than 0.2 [16], [22]. Accordingly,
areas of correlation level lower than 0.2 are removed.
6) Finally, when both ascending and descending pairs are
available for almost the same period, four projections
of almost the same displacement field are obtained:
VSAR = [v
des
LOS , v
des
Az , v
asc
LOS , v
asc
Az ]. The weighted least
square inversion technique [23] is applied to derive the
East, North, and Up components of the 3-D displacement
vector V3D = [vE , vN , vU ] over the moving areas visible
by both tracks.
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C. GPS Processing
Two GPS stations are installed on the glacier, but only the
station SERA at 2440 m can be compared with the SAR results
of this study. Due to the lack of texture for offset power tracking
in the upper part of the glacier, no comparison is possible with
the GPS station ARGG located at 2770 m, close to the accu-
mulation area. The GPS equipment used for SERA is a Topcon
GB1000 receiver with a PG-A 1 antenna. Data are collected
since November 2008. Due to the larger amount of ice melt
in the lower part of the glacier, the station setup collapsed sev-
eral times and had to be manipulated, creating discontinuities in
the data acquisition (Fig. 2). The GPS data analysis is done in
a network of 30–45 stations, with the MITs GAMIT/GLOBK
software version 10.4 [24]. The GPS analysis is done with a
large network to be able to also measure tropospheric zenith
total delay (ZTD) in this highly mountainous area.
For this study, the GPS processing provides an average posi-
tion evaluated over 6-h sessions. Displacements are calculated
over 11 days to be comparable with TSX results. An average
position is estimated over four sessions of 1 day and an other
average position 11 days later. The difference between both
average values is normalized by 11 days to obtain a displace-
ment in centimeter per day. To obtain a displacement every
day, this processing is realized with a sliding window with a
1-day step. To determine the errors caused by the use of average
values, average standard deviations are calculated for each dis-
placement component. On the East, North, and Up components,
we obtain σvE = 4.7 cm, σvN = 3.0 cm, and σvU = 1.6 cm,
respectively. This average dispersion of the GPS position con-
tributes to an error in the magnitude of the 3-D displacement
rate over 11 days of 1.1 cm/day. For the comparison with the
SAR 2-D displacements obtained in the ascending and descend-
ing tracks, the GPS measurements are projected in the SAR
image planes. The resulting uncertainty is equal to 0.89 cm/day
in ascending geometry and 0.83 cm/day in descending geom-
etry. These uncertainty values are retained for the SAR/GPS
comparisons in the following sections.
III. 2-D DISPLACEMENT RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of glacier surface dis-
placement estimated in TSX data along the two directions of
the SAR images: range (LOS) and azimuth axis. They are com-
pared with GPS measurements projected in the SAR LOS and
azimuth directions.
A. Results Over Argentie`re Glacier
The amplitude images of the Argentie`re glacier are presented
in both descending and ascending tracks in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively. The amplitude varies according to the surface state
of the glacier, with differences between homogeneous areas
made of snow, firn or ice which are free of texture, and areas
containing rocks, crevasses, and seracs which create trackable
features (cf. zooms in Fig. 5). The Argentie`re glacier surface is
more visible in Fig. 4, because its main slope direction is almost
in the LOS of the satellite in descending track. So, the surface
Fig. 4. TSX amplitude image of Argentie`re glacier in descending track
(2009/08/14, 4900× 3100 pixels); magnitude of the 2-D displacement field
obtained by offset power tracking (2009/08/14–2009/08/25 pair) and associ-
ated correlation peak used to discard unreliable displacement measurements
(threshold: 0.2).
of the glacier is not affected by layover areas, in spite of the
surrounding high topography.
The magnitude of the 2-D displacement and the correlation
peaks are illustrated in Fig. 4 for a descending pair and Fig. 5
for an ascending pair. The displacement fields obtained over
the whole glacier contain magnitudes between 0 and 1.5 m/day,
with large values in the upper part of the glacier which are
aberrant. They are due to a poor matching during the offset
power tracking process: the smooth surfaces, containing too
few features as rocks or crevasses, prevent good cross corre-
lation results. These measures can be discarded thanks to the
low values of the correlation peak in this area: a threshold of
0.2 is applied to analyze only the results obtained with a suf-
ficient level of confidence. A higher threshold value (0.4 or
0.5 as often used for optical data) would avoid some erroneous
matching, but it would also discard most the correct results and
make the SAR amplitude correlation useless over the glaciers
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Fig. 5. TSX amplitude image of Argentie`re glacier in ascending track (2009/08/16, 3100× 4100 pixels); zooms (300× 200 pixels) around SERA and ARGG
GPS stations illustrating textured and homogeneous amplitude areas corresponding to high correlation and low correlation, respectively; magnitude of the
2-D displacement field obtained by offset power tracking (2009/08/16–2009/08/27 pair) and associated correlation peak used to discard unreliable displacement
measurements (threshold: 0.2).
of this area. On parts where offset power tracking gives reliable
displacement values, three longitudinal profiles are extracted.
The location of these profiles as well as the SERA GPS sta-
tion are indicated on the amplitude images (Figs. 4 and 5) and
the results are shown in Fig. 6. The glacier acceleration can be
observed with slow displacements of 10 cm/day in the upper
part and faster displacement of up to 30 cm/day in the lower
part. The x-axis represents the distance from the upper part
of the glacier, knowing that the Argentie`re glacier stretches
over 10 km.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the magnitudes of the
2-D displacement obtained by offset power tracking in SAR
ascending and descending geometries and the magnitudes of
the GPS displacements projected in the same 2-D SAR geom-
etry. We can observe the seasonal variability with smaller dis-
placements in winter, when the weather is the coldest and when
precipitations fall as solid snow, followed by accelerations dur-
ing the spring when temperatures increase and ice melts. The
GPS displacement results in Fig. 7(a) and (b) also show that
intra-seasonal variabilities over 1 month is important with an
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Fig. 6. Magnitude of the 2-D displacement fields computed in the SAR
image planes of ascending track (2009/08/16–08/27 pair) and descending track
(2009/08/14–08/25 pair) along three parts of longitudinal profiles illustrated
in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The x-axis represents the distance from the
upper part of the Argentie`re glacier. (a) Ascending geometry. (b) Descending
geometry.
Fig. 7. Magnitude of the 2-D displacements obtained by offset power track-
ing over 11-day pairs in SAR ascending (in red) and descending (in blue)
tracks. SAR measurements error bars are derived from the standard deviation
in regions of interest near the SERA GPS station. The full circles indicate SAR
results which can be compared with the available GPS measurements (in black).
The GPS displacements (projected in the 2-D SAR image planes) are interpo-
lated along the periodes of continuous acquisitions. GPS error bars are derived
from the positioning dispersion and 11-day average.
Fig. 8. Scatterplot of TerraSAR-X versus GPS measurments: magnitude of the
2-D displacement (cf. Fig. 7) for the 19 pairs (14 ascending in red, 5 descending
in blue) where both data are available.
amplitude of 15 cm/day in 2009. Both sources show that the
fastest displacements occur in August. During summer, the
mean daily temperatures are positive on the glacier, and pre-
cipitations fall as rain. These two factors contribute to melt the
glacier surface [25]. One hypothesis is that during surface melt-
ing, volumes of melt water are large enough to be drained to the
ice bedrock interface. The lubricating effect of melt water leads
to accelerations of the glacier [26], [27].
B. Error Analysis
To assess performances, the root mean square (rms) of the
difference between the displacement magnitudes has been com-
puted as
rms2D =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
(XGPS(n)−XSAR(n))2
whereXSAR(n) is the magnitude of the 2-D displacement mea-
sured in SAR image pair n, and XGPS(n) is the magnitude
of the corresponding GPS measure projected in the LOS and
azimuth plane. The rms is equal to 5.8 cm/day on the whole
data set (N = 19 pairs), to 6.7 cm/day considering only ascend-
ing tracks (N = 14 pairs), and to 2.1 cm/day considering only
descending tracks (N = 5 pairs). According to this compari-
son, SAR results are less precise than GPS results, but the pre-
cision, especially with descending track images, is sufficient to
follow the main accelerations and decelerations of the glacier.
Moreover, on textured areas, TerraSAR-X images can provide
a spatial distribution of the glacier surface displacement every
11 days.
The difference between ascending and descending data may
have a geometrical and a temporal explanation.
1) The main features creating the texture are the crevasses
which are mostly oriented across the glacier. When they
are perpendicular to the LOS, they create strong scatter-
ers, whereas when they are perpendicular to the azimuth
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Fig. 9. 3-D displacement field on the Mont-Blanc massif, obtained by inversion of the offset power tracking results from the TSX 14/08/2009/08/14-25 pair
(descending) and TSX 2009/08/16-27 pair (ascending). The colors provide the magnitude of the 3-D displacement and the arrows the orientation of the displace-
ment in the horizontal plane.
direction (parallel to the range direction) they are less
contrasted. Due to the NW-SE orientation of Argentie`re
glacier, the crevasses are more perpendicular to the LOS
in the descending tracks than in the ascending tracks
(cf. Figs. 4 and 5).
2) The time of the acquisition is probably a second reason,
which increases the performances in descending tracks:
descending images are acquired early in the morning
(5 AM GMT), whereas the ascending images are acquired
at the end of the afternoon (5 PM GMT). From May to
October, the glacier surface is usually free of snow below
2500 m. The surface melting and the presence of water
are strongly dependent on the day illumination (sunny and
cloudy) and probably creates more scattering variations
between evening images than between morning images.
The results presented in Fig. 7(b) also show that the win-
ter measurements (January–March 2009) have larger error bars
than the two other data sets (summer 2009 and fall 2011). Those
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winter images were acquired in dual polarization configuration
for snow analysis, but the small difference in the resolution
cannot explain this seasonal variation. The main difference in
the results probably comes from the reduced texture due to the
snow which fills up crevasses. Thanks to the wave penetration
in dry snow, SAR amplitude correlation measurements are still
feasible as illustrated by the results (whereas optical data cannot
be used at this time of the year), but with an increased variabil-
ity compared to the results obtained during the summer season
on the same track.
Two other factors will affect the SAR results: the baseline
between the orbits and time interval between the acquisitions.
When the component of the baseline perpendicular to the LOS
increases, the speckle becomes decorrelated and even the tex-
ture may be affected since the targets are seen from slightly
different viewing angle. It decreases the correlation between
images and may yield to less reliable results. For results pre-
sented in Figs. 4 (descending track) and 5 (ascending track),
the perpendicular baselines are equal to 15 and 112 m, respec-
tively. This may also explain that the 0.2 threshold applied on
the correlation peak preserves a larger part of the glacier in
the descending track. To increase the chance of using small
baselines, it could be interesting to use longer intervals like
22-day pairs. When the area is changing rather fast (like on the
Chamonix Mont-Blanc glaciers during the summer), the corre-
lation after 22 or 33 days decreases and may become too low
to perform reliable measurements. When the changes are lim-
ited, error could be reduced by computing displacement fields
on longer intervals (the displacement signal increases compared
to the pixel resolution) and by combining results obtained with
different baselines and time intervals in a network strategy as in
the SBAS (Small BAseline Subsets) approach [28] developed
in multitemporal InSAR.
IV. 3-D DISPLACEMENT RESULTS
A. 3-D Displacement Fields in the Chamonix Mont-Blanc
Valley
In this section, 3-D displacement results obtained by offset
power tracking are presented. When image pairs in ascend-
ing and descending tracks are acquired over the same period,
it is possible to combine 2-D results to inverse 3-D displace-
ment fields (Fig. 3). However, image pairs are not acquired
exactly at the same time. Descending track images are acquired
2 days before ascending track images. Image pairs overlap only
on 9 common days. To justify our inversion, the uncertainty
between the displacement on a 11-day interval, and the same
displacement shifted by 2 days, is calculated, thanks to GPS
data. The rms of the error is equal to 0.4 cm/day. As this value
is negligible, the 3-D inversion has been applied on the five cou-
ples of ascending and descending pairs, which are available in
2009, and on the only couple available in 2011. Fig. 9 shows
an example of 3-D displacement fields built from the pairs
2009/08/14–2009/08/25 in descending track and 2009/08/16–
2009/08/27 in ascending track. Using the entire area covered
by TSX images, we compute the displacement fields over four
main glaciers of the Chamonix Mont-Blanc valley: Argentie`re,
Fig. 10. Magnitude of the Argentie`re glacier 3-D displacement derived from
TSX ascending and descending quasi-simultaneous 11-day pairs (in violet) and
from the GPS station SERA (in black).
Mer-de-glace, Bossons, and Taconnaz. The magnitude values
range between 0 and 180 cm/day. The fastest regions are located
on the Mer-de-glace glacier and on the Bossons glacier; they
correspond to steep icefalls leading to an acceleration of the dis-
placement [8], [16]. The flow direction in the horizontal plane
is represented by arrows on the zooms provided over the main
glaciers.
Fig. 9 also illustrates the spatial coverage obtained by the off-
set power tracking method. Areas of bad correlation are masked
when the correlation peak is lower than 0.2 in one of the two
pairs. There is no result in the upper parts of the glaciers, which
are free of texture, whereas in the areas presenting crevasses or
rock debris, 3-D displacement fields cover large areas like over
the Mer-de-glace and the Bossons glaciers. For the Argentie`re
glacier having a quite smooth surface, results are available only
in the lower part, near crevasses, and seracs.
The comparison between the magnitudes of SAR 3-D dis-
placements near the SERA station and GPS results is presented
in Fig. 10. As for 2-D results, GPS displacement measurements
highlight intra-seasonal variabilities on small time scales of
1 month. The fast acceleration followed by a very fast deceler-
ation with an amplitude of 15 cm/day measured by the GPS in
August 2009 is observed in the TSX results but with a reduced
amplitude.
B. Correction of SAR Displacements for Ablation
For the comparison with the GPS results, we also computed
the horizontal and vertical displacements from the 3-D dis-
placement results. The results are presented in Table II with
the magnitude, the slope and the azimuth w.r.t. North, of the
glacier flow derived from the three components of the dis-
placement vectors. The azimuth is around −50◦ and corre-
sponds to the North West direction of the glacier flow. The
slope is overestimated with respect to the flat surface topogra-
phy of the glacier around the SERA station, probably because
the Up component contains a systematic error due to ablation.
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TABLE II
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS FROM TSX 3-D FIELDS MEASURED
ON THE ARGENTIE`RE GLACIER NEAR THE SERA GPS STATION; MAGNITUDE,
AZIMUTH W.R.T. NORTH AND SLOPE
TABLE III
TSX RESULTS CORRECTED FROM ABLATION VALUES AND GPS RESULTS
The vertical component derived from SAR images contains the
glacier displacement and the change of glacier elevation due to
the ablation; especially in summer, ablation can create a sys-
tematic error in displacement [8]. The GPS measurements are
not affected by ablation because the antenna is installed on a
mast fixed over several meters in the ice.
To correct the vertical component of the SAR measurements,
ablation values are estimated over TSX image intervals. The
past studies already provide degree-day factor between abla-
tion and positive degree days on Mont-Blanc massif glaciers
[29]. At the altitude of the SERA station, the positive degree-
day factor is equal to 0.55 cm w.e. ◦C−1 on the Argentie`re
glacier. As the water equivalent corresponds to the product of
the density by the thickness of the layer, this factor is divided
by the density of ice and the result is multiplied with positive
degrees of the daily mean temperature to find the thickness of
ice lost each day. The average thickness of lost ice layers pro-
vides the ablation in centimeter per day during intervals separat-
ing TSX image acquisitions. Ablation values and TSX results
corrected from this ablation are presented in Table III. Since
the comparison of SAR 3-D results with GPS results is only
possible with four couples of ascending/descending pairs, it
is difficult to assess the accuracy of this ablation correction.
Before correction, the rms of the difference vector between
SAR displacement and GPS displacement vectors is equal to
7 cm/day and the rms of the error between magnitudes is equal
to 3.3 cm/day. After correction, the rms of the difference vector
is equal to 6 cm/day and the rms of the error between magni-
tudes is equal to 3.2 cm/day. In Table III, we can observe that
only the 2009/07/01–2009/07/14 and 2009/08/14–2009/08/27
couples are improved by the correction, with a significant error
reduction and new slope and vertical component values closer
to the GPS results.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, 2-D (range and azimuth) and 3-D (East, North,
and Up) displacement fields obtained by offset power tracking
with TerraSAR-X images are presented over Mont-Blanc mas-
sif glaciers, and more specifically over the Argentie`re glacier.
36 pairs of images at 11-day intervals and two pairs at 22-
day intervals are processed to derive 2-D displacement fields,
and six couples of ascending/descending pairs are combined
to invert 3-D displacement fields on four main glaciers of the
Chamonix valley. The results are compared and validated with
in situ measurements resulting from 3 years of quasi-continuous
GPS observations.
These results show the potential and limitations of SAR
remote sensing to monitor the displacement of complex objects
such as landslides or glaciers. In the textured areas due to
crevasses and stone accumulation, usually the most changing
and dangerous parts, high-resolution SAR data allow 2-D and
even 3-D displacement fields to be derived, which can be useful
to constrain ice flow models at the surface. However, the tempo-
ral sampling of SAR spaceborne data is still limited by the orbit
cycles, 11 days for the TerraSAR-X data analyzed in this paper.
GPS data, which can be collected only at a few points, allow
continuous measurements useful to identify sudden accelera-
tions and correlate them with meteorological events. We have
shown that both measurements are feasible, despite heavy pro-
cessing chains and GPS maintenance difficulties in such envi-
ronment, and that the results are consistent.
In future works, such processing will be automatized to
benefit from the regular acquisitions of the new SAR satel-
lite missions. With regular observations, it becomes possi-
ble to build more image pairs (multiple of 4 days with the
four Cosmo-SkyMed satellites, multiple of 6 days when the
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two Sentinel-1 satellites will be operational) and to invert
time series of displacement fields in order to benefit from the
redundancy to reduce the uncertainty and fill-up missing mea-
surements. The reconstruction of 3-D displacement fields by
combining ascending and descending overlapping pairs can
also be performed more often and a joint inversion of ascending
and descending displacement time series should be possible to
retrieve directly the 3-D displacement evolution.
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